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This thesis has three goals: to identify patterns of repetition in the Arab writers
Taha Hussein's and Muhammad al-MuwaylihT's texts, to investigate their shift in
the English translations, and to establish the translation strategies used in this area.
The empirical base material for this study consists of a three-part autobiography
(al-Ayyam, 'The Days') and a narrative fiction (Hadlth 'ha ibn Hisham, "Isa ibn
Hisham's Tale').
As a first step Taha Hussein and Muhammad al-MuwaylihT along with their
texts are presented and criteria for selecting research material discussed. Secondly,
the notion of repetition is explored from the perspective of linguistic and cultural
norms, and issues related to the norm theories discussed. Lastly, a comparative
analysis is carried out in five chapters to see how instances of repetition are rendered
in the English translations.
The findings show that Arabic texts utilise repetitive patterns for text-building
and rhetorical purposes. These patterns are manifested, on all levels, in phonological,
morphological and lexical repetition, lexical doublets, paraphrase, parallelism and
chiasmus.
A stereoscopic type of lexical doublet cements textual cohesion and coherence
by signalling complex meaning that goes beyond the confines of the doublet.
Patterns of repetition are shifted in the English translations and various
translation strategies are applied, the most common being grammatical transposition
and reduction.
A statistical assessment of the translation of lexical doublets in three samples
is done. The samples are about 2500 words each and randomly selected from the
autobiography's three parts. The figures suggest that one translator (Part One)
adopts a source text-oriented strategy versus a shifting strategy preferred by the
other two. This is a useful indicator of the direction of the translations, towards





The study of the texture and structure of texts has been one of the landmarks of
linguistic studies in the last three decades or so, and it is expected to continue being a
major preoccupation for linguists in the new century as well. One basic characteristic
of text that has come to be underlined by language researchers and educators is that
of repetition, in the sense that sentences are bonded together by semantic relations
which are overtly realised by different instances of lexical, grammatical and
structural repetition. It is these repetition ties which make stretches of a text hang
together and which are crucial in bringing about the cohesion and coherence in a text,
namely for making a text a text as distinct from a non-text. The essence of textuality
thus lies in the various means of repetition languages manifest in their systems, since
all cohesive devices are but a means of repeating some aspects of the propositions
already expressed in a text so as to add something new to them (Hoey, 1991).
This phenomenon of inter-sentential repetition in a text has as a result attracted
a lot of attention recently in the study of various languages. In Arabic, however,
linguistic studies still focus, almost exclusively, on the word and the sentence as the
unit of study and analysis. Consequently, linguistic studies of texts in general, and of
textual repetition in particular, are more or less hard to come by in Modern Standard
Arabic. Moreover, the significance and scope of translation from and into Arabic has
become even greater in the new millennium with the move towards globalisation as a
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result of the communication and information revolution. Textual studies thus seem to
be called for in order to bridge the present gap in Arabic linguistics. In particular,
translational and contrastive-textology studies are even more needed today than ever.
Though universal in nature, the phenomenon of repetition is also language-
specific with regard to the different surface realisations it takes in different
languages. Still, it is also culture-specific in the sense that every culture has its own
view on how the 'real world' is conceptualised. Arabic discourse, for example, has
often been claimed to sound highly 'repetitious' or show a 'peculiar strangeness' for
non-Arabs, and particularly so for native speakers of English (Johnstone, 1991: 2).
To be more precise, the issue is reading into this repetition traits of 'an Arab mind'
(Patai, 1983 [1973]). Arab scholars, on the other hand, have generally neither
accepted this claim nor have they given it enough attention in research. It thus seems
worthwhile to investigate the various phenomena of textual repetition in general in
an attempt to recognise and to define its different patterns in Arabic. Moreover, the
study is conducted within the framework ofArabic-English contrastive textology so
as to find out how the various instances of repetition in Arabic texts are rendered in
their English translation counterparts.
1.2 Aims
It is the general aim of this study to investigate the patterns and functions of
repetition in written Arabic literary discourse, as well as the translation strategies that
are used in rendering repetition into English. The specific aims can be summarised as
follows:
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• To isolate instances of repetition in terms of lexical doublets in the Arabic
corpus, and to identify their semantic categories. Their textual function will
also be examined.
• To investigate the manner in which the lexical doublets are rendered in the
English TT, and to identify the strategies involved.
• To identify the patterns of phonological repetition in Arabic and see how they
are dealt with in the English TT.
• To examine the patterns ofmorphological and lexical repetition in Arabic
along with their replacements in the English TT, as well as the translation
strategies involved.
• To investigate the repetition devices of paraphrase, parallelism and chiasmus
in Arabic and how they are rendered in the English TT.
The study will be conducted in relation to existing theoretical frameworks of text
linguistics, contrastive linguistics and Toury's (1995) theory of norms, among others.
The study is thus essentially descriptive in nature.
1.3 Material
The empirical base material for the thesis consists of four long texts and their English
translations. They are samples of literary discourse in Modern Standard Arabic
which were composed and published in the twentieth century. Three of them are
examples ofwriting in the genre of autobiography. They constitute the three-part
autobiography of one of the greatest Arab writers and thinkers, Taha Hussein ( ^
). The fourth text, from the genre of fiction, was written by another prominent
author, Muhammad al-MuwaylihT (t^-hj^1 ). The four texts and criteria for
selecting them are discussed as follows:
1. Al- 'Ayyam, 1 ('The Days', Part 1), Cairo, 1929, by Taha Hussein. The text is
approximately 20,000 words in length, and is divided into twenty chapters.
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The English translation was done by E. H. Paxton and published in 1932
under the title An Egyptian Childhood.
2. Al- 'Ayydm, 2 ('The Days', Part 2), Cairo, 1929, by Taha Hussein. The text
consists of about 30,000 words, and is divided into twenty chapters. It was
translated into English by Hilary Wayment and published in 1943 as The
Stream ofDays: A Student at the Azhar.
3. Al- 'Ayydm, 3 ('The Days', Part 3), Cairo, 1973, by Taha Hussein. The text is
roughly 25,000 words in length, and is divided into twenty chapters. It was
translated into English by Kenneth Cragg and published in 1976 as A Passage
to France.
The texts were selected on the basis of Taha Hussein's wide reputation as a writer
whose immeasurable contributions to the Arabic language and literature were set in
motion through a mastery of flexible, lucid Arabic prose style. In fact, his
autobiography is considered as one of the acknowledged masterpieces of
contemporary Arabic literature, which signified the beginning of a new era in the
history of Arabic writing in general, and the art of fiction in particular. Thus, the text
is more in the genre of fiction than pure autobiography.
Taha Hussein (1889-1973), blind from early childhood, managed to pursue a
distinguished career in Egyptian and Arab cultural life. Unofficially known as 'Dean
of Arabic Letters', he was mostly influential through his varied and controversial
writings. Pierre Cachia (p. 4), in his brief introduction to the one-volume three
translations of the autobiography, refers to the generation ofArab intellectuals of
which Taha Hussein was 'the most representative and most immediately influential
member':
They were not cautious philosophers or meticulous scholars, but bold spirits casting their
bread upon the waters... Their achievement was that they swept away conservatism part
of which at least badly needed to be swept away; they accustomed an entire generation to
thinking along new lines.
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He adds: 'Of the qualities that enabled Taha Hussein to leave his mark on an entire
nation, his sensitiveness and independence of spirit shine through every page of his
autobiography'.
4. Hadlth 'Isa Ibn Hisham ("Isa Ibn Hisham's Tale'), Cairo, 1907, by
Muhammad al-Muwaylihl (reference in the study is made to an undated
edition by Dar al-sha'ab press). The text is approximately 83,000 words in
length, and is divided into forty episodes. It was translated into English by
Roger Allen as Part 2 of an Oxford D.Phil thesis in 1968, and later published
under the title A PeriodofTune: isa Ibn Hisham's Tale.
HadJth 'Isa Ibn Hisham has long been regarded as a milestone in the development of
modern Arabic literature. Since its first publication, the book appeared in ten
editions, the most recent being in 1969. In 1927, a revised edition was used as a
textbook in Egyptian secondary schools, while many editions were printed by the
Egyptian Ministry of Education. A reprint came out at Egypt's 'Festival of Reading
for All' in 2001. Mahmud Taymur (1926), a major figure in the history of Egyptian
fiction, states that:
Ifwe wish to talk about modern narrative style, we find only Hadlth Isa ibn Hisham.
Ifwe want to give someone a good book to read, there is only Hadith Isa ibn Hisham.
And, ifwe wish to boast about our narrative literature, there is only HadJth Tsa ibn
Hishdm .... It is the first work to appear in contemporary narrative literature which is
worthy of being placed with complete impartiality in the front rank of our narrative
writings. (cited in Allen, 1992: 95)
The text is a narrative that depicts a period of time in the history ofEgyptian society.
It is written in a format very similar to that of the maqamah, a literary genre which is
characterised by a style known in Arabic as saj' ('rhyming prose') and made up of a
series of short phrases ending with the same rhyme. This kind of literary discourse
has its origins traced back to the maqamal of Bad!' al-Zaman al-Hamadhanl (969-
1008) and Abu Muhammad al-HarTrl (1054-1122) who adopted and developed it.
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Allen (1992: 96), the translator of the text, argues that the text cannot be regarded as
a maqamah since the rhyming prose is only used at the beginning of each episode.
This seems an initial strategic decision on the part of the translator as to how to
handle the text in translation. As to the significance of the book for the development
of modern Arabic literature, he (ibid.) mentions that 'while certain aspects ofHadJth
'ha Ibn Hisham look backwards to the classical literary tradition, others look
forward to the eventual appearance of an Arabic novelistic tradition'. It is, as Khidr
(>-»a.) (1966: 53) calls it, 'a bridge' in style and format between classical and
modern literature (cited in Allen, 1992: 97).
Ultimately, the selection of the texts rested upon one major objective, namely
to elicit typical examples of repetition from typical discourses of repetition. Along
these lines, it may be claimed that while Taha Hussein was a master ofArabic poetic
prose and repetition, Muhammad al-Muwaylihl was the architect ofboth. This will
be shown through the ways repetition is utilised in the overall building of text.
1.4 Method
The analytical methodology of the study is eclectic. It draws on several different
theories of the notion of norms that involve a component of comparison informing a
mapping of the TT onto the ST. This approach will have the discovery of translation
strategies as its ultimate goal. However, this research work is less concerned with
translation strategies as theoretical concepts than with their practical application. I
shall not, therefore, attempt to look into their theoretical status or definition.
Specifically, I shall focus on the production strategies which 'have to do with how
the translator manipulates the linguistic material in order to produce an appropriate
target text' (Chesterman, 1997: 92).
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1.5 Overview of the different chapters
The thesis is divided into eight chapters. Chapter 1, Introduction and Overview gives
a brief outline of the background, aims, material and method of the study.
Chapter 2, Repetition: Setting the Scene, discusses the notion of repetition from
an ethnolinguistic perspective. After a general survey of relevant views on how
repetition functions in various cultures, there is a brief discussion of how repetition
fits into the general framework of norms. An overview of previous research into
repetition in Arabic and English concludes the chapter.
Chapters 3 and 4 set in motion the textual mapping of TT onto ST. Chapter 3
Lexical Doublets and Complex Meaning deals with manifestations of repetition in ST
in terms of lexical doublets and the role they play in developing complex meaning.
Chapter 4, Strategies for Translating Lexical Doublets, explores the practical
procedures employed by the translators to replace the doublets in TT.
In Chapter 5, Arabic Phonic/Graphic Repetition in English Translation,
features of phonological repetition in ST are identified. In addition, there is a textual
analysis of the translation strategies adopted in dealing with the Arabic repetitive
patterns.
Chapter 6, Arabic Morphological and Lexical Repetition in English
Translation, investigates patterns and functions ofmorphological and lexical
repetition in ST along with the strategies for rendering ST repetition in the TT.
Chapter 7, Patterns ofRepetition at the Discourse Level: Paraphrase,
Parallelism and Chiasmus, has to do with higher-level aspects of repetition and the
strategies involved in translating them in TT.
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In Chapter 8, Summary and Conclusion, the findings of the study are
summarised and their relevance is discussed.
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Chapter Two
Repetition: Setting the Scene
2.0 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to set out the theoretical basis for the empirical study
of repetition in Arabic literary discourse and English translation. More specifically, it
is designed to discuss repetition as a general phenomenon subsuming a set of
repetitive devices, like parallelism, in various languages. Having conducted a
preliminary overview of evidence on repetition in different languages and cultures,
including Arabic and English, the present researcher will discuss the notion of norms
as suggested by a number of translation theorists. In the next chapters, the researcher
will scrutinise the strategies and choices that are involved in the mapping of the
translated/target text (TT) onto the ST to see how Arabic repetitive patterns are dealt
with.
2.1 Pervasive Repetition: Canonical Parallelism
Canonical parallelism is a kind of repetition that has been generally observed in
poetic and ritual languages ofmany diverse cultures all over the world. It first
arrested scholars' attention with the study ofHebrew verse that is characteristic of
this kind of pervasive repetition. The term 'pmnlldism' was originally introduced in
western poetical tradition by Robert Lowth, an eighteenth-century Bible translator,
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who embarked on studying ancient Hebrew parallelistic verse1. Lowth defines
parallelism in this way (cited in Jakobson, 1987: 146):
The correspondence of one Verse, or Line, with another, I call Parallelism. When
a proposition is delivered, and a second is subjoined to it, or drawn under it, equivalent,
or contrasted with it, in Sense; or familiar to it in the form ofGrammatical Construction;
these I call Parallel Lines; and the words or phrases answering one to another in the
corresponding Lines, Parallel Terms.
Parallel Lines may be reduced to Three sorts; Parallels Synonymous, Parallels
Antithetic, and Parallels Synthetic... It is to be observed that the several sorts of Parallels
are perpetually mixed with one another; and this mixture gives a variety and beauty to the
composition.
Eissfeld, quoted by Beeston (1983: 180), establishes the same above three-term
system for parallelism, though with a rather different content, concentrating on the
general semantic effect of parallelism in Biblical Hebrew (though applying to Arabic
too):
The poetic texts consist of verses [here the conventional divisions of the biblical
text..] formed from two - or more rarely three - stichoi combined, in which the stichoi or
members are in some way "parallel" to each other, in that they offer variations on the
same idea. This may come about by the second member repeating the content of the first
in different words (synonymous parallelism), or it may be that it sets it off sharply with
contrasted thought (antithetic parallelism), or it may be that it simply takes the thought
further and completes it (synthetic parallelism).
Thus, in the Old Testament we read the following verses:
1 a. Thou didst pardon the guilt of thy people;
lb. Thou didst cover up all their sin.
2a. Thou didst withdraw all thy wrath;
2b. Thou didst turn away from thy fierce anger.
3a. Wilt thou be angry with us forever?
3b. Wilt thou prolong thine anger throughout the ages?
(Psalm 85, A Plea for God's Pardon)
In the first couplet, the two lines are semantically and syntactically parallel: the same
frame starting with "Thou didst..." in two clauses with the type [S - V - O]. The
synonymous parallelism stands in pardon/cover up and guilt!sin. These two sets of
1 It is worth mentioning that Medieval Arab grammarians had their elaborated treatises on parallelism
in Arabic, as it will be seen in the next section.
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dyads make the building blocks of the parallelism. This is also true with the next
couplet (2a, 2b) whereby parallelism is formed by the synonyms withdrawIturn away
and wrath/anger, as well as the third couplet (3a, 3b) with the synonymous pair he
angry... forever/prolong thine anger throughout the ages.
This kind of parallelism has been widely known by students of the field by the
term 'canonical (or dyadic) parallelism'. It has been utilised in diverse genres of
discourse to realise a variety of purposes, but primarily to create meaning, through
placing linguistic units into parallel play to form couplets and triplets. Most
significant, at this juncture, is the relationship between elements of the parallelism,
which is undoubtedly influenced by linguistic and cultural repertoire and the range of
options, which speakers/writers can make to appeal to the desired ultimate concept.
In other words, different cultures have different views on how this relationship
works. Accordingly, discursive concepts of parallelism are bound to emerge, and
those who have looked into the phenomenon suggest terms like stereoscopy and
metaphor, among others, to describe the nature of link between the parallels. To
conclude, parallelism has been deemed the 'dominant' component, to use Jakobson's
(1987 [1935]: 41) term, in oral and written literatures ofmany cultures.
2.1.1 Parallelism: Index of Authentic Discourse
In an article titled 'Authenticity and Ambivalence in the text: a colonial Maya case',
Hanks (2000) has examined repetition in Yucatec Mayan language and its role in the
formation of honorific and authentic discourse. Analysing seven letters addressed to
the King of Spain by the Maya nobility in 1567, Hanks has found that the native elite
maintained an ambivalent attitude towards both their indigenous culture and the
Spanish Crown. This was entirely reflected in their stylistic tactic of writing to the
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King. So, whilst they were obliged to pay tribute to a foreign monarch, they had no
choice but to resort to linguistically cultural devices including couplets and triplets in
order to fulfil that end. In this translated excerpt, couplets are employed





borrowers of the mat
borrowers of the throne
borrowers of the rule
Hanks notes that the couplets land'country and rule/lordship are put symmetrically to
signal the semantic likeness of country and lordship in juxtaposition with land and
rule. This is immediately followed by a triplet arising from the conjoining of rule
with the typical Maya couplet mat/throne. Hanks observes this feature in the text of
the letters, whereby couplets interact to form triplets having an [(A B) C] structure
type. However, these couplets could be seen as consisting in a list having the string
[in the + Noun],
Hanks points out that the letters came under criticism by some historians who
considered them to be lacking authenticity on the grounds that their texts were nearly
identical and written with a feel of Spanish. Moreover, they were a symbol of clear
allegiance to the Spanish occupiers, which was manifested in a discourse
characterised by a hybridised style. Hanks (2000: 107) suggests that these letters,
being almost identical in form and content and holding the names of signatories,
represent a pattern of repetition which is highly favoured in Maya cultures. The
nobles, having chosen to put their signatures on seven letters rather than on one, were
merely identifying themselves individually while maintaining the same position.
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Here, Hanks argues, the sevenfold repetition of the letter represents enough evidence
on the authenticity of the letters.
One of the repetitive devices used in the texts of the letters is the triplet which
often subsumes an embedded couplet as exemplified in the following passage
(Hanks, 2000: 120):
lai tah uklal for that reason
-cech ah tepal e- -you [who are] Majesty-
bailcun a tumtic would that you provide
ychil auahaulilob within your kingdoms
yah bebeg ahulob, the ministers,
ca utzac utichkakticob that they might illuminate
yetel ugag cunicob and enlighten
yetel ucambeg icob and teach
himac mabal yohmahob e; whosoever knows naught;
Here, the embedding of one couplet within a triplet is evident as the semantic pair
illuminate/enlighten being extended to the triplet illuminate/enlighten/teach, thus the
structure [(A B)C], The parallelism in this triplet is comprehensive in that it is
semantic, syntactic (V), and phonic (ending with the same rhyming -icob). Hanks
mentions that the pair Tight'/'knowledge' is a familiar theme in the oral Maya
literature. Moreover, The -ob plural marking, being functional across nouns, verbs,
and adjectives in standard Yucatec, shapes the rhyming which contributes to the
emergence of what Tynianov (1981 [1924]) calls a 'verse series'.
The following excerpt, taken from a letter addressed to the Crown complaining
about the seculars' bad behaviour, provides several illustrations of grammatical
parallelism (Hanks, 2000: 124-25):
hex uCan ubelob here too their ways are folded
clerigosob lae these clerics
hach kuxob toon truly they are hateful towards us
tamuk uCaCalic capach whereas they oppress us (on) our backs
cabeelte ti yotochob we do in (at) their homes
lauac bat ca yalicob toon whatever thing they tell us (to)
yoklal yantacob yotochob for they have their (individual) houses





12. he tun tucultalob
13. ychil cacahalob e
14. cacalah tzentob
15. .y. ubalyotochob
16. maix bal ubolil
17. maix tan cakatab tiob
18. yoklal g ublaconob tiob
19. g ahconix tiob xan
black men




we feed the lot of them
along with the things of their households
and they pay naught
and we shan't ask them to
for we are ashamed before them
and we are frightened of them also.
Hanks notes that lines 3-4, though dissimilar quantitatively, are qualified to make a
semantic couplet, in that they refer to the deeds of the oppressors (hate, oppress).
Lines 16-19, on the other hand, are syntactically and semantically related (they don't
pay, we don't ask them to, we're ashamed before them, we're afraid of them).
Grammatical parallelism is also found in Lines 7-11 which contain three sentences
having the verb -an (to exist, be). These verbs, along with the alliterations yo-ya-ya-y
and the final rhyming -ob, make the parallelism in the lines. He argues that 'the
relative density of parallelism here reinforces the thematic unity of the segment; the
unwillingness to pay for services rendered, the unapproachability and the provoking
of shame and fear summarise the exploitative relationship of seculars to the Maya'
(2000: 125). It is in these lines, he underlines, that 'verse parallelism combines most
explicitly with the rhetoric of blackness' as opposed to light and knowledge (ibid ).
2.1.2 Parallelism: A Disclaimer of Authentic Discourse
To the extent that parallelism could be used as a proof for authentic discourse, it is
equally possible to incorporate this device as a disclaimer of performance. Bauman
(1993), investigating a kind of genre, the yarn, finds that parallelism is used by the
narrator as a strategy to avoid accountability for the authenticity of story events. In
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other words, repetition here is not a by-product of an artistic, poetic or creative piece
of performance, but rather, a scheme being called for by the narrator to evade his
poor mastery of the minute details of the episodes. It is also employed by the narrator
as a means of seeking a space of time for the provision of new information. The 89-
year-old man has put his story in these lines:
1. 1 know I heard the story about where they went to dig this chest ofmoney,
2. and uh,
3. they was down to the chest ofmoney far enough
4. for to see the handle on it.
5. And they hadn't, uh,
6. they wasn 't to speak.
7. There wasn't a word to be spoke.
8. And they had the rope
9. through the handle
10. for to snake it up off the ground.
11. And one fellow spoke
12. and tore the handle right off the chest.
13. They had the handle.
14. They had the handle on the rope.
Semantic parallelism occurs consecutively in pairs 6:7, 8:9 and then shifts to 7:11,
9:13, and finally back tol3:14. In 6:7, there is identity of propositions, in 8:9 a
meronymic (part-whole) relation between handle and rope, in 7:11 contrast of
propositions, and in 9:13 and 13:14 there is similar propositions. Bauman states
(1993: 190):
Parallelism is, after all, a basic device of cohesion in a discourse which can serve, as
here, to maintain discursive continuity in the absence of other means to do so. This is
an instance ofwhat Silverstein (1984) aptly calls 'the pragmatic "poetry" of prose,'
the quotation marks around "poetry" indexing the absence ofpurposeful artfulness.
Parallelism is thus not here a key to performance, but an index of its absence.
2.1.3 Parallelism: Notion of Inclusiveness
Among the types of couplets that have been examined in the Quiche Mayan language
is that which implies the idea of'inclusiveness' (Tedlock, 1987). In this case, the
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members of a couplet conjoin in a compound form to project a somewhat general or
abstract meaning, without affecting their independent senses (Tedlock, 1987: 148):
lake + sea = lakesea, meaning 'all water of the world';
mountain + plain = moimtainplain, meaning 'earth';
sky + earth = skyearth, meaning 'world'.
Here, the compound-form couplets lakesea, mountainplain and skyearth produce the
new meanings 'all the water of the world', 'earth' and 'world', respectively. Tedlock
points out that 'Quiches are dialectitians, but they understand proper dualities to
be complementary rather than opposed, interpenetrating rather than mutually
exclusive...' (173). Accordingly, 'sky' and 'earth', for instance, are joined by a
'mutual attraction, though a structuralist might regard them as opposites' (ibid.). He
maintains that from a Quiche point of view the relationship between these two words
is different in degree, but not in kind, from the relationship between other synonyms
or near-synonyms.
Tedlock has analysed the texts of two sources: the Popol Vuh ofQuiche lords,
a sacred book whose pictures were transposed into alphabets in the sixteenth century,
and contemporary prayers that are based on the Popol Vuh. The prayers, performed
by a singer, are characterised by semantic and syntactic parallelism in the form of
couplets and triplets. Apart from the above couplets, there are other couplets that are
parallel in modification, affixation or prepositional complementation and imply the
concept of inclusiveness. In the following prayer, the 'gods ofmankind' are








maker of green plates,
maker of green bowls,
In the above couplets, grammatical parallelism is upheld by semantic parallelism so
that the relationship between the whole parallelistic construction appears well
established. Each dyadic pair involves a relation of inclusiveness: peccary and tapir
denote pig-like animals, lapidary andjeweller subsume skill and perfection, and
sawyer and carpenter denote the concept of creation. The latter two pairs also
include the notion of general-specific in that the first element in each pair has a
general meaning whereas the second element has a specific meaning. In the last
couplet, plates and bowls belong to the category of vessels. The concept of creation
is the dominant theme of this utterance. On the other hand, the notion of
inclusiveness may be markedly expressed. In the following Quiche passage








the underlying concept of the triplet bird, fish, crab is already expressed through the
word animal (Tedlock, 1987: 159).
Summing up, it is evident that the idea of inclusiveness is pertinent to semantic
parallelism in Quiche. However this notion echoes, to some extent, what Fox (1974)
calls 'stereoscopy', the topic of the next enquiry.
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2.1.4 Stereoscopic Parallelism
Peter Boodberg (1954) asserts
Parallelism is not merely a stylistic device of formularistic syntactical duplication; it
is intended to achieve a result reminiscent of binocular vision, the superimposition of two
syntactical images in order to endow them with solidity and depth, the repetition of the
pattern having the effect of binding together syntagms that appear at first rather loosely
aligned. (cited in Jakobson, 1987 [ 1966]: 148)
The concept of stereoscopy, as can be seen from the above statement, has long been
discerned in language. Sinologist Boodberg, in his path-breaking endeavour to
translate Chinese poetry as well as to study the various aspects of parallelism, has
found that, in a couplet, the second line establishes the form of the first line plus the
meaning of the whole couplet.
In this connection, Fox (1974) analyses the effect of dyadic sets in Rotinese, an
Indonesian language spoken in Roti, one of the southernmost islands of the
Indonesian archipelago. He (1974: 80) suggests that what is at interplay is virtually a
state of'carefully calibrated stereoscopy... a fusion of separate images' which leaves
its impact on the audience through ritualised formal language: 'Words are used in a
variety ofways that make them slightly discrepant from their ordinary usage; but the
concurrence of each of these words with another that signals its sense creates a kind
of resonant intelligibility' (83). He cites the following Rotinese chant, bini, as an
example of dyadic discourse (76-7):
1. On this good day
2. And at this fine time [sun\
3. They say: The sugar cane has sheaths ofgold
4. And the banana has blossoms of copper.
5. The sugar cane sheds its sheath
6. And the banana drops its blossom,
7. Still leaving but the sugar cane's root
8. And the banana's trunk too.
9. But the sugar cane sheaths again
10. The sheaths are gold again
11. And the banana blossoms again
12. The blossoms are copper again.
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Parallel lines are: 1:2, 3:4, 5:6, 7:8, 9:11, 10:12. This piece of language is based on
dyadic pairs whose items come in succession, especially in the first eight lines:
day/sun, sugar cane/banana, sheaths/blossoms, gold/copper, shed drop, root/trunk.
Fox has found this type of parallelism to be prevalent in songs, prayers, formal
conversations, court discourse, bride-wealth negotiation and other genres. Rotinese
people actually enjoy speaking. For them, he says, The pleasure of life is talk - not
simply an idle chatter that passes time, but the more formal taking of sides in endless
dispute, argument, and repartee or the rivalling of one another in eloquent and
balanced phrases on ceremonial occasions. Speeches, sermons, and rhetorical
statements are a delight' (65). In this hierarchical society, he notices, the higher the
ranking position men occupy, the better chances and less constraints on them to
participate in talk gatherings. Put another way, people at the top of the social (and
possibly political) hierarchy are privileged to use that elevated parallelistic language.
Fox observes that a large number of synonymous pairs in ritual Rotinese are
composed of members that are variants of dialects of the language in the first place.
Thus, a couplet will be established on the basis of selection and variation, that is, one
item from Dialect 1 and another from Dialect 2, representing the two parts of the
island.
2.1.5 Metaphorical Parallelism
Another study of canonical parallelism is Gossen (1974). He observes that the
Centra! American people ofChamula, who speak Tzotzil, introduce dyadic and
parallelistic structures at all levels in their ritual language depicting political oratory,
court speeches and highly heated, emotive discourses. The repetitive patterns
function in a way that would build up accumulation in discourse so as to bring to
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focus the main theme. In the following translated prayer, known by Chamulas as of
the kind 'Ancient words', or pure, traditional language, there is a high degree of
metaphorical heat and an increasing restriction on form and content (Gossen, 1974:
395):
1. I have come before your feet,
2. 1 have come before your hands,
3. With my wife,
4. With my companion,
5. With my children,
6. With my offspring,
7. But a feeble candle (I bring),
8. But a withered flower (I bring) ...
There is here a complete parallelism, in terms of lexical, syntactic and semantic
couplets. It is most obvious in the couplets 3:4 and 5:6, whereby the pairs wife!
companion and children!offspring each imply a specific reference in the first item
and a generic reference in the second. According to Gossen, the above couplets are
metaphorical with 'prescribed content and a more or less fixed order' (1974: 395).
2.1.6 Potential Repetition
In his investigation ofRussian poetry of the nineteenth century, Tynianov (1981
[1924]: 83) speaks of 'potential repetition'. Based on the notion of semantic
accumulation, he distinguishes two types: weak and strong. Potential repetition is
weak when the repetitive pattern, e.g. a couplet or triplet, is attached to a
neighbouring clause element, whereby it 'pales' the 'principal sign' of the whole
meaning of the group and emphasizes the homogeneity of the group members2:
2 For Tynianov, the principal sign in semantics is parallel to the phoneme in phonetics.
"Translating [Russian word] 'priznak' as 'sign' does present problems There are two words in
Russian for two distinct concepts. 'Znak' literally means 'sign', in the sense of a 'symbol'. 'Priznak'
has a more limited meaning - an 'outward indication' One can see, however, that to conceptualise an
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- The baron seethed, and burned, and glared.
In the above sentence, the triplet seethed, burned, glared is unquestionably weak
because of its adjacency to the subject and the use of the connective and. On the
other hand, the detachment of the above triplet from the subject will strengthen its
principal sign of meaning. In other words, this division, coupled with certain
rhythmic and intonation patterns, will intensify the meaning of the first member of
the group which, in turn, triggers off the cumulative intensification of the other
members in the same group. Tynianov gives this pair of lines from a Zhukovsky's
ballad (1981 [1924]: 83):
And baron Smalgolmsky, defeated, angry,
Seethed, and burned, and glared.
Here, the potential repetition sounds strong. It is so because, first, it promptly brings
to focus the parallelistic pattern and, secondly, the semantic relationship between the
items of the parallelism is characterised by vigorousness in that one of them seems to
'head' or 'lead' the others. Consider these lines from Mayakovsky's Heaven (cited in




Is this die much-praised heaven?









Quietly glided. (italics added)
'outward indication ofmeaning' would be a difficult task in itself Therefore, 'sign' was chosen for
both Russian terms." The translators (23).
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In the triplet It sparkled/It glittered-It shone, each member has its own value of
meaning as well as all of them contributing to the general meaning of the whole
construction.
Still more powerful does potential repetition seem through the recurrence
of roots across a series ofwords. On this, Tynianov has the following to say
(1981 [1924]: 116):
[... ] It bears the action of the emotional quality of the sound and the amplification of
the meaning of the material part of the word. The amplification of this meaning comes
with the series, and depends upon the syntactic correlation ofwords with a single base.
The words are realized as articulatedparts ofa single whole. The syntactic hierarchy
ofwords and the variants of the materia! part of the word acquire special significance.
Thus, in the following example:
Katitsia ekho po goram,
Kak grom, gremiashchii po gromam.
The echo rolls along the mountains,
Like thunder, thundering in a thundery way. (italics added)
Tynianov considers this repetition of 'the base of one and the same word' to be
reflective of the state of 'unity' among the root-sharing items (116). One more
example is:
Zatikhla tishe tishina.
The quiet quieted down more quietly, (italics added)
Tynianov argues that this kind of repetition, characterised by variations and
colourings of the same base and occupying different formal elements, brings about
the forcefulness ofwhat he calls 'a dismembered whole', whereby each member is
unique in terms ofmeaning and function relative to the whole clause (118): 'The
feature ofdistinction, in the given case, is as strong as the feature of similarity.'
Z,Z,
2.1.7 Repetition: Formula and Theme
Okpewho (1992:71) examines parallelism in oral African literature. He concentrates
on what he calls the 'aesthetic value' of repetition in oral artistic discourse.
Repetition, he says, has been used to develop a text characterized by fullness and
variety. The idea of fullness is achieved through furnishing in the discourse a
considerable amount of condensed information framed by the repetition of a word or
phrase. This is shown in the following English translation of a Yoruba praise-chant
'Salute to the Onikoyi Lineage', from Babalola's (1966) collection of hunters'
poetry, which glorifies the legendary warrior Onikoyi and his savage campaigns
searching for battles and enemies (Okpewho, 1992:72ffi):
When you were surprised by the enemy in an open forest tract,
You changed yourselves into forest trees.
When you were surprised by the enemy in a savannah tract,
You changed yourselves into savannah grass.
And when you were surprised by the enemy in a tract full of disused ant-hills,
You transformed yourselves into ant-hills mushrooms.
You are known as people who sometimes stay at home,
Sometimes live in "transition woodland" tracts.
Sometimes live in the streets,
Sometimes live on the farm,
Sometimes live at Aawe,
Sometimes live at Aagba,
Sometimes at Kobai,
Sometimes at Ogbomoso,
Sometimes at lie Ifon,
And sometimes at Kuta.
Men ofwar carrying sheaves of arrows.
The repetition of sometimes live or sometimes qualifies them to be technically called
a formula, while the framework of details (i.e., the description of the events of the
narrative) is called a theme. These formulaic phrases are utilised by the narrator as an
effective device to aid him/her in describing similar situations at times when the
ideas and images are not urgent in his/her mind. Okpewho also cites translated texts
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characterised by formulaic repetition that involve criss-crossing as in the following
example (1992:78ff):
He kills on the right and destroys on the left.
He kills on the left and destroys on the right. (from Beier 1966:45)
Lexical repetition is very evident in these lines, which portrays the Yoruba god
Ogun. Here, the principle of parallelism consists in the 'transposition or criss¬
crossing between adjacent lines of identical units of speech (lexis), in this case
identical words' (Okpewho, 1992: 79).
In conclusion, repetition has been the key feature of oral literatures in many
cultures. The assortment of repetitive categories and patterns reflect the ways those
cultures view the world, not to mention the functions they serve in building
discourse. In the next section, the study will move on to examine previous research
on repetition in Arabic.
2.2 Repetition in Arabic
As is the case with many other natural languages, Modern Standard Arabic (MSA)
has evolved in a manner that would allow its native speakers to utilise a variety of
modes, or styles, of discourse. One of the important arguments concerning the use of
repetition in Arabic discourse is that which assumes the accessibility of two modes of
expression, namely, the 'visual' mode and the 'aural' mode (Sa'adeddin, 1989). It is
suggested that the 'aural' mode of language is employed by native speakers of
Arabic to express communal solidarity and intimacy relationships and, hence, is
characterised by repetitive constructions. This issue will be dealt with in connection
with the notions of power and solidarity (Tannen, 1994) later in fnis section. For the
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present, it may be necessary to take a historical approach to the subject in order to
establish an understanding of how repetition has been treated in varied scholarships.
2.2.1 Arabic Medieval School
Ancient (classical and medieval) Arabic rhetoricians paid great attention to repetition
and other related devices as part ofwhat is traditionally known within this school of
rhetorical thought as al-balaghah, i.e. rhetoric. The study of al-balaghah started as a
descriptive enterprise having as its main goal the investigation ofQur'anic and poetic
discourse. It was initially codified and subsequently deployed as a set of prescriptive
norms. It has been divided into three branches, viz., 'ilm al-ma'anl, 'ilm al-bayan and
'ilm al-badl', whereby the latter merited much scrutiny for it covered a set of textual
practices and functions pertinent to repetition. A close look at the literature, however,
will show that the ancients sometimes adopted diverse terms or nomenclature to refer
to the same phenomenon. In reviewing these terms, the present researcher will try to
account for distinct categories and see how they are relevant to the general concept
of repetition.
2.2.1.1 rad al- 'ajuz ala al-sadr
Lit. 'to bring the rear to the fore', this device may be matched by epanadiplosis, an
English rhetorical device ofGreek origin. It is defined by al-MisrT (1971: 36) in this
way:
j (J.t-illC. A-jiasJ AJajlj 0 j o
That is, the device functions in cases where 'a stretch of discourse whose first and
last hemistich are linked either lexically by using the same word, or, sometimes,
semantically by two different items. In both cases matching and coherence occur
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between the two parts of the text'. This device is mainly used in poetry, as in the
following lines by Zuhayr bin AbT Sulma (highlighting added throughout):
aLUU V V jp* d
[lit.: I have wearied of the burdens of life, and he who lives
Eighty years, no wonder, wearies.]
where the first and last highlighted items are the same at least in the base or
root. Besides its artistic function, the device is claimed to serve structural and
discoursal purposes. Al-SajalmanT (1980: 477-78) argues that the repetition of a
lexical item or phrase is necessary for keeping the listener/reader within the
discourse and for activating his memory so that the discourse will flow towards its
end. He gives the following example, from the Quran, where a whole phrase is
repeated3:
.,t ;hr- aUjAj y uall a5U]| jgl qI (jjh ^ jJaj diiS 13 UjJjl '"'<0.- ^ A2
jjj'n II*\ alt lilljS JC. tjSjjj
[(-jSlI d'ji\ » 110-105 :37]
[Thou hast already fulfilled the vision. Lo! thus do We reward the good. Lo!
that verily was a clear test. Then We ransomed him with a tremendous victim.
And We left for him among the later folk: Peace be unto Abraham!. Thus do
We reward the good.] [37:105-10, the Qur'an]
The phrase uA^-dl ^ dlES js repeated twice in the above passage.
Where the relationship between portions of a text is based on the repetition of a
proposition, then the device is called al-tadhyfl (al-'Askarl: 1981: 413). It is used for
emphatic purposes. Example:
[f^ijij*ll ' 17 :34] VI & jkjj J*j ' jj& ^ ^
[This We awarded them because of their ingratitude. Punish We ever any save
the ingrates?] [34:17, the Qur'an]
3 The English translation of the Qur'an verses, cited in this chapter, is based on the English version
"The Meaning of the Glorious Qur'an" trans. By Marmaduke Pickthall, 1971. Beirut: Dar al-Kitab al-
LubnanT.
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Here, the highlighted clause paraphrases the content of the first clause by introducing
a rhetorical question. However, the paraphrase incorporates instances of root
repetition, e.g. lsA and .
2.2.1.2 al-'aks wa ai-tabali
This kind of repetition consists in the production of chiasmic patterns whereby words
are inverted in a criss-crossing arrangement so as to yield opposition in meaning. The
following example is cited by ai-QazwTnT (1989: 485):
[jHA' d1A '19 ;30 ] ... 6* C-A' ^ iiud! JT jid
He bringeth forth the living from the dead, and He bringeth forth the dead from
the living, ... [30:19, the Qur'an]
Chiasmus in both the Arabic and the English translated text is evident: dAi t> /
(> duJi . i.e. 'the living from the dead/the dead from the living'.
Thus far, all the above devices have involved cases of identical repetition in
terms of repeating the same root, word or phrase. . Yet, there are other categories that
are Concerned with other types of repetition as shown below.
2.2.1.3 ai-mutabaqah
This device means roughly antithesis. Al-QazwTnT (1989) puts forth his
understanding of how this device works in discourse. In his words, ai-mutabaqah is
(477):
j (jaiaajj Laj ijjj'l* a
Jh ..." : ji [fOjSSl :18] "... jjij fdjUallii pt.nnVij ..." ; JU3
ui5JJ' el)A ' 26 :3] ^jja £ Vt.n.i JJUj ja-q ulxLoji ^ jjJ j £.l_uu ^jjq >-WoVi
.[(OjSSl JJ\\ < 286 :2] "...cWSIU I+JPj6^U 1+1..." ;
That is,
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The association between two opposites, that is, two juxtapositive meanings in a
sentence by two items of the same class: either two nouns as in '... And thou wouldst
have deemed them waking though they were asieep ...' [18:18, the Qur'an], or two
verbs as in '... Thou givesi sovereignty unto whom Thou wilt, and Thou withdrawest
sovereignty from whom Thou wilt, Thou exaltest whom Thou wilt, Thou abasest
whom Thou wilt ...' [3:26, the Qur'an], or two prepositions as in '... For it is only
that which it hath earned, and against it only that which it hath deserved ...' [2:286,
the Qur'an].
Antithetic parallelism is lucid in the above Arabic examples as they include
antonyms symmetrically put in a set of parallelistic structures: daiii /
(waking/asleep), (givest/withdrawest), j*2/ J-2 (exaltest/abasest), and
finally ^ (for it/against it). However, there are other cases where antonymous
relations extend to fne whole utterance as shown below.
2.2.1.4 ai-muqabaiah
This device accounts for cases whereby the two hemistichs of a line or utterance are
completely antonymous. Al-QazwTnl (1989) illustrates this type of repetition with the
following example:
jijaSi 4 82 :9] ... 'jjjS IjSjjIj juia ijgA.t-ij'i
Then let them laugh a little: they will weep much, ... [9:82, the Qur'an]
The two-for-two contrast is worked out in a very transparent and balanced cast:
!j% [V+3rd pron.pl.suff] and [adv.]. The two parallel clauses are
of the same pattern [V + S + A], Another still more striking example comes from the
poetry of al-MutanabbT:
[1 call on them as fne dark of the night covers me.
And turn away as the light of the day unveils me]
The equilibrium between the two hemistichs of the above line is prominent:
jjJ /t^222'1, / cAAw, Jdtt / ; ^ jij j and J / .
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2.2.1.5 al-tarsT'
Ibn al-'Athlr defines al-tarsT', roughly isocolon, in the following words (cited in
Abdul-majTd, 1998):
AjsUil j j Jalill 4-laal (JSS Aj jl > ijift Jalili A Ind <j£ i J
[It is the equivalence of the words in the first hemistich with the words in the second
hemistich in metre and rhyme.]
An example, illustrating how this device functions, is taken from a poem by al-
MutanabbT:
lc. j tjjiiiJl j ~ jl < ^ j
[And noble deeds have you undertaken wilfully,
And from sinful acts abstained faithfully]
It is worth noting the symmetrical configuration of the parallels in the sets: /
, Wyljl 5 and te-/ k-ji" . Metrically, members of the first pair consist of
three syllables each, of the second pair four syllables each, whereas in the third set,
each item consists of five syllables. In rhyming, it is clear that the sets end with i-im\
aytciha and arri'an', respectively. The last group is almost identical in terms of
the number and arrangement of phonemes except in the fifth phonemic slot lb-wl.
Morphologically, the members in each pair are featured with strict parallelism having
the patterns: (1) mafa'il, (N), (2) 'afala (Form IV perfect V), and (3) mutafa'il
(a.part.).
2.2.1.6 al-khas ba da al- 'am
This device, lit. 'the particular after the general', is a semantic one. Ibn al-'AthTr
suggests that it is used in cases where the meaning is shifted from a generic status to
a specific one across a text so as to bring to focus the specific item. In the following
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example, there is a gradual development of meaning (cited in Abdul-Majid, 1998:
91):
... CJ- jA*1 (j§ UJ6-^ Al A-° ...
[fjjSlI JA '104 :3]
And there may spring from you a nation who invite to goodness, and
enjoin right conduct and forbid indecency. [3:104, the Qur'an]
Ibn al-'AthTr argues that A (invite to goodness) is general while ujjA
(enjoin right conduct) is particular. However, a closer look at the third item
(forbid indecency) may justify another interpretation of the matter. It
may be the case that it is the third phrase, and not the second, that attracts the focus
and represents new information in the above triplet. The phrase puts forth a specific
value of definiteness and markedness. It creates the climax of the whole construction
in that it is projected on the surface of the text to give more elaborate information,
thereby contributing to the cumulative flow ofmeaning, first within the triplet and,
secondly, within the framework of the entire discourse. (enjoin right
conduct) can hardly be qualified to be the focus of information. It only leaves
implicit what the third phrase makes explicit.
Along these lines, al-'Askarl refers to the notion of embedding. He
exemplifies the idea by the following verse (1981: 214):
jS \ n 11 j pLutx&Il jc. i fbj|j {jl i i-.VI z J-SaJb jbu bit (j)
[^'>11 jjl\ ;90 :16]
Lo! Allah enjoineth justice and kindness, and giving to kinsfolk, and forbiddeth
lewdness and abomination and wickedness. [ 16:90, the Qur'an]
al-'Askarl offers an elegant account of the interrelationships between the highlighted
items (214):
jSlJI gib frl ^k gib ^ j Jblj J^xil ^ Jib <jLuia,yi
. A=bll Jib
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['Kindness' goes into [or is embedded in] 'justice' whilst 'giving to kinsfolk' goes into
'justice'. Further, 'lewdness' goes into 'abomination' and 'wickedness' goes into 'lewdness'.]
Summing up, ancient Arabic rhetoricians managed to establish certain concepts
as to how repetition functions in discourse. This came out of their practices to study
liturgical (Qur'anic) and poetic discourse. However, the study of repetition in other
types of texts was only conducted recently. This consists in the contribution, made by
other contemporary scholars, which is the topic of the next section.
2.2.2 Arabic Modern School
Although the phenomenon of repetition in Arabic has drawn the attention ofmany
researchers, both Arabs and non-Arabs, only few have embarked on a thorough
investigation of its nature, forms and roles in the overall construction of text.
Johnstone (1991) claims that repetition is the only means available for native
speakers of Arabic to initiate argumentative discourse. Sa'adeddin (1989) suggests
that Arabic speakers employ two modes of expression, namely 'aural' and 'visual',
and that repetition is highly used in the aural mode. Other attempts have been made
within contrastive textology (al-Mukharriq 1993), translation of political discourse
(al-Mahmoud 1989), and language learning (Kaplan, 1966), among others. In the
following account, a number of studies will be reviewed with reference to certain
aspects of repetition.
2.2.2.1 Semantic repetition
One of the early studies of semantic repetition in Arabic is Beeston (1970). He
examines conjoined phrases that show some degree of synonymity between the
constitutive members. In his words, they are instances of 'hendiadys: the use of two
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words with different but overlapping semantic spectra to denote the area of overlap'
(1970: 112). Giving the following example:
'sultan' 'authority' 'decision' 'office of judge'
Beeston claims that an Arabic writer will often use the phrase ^ in order to
express the concept of 'authority', and ^ to express the concept of
'decision'. If translated into English, he suggests, they should be considered as a
single concept and should be so rendered in English.
This type of phrase has been the focus of another study (Johnstone, 1991). She
suggests the term 'lexical couplets' to refer to pairs of nouns or verbs linked by the
connective j (and), J (or), or zero (i.e. asyndetic) and forming the structure Ax B.
She puts couplets into groups based on semantic relations between the members of
the couplet. A brief discussion of these groups follows (1991: 41-47):
1. Modified-modifier couplets, where the second member modifies or restricts
the meaning of the first member, e.g. JA (with all power and zeal)
or (zealous power);
2. Implicational couplets, where the relationship between the members of a
couplet is of implication, which leads either from the first member to the
second, e.g. kiic.j (a shiver of fear and awe), or from the second
member to the first, (experience and experiences);
3. Hendiadic couplets, as discussed above, the two share a meaning element
being their referent, e.g. (the remains and the debris), whose
common element is 'ruins';
4. Metaphorical expansion, whereby the second term is a metaphorical version
of the first, e.g. Jsl *1 jjJl ^aj aKA* <_&] J=di cail£ (it was the solution for
every problem and the cure for every ill.);
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5. Synonym groups, which are synonymous terms combinabie to make various
couplets, e.g. ejljjks (developments), (changes), <—(events);
6. Near freezes. Such couplets are claimed to be 'almost idiomatic', e.g.
j (abuse and insult);
7. Freezes. They are mainly of religious or ritual origins, e.g. *LiSll
(judgement and destiny).
No doubt, Johnstone's categories look rather sketchy for a number of reasons. First,
she relies in her examination of repetition in Arabic on a very small sample of
political discourse (four short pieces in about 15,000 words). Secondly, the lexical
couplets, the subject matter of her analysis, are aecontextualised, which could lead to
misinterpretations of certain items. And finally, the couplets are looked at through a
diachronic perspective, which seems rather artificial and, in fact, intended to support
an already laid argument that Arabic argumentation is based on repetition as the only
logic (proof) being present in discourse. There will be more to say about the semantic
classification of'coupiets' in the forthcoming chapters. It will be shown that the
textual dimension is indispensable in any attempt to understand the nature of such
phrases.
Another quite short study of 'couplets' in Arabic is al-Jubouri (1984). He
examines the role of repetition in Arabic argumentative political discourse, reflecting
to some extent Johnstone's above observations, though with a slightly different
approach. He expands fne semantic categories to cover not only synonymy, but also
antonymy. Among fne categories, or 'groups' as he terms them, three may be
mentioned (1984: 105-06):
• A group where the members are synonymous, commutative and
interchangeable in that particular context', e.g. JAj (sacrifice and
sacrifice and sacrifice);
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• A group whose members share almost the same meaning except that the first
member is 'more particular' whereas the second member is 'more general',
e.g. j i/i jit (opinion and thought);
• A group whereby the first or the second constituent may modify the meaning
of the other, e.g. Jddi j 3 (persuasion [and] proof and evidence).
2.2.2.2 Repetition: Index of vagueness?
In a controversial article titled 'The Influence of the Arabic Language on the
Psychology of the Arabs', Shouby (1970 [1951]) claims that repetition is a device
used by Arabic native speakers to 'compensate' for the state of 'vagueness' in their
discourse. The speakers, he maintains, will repeat themselves several times, feeling
that since they are unable to grasp the meaning of their words, then it must be almost
impossible for others to understand them either (700-701).
Shouby tries to justify his claims about Arabic 'vagueness', by resorting to
literal, rather than balanced or idiomizing, translation. He presents a literal rendering
of a line, he says, from Arabic poetry in order to convince readers that the 'original'
line is as vague as his translation. Shouby's own rendering reads as follows: 'There
is no one like him among the people, except a crowned, his mother's father, his
father, alive, resembles him'. But, since we cannot check this rendering against the
original/source text, there is no way that we can establish whether or not his
conclusion is warranted.
As regards Arabic language attitudes, Shouby (1970: 692) criticises native
speakers ofArabic for showing loyalty to and admiration of their literary language,
blaming them for excluding any attempt for linguistic change. He claims that whilst
English-speaking natives show similar reluctance to, for example, reading
Shakespeare in Basic English since that 'would not be so enjoyable', Arabic speakers
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hold as more damaging any alteration in their literary language 'as much of its
beauty depends on the resonance and rhythm' (693). But, losing some of the
enjoyment in reading Shakespeare in Basic English is only attributable to the absence
of the 16lh century style which is characterised by features of repetition, parallelism
and emotive language, among other things.
Said (1978) states that 'muteness is an important part of what Shouby is talking
about, since in his entire paper he never once quotes from the literature of which the
Arab is so inordinately proud. Where, then, does Arabic influence the Arab mind?
Exclusively within the mythological world created for the Arab by Orientalism'
(320). He adds that 'the exaggerated value heaped upon Arabic as a language permits
the Orientalist to make the language equivalent to mind, society, history, and nature.
For the Orientalist the language speaks the Arab Oriental, not vice versa' (321).
2.2.2.3 Repetition in Interlanguage
Kaplan (1966) introduces a controversial account of the reasons behind English
Foreign Language (EFL) learners' difficulties in learning how to write. In a study of
contrastive rhetoric, foreign students who were writing in English were seen as
writing in patterns characterised by elaborate parallelism, circular constructions and
digression rather than in a linear pattern. He claims that every language employs the
paragraph as a unit of discourse in a different way. Thus, he suggests a graphic
representation of paragraph development in different languages (Figure 2.1).
The straightforward-line pattern represents the movement of paragraph in English
writing (and thinking), whereas the non-straightforward patterns show how the




Figure 2.1. The movement ofparagraphs in different languages (Kaplan, 1966: 15)
(Chinese), Romance (French) and Russian. Thus, Arabic employs parallelism,
Chinese circulation and French and Russian various degrees of digression. He
assumes that the way we write reflects the way we think, that is, writing is a mirror
of thinking. He says that 'each language and each culture has a paragraph order
unique to itself, and ... part of the learning of a particular language is the mastering of
its logical system' (1966: 14).
The problem with Kaplan's argument is that it draws principally on learners'
writings in English rather than on their native languages as such. Moreover, factors
affecting the performance ofEFL learners have not been taken into account. These
have to do with such strategies as intralingual transfer and avoidance that the learners
employ while developing their interlanguage (Selinker, 1969; 1972; Corder, 1971;
among others). Kaplan's infatuation with English being privileged with a
straightforward line of logical thought seems rather culturally biased. Taking the
argument from the relativity perspective, one might however assume that every











Kaplan's diagram would make it difficult to account for the EFL learners, who
could have the potential to sound native in English discourse, or those who have
developed a capacity of approximating English norms. For instance, there exist many
Arabs who do learn to write in native-sounding English, while Arabic discourse has
changed in the last several decades, so that now the traditional parallelistic, poetic
style schematically depicted in Kaplan's diagram is less common.
Kaplan (1966) and Johnstone (1991: 2), among others, complain that Arab
students, learning English as a foreign language at U.S. institutions, have been noted
to write essays in a way that looks strange to the mind of the native speaker of
English. However, Williams (1984) reports the same observation about English-
speaking natives in their attempt to produce a written or spoken piece ofArabic. He
notes that (118):
One of the most intractable problems facing the EFL or ESP teachers working in the Arab
world - and no doubt elsewhere as well - is how to get his pupils to write English that sounds
like English. The grammar can be grasped and even some of the idioms but still students'
written compositions sound stilted and perhaps somewhat illogical. On the other hand, an
Englishman with a good grasp of Arabic grammar and some knowledge of Arabic idiom can
still write Arabic that verges on and sometimes even lapses into incoherence.
He examines cohesion in both English and Arabic by applying the Prague School's
Functional Sentence Perspective (FSP) technique and the theme-rheme dichotomy.
He concludes that there is a tendency in Arabic to repetitionise the theme in inter-
and intra-sentential clauses. This is exemplified in the repetition of J
(conclusion) in the following Arabic passage (William, 1984: 120):
dliy Juu:) ^3 dill 1"L Q LoS I *Vaja-, ^1 LiU Aixiiull i Jdau lull j
—V ■ i c - - Ulydinl jd ^jlj (a!Aui'yi
But rather we wish to draw conclusions from Christians about Christianity, even
though we do not know exactly the truth of it, as you yourself did when you drew
conclusions from Muslims about Islam even though you do not know its truth or its
essence, although our conclusions are right and your conclusions are wrong.
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The FSP technique assigns a degree of communicative dynamism (CD) to each
element in a predication depending on how much it contributes to the message. So,
while the theme in the above instance is , its recurrences are defined as themes
proper which carry the lowest degree ofCD (William, 1984: 122).
2.2.2.4 Repetition and Argument
Johnstone (1991) claims that native speakers of Arabic employ various types of
repetition being the only way available for them to initiate argumentative discourse.
Thus, instances ofmorphological, lexical and syntactic repetition in Arabic are not
perceived as a deviation from the norm, but rather they 'reflect the process of
repetition by which Arabic argumentative discourse is structured: they not only
express the argument, but, via paradigmatic patterning, they are the argument'
(Johnstone, 1991: 74-75). This view leads to absurd or untestable claims about the
way an argument is built in Arabic. It also fails to account for the ability of Arabic
native speakers/writers to develop certain modes of argumentative discourse
characterised by relatively lower levels of repetition.
Johnstone goes further by suggesting that the use of repetitive patterns in
Arabic is not simply a matter of ornamentation at the surface level of the language,
but it is argument by presenting mirroring thoughts, beliefs, emotions and events
deeply rooted in the memory of Arabic (1991: 117):
... an arguer presents truths by making them present in discourse; by repeating them,
paraphrasing them, doubling them, calling attention to them with external particles ...
Arabic argumentation is structured by the notion that it is the presentation of an idea -
the linguistic forms and the very words that are used to describe it - that is persuasive,
not the logical structure of proof which Westerners see behind the words.
This claim, however, seems an overstatement, for Arabic witnessed through various
periods of time, along its history, different types of writings where repetitions and
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parallelisms can hardly be traced, or might be exploited to a minimum extent.
Examples are the Arabic grammar schools of Koufa and Basrah and their logical
accounts, the Arabic science of dialectics and the Muqaddimah of the Arab
sociologist Ibn Khaldoun, to mention but some.
2.2.2.5 Repetition in Aural/Visual Texts
Sa'adeddin (1989), investigating text development with reference to Arabic-English
transfer, makes an important point by suggesting two modes of argumentative text:
an 'aural' mode and a 'visual' mode. He argues that these two styles are intended for
diverse audiences, occurring in different contexts and thus having various goals
(48-49):
• Aural mode of text, being developed to cope with the sphere of the public, or
general audience; hence, it is characteristic of power, solidarity, cooperation,
short distance, agitation, 'insider-insider'. In other words, it has to do with
generic or surface relations.
• Visual mode of text, being developed to be used within the sphere of specific
audience; hence, it is characteristic of long distance, balance, 'insider-
outsider', that is, its domain falls within specific or deep relations.
Thus, in the aural mode, text development is characterised by accumulation of
repetitive constructions like 'beads on a string' (48). On the other hand, visually
developed texts are featured with linearity, clear cohesive ties, logical sequencing
and a minimal degree of repetition. Preferences to choose from these modes are
determined by psycho- and socio-linguistic parameters within the processed context.
Sa'adeddin stresses the necessity to account for 'the communicative goal of the text,
the particular sociolinguistic relationship between the participants, the communal
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preference in the encounter, and the level of literacy in the community under
discussion' (48).
He argues that these modes of language represent the major operative forms of
expression in any literate language communities. Arabic and English, he maintains,
have these two states of text, but the aural state of text is pervasive in different areas
of Arabic writing due to what he calls 'communal preferences' writers show in order
to share certain values with their Arab audiences. He adds that 'in current writing
habits, including translation, the failure to switch modes results in negative transfer
and concomitant sociolinguistic misunderstanding and breakdown of interaction.' On
this point, he states (49):
The native Arabic producer intending, by exploiting the informal and casual mode
of text development, to establish such relations of solidarity as friendliness, intimacy,
warmth, self-confidence, linguistic competence, etc., would be regarded by native
English receivers as trespassing, presumptive, illiterate, haranguing and breathing
down the neck of the audience, and a text produced in this form is usually mistaken
for a non-text.
Pertinent to the aural/visual argument is the concept of solidarity and power which
has attracted a lot of attention especially in conversational discourse research.
Tannen (1994) puts forward her understanding of how solidarity and power function
within a dialectical relationship, whereby one implies the other or as she puts it (22):
. . . 1 note that power and solidarity are in paradoxical relation to each other. That is,
although power and solidarity, closeness and distance, seem at first to be opposites,
each also entails the other. Any show of solidarity necessarily entails power, in that the
requirement of similarity and closeness limits freedom and independence. At the same
time, any show of power entails solidarity by involving participants in relation to each
other.
To reflect, the dichotomy of aural/visual seems to foreground the dichotomy of
solidarity and power. That is, Arabic writers use the aural style to demonstrate
communal solidarity, whilst they opt for the visual style to minimise the level of
communal solidarity in their communication. In both cases, the authors' discourses
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imply power and seek solidarity in their audiences. Put another way, aural texts
employ a high level of repetition to signal solidarity, closeness and collective values
in order to limit the options of the audience. Conversely, visual texts are marked by a
lesser degree of repetition indicating reduced solidarity, distance and individual
values in order to keep the options of the audience open.
Summing up, repetition has been investigated in Arabic and other languages. It
is found that while various cultures employ their own repetition categories, orality
seems to be the major feature of the discourses wherein those categories occur. The
style of the texts, which have come under examination, could be described as
poetic/prosaic. In addition, earlier studies pertaining to repetition in Arabic have been
reviewed with the main issues being addressed. However, and in order to see how
repetition in Arabic is dealt with in the English translation, it seems imperative to
look first into repetition in English discourse.
2.3 Major studies of repetition in English
Repetition in English has been widely studied from the perspectives of traditional
linguistics, text linguistics and literary studies. As a result, several models have been
articulated in an attempt to describe and/or explain the manifestations and
mechanisms of this phenomenon. Some researchers have seen repetition as a textual
device functioning in a way that would realize lexical cohesion (Halliday & Hasan,
1976; Beaugrande & Dressier, 1981; Hasan, 1984; Halliday, 1994, among others).
Others have argued for the central role of repetition in the overall organization of text
(Hoey, 1991). And, it is in poetics that repetition demonstrates still greater effect as it
is employed artistically and rhetorically to foreground linguistic elements in the text
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(Wright, 1965; Leech, 1969; Gutwinski, 1976, among others). The following
discussion of sample works will finalize the literature review concerning repetition.
2.3.1 Repetition and text cohesion
The concept of cohesion refers to the ways whereby surface markers in written texts
are stuck together in order to render a continuity of occurrence (Halliday & Hasan,
1976). Cohesion can be established by either, or all, of the five textual parameters,
viz. reference, ellipsis, substitution, conjunction, and lexical cohesion. Apart from
the first four categories which are grammatical in nature, lexical cohesion concerns
the choice of words and the semantic relations that exist between them, in that the
interpretation of one item is dependent on another item in the preceding text
(Halliday & Hasan, 1976: 4). Two main resources for lexical cohesion are identified:
reiteration and collocation. Following Halliday & Hasan, reiteration is 'a form of
lexical cohesion which involves the repetition of a lexical item, at one end of the
scale; the use of a general word to refer back to a lexical item, at the other end of the
scale; and a number of things in between - the use of a synonym, near-synonym, or
superordinate' (1976:278). The following example is adapted from Halliday & Hasan
(1976: 279-80) to illustrate this point:
There's a boy climbing that tree.
a. The boy's going to fall ifhe doesn't take care.
b. The lad's going to fall if he doesn't take car e.
c. The child's going to fall if he doesn't take care.
d. The idiot's going to fall if he doesn't take care.
In (a), the reiteration takes the form of repetition hoy; in (b) of a synonym or near-
synonym lad; in (c ) of a superordinate child; and in (d) of a general term idiot.
Every occurrence of a pair of items in 'a cohesively related manner' creates a
tie (Halliday & Hasan, 1976: 3). For example, the relation between a hoy and each of
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the reiterated items the boy, the lad, the child, the idiot is realized by two ties: one is
of anaphoric reference by the definite article the, and the second tie is created by the
reiteration of the words as such. It is a kind of cohesive connection between an item
and its reiteration, a concept that would help to unfold the cohesive properties of a
text and account for the systematic analysis of its patterns of texture.
However, Halliday (1994 [1985]: 330-334) redraws the map of lexical
cohesion, maintaining repetition and collocation as distinct categories and grouping
together, under the heading of synonymy, the following sub-categories: synonymy
0leave/depart), hyponymy (walk/drive; palm/pine, as co-hyponyms ofgo, tree,
respectively) and meronymy (finger/thumb; leaf/branch, as co-meronyms of hand,
tree, respectively). The nature of relationship between hyponyms is that of 'a kind
of (specific-general), whereas that between meronyms is of 'a part of (part-whole).
Collocation is a semantic relationship between items that show a tendency to
co-occur. Thus, the relation between cold and ice or white and snow is that of
collocation, in that each item in each instance has the semantic potential of being
cohesive with the other. Halliday stresses that the role of collocation goes beyond
the relation of synonymy between two items in that it is the tendency of those items
to co-occur that yields the cohesive effect. An example, he gives, is the relation
between the synonyms tugging and pulling (1994: 335):
... Then came a horrible, confused moment like something in a nightmare. He was
tugging and pulling and the Wolf seemed neither alive nor dead. (italics added)
Herq, pulling collocates with tugging, yet, the two appear to come under the category
of synonymy. However, in Bolinger (1972), the relationship between the two words
is viewed from a slightly different perspective.
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Bolinger's view of repetition is focussed on lexical accumulation and semantic
intensification in neighbouring 'degree words'. He regards repetition as a stretching
of an utterance by intensifying its meaning (1972: 288). In English, it is quite
possible to realise semantic repetition by lexical accumulation as in the following
examples (Bolinger: 1972: 290):
They deceived and hoodwinked all of us.
The joy and happiness they felt was more than they had ever hoped for.
Instances of semantic repetition combined with prosodic intensification are
observable in English, e.g. with rhyme and alliteration (Bolinger, 1972: 291):
I'll huffand I'll puff'.
He twisted and turned.
Others are 'irreversible or relatively irreversible binomials' (ibid.):
She hates and despises him.
You'll rue and regret it.
He quivered and quaked.
He pulled and tugged.
She wept and wailed.
Another type of semantic repetition consists in an adverb-adjective construction that
yields a high degree of intensification, i.e. the modifying adverb assuming the
superlative degree of the adjective. Bolinger calls this 'arithmetic boosting' (1972:
291), e.g. perfectly good, powerfully strong, thrillingly exciting, vastly big, etc. Such
examples usually imply hyperbolic intensification. Others include an ing- adjective
intensifying another adjective (Bolinger, 1972: 25), e.g. burning hot.
Another study of the role of repetition in the overall cohesion of text is
Beaugrande and Dressier (1981). They consider cohesion as only one way of
upholding the stability of text as a system. The text, in order to be communicative,
must meet seven standards of textuality, otherwise, it will be rendered as non-
communicative, and by the same token, as non-text. The standards are cohesion,
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coherence, intentionality, informativity, situationality, acceptability and
intertextuality.
Beaugrande & Dressier (1981: 3-4) differentiate between cohesion and
coherence, using the former for the way connectivity of the surface components, i.e.
words, of the text is attainable, and the latter for the way accessibility of the
underlying components in terms of relations and concepts within the textual world
takes place. Although the categories of cohesion in this model are basically similar to
Halliday & Hassan's (1976), they are somewhat broader and less detailed. They
include: recurrence (identical repetition) of elements, partial recurrence (repetition of
word stems with different inflections), parallelism (repetition of syntactic structure
with different words) and paraphrase (repetition of approximate conceptual
equivalence, i.e. synonymy).
Investigating the functions of repetition, Beaugrande & Dressier find that, in
poetic texts, recurrence may be used to describe the way an action happens. They
point out that in Tennyson's lines (1981: 56):
Break, break, break
On thy cold grey stones, O Sea!
the repetition of break merely signals the notion of natural motion ofwaves falling
on the shore. Partial recurrence consists in the repetition of the stem suffer in the
following extract from the American Declaration ofIndependence (Beaugrande &
Dressier, 1981:57):
Mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable... Such has been the
patient sufferance of these Colonies.
As for parallelism, they cite the following example from the Declaration which
depicts the British King (ibid ):
He has plundered our seas, ravaged our coasts, burnt our towns. (italics added)
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The technique used here is to characterise different propositions with a series of
identical structural formats: [V + poss.pron. + Npl.]. Scrutinising the text, however,
reveals the very important point about this instance of parallelism which is utilized
here to mirror the gradual progression of events starting from seas, heading towards
coasts and then moving into towns. It is a pattern of transitivity processes structuring
the logical development of action by the parallelistic clause type [V Od].
The fourth type of repetition, paraphrase, has to do with the restatement of
content by employing different expression. The following example shows how this
phenomenon is highly favoured particularly in legal discourse, as every shade of
meaning must be defined beyond any doubt. This is from the Gainesville Telephone
Directory describing the Laws of Florida which forbid using the telephone to make
any comment, request, suggestion, orproposal which is obscene, lewd, lascivious,
filthy, or indecent (Beaugrande & Dressier, 1981: 58).
Finally, the basic principle underlying the four types of repetition is that they are
anaphorically oriented or what Beaugrande (1984) calls the Took back' principle.
2.3.2 Repetition and text organisation
Hoey (1991) considers repetition to be in the heart of cohesion, if not cohesion itself.
Based on the assumption that cohesion is principally the product of lexical relations,
his model is designed to explore the role of lexical repetition in the organisation of
text. Lexical relations are manifested in various forms of lexical repetition,
functioning in a way so as to highlight the connectedness of sentences and bringing
about configurations of patterning that create cohesive nets in the text. Repetition
takes place when a lexical item in one sentence is iterated by an identical or
synonymous occurrence in another sentence in the text. These two concrete markers
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of repetition make a connection between a pair of sentences, and this connection is
called a link. A minimum of three links between two sentences in a text will make a
bond. Thus, 'lexical items form links, and sentences sharing three or more links form
bonds' (Hoey, 1991: 91).
Bonding is claimed to be a significant tool as it helps to distinguish between
'central and marginal sentences' on the basis of the amount of information they carry
(Hoey, 1991: 36). The more information they involve, the more connections they
make. By and large, central sentences are thematic in that they effectively contribute
to the development of the main topic of the text and consequently are expected to
contain numerous repetitions. On the other hand, marginal sentences are those which
incorporate less or insignificant information to the development of the theme and
thus may have minimal or no connections with other sentences. Central sentences are
engaged in the formation of the nets that reflect the way the organisation of the text
is shaped. They are excessively interlinked and presumably highly loaded with
information.
Hoey's model identifies two main types of repetition (1991: 55): (i) lexical
repetition (simple and complex) and (ii) paraphrase (simple and complex). Simple
lexical repetition is the mere reiteration of a lexical item with no variation other than
what is allowed by its closed grammatical paradigm, i.e. the singular and plural
paradigm, e.g. boohbooks. Complex lexical repetition occurs 'when two lexical
items share a lexical morpheme, but are not formally identical ... or when they are
formally identical, but have different grammatical functions', e.g. drug/drugging and
humans (N?)/human (adj.). The second type of repetition, paraphrase, also has two
sub-types: simple paraphrase and complex paraphrase. Simple paraphrase is the mere
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replacement of one lexical item with another provided they share the same meaning.
It is either partial or mutual: simple paraphrase is partial when 'the substitution
works in one direction only' (Hoey, 1991: 62), or unidirectional, e.g. volume/book, or
it may be mutual, working in both directions, e.g. author/writer. As for complex
paraphrase, it covers cases of antonymy, others where two items are linked by a third
one, and ones where a third item does not exist, e.g. hot/cold; writer/writings/author;
and instruction/teacher where the missing item should be teaching retrieved from the
immediate context.
Different textual models are proposed to examine forms and functions of
repetition in English. They all have in common one key objective which is to define
the role of repetition at the level of text.
2.3.3 Repetition and poetics
It is quite typical for any study of poetics to entail the investigation of artistic
features in the forefront ofwhich is repetition. This is the case with ancient Arabic
rhetoricians who studied repetition in literary and Qur'anic discourse and invented a
bundle of labels to describe the various forms of this phenomenon. This is the case,
too, with traditional English rhetoric which abounds with a parallel nomenclature,
mainly of Greek roots, and sometimes referred to as figures of speech. Many studies
have been conducted with the aim of exploring the rhetorical function of repetition in
English literary discourse in general, and poetry in particular. However, and due to
space limitation, only a few will be discussed.
Investigating rhetorical repetition in T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land, Wright
(1965) identifies a variety of figures, e.g. anaphora (initial repetition), epistrophe
(final repetition), and symploce which combines both of them. Ploce occurs when a
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word or phrase is used throughout a passage at fairly frequent intervals. He (1965:
100) sees the figures functioning in a way that would add extra meanings to the poem
in terms of enforcing a sense of continual 'monotony' of life, 'listlessness', or a
'world of chaos'. In the following lines,
A rat crept softly through the vegetation
Dragging its slimy belly on the bank
While I was fishing in the dull canal
On a winter evening round behind the gashouse (The Waste Land, II. 187-90)
the repetition ofy and ing 'adds impressively to the sense of hopelessness and the
general slowing down' (Wright, 1965: 98).
Leech (1969) deals with repetition in terms of parallelism and the role it plays
in foregrounding linguistic elements in poetry. He places the principle of
foregrounding in the heart of parallelism in poetry and regards the latter as
meaningless without the former. For him, foregrounding takes two forms: parallelism
and deviation, whereby the former is associated with extra-regularities and the latter
with irregularities. An example of foregrounded parallelism that Leech gives is in the
second line of a pair from Goldsmith's The Deserted Village (1969: 64):
111 fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates and men decay
where identity of the italicised clauses in syntactic structures consists in the
occurrence of a one-word subject followed by a verb in each clause. Furthermore, the
contrast adds extra prominence to the parallelism: accumulate!decay. An even
stronger example of foregrounding is Othello's 'I kissed thee ere I killed thee', where
the two clauses exhibit the following: having the same structure [S + V + O]; the
correspondence of / and thee\ the verbs having the ed- past tense; a phonological
congruence between kissed and killed (Leech, 1969: 65). Another point has to do
with the juxtaposition between the act of kissing and that of killing. He claims that
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the parallelism manages to combine the opposed connotations of love and hatred, so
that they become equivalent.
Gutwinski (1976) examines cohesion in a sample of literary works by Henry
James and Ernest Hemingway. He finds that the frequency of lexical repetition in
Hemingway is markedly higher than in James. The analysis of two passages from the
authors indicates that while cohesion between adjacent sentences in James is 93
percent grammatical and only 7 percent lexical, for Hemingway the corresponding
figures are roughly 54 and 46 percent. This suggests that Hemingway's style is
characterised by a somewhat balanced cohesion in comparison with James'.
Gutwinski also notes that, in a passage of 13 sentences from Hemingway, the same
lexical items are repeated in neighbouring sentences: in the night/in the night, the
pines/the pines, on his head/under his head, pistol/pistol, snow/snow, the rock/the
rock.
So far in this chapter, various studies have been discussed concerning aspects
of repetition in various languages. The underlying principle is that repetition
manifests itself as a phenomenon informed by a set of linguistic and cultural norms
and conventions. In ancient literatures, repetition is elevated to the status of a canon,
hence, canonical parallelism. Equivalent to canonical parallelism in modern
discourses may be 'normative' repetition. This means that whilst repetition is ranked
as a canon in grand, ancient texts, it could be relegated to the status of a norm, or
even tendency, in lower-level or modern styles. But, norms are also found in other
modes ofbehaviour, including translating, where repetition is opted for as one
manifestation of their existence in the TT (Toury, 1995). Therefore, and in order to
understand how repetition in Arabic discourse may be influenced by the norms
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operating under the translation process, it seems necessary to shed light on the notion
of norms as presented by some translation researchers. This is the topic of the next
section which paves the way for the major part of this thesis, namely the translation
of repetition.
2.4 Translation norms
The notion of norms originates in the body of socio-cultural researches and concerns
the system of values and beliefs that are specific to a particular culture, society and
time. It has been applied to linguistics by Bartsch (1987) and to translation by Toury
(1980; 1995), among others.
Bartsch (1987: xii) defines norms as 'the social reality of correctness notions'
arguing that norms are embedded in the social consciousness as a knowledge shared
by the members of a community. He differentiates between two sets of 'technical'
norms that regulate the social function of language: 'product norms' which determine
the well-formedness and correctness of the end product in accordance with the
linguistic system and communicative behaviour; and 'production norms' which
regulate the processes, methods and strategies by which correct products are
generated (1987: 170).
Toury's definition of norms, however, is more biased towards descriptive
translation studies as it refers to
the translation of general values or ideas shared by a community - as to what is right
and wrong, adequate and inadequate - into performance instructions appropriate for
and applicable to particular situations. (Toury, 1995:55)
The norms are kinds of socio-cultural constraints that are internalised and acquired
by the members of a community throughout their life-long social interaction and
education. In terms of their potency, the norms are placed on a scale between two
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extremes: general, absolute rules and pure idiosyncrasies (Toury, 1995: 54). This




Figure 2.2. Hierarchy ofrules, norms and idiosyncrasies
Schaffner, underlining the significance of norms concept in linguistic approaches to
translation, states that
The concept of norms is important in two respects in linguistic approaches to
translation. On the one hand, they are concerned with the linguistic norms of the two
languages, i.e. how to produce utterances and texts that are correct according to the
respective rules and norms. On the other hand, the relations and regularities between
the two linguistic systems that were discovered on the basis of contrastive analyses
were 'translated' into guidelines or rules for the translator...
(Schaffher, 1999: 3)
That is, the notion of norms is manifested in the linguistic and translational norms
that emanate from the process of mapping the TT onto the ST. The norms become
part and parcel of the translator's task when dealing with the ST. In this respect, three
models of translation norms may be referred to here, Toury (1995), Nord (1991) and
Chesterman (1993).
2.4.1 Toury's model
Toury (1995: 102-12) presents an 'exemplary' study of conjoint phrases of (near-)
synonyms in Hebrew TTs. Examples of such phrases, he gives, are English able and
talented and German nie und nimmer. He discusses the significance of such phrases
in Hebrew literature, indicating that their use is prevalent in old written Hebrew texts
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from the Bible onwards and in Hebrew texts from the end of the 18th century
onwards, when the language was struggling to adapt to new modes of writing
imported from European cultures. He claims that the preference for conjoint phrases
in Hebrew writing has declined during the second half of the 20th century. However,
Toury (1995: 5) finds that the number of such phrases in Hebrew translations of
children's literature, ofGoethe and of a story by Heinrich Boll is higher than in
comparable Hebrew STs. This encourages him to put forward a generalisation to be
tested in future research across languages and cultures: '... the abundant use of
conjoint phrases of near-synonyms, binomials or free combinations, especially in lieu
of source-text single lexical items ... may represent a universal of translation into
systems which are young, or otherwise "weak" ' (Toury, 1995: 111). In other words,
the frequent use of such phrases may be regulated by a set of norms operative in the
TT, which gives rise to a model based on the notion of norms.
Toury proposes a model of translation norms in which the nonns are meant to
be a category of descriptive analysis. They are identified by reference to a corpus of
source and target texts, the scrutiny of which would help to uncover translation
strategies that are repeatedly opted for in preference to other available strategies in a
given language or culture. The model operates through three distinct phases, each
requiring a different category of norms (Toury, 1995: 56-61):
• The initial norm refers to the general choice made by the translators whether
to adhere to the norms that are realised in the ST, including the norms of the
source language and culture, or to follow the nonns of the target language
and culture. 'Thus, whereas adherence to source norms determines a
translation's adequacy as compared to the source text, subscription to norms
originating in the target culture determines its acceptability' (56-7).
Adequacy and acceptability are seen on a continuum as two extremes since
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no translation is ever entirely adequate or entirely acceptable. Shifts, both
obligatory and non-obligatory, take place being considered as 'a true
universal of translation'.
• Preliminary norms concern the 'existence and actual nature of a definite
translation policy' that informs the selection of certain types of texts to be
translated. They also relate to the 'directness of translation', i.e. whether the
translation is made through an intermediate (third) language.
• Operational norms govern the decisions made during the act of translation.
Two kinds are distinguished: matricial norms relating to the decisions as to
how the translated material is distributed and how much change is effected in
terms of omissions, additions, manipulations of segmentation, etc., and
textual norms having to do with the selection of textual material to formulate
the TT, e.g. lexical items, syntactic structures, stylistic features.
The notion of norms assumes that the translator is principally engaged in a decision¬
making process (Toury, 1995). This involves an assortment of practices that go
beyond the mere transfer of utterances across a linguistic boundary to cover, as well,
socio-textual practices that must be negotiated at the cultural confines and ultimately
be compatible with a given community. In doing so, the translator is committed to
fulfilling both a linguistic and a social function deemed appropriate and, hence,
acceptable in that community.
2.4.2 Nord's model
Nord (1991) suggests a functional model of translation which places translation
norms between two extreme poles: rules and conventions. This is demonstrated in a
hierarchy of regulating principles including rules, norms and conventions (Figure
2.3), wherein rules merit the highest level and are binding while conventions are





Figure 2.3. Hierarchy ofrules, norms, and conventions (Nord, 1991: 97)
Nord (1991: 96) draws the line between norms and conventions, claiming that while
flouting the norms by an individual is not penalised by law, it entails consequences
for the social evaluation of the individual by his group4. Conventions, on the other
hand, are considered as 'specific realisations of norms' (ibid.). In this respect, she
cites Searle (1969: 43) as stating that: 'A regular behaviour R of members of a group
G, who participate in a repeatedly occurring situation S is a convention if (a)
everybody follows R, (b) everybody expects everybody to follow R, and (c)
everybody prefers following R.
Translational conventions are of two kinds: 'regulative' and 'constitutive'.
Regulative translational conventions concern the generally accepted forms of dealing
with given translation problems, whereas constitutive conventions determine what a
particular culture community accepts as a translation (Nord, 1991: 100).
2.4.3 Chesterman's model
Another contribution into the notion of norms is Chesterman (1993). He proposes a
'descriptive plus evaluative' framework for investigating translational norms. His
4 A norm may go a step up on the hierarchy and become a rule when validated by authorities and by
accepted usage. In Sweden, for instance, the norm of motorists having to give priority to pedestrians at
zebra crossing is changed into a rule, i.e. a law, by traffic authority. This official legislation does no
more than making explicit what most people do anyway. It is motivated by the unacceptable
behaviour of a few motorists, not conforming to the norm, to guarantee compliance.
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model distinguishes two major types of norms: professional norms and expectancy
norms.
Professional norms are established by competent professional translation
behaviour and govern the accepted methods and strategies of the translation process.
They are subdivided into three kinds (ibid.: 8-9): (i) accountability norms are ethical
in nature and assume the translator to act in accordance with certain ethics and show
loyalty as far as the original writer, the commissioner, and the prospective readership
are concerned; (ii) communication norms are social as highlighting the social role the
translator plays in the communication process; and (iii) relation norms are linguistic
and demand the translator to establish and maintain an appropriate relation between
the ST and the TT based on her/his understanding of the intentions of the original
writer, the commissioner, and the nature of the prospective readership.
Expectancy norms emanate from the receivers of a translation, their
expectations ofwhat a translation should be like, and what a native text in the TL
should be like.
As regards the concept of translation strategy, Chesterman (1993: 13),
following Lorscher (1991), maintains that it is 'a potentially conscious procedure for
the solution of a problem which an individual is faced with when translating a text
segment from one language into another'. A strategy, then, is not looked at from the
language learning perspective as a psychological process, but as an action taken by
the translator in a problem-solving situation. If a given strategy is regularly used by
competent professional translators, then it will acquire the status of'a normative law'
(Chesterman, 1993: 14). The relation between the three concepts of law, norm and
strategy is formulated as follows (ibid.: 14): 'a normative translation law is a norm-
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directed strategy which is observed to be used (with a given, high, probability) by (a
given, large, proportion of) competent professional translators'.
2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has started by exploring repetition in various languages and cultures.
We have seen that while languages employ repetition in their systems, they generally
differ in the way they put it into application. Oral and written texts, alike, use
repetition to achieve rhetorical and cohesive functions. In translation, too, the use of
repetition is claimed to be reflective of norms or tendencies prevalent in specific
languages and cultures (e.g. Hebrew). A number of translation theories suggest that
translation is a behaviour governed by a set of norms or conventions that emanate
from a variety of sources including the ST, TL, or translators. The norms are
accessible by scrutinising a corpus of ST and TT to uncover the translation strategies
which are assumed to be the surface manifestations of the norms. In the next
chapters, however, the present researcher will investigate patterns of repetition in
Arabic literary STs as well as the translation strategies opted for by the translators to
render the ST repetitive patterns into the English TTs.
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Chapter Three
Lexical Doublets and Complex Meaning
3.0 Introduction
This chapter focuses on defining lexical doublets in written Arabic literary discourse
and describing their role in developing what may be called complex meaning. Lexical
doublets arc sets of two ( near-)synonyms connected with j 'and', J 'or', or zero.
The study of lexical doublets has to do with semantic repetition in language in terms
of forms and functions within a specific textual context and an overall web of
cohesive relations. More precisely, it is not an endeavour aimed at conjoint phrases
of near-synonyms in isolation, i.e. at micro-level; rather, it is these structures
microscopically scrutinized inside a broader scene, i.e. macro-level, which is part and
parcel of any attempt to understand the doublets. This approach is consistent with
what House calls for, viz. an 'analytic perspective' on translation studies which
would entail 'a systematic consideration of both the micro-levels ofwords, phrases,
and sentences and the macro-levels of text and discourse' but cautions that 'one
would also necessarily have to conduct any micro-study inside a relevant macro-
discourse framework' (1986: 8).
House brings in concordance two unwarrantably ambivalent but quite
interrelated approaches of research in the field of translation. The first is the so-
called top-down, starting from text to word, and represented by Snell-Hornby (1988),
Hatim & Mason (1990), andNeubert & Shreve (1992), among others. The second
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approach is the bottom-up, taking the word level as a first step, and is adopted by
Baker (1992). Halliday, in his Functional Grammar, argues that (1994[1985]: xvii):
'A text is a semantic unit, not a grammatical one. But meanings are realized through
wordings; and without a theory of wordings ... there is no way ofmaking explicit
one's interpretation of the meaning of a text'.
Therefore, lexical doublets will have to be examined from the perspective
ofmeaning: denotative (sometimes called cognitive, literal, propositional) and
connotative meaning as well as textual meaning. This involves two processes:
categorization and interpretation. The former one implies the examination of
doublets in terms of well established categories, whilst the latter is meant to explain
the semantic relationships that hold between the constitutive elements of a doublet
and how their meaning may be influenced by the network of collocations in their
milieu.
3.1 Previous studies and views
The phenomenon of lexical doublets in Arabic has attracted the attention of a number
of researchers who have given it various labels that reflect their interpretation of the
relation between its constitutive elements. However, no attempt has been made to
understand the doublets as they occur in text.
Beeston (1970) suggests the term hendiadys (see 2.2.2.1). It may be useful to
reproduce his example of hendiadys here:
G 'io'i \ ii (. \ . .n'
sultan authority decision office ofjudge
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According to Beeston, the hendiadys ^ is used to express the concept of
'authority', and to convey that of'decision'. Thus, it is the overlapping
aspect which is important.
Monteil (1960: 285), introducing the term pleonasms, expands the above
pattern by suggesting *1^1, Te destin et la fatalite'. He (1960: 284) sees that
the function ofpleonasmes is to express a concept by 'framing' it in two (near-)
synonymous words: 'On aime toujours, en arabe, exprimer le meme concept en
«l'encadrant» (comme un artilleur fait de son objectif) entre deux mots
synonymes ou de sens voisin. Cette pratique inconsciente ne va pas sans faiblesse:
eller conduit a Tabus des «cliches» traditionnels'. ("In Arabic, one always likes to
express the same concept by 'framing it' (like an artillery man does with his target)
between two synonyms or near-synonyms. This unconscious practice is not free of
weaknesses: it leads to the abuse of traditional 'cliches.").
Justice (1987: 182) proposes the term accumulatio for lexical doublets
highlighting their cumulative and intensifying aspect. For him, however, j T—^
should be replaced by 'fate' in English. This doublet has frequently been observed in
the corpus of this study taking the equivalent predestinedfate, an attempt to relay
perhaps the exact sense, which is considered by the present researcher to be the third
component of the doublet's meaning.
Johnstone (1991) attempts to establish semantic categories for what she calls
lexical couplets concentrating on the nucleus between two synonymous words. Her
work foreshadows Al-Jubouri's (1981) and Al-Mahmoud's (1989) investigation of
what they name as word strings.
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Dickins & Watson (1999: 542) follow suit arguing that what should be the
focal point of translation is merely the shared sense of the lexical doublet. Thus, the
doublet j will have to be rendered into English as 'obstacles', since both
terms imply the same meaning except that the first involves a 'concrete' meaning
while the second an 'abstract' meaning. It may be appealing to dichotomise meaning
in that way, but it is too risky since the perspective may fail to account for minute
details or discard significant nuances. It will be shown later that non-shared shades of
meaning play an important cohesive role in text-building and contribute to the
formation of collocation net patterns.
Another study of doublets, this time in English translation, is Dickins et al.
(2002: 59-63). Here, the same approach is adopted whereby the doublets are not
analysed within their texture and the whole network of collocations. A set of
translation strategies are applied to the doublets focusing only on the association
between the two members. The norms of acceptability (Toury, 1995) in the TL
environment are given greater weight in the decision-making on how to render the
doublets. As a result, the form of the doublets is compromised.
However, doublets in English are not hard to come by, and they have been
extensively studied by Malkiel (1959) and Cooper & Ross (1975). The former work
discusses irreversibility of the elements of a binomial, a term for a lexical doublet,
whereas the second study examines word order of the items composing a freeze.
3.2 Complex meaning
As the above labels refer to the same phenomenon, each, however, focuses on a
certain aspect of the lexical doublet in terms of the relationship between its
components. In adopting the term lexical doublet, the present researcher sees the
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term as referring specifically to the doubling ofmeaning in the sense of producing
what Neubert & Shreve (1992: 109) call 'complex meaning':
A collocation is a textonymic unit, a synthetic complex whose meaning is more than
the sum of the "dictionary" meanings of its parts. In the collocation sense and
character, a complex meaning is created by the near-synonymic iteration of the two
words within the text. Collocations are like chemical compounds whose constituent
elements have combined to form a new substance with its own properties. Chemical
compounds may interact with other compounds to form even more complex
substances. Similarly, sets of collocations may be amalgamated into progressively
larger and more complex text-cohesive structures.
Considering sense and character as an instance of hendiadys, Neubert & Shreve
(1992: 107) argue that this kind of'double-headed phrase' can be highly functional
and cohesive in translation in that it fine-tunes textual cohesion in the TT along the
overall global meaning of the ST. In a German-English translation situation, the
construction has been introduced as a key solution to the problem ofminimal
collocative network in the TT. They cite the following example illustrating how the
problem may be solved (1992: 106-107; italics added):
Ein Bummel durch die Stadt erschliefit den Besuchern oftmals deutlicher als
den Einwohnern selbst das spezifische Leipziger Fluidum, das sich aus der
anheimelnden Atmosphare einer gewachsenen Stadt und den Vorziigen einer
modernen Grosstadt ergibt.
The rendering being:
Strolling through the town, visitors will often appreciate, more than a native
inhabitant, what gives rise to the sense and character ofLeipzig-, a combination
of the friendly atmosphere of a historical town and the amenities of a modem
city.
They propose the rendering the sense and character ofLeipzig instead of the almost
literal translation specific Leipzig air to cope with the web of collocation in the
subsequent text. More than that, it appears that the 'double-headed phrase' has been
logically expanded throughout the rest of the sentence into two further lexical items,
i.e. (friendly) atmosphere and amenities, and a hyponymic cohesive relationship has
been realized across the whole utterance: sense and character ofLeipzig, the friendly
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atmosphere ofa historical town, and the amenities ofa modern city. According to
this rendering, Leipzig, town and city have emerged as a new hyponymic group being
cohesive with the hyponymic word groups of sense and character, friendly
atmosphere, and amenities. Neubert & Shreve make the important point that the
prerequisites of collocations in the English TT sanction the rendering of a pre-
modified noun phrase into a double-headed phrase. One may draw the conclusion
that complex meaning is not merely a matter of semantic overlapping between the
elements of the doublet, rather it covers the whole meaning of the doublet in relation
to its environment.
Whilst the focus of several studies, mentioned above, has been mainly on the
overlapping meaning, it seems necessary that attention be drawn towards the non-
overlapping meaning as well, i.e. a shift from the centre to the periphery of the
lexical doublet construction. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1:
Figure 3.1. The centre andperiphery of lexical doublet
C is the area of overlap, and A and B are the areas of non-overlap. The shift to the
periphery is aimed at exploring any semantic resources of the doublet that may be
utilized in the process of its integration within the text. That is, complex meaning is
not merely related to internal semantic linking, but also contingent on external
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collocative network. The doublet draws additional meaning from the context. This
point will be further examined through examples.
3.3 Semantic interaction
A lexical doublet may be viewed as an amalgam of two elements, i.e. kernels or
molecules, one ofwhich orbits around, intersecting with, or totally 'eclipsing' the
other in a way that would achieve various levels of overlapping or interaction. This
may be graphically displayed in Figure 3.2:
Maximal Overlap Medial Overlap Minimal Overlap
Figure 3.2. Levels ofoverlap in lexical doublet
Maximal overlap takes place when the two members of the doublet are fully
synonymous and there is no way of specifying the difference. Medial overlap results
from the semantic interaction of the members leaving out some areas of dissimilarity,
whereas minimal overlap means that greater areas of difference exist. In translation,
however, the degree of overlap may not be maintained in cases where translators opt
for what Dickins et al. (2002: 60) call 'semantic distancing'. This involves 'relaying
both elements of the Arabic doublet by different words in English, but choosing
English words whose meanings are more obviously distinct than those of their
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Arabic counterparts' (ibid.). The example they give is the doublet jjj in <j^j
aIajjj <uiaai Ia jkix which is translated by a translation undergraduate student as
'astonished and alarmed', and not 'baffled and startled'. Semantic distancing, they
claim, could be helpful in avoiding the transfer of any stylistic oddity into the TT,
English. This method has more to do with strategic decisions on the part of the
translator than with the text itself and the message implied. It corresponds to what
Venuti (1995: 20) calls 'domestication', a strategy which involves 'an ethnocentric
reduction of the foreign text to target-language cultural values'. It promotes an
'invisible', transparent, fluent style in order to minimise the foreignness of the TT.
And, in Toury's (1995) terms, norms of acceptability have overridden those of
adequacy, i.e. fidelity to the ST has been overlooked and a great deal of meaning
sacrificed here.
However, semantic interaction is more than a mere relation between the two
constitutive elements of a doublet. It is assumed to involve a further collocative
network which is unavoidable as a text construction device. The interaction occurs
between either element of the doublet and other components in the text. The
interactive element, within the doublet, is likely to invoke a cohesive linkage, in
terms of collocation, with other utterances in the co-text, and possibly beyond. Figure




Figure 3.3. Semantic interaction between doublet and (co-)text
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It is suggested that one element (E2, i.e. element 2) creates, by dint of one more
sense, a cohesive tie (the dotted line) with some other element at the surface of the
text. This relationship is meant to be implicit, 'latent' or 'masked', otherwise, the
cohesiveness of the doublet will be excessive. Lexical cohesion after all is about
those implicit semantic relationships between lexical items which would contribute
to the development of textual meaning. The notion of lexical cohesion being
dependent on the presence of webs of lexical items is very important. It provides the
basis for what Halliday & Hasan call instantial meaning or text meaning (1976: 289):
Withoul our being aware of it, each occurrence of a lexical item carries with it its own
textual history, a particular collocational environment that has been built up in the
course of the creation of the text and that will provide the context within which the
item will be incarnated on this particular occasion. This environment determines the
'instantial meaning', text meaning, of the item, a meaning which is unique to each
specific instance.
An example from the corpus of this study will serve to translate the above pattern:
(1)
lqj ^ la jl 1 a\\ in ...
(138 Aikil J j,
Pasha: ... I've often benefited from an expression that you've used, so please
allow me to use it this once; what I'm saying to you now is based purely on
good will and experience. You must be aware that the difference between
humans and animals is not limited just to their nature. (Allen, 1992: 294)
Decontextualised, the doublet will probably seem synonymous as its
members show maximal overlap. This has led Johnstone (1991: 43), for instance, to
misinterpret the plural form j ^ as 'experience and experiences' focusing
solely on the internal relationship within the doublet. However, going beyond the
'surface' sense relations into a deep level of semantic interaction will only be
possible when the doublet is placed in its natural habitat, the text, and a net of
connections is activated. Only then, will the whole meaning of the doublet be
accessible. This is what the present researcher means by complex meaning. It results
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from two complementary kinds of interactive semantic relations within the lexis:
internal and external. The internal relationship is that which occurs within the
doublet, whereas the external relationship is realized between the doublet and the
text.
Looked at within the context of the text, the above instance will require another
interpretation. Opting for experience as a TT replacement for may be
appropriate, since the context is ancillary to such an interpretation of the denotative
meaning of the ST item. However, the question is how to determine the adequacy of
good will as a replacement for« . Is the strategy here merely a kind of slot-filling
for the sake ofmaintaining the form at the expense ofmeaning, or is it semantic
distancing? In order to answer these questions, it seems imperative to decipher«
by sifting through its dictionary meanings. As to its primary meaning, one can safely
say that the word is synonymous with the other element of the doublet. Yet,
scrutinising the secondary senses of ® , with the co-text in mind, one will find in
K;-> the following:
aixil ; a jft aft j o jft-aft j d jftil j jiftftj ta ; a ^
The last, highlighted sense is a derivation of the verb root 'Jk which includes the
following possibilities in uM :
aVLj-aj ...cjl • j ... ^jjVn J (_§! skj
The word 'Jk also involves negative derivations like^ (tribulation, misfortune),
but the theme of the whole section of the text does not allow such meaning. Finally,
the item has turned out to mean (act of kindness, favour) and
(consideration, heed). This is the intended meaning that the translator managed to
grasp. But, how can this interpretation be related to the textual meaning in the
passage? One exit is to see what it is about, i.e. in terms of field: the interlocutor is
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trying, in return, to do his friend a favour, asking him to allow him to use the
expression j You must be aware. In this context, the word collocates with
the words , ^dc.'. One more point has to be made here. The cohesive
link that the item makes is claimed to be implicit whereas the translation
equivalent renders that link explicit. To conclude, the doublet has to be examined as
functioning at two levels: internal and external. These levels signal the complex
meaning argued for in this study.
3.4 Three-dimensional stereoscopic pattern
Returning to Beeston's (1970) diagram, referred to in 3.1, the synonymous chain
may be stretched out on the left-hand side with the link jUaLJi j»jSli which is
rendered into English by Allen (1992: 355) as 'power'. Thus, we end up with the
following (Figure 3.4):
3^3 TjUalxti pLi-iaS j.13
/X /X /X /X /X 77
A* A* A* A* Akf
strength power authority decision fate destiny
Figure 3.4. An open-ended semantic chain ofoverlapping synonyms
The chain may be viewed as an open-ended semantic cline that attracts more
elements. Thus, it may be extended, for example, by adding the item . This
phenomenon demonstrates a high degree of paradigmatic activity in Arabic. What
this cline exhibits, though, is that this kind of doublet may be used in a fusing mode
to yield something each member of the doublet does not qualify to project on its
own. The fusion results in a third component of meaning, something like a dimension
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that would put the whole concept in a three-dimensional image, a stereoscopic
complete one.
In translation, one of the strategies employed is possibly to facilitate the
transfer of the doublet in its entirety with the intent of transforming the whole
meaning. By doing that, the translator may have in mind that by relaying the whole
entity, target text readers will not be deprived from processing the complex semantic
interaction between the elements of the doublet and thus may manage to grasp the
third dimensional element ofmeaning, the output of that process. Had the translator
opted for a strategy of reduction, the doublet would lose its form and, certainly, a
significant portion of its meaning potential in addition to the stereoscopic pattern. Put
it in a nutshell, the target structure will no longer be a doublet. It may rather reflect a
superficial element of idiom. At this juncture, the metaphor of chemical interaction
may be helpful, whereby a doublet is an amalgam or a composite of two chemical
elements whose interaction may be more functional if interpreted by the TT reader
and not the translator. By presenting the form to the reader, she/he will have access
to the source text and may manage to retrieve the important collocational
connections. The aggregate meaning of the doublet may be predictable from
thorough knowledge of each ingredient, since the doublet is assumed here to be quite
adequately representative of the exact sum of its constituents. In other words,
implicit translations are reader-interactive. They work well with those who are
willing to engage interpretatively with a text. But there is a price to this 'gain':
ordinary/lazy readers may be put off.
However, the mere juxtaposition of the two kernels of a doublet is not
sufficient to yield a complex meaning. The textual variable is imperative. In
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actuality, it triggers off the complex meaning through the implicit collocative
element, i.e. secondary sense, involved in their interaction. The whole compound,
with its two nuclei plus the resulting textually-invoked product, has to be the focus of
any translation activity.
Moreover, it may be helpful to see the doublets on a scale of synonymity with
two different extremes: most synonymous and least synonymous. This will bring into
play the notion ofmarkedness, whereby too much synonymity will entail too much
markedness in the utterance. This could be characteristic of 'stylistic elevation' in
Arabic and other languages (see Toury, 1995: 108, for binomials as a feature of
'stylistic elevation' in Hebrew translation). So, the more synonymous the members
of a doublet are, the more marked the doublet is, and the less synonymous they are,





Figure 3.5. Scale ofsynonymity markedness in lexical doublet
Now, it is better to examine a number of examples from the data of this study
to see how the semantic relationships, both internal and external, of the ST lexical
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doublets may be interpreted. The doublets will be classified into semantic categories
and analysed together with their replacements in the TT.
3.5 Categories of lexical doublets
In this section, an attempt will be made to examine lexical doublets as they occur in
the Arabic STs and to classify them into distinct semantic categories. More precisely,
the analysis will cover those instances which involved no major shifts in the
translation at least in the conjoining structure of a doublet, i.e. where the translators
employed a strategy of maintenance. In the next chapter, however, there will be an
investigation of other sets of lexical doublets that shifted in the translation, as other
translation strategies were applied. The samples are taken from the following literary
texts: Hadlth Tsa Ibn Hisham (isa Ibn Hisham's Tale) by Muhammad al-MuwaylihT
and al-Ayyam (The Days, vol. 1-3) by Taha Hussein. ST lexical doublets and their
TT replacements are highlighted through.
3.5.1 Reciprocal Doublet
This type of doublet has the two elements influencing one another in a reciprocal
manner. The relationship between them is determined by the interaction that places
them in a state of mutual presupposition or inclusiveness: each member presupposes
the presence of the other, e.g. j as in the following two instances:
(2)
di.3j\ i hij Aiijall JAI v_s1C. jo to Aiil j ___ jJ 0»>Mf.
i jt-lSVI J A J ng j j-.; ; <\ Ajjll i Alx-aoll Cj^La. ^Ic. ju V-t
( 76 :^A:yA\j ^ yt,\ rtVii Jc. jjj
'Isa: ... The worst misfortune which people of this class suffer is that fney
spend their entire lives among ordinary people behaving with extraordinary
hypocrisy. They may actually be plunged into the depths of anxiety and
misfortune, but you will find them forcing themselves to pretend to be happy
and relaxed in other people's company. (Allen, 1992: 199)
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(3)
eVjj V! ^ ^ya c^IL * _ Fr-i'l f\ City ; Jlij ... :j»L^ CM o 1 >'Jf- dAs
t jloaVI J AjjJaSVI ^j-o ( jldl oLk ^ La ^yji Aj$5j <Ulij t jlWyl J^-^-sal jT^ t ^-oL^all u-llla ^c>
(72 :sraA>dl) .J^Sflj J
Isa Ibn Hisham said: ... 'We must make such a request to the court,' the
Lawyer told us, 'since it cannot defer a hearing for anyone without the lawyer's
assent. It can then arrange the issue of the deferment order. May God protect
you from the evils of this building, from predestined Fate and a host of other
anxieties and worries.' (Allen, 1992: 195)
The notion of inclusiveness or presupposition does not mean that either of the
elements will be redundant, nor is it intended to minimize the significant part an item
may play in the development ofmeaning whether within the doublet or beyond that.
Apart from the variation in the renditions of the doublet, it seems that the ST doublet
(and many others below) functions in a way that provides the text, or co-text, with an
additional, though tenuous, thread ofmeaning. This happens when at least one of the
elements of the doublet makes a tacit collocative link with some other item(s) in the
co-text. In (2), for example, j involves the senses 'anxieties', 'worries',
'sorrow' and 'grief, among others. But, has as its immediate, first senses the
following: 'turbidity' and 'muddiness' (Hans Wehr Dictionary). This item makes an
important collocative link with (lit. 'seas') and (lit. 'drowned'), apart from
other collocations, e.g. which is rendered as misfortune. This latter collocation
(jbSSn / ) has turned in the TT into an identical lexical repetition, i.e.
misfortune misfortune. In all of that, the doublet has demonstrated a potential for
contributing to both the building up of lexical cohesion as well as the development of
textual meaning.
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While the ST doublet has utilized its semantic potentials to cohere with its
environment in (2), in (3) another factor comes into play, namely the phonological.
rhymes with and Jjfrl making a series of rhymed lexical items.
The phonic dynamic reinforces the message implied in the text by adding a symbolic
element to the expressive meaning.
(4)
(194
Isa Ibn Hisham said: ... Anyone who should shelter in the shadow of these
walls was passed over by disasters of fate and fortune. (Allen, 1992: 361)
Here is an example which highlights a difference between the ST and TT in respect
of the conflict of priorities between denotation and connotation as well as the
disparities in viewing the world of text (and objects). The ST doublet J-aaVi j
has the literal meaning of Times and ages' with the connotation of'fate'. The
doublet's replacement in the TT opts for the connotative meaning of the doublet. As
jUaSHj implies the senses of'time' and 'fate', the TT doubletfate andfortune
seems to be concerned only with the second meaning. The notion of'time' implied
in jUaVi j jVl is reinforced both lexically and textually. According to K;->A
the word >a has as one of its senses the meaning of 'a millennium'. Further, the
context in which the doublet occurs refers to a situation wherein events and states,
i.e. 'disasters', have happened along 'a period of time' (a sub-title of the translation).
Had the writer intended only the meaning of 'fate', he could have opted for
instead of jAaVI which would have better rhymed with 'wall'. But, it is likely
that the writer had in mind the complex meaning created by the stereoscopic pattern
of doublet.
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As for the TT doublet, one can speak of linguistic shifts whereby the translator
compensates for the loss of the repetition of the pattern lM in the TT by introducing
alliteration of the phoneme /£1 in fate and fortune. So, a shift from morphology to
phonology happens. This is a compensation in kind for translation loss (Hervey &
Higgins, 1992).
(5)
^jjj ju!l 0'?^ ajic. lilj i 4 '-^1 ■ a ^
( 1 • 104 IOJ' "** 4ja( j 4 fl 4m plii La 4 j a 1 e» ■ jail \ Uc. 4_i^L»aa \a d*Liou
The other lad believed his friend implicitly and began to urge him to seclude
himself every day with the fire and to repeat the prayer, so the lad began to
exploit this weakness on the part of his friend, and used to put him to any
amount of hardship and trouble. (Paxton, 1997 [1932]: 61)
First, it is necessary to underline a major assumption in this analysis, which is that
Arabic doublets, at least those that are the focus of this study, demonstrate specific
features of complex meaning, or what is called here stereoscopy. This phenomenon
takes place when two elements are inextricably intertwined to produce not only their
individual meanings, but also to relay a further dimension. In the instance under
investigation, the doublet may not be, as it appears, a case ofmerely close
synonymy. Collocative relations with the text play a significant role in establishing
the pattern of stereoscopy.
The doublet edc- j js replaced by hardship and trouble in the TT. They
both express almost the same denotative meaning; however, there is much to say
about the second element of the ST doublet. Among the senses of4^ 5 the Arabic
dictionary I jL2 articulates the following: <_£ j J* (i.e. severe and
humiliating imprisonment or servitude). Another meaning is given by ^ "11 ;
*^ j) .cLaiij Cjjjc. (i.e. subdue or subjugation). The
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significance of these connotations can only be appreciated when we scrutinize the
potential collocative connections that the element makes both anaphorically or
cataphorically. Some of the collocations the word is likely to make in the
passage are those with the word j'seclude' in the first sentence and
'solitude', a few lines earlier. In terms of the underlying cognitive relationships and
concepts contributing to the formation of a coherent text world, the contextual
meaning is essentially built up here by setting a scene with two juxtapositive
concepts. The first is the month-long solitude of the first lad, while the second
concerns the second lad's obedience to his friend, i.e. being put under his control
(trouble): the first lad urging the second lad to seclude / The second lad putting the
first lad under control. In other words, the two propositions are interrelated by virtue
of the semantic relationship existing between the secluding/solitude and
control/obedience/ servitude. This is only made possible by incorporating another
connotation of the word edc. in this context. In the TT, however, the connotation is
hardly accessible.
The above interpretation is supported by another instance with a closely related
meaning:
(6)
alSjai La flkJtj ^ t d^** d^* d* ' (5^'J .5
(1^ '94 :
Her son began to carry her from place to place himself, but he found this so
irksome and troublesome that he complained to the sheikh one day.
(Paxton, 1997 [1932]: 56)
In this passage, there is a situation where the burden of caring for an injured old
woman falls on a young man who had 'to carry her from place to place himself. This
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caused him a lot of difficulty not only in carrying her wherever he went, but also in
attending to her. The latter connotation is explicitly signalled in the ST, whereas the
translator leaves it implicit in the TT, to be retrievable from the context. The
translation strategy is of transposition, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
(7)
&jl < 11^ JSJ cjilii jCuc.1J i jtiJU .iLai (JXJUU V J ' "2 ; ylajl
(191
Playboy. 'Don't worry about other people! Forget about mankind in general!
Grab your pleasure with daring and resolution. (Allen, 1992: 357)
The area of semantic interaction of the ST doublet ^}j is reduced in the TT.
One can accept the TT item daring as an equivalent for , but this does not apply
to the rendering of the ST second item, since 'resolution' does not mean . The
word 'pluck' may be used as an alternative, for it implies the senses of courage and
resolution. But the problem, then, is the non-collocability of'pluck' with the
neighbouring item pleasure. On the other hand, the two elements of the ST doublet
have in common the connotation of 'movement'. SjWJl has among its senses the
following: j j . The root of the word is from which the word
>*?• 'bridge' is derived. shares with such words as A2 'to advance' and
'foot' the same root and the whole lexical set has the same semantic conceptual
field of 'movement'. What is tempting here is to look at the doublet as a semantic
configuration that relays all the meanings mentioned above. That will definitely give
rise to the shared meaning of the doublet which is claimed here to be the notion of
'advancement'. Such an interpretation can hardly be come by in the TT.
There are other reciprocal doublets whereby the constitutive members are
verbal nouns, as in the following pair of examples:
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(8)
eLLuait 3^^ ^5^-* JAc. <_£AALU) yb.2! ^Ic- ^jLajli Lagjl JJC ^jjt-a ^>s ^jj^j Loj
JbxouiVlj 3^J^*-"^' J ' f'Ail AcUa2 AioilSj Cijl£ Laj t Ajj.r-i<i\l A-aS/l
(188 :^j-»)
The only significance these pyramids have today is that they stand unshaken by
time as fair witnesses to the suffering ofEgyptians in olden times, and the foul
tyranny and degradation, the bitter slavery and bondage that they had to
endure. (Allen, 1992: 354)
At first sight, the elements of the ST doublet may look like excessively synonymous
on the basis that they come so closely within the same semantic field as well as they
outwardly replicate the morphological pattern . However, when occurring in
close proximity, they function interactively so as to imply a slight variation in
meaning which would result in developing a complex meaning.
The implied meaning of the ST doublet may be claimed to be 'possession and
subjugation', for , along with other relevant derivations, have the
connotation of 'someone being owned by someone else'. This sense is clearly made
by the Arabic dictionaries mentioned above. The second element aUCcA'I ? however,
goes beyond the sense of 'possession' to cover the act of 'enslaving the free-born'
as well. The communicative value assigned to this doublet is that 'people are merely
deprived of their freedom'.
As the ST doublet entails processes, the TT replacement, on the other hand,
fails to capture that, conveying only a state or concept. A back-translation would
likely yield the elements of the doublet as . This involves a significant




v^Ui2 j t ^1 yiAt 4 -»11H L_JIS^)1I Lij C-ii2j Laij _ ;^12a jjj ^ inr. Jli
(187 :0-* 'ij^21) ^ ■''. >*-i(?jl*j ^3]! 4 n>ig\lj 6 ^tAx-7 i j jUoj ,-A\1 ^11j Aj'_i5
Tsa Ibn Hisham said: ... Our carriage finally reached the Pyramid area. We
stood in awe and reverence before that landmark, one that rivals hills and
banners, the mountain that overtops mountains and hills. (Allen, 1992: 353)
At first sight, the doublet seems to have the second member
emphasising the content of the first. However, the doublet could imply abstract-
concrete semantic values, whereby the first element is abstract and the second
concrete. So, while both express the concept of 'great respect', the second item
involves the sense of 'respect for a concrete (or visible) entity'. The word has
over and above the meaning of <_£M the sense of , or as
puts it: 4 Lnkc. oij -'a <dy»TJ j . j Thus, interacts with
and reinforces by introducing the sense of 'huge'.
At the textual level, the doublet collocates with most of the surrounding words.
To be more precise, the member <»LM collocates with the word which evokes
the concept of'greatness'. By this collocative link, the doublet develops a
stereoscopic pattern that relays a complex meaning. The role of (n this instance
is crucial to the emergence of such a pattern.
In the TT, the translator fails to relay the ST stereoscopy, capturing only the
overlapping meaning. Figure 3.6 shows how the doublet awe and reverence
incorporates the senses of'respect with fear' and 'respect with wonder', respectively:
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awe (and) reverence
Figure 3.6. Semantic overlap in the doublet awe and reverence
According to the above diagram, the spectrum of overlap involves the concept of
respect. As for the translation strategy, it seems that the TT choice follows a pattern
already found in the TL, e.g. 'awe and respect', 'awe and wonder' (Oxford).
In the following sentence, three lexical doublets, occurring in three parallel
clauses, describe earlier events in the text:
(10)
^Ic. LjiS M Ujjll jyi\ ,jU ... ;LuiUl(
(76 Jc.
Pasha: ... I've become convinced today that worldly matters work on the basis
ofdeception and untruth; they all involve the use of falsehood, fabrication,
fraud and swindling. (Allen, 1992: 199)
The ST doublets, as highlighted, have the same semantic field, with each item
sharing nuances with the rest. Mapping the TT onto the ST, it may be difficult to say
whether the TT choices are accurate replacements for the ST doublets. To take the
first doublet, one may accept the rendering of the second term as untruth, but
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the problem is how to transfer the exact meaning of the first term , which is
rendered in the TT as deception. According to ^ , the word JjLaoli
implies the meaning , i.e. misleading or misguiding somebody, a
sense of direction, whilst the TT rendering falls short of that. The ST item ,
thus, brings in another semantic component pertinent to the context, viz. the sense of
direction, which is signalled by the collocation with the word ? i.e. proceed, be
guided, or happen. The assumption to be made here is that this collocation integrates
the lexical doublet into the text, creating a stereoscopic, complex meaning and, so,
contributing to the cohesion and coherence of the text.
As for the second ST doublet, the word has as one of its senses the
following: A o j^.1 3 i.e. giving a misleading answer to a question, ,
on the other hand, is illustrated by like this: : .. V
I jaAj ^3 The latter connotation is compatible with a context whereby a set of
relations between fictional characters reflect a text world of ongoing dubious
transactions. The scene depicts desperate people, e.g. a merchant, jeweller, wine
seller, butcher, among others, who are angrily shouting at the door of a mansion
demanding the landlord to repay them, while the servants are denying that the owner
is at home. Now, the complex meaning of the ST doublet lends itself to the whole
picture, while there is little sign that the TT version 'falsehood, fabrication' has made
the same effect. The translation makes neither explicit nor implicit collocation with
the co-text.
Still, the third doublet j highlights another aspect of the whole
fneme of the text. As is 'misguiding' and 'giving a misleading answer
to a question', the word means ^ jAidl and
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(according to dM), i.e. to conceal the defect of something like a commodity.
, on the other hand, means 'the opposite of good advice',
collocates with , meaning 'to involve, include', but also lit. 'to coil, be
concealed', among others (Hans Wehr). This triggers the complex meaning created
by the stereoscopic pattern of this doublet. The TT pair fraud and swindling,
however, comes closer to the ST doublet's meaning.
One word about the above passage may be necessary at this juncture. The ST
doublets are part of three parallel clauses having almost the same structure of [V +
prep. + N + N] and propositions. Let us pick up on the utterances in this way:
t \WJ Jolualjt ^ jaj Lai) Ui^li oLfc i
' J Jc. J
. oyllSHJ (Jiill jj j
Accumulation is the salient feature of the above structure, not only with regard to the
meaning of doublets, but also the way the propositions and transitivity patterns are
initiated. The underlined verbs contribute to the development of the complex
meaning: 'to proceed, round, and be folded around or involve'. They represent a
straight line curving at one end concentrically to simulate the way meaning is
gradually relayed (Figure 3.7):
(proceed) l
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The TT equivalent does not seem to follow the ST structure, at least in respect of the
parallelism between the three doublets and clauses. The last two doublets have
collapsed into a series of four items within one clause.
3.5.2 Modificational doublet
Here, the semantic relationship between the members of the doublet is based on
modification: either of the elements modifies the meaning of the other by specifying
it or adding a new component. This semantic interaction between the terms of a
doublet within the text brings about a complex meaning. In the following examples,
the second term of the doublet modifies the first:
(11)
4_j jyi La 4_iic- ^ jxm j t LujLllI f
(44
He then turned to the Pasha and started telling him about all events and
misfortunes he had lived through...
(Allen, 1992: 157)
In the doublet djJ jSllj Clj! jaJl 5 the second term djJjSlI specifies the meaning of the
first by incorporating a negative connotation. In the TT, cLjIjSll is translated as
misfortunes rather than 'catastrophes' or 'disasters'. This rendering really reflects the
intended meaning of the ST item which is retrieved from the context. In other words,
the ST item (and doublet) collocates with other words in the text to create a complex
meaning. This reading is also applicable to the following example whereby the
second member of the ST doublet implies the sense of'personal mishap':
(12)
t 1 g g -y j i eLjoiVt diit jLa ;LiL]i
(75 :^=dj>dl) i—JjlaaJ)j
Pasha: ... Ever since Fate placed me in such difficulties and misfortunes, I've
begun to see more clearly the inner significance of things as they really are.
(Allen, 1992: 199)
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In the following example, the second element elaborates on the first element:
(13)
jj.'Ibj j 4 ?J 9* *■"n1 j^-4jl j ... ; 1-<■ fcit ill
(87 :^=4i>dl) ,cSllj Jc. (jjWI iVn ^Uil V-ujj 4
Pasha: ... People crowded into shops looking for things with which to prepare
the dead for burial, and asking people to carry their coffins; but without
success. So they fell to quarrelling and fighting each other about it.
(Allen, 1992: 212)
The doublet consists of two present participles. It implies the meaning: They were
quarrelling in such a way that they hit each other'. In other words, the second term
modifies the first adverbially. The translator, on the other hand, replaces the ST
doublet with a parallel phrase in the TT.
(14)
1 g * ,-11.1J 4 ' I jH t'ij 4 \\\ ~4 jy\ CjlTllj .jj' Q~'\\ 1 y\\ A 3 ... ;^LuA Jy ^ \ > ir-
4 t n (jl1 „Vp j 4 jLaSllj 4 Jy ,j'u-2k
(137 :^Ljdl)
Isa: ... Egyptians, it seems, have grown accustomed to scorning spiritual
pleasures and utterly disregard them. It's especially enjoyable to appreciate the
beauty and perfection in things and to admire those places which show the
skill and mastery in the construction of the created universe.
(Allen, 1992: 291)
Here, the doublet u^Y1 J u^-Y1 has the second term modifying the first by
specifying or deciphering its meaning. At the same time, u^Y1 interacts with the
co-text by utilising other senses. It collocates with Cy^ and . This multiplicity
of collocations between the doublet and its milieu produces a quite complex,
pervasive meaning.
In the TT, however, the doublet skill and mastery may imply a pattern of
modification parallel to that in the ST, but it does not seem to make the same
collocations.
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On the other hand, there is another group of doublets in which the first element
modifies the second, in the sense that it steers its meaning. In the following passage,
the word is modified by the first element
(15)
j-a c_lU ^ > in-illl Jjaj 4 ASiil Ls 4 4 ■ ,-V' (_slc. <Co2Aolil y ...
ji 4jlc-lj 4"i\ Aolil j tlkjijlj el jiill S-IC-Ljia 4jLo 4 ;j1 1 J jell 4_j| jA
(131 :^^l)
Middle-aged man: ... If only he'd spent half as much money on this wedding
banquet and had devoted the other half to some form of charity or welfare -
helping the poor, founding homes, setting up hospitals, and helping craftsmen,
he would be eternally remembered for his good deeds.
(Allen, 1992: 285)
The meaning of the word is also retrievable from the co-text. The ST doublet
introduces a series of items all of which refer to it as instances of charity or welfare.
The list of items, denoting a variety of activities that extend to wider public services,
are meant to collocate with the doublet and collectively signal a complex meaning.
The translation strategy is to maintain the pattern, with a slight shift in the structure
of the doublet from 'and' to 'or'.
3.5.3 Hyponymic doublet
This type of doublet has the relationship between its members being based on
hyponymy. Two sub-sets are distinguished: (i) one of the members is a hyponym of
the other; or (ii) both members are hyponyms of a superordinate or general element.
A few examples are discussed below:
(16)
'
3 of".' t .J Colli O* 0^ .j! ... :A:''^
(197 :^M>) jcjjUll A imlflj Jil jVI jLiiC .1.0.1
Friend: ... If these relics and corpses do possess any value for Westerners, it
is, just as you say, linked to their research in archaeology and the philosophy
of history. (Allen, 1992: 365)
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The doublet j Jjtfl has the first item as a superordinate word while the second
item is a hvponym. This is the case since subsumes the concept of as the
latter is a kind of the former. The doublet occurs in a context whereby the theme
concerns Egyptian antiquities exhibited in a museum. These represent mummies
together with their belongings. Therefore, the word will have to be interpreted
in line with the co-text as well as the second item of the doublet, and not be
mistranslated as e.g. 'ancient monuments'. The translator, however, has managed to
capture the superordinate-hyponym relationship of the ST doublet by opting for
relics and corpses: 'relics' means either parts of the body, clothing of holy persons,
or something that they owned that is kept after their death, while 'corpses' denotes
dead bodies.
(17)
t w-' 1 j glS.'i.VI „ a i '' ^3 "■' ^ ^ ... :*'L 0■ njr.
(68 jjjjJaiCijj (jjASsljjj > jjjUxlj
'Tsa Ibn Hisham said: ... We climbed the stairs and found them teeming with
people of various shapes and sizes, all exchanging insults and abuse, punching
and walloping one another ... (Allen, 1992: 190)
The doublet consists of two hyponyms of the superordinate shared
concept 'hitting'. On the other hand, the TT corresponding doublet punching
and walloping seems to have had a modification structure whereby the second term
intensifies or modifies the first yielding the notion of something like 'heavy
punching' or 'walloping by punching'. The Arabic doublet involves two kinds of
hitting: punching and slapping, since the second term's stem ^ has the meaning of
'to hit with the flat part of the hand'. So, the doublet may be better rendered as
'punching and slapping one another' in order to relay the exact meaning in the TT.
However, one of the senses of the second term of the ST doublet is 'to clash', and it
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may be the case that the author wanted to signal a metaphorical image depicting the
people as 'punching one another and clashing like waves'.
One more possibility is that the doublet may denote two distinct yet closely
related things: the two terms represent speech acts whose actors are to be found in
the context of situation. Those who are quarrelling are 'people of various shapes and
sizes' and, intuitively, could be male or female. In fact, the phrase shapes and sizes
replaces ST j . The problem is how to interpret the meaning of in
this context. Hans Wehr gives the following senses for : kind, species, class;
category and sex (male, female), among others. The latter meaning may be intended
by the writer, and so the phrase may be better rendered as 'shapes and sexes'.
Accordingly, it may be possible to suggest that 'punching' is usually initiated by a
male human, while 'slapping' may be seen as connected with a female human. The
assumption is that the Arabic verbs imply a semantic difference at the level of
gender. The verb ^ is cited inK^H in the following example: ^ "
^jp- ja\ lis" ^uJal Although this latter reading may seem
impressionistic, it nonetheless merits further investigation.
(18)
33 t ' nd dili ^ja 3l£j V ^-3 l_s3sllj b_il j£l dj d'A r'\\ Jlfa j
^_3 J La JAj ''* ^ <d d^J 4 di I3A giLa 3^d-j ^ a .*dS o jd <jlc- ^1) j >A ''''
(3^ '28 'dd VU\ CaJ "2 j ^ja 03A J^A
There were many visitors and the evening lasted quite a while. As cups of tea
went round, I sat on my chair oblivious of all but the fancies and fears that
possessed me. I had never known the like of it and was completely unfamiliar
with what went on on such occasions, the etiquette and the traditions that
people followed. (Cragg, 1997 [1976J: 273)
The ST includes two lexical doublets: lWj and cjbUll j ajll&ll. The first doublet
consists of denoting mental images or false ideas, and having to do with
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feelings. The shared meaning in this doublet could be 'confusion' or 'restlessness'
partly due to the fact that the main character, the narrator, can hardly make a correct
judgement about the whole situation, partly because he is blind. The context of this
doublet is defined by a text world which is confined to personal emotional reactions
to a specific situation. The translator has managed to relay the meaning of the ST
doublet by choosing the equivalent fancies andfears.
As regards the second doublet, the net of collocations determines the intended
meaning of the doublet, which is relayed in the TT explicitly. It is not ejbLdlj in
anthropological or cultural terms, e.g. 'traditions and customs', that are intended but
rather the denoting of certain practices, norms, or rules within a specific sociological
context. Each of these may function as the superordinate of the doublet.
3.5.4 Semi-freeze doublet
In this category, doublets are characterized by the fact that the constitutive elements
often recall each other, which gives such a type the form of a semi-freeze. However,
the assigning of such features as semi-, near-, quasi-freeze, or whatever, to this
category may just be misleading. This is because the examples of this type seem to
behave dynamically, showing the potential for non-rigidity by accepting various
grammatical forms, i.e. singular, plural, verb, noun, etc. as well as word-order
inversion. Textually, they charge the context where they occur with an effective
semantic input, which contributes towards the accumulation of complex meaning.
Nevertheless, the members of a semi-freeze doublet do appear separately in different
contexts, yet they show a tendency to form a doublet.
A number of excerpts involving semi-freeze doublets are analysed below.
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(19)
Utipli Lic-^)3 i Aj^Ljax-oj Aj^lfLuLo t *liaSJUL ^ A_i3 U*-Ajaij ^J^Sl k>5ilf l^li
(2^ '30 ;Ahj Qjtjijl\ Igj t"u,-iA Sij
When the lesson is over, when we have listened to it and discussed it, and
delivered ourselves of its intricacies and puzzles, we shall be able to devote our
whole hearts and minds to prayer. (Wayment, 1997 [1943]: 125)
The doublet implies the abstract literal meaning of 'souls and hearts'
which denotes thoughts and feelings. It may be claimed that refers to the
former, whereas c_>jlsll has to do with the latter. The translation procedure has been to
replace the doublet by a hendiadys of high frequency in the TL. Still, the ST doublet
may be claimed to follow a pattern, or rather a tendency, that favours the current
order of the terms. Examples from the corpus of this study are not difficult to come
by. The following are but a few cases:
i .iti 11j (jniill ^jla jt£ cdij _
(Jjfc! -
jjidt (Ja jjj t jSlI ; J t i_Jjllll j i -
diyLaSH j JjLkiaall JjJil I—Qjl 4 \ \j~\ f. liill JJjb ^3 y -
In the following three passages, evidence on the dynamic creativity of semi-freeze
doublets consists in their potential to appear in a variety of derivations. This is partly
due to textual considerations as will be seen below:
(20)
t f 1 jj t a <aj a.iil l>_5Jauc- <^\A
±jr2 y*' iSj jsiiuj i i_jU*a3)j (x_Lu2 i 1,? (i uir. 1 g » jluj i I g "4j\bi I g <1 Van
(68 :0^bjaa3l) i—il»J-iSlfj
'Isa Ibn Hisham said: ... Meanwhile yet another woman was clutching the hair
of her husband's second wife while her child was yearning for her milk. We
saw one woman being preceded by her divorced husband and followed by her
lover; she was wishing the former good riddance wifn curses and abuse, and
beckoning the latter with her hand which was decorated with dye.
(Allen, 1992: 190)
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In the above example, the requirement of rhyming has constrained the form of the
second term of the doublet. Thus, sjUJ, but not , will lend itself to rhyming
with in the subsequent clause. However, is opted for by the author as in
the following passage:
(21)
A~1 • ■ S ^ya Aj La o Jul yu jj\UuL ■ "J yl LILali ul j\ J ; ^aLuA yj ^ t it- JlS
(10 : ig^dyuli) ^"l11yJ t 1 yj Likii a dlA tJu'lSj yl£» LiL.A oAl
'Isa Ibn Hisham said: ... The Pasha was so distressed that he needed
somewhere to lean against. He propped himself up against the wall, but
unfortunately his hand gave way and he fell right on top of a policeman who
was sweeping the floor. This policeman started cursing and swearing.
(Allen, 1992: 114)
Here, the noun doublet j t_udl is replaced in the TT by the participle doublet
cursing and swearing which relays the intended meaning of the original. Other
examples of a semi-freeze doublet involve verbs:
(22)
wt 1 J y* oLau.^3 a -*■ ■ L Luxj-a ^al yLuA yj ^.njr.
CxJ&JHj t 1 yjuALiiij yjjluuj
(68 :y4y^)
'Isa Ibn Hisham said: ... We climbed the stairs and found them teeming with
people of various shapes and sizes, all exchanging insults and abuse,
punching and walloping one another, flashing and fulminating, and cursing
and swearing at each other. (Allen, 1992: 190)
The passage contains a series of semi-freeze verb doublets except the second one
J>duLLLj dj^dLLL. The third doublet uj^Jijuis perfectly metaphorical. The
repetition here is utilized to achieve rhetorical ends by depicting a heated atmosphere
of quarrelling and reciprocal actions in a rapid rhythm. To repeat, the classification
of these doublets as semi-freeze might not reflect their reality, since they demonstrate
beyond doubt a high degree of emotiveness and foreground an almost lively scene of
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events or actions in a relatively short stretch of text. The translation has almost
followed the ST pattern of parataxis and of doublets, although the first doublet has
undergone a class shift from verb to noun.
With regard to the above doublets, all the components have the same semantic
field, thus forming a lexical set: , uj^Sj , ,
and may be realized by more than one equivalent in the TT. This is
conditioned by collocational preferences and the grammatical system of the TL,
which should be taken into consideration. For example, the doublets j and
jj have had the equivalents cursing and swearing and cursing and
swearing at each other, respectively. However, the latter ST doublet has the literal
meaning 'threatening and swearing at each other' whereby the second term implies
the meaning of the first. The translation strategy, therefore, has been to capture the
meaning associated with the utterance, i.e. associative meaning, since 'threatening
and swearing' both involve the uttering of curses or abuse.
In Examples (23), (24) and (25), three occurrences of the doublet
have had three different equivalents in the TT:
(23)
r* 1 r.s->\\ t villi Ali
_ j 4j^ja jgx.Jj
vi v1 1 ^(. ■ ^ . .nvi 3 ( j jiua j i ccji—' j
(l£ '10-9 : j^4-^) . tJayA JjJjyb a jtc-Jj t o JJJ-i i>a
... and to nudge his brothers and sisters who were lying around him until he
had woken them up one by one. And when he had accomplished that, there
was such a shouting and singing and hustle and bustle, a veritable babel, that
was only restrained when the sheikh, their father, got up from his bed and
called for a jug ofwater in order to wash himself before praying.
(Paxton, 1997(1932]: 12)
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Being a sort of freeze construction, the TT doublet 'hustle and bustle' seems to be in
line with the texture of the co-text, since the underlying conceptual relations evoke a
text world whereby a casual movement takes place signalling the beginning of
another day in the life of a family.
This time, the ST doublet occurs with its members being reversed. Still, the phrase
hustle and bustle could be used in this context as an alternative equivalent, but it will
not capture the collocative meaning of the original. The text world is concerned with
the need for peace and quiet for a person suffering from a 'serious nervous disease'
(pp. 377), i.e. not to be disturbed or agitated. The TT equivalent disturbance and
agitation typically reflects the state of affairs in that it implies mental and emotional
connotations.
In the next example, the same translator opts for another replacement for the
ST doublet:
(24)
UJ <■" ^aJjLs AlL j
V SLiaJlj JjUoll
When the doctors recommended it, 1 [he] got him away from Paris to a quiet
place outside the city where he could live in the open, free from disturbance
and agitation. (Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 377)
(25)
(3<r '122 : jju».4Ja)
People had not forgotten the commotion and outrage aroused by the
dissertation with which Dr. Mansur had gained his doctorate. There had been
much angry agitation, first in official circles and then among the public at
large. (Cragg, 1997 [1976]: 364)
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The meaning of the doublet is determined by the network of collocations in the co-
text. The TT phrase commotion and outrage relays the intended meaning of the
original by denoting a situation of strong reaction and resentment shown through
'much angry agitation' at a wider public scale.
To sum up, it is shown that a ST doublet can have various translations
depending on the contextual meaning as well as the collocation preferences in
the TL.
(26)
Jg JUj 4i j ITS") jSj ^idl qa LI jjl AJ jjlj j ILix'VI Ljj.lLs.1
(3^ '10 AL)
Conversation with LutfT al-Sayyid and with his visitors opened doors of lore
and learning which had not previously come into my [his] ken.
(Cragg, 1997[1976]: 252)
Generally, the doublet Aij*-Jj ^1 refers to the concept of 'knowledge'. In this
context, however, the members of the doublet seem to develop a complex meaning
related not only to 'knowledge' as a concept, but also to the quest for learning. The
narrator is not merely acquiring knowledge and information through listening to
conversations, but he is in fact learning and developing a competence in this respect.
The translator has managed to produce that meaning by introducing the replacing
phrase lore and learning.
3.5.5 Macro-level doublet
As the heading indicates, the principle underlying this group of doublets is that their
meaning is mainly determined at the macro-level of the text. This is the case when a
lexical doublet cannot be decoded on the basis of the (internal) semantic relation
between its members. Put another way, the (external) textual dimension will be
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decisive in deciphering the meaning of the doublet, for the latter will be sensitive to
the conceptual relations underlying the text world. As for translating such doublets,
the strategy that the translators seem to have developed is generally to render the
doublets according to the macro-level of the text. Examples:
(27)
SjiaSj a jilt i_jA*J eta. jli 4 Late- jeSt-i ^3 pLuil lift l')jT"nl ... f
(189 ,(»tc A-aj^jia
Friend: ... I built this structure in thirty years. If any king succeeding me
claims to possess power and might, let him destroy it in three hundred years.
(Allen, 1992: 355)
Here, the doublet SjaSIijhas the literal meaning 'strength and ability', yet the
translator has rendered it as power and might. Clearly, this interpretation is dictated
by the whole context and co-text wherein the doublet collocates with such words as
viljLJl 'kings'. Indeed, the statement is made by a tyrant king in the fiction. The TT
equivalent, however, reflects to a great extent the connotation associated with the ST
doublet.
The TT doubletpower andmight appears in reversed order in the next
example:
(28)
.,~i Vir. ji.ij vi i Cjjiuat I ^ CjjSUll (jlj ... ;,jj 0l.jr- Jli
jl jgiall Aic. ' (jjUltJ 0 jldl kilLail ^ La jlj 4 jAji. Jyi Aaa.
(91 :(^=4i>dl) -jilijll ^
Isa Ibn Hisham said: ... Anyone suffering from a sore does not place as much
value on a sapphire ring on his finger as he does on a mustard seed; all the
might and power invested in a royal throne is ofno value to a man with a
crooked back or fractured skull. (Allen, 1992: 217)
This is another example par excellence where the translation strategy is focused on
the general theme of the text as part and parcel in deciphering the meaning in the ST
doublet. The main topic is about epidemics that attack people, regardless of their
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positions or rankings. The juxtaposition made in this text is presumably between a
powerful disease and a powerless man. may be literally translated as
'might and courage' which readily lends itself to the whole context and co-text. It
makes explicit the contrast between an aggressive epidemic and a courageous (noble)
man. This explicit relationship is replaced by an implicit one in the TT since
'courage' is only inherent in 'might and power'.
A back-translation of the TT equivalents in (27) and (28) is likely to produce a
variation with the ST original items. They back-translate as s j and
cjUaLJlj 5 respectively. These senses closely relate to the gist of the 'royal' contexts
in which the doublets occur.
(2Q)
( 183 u]liUc-i jl£ Loj t 4-^LaJl jili ^yad
The 'Umda: God curse all need and compulsion. We could well have done
without this ruin and desolation. (Allen, 1992: 348)
The lexical meaning of the two terms of the doublet lJ jiJi is almost the same:
has the equivalents 'ruin', 'state of destruction', 'desolation', while is
matched by 'ruin', 'destruction' (Hans Wehr). Apparently, the translator has made
his TT choices on the basis of this inventory. However, there are other meanings
related to of which the translator (and perhaps the dictionary ) does not take
account. These are cited in s-u-»«■" : ... ^ J1"3 ... cA...
.. j . These senses of losing money, property, face, etc. are precisely
applicable to the content of the ST message which the translation ignores.
The text is about the 'Umda who becomes the victim of a fraud costing him a
lot ofmoney. One of the characters in the narrative wonders if the dirhams were
stolen, and the 'Umda replies: They weren 'I all stolen, just halfof them. This and
other utterances contribute to creating cohesive ties with the doublet. Thus, one may
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conclude that the intended meaning of the ST doublet can only be decoded at the
macro-level, which is simply the complex meaning.
In (30) and (31), the doublet is translated differently:
(30)
dg VI kc.1 u r-iil a juil i.n ^ja ^^>11 dj.^V -g±n QA j^ic-l 4^-^,9 : ^ ■ U.1 rill
4 ja1\ ja d^jjj ' '—» Vl ^ 11—> da*J T^ 4 dl yx 'l 1 dj.1.' <~ij 6 (Jjrdl ^jjAajuj jl 4 Igj
(84 :^=4?>«lh . J-«yllj ^ b» elJJ ^ j»gj JjSJ
Doctor: ... I'm referring to those who are just looking for a profit without
knowing any thing about their profession, or who deliberately rely on tricks and
set up traps till a healthy man's body becomes ill or a sick man's disease
becomes chronic. Then they can get enough money to satisfy their greed for
wealth and riches. (Allen, 1992: 208)
Viewed from the macro-level textual perspective, the ST doublet may imply here a
broader meaning than its members might seem to denote on their own right. To take
the second member
, one will find that it has the sense 'ease', among others.
The item comes in a context whereby the author criticises physicians for piling up
huge amounts ofmoney through unethical, easy means. Thus, j 4^1 may be
interpreted as 'wealth that comes at ease', or possibly 'wealth that is spent freely but
responsibly'. In the TT, however, the translator opts for the synonymous doublet
wealth and riches, which matches the TL phrase 'fame and riches'.
(3D
4 (Jl-dlj 4^3 ^jtLoil ^IIA jth J 4 Jldj *"1J(Sj^ (*,9^1 IxaUal 43^} ^1 4-il ^ic-lj _ ; j' >41 <44nil
^ASLJ LOJ -lS-.il dljA) 4^0 4JJJ jxlac.1 j»Uu 4JJJJi fjil 4 jl I IIIIIJ (_yj?dl ^3 d^jSll j&J
(144 Aj_^jjJ| dm <j'l -4jir.
Broker: ... You should realize that even today there's only one such house left.
It provides the ultimate source ofwealth and prosperity; it is a veritable
treasure trove of ease and affluence. In the eyes of Egyptians it replaces the
mightiest houses that once belonged to rulers ... This house, you should
realize, is the Stock Exchange. (Allen, 1992: 300)
The lexical doublets J-VijojJill and 4^1 have their connotative meaning
made explicit by collocating with . This item signals a shift in the type of
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text, i.e. literary to economic, which leaves its impact on the text user. The whole
discourse will then relate to the world of the stock exchange, introducing an
economic text embedded within a larger literary one. In the TT, the thrust of impact
is minimized due to the strategy that renders the intended meaning of the lexical
doublets. The TT counterparts wealth andprosperity and ease and affluence
explicitly signal an economic text type, whilst in the ST, only the first doublet
JUj (roughly 'fortune and wealth') would call up such text type.
(32)
^B j da d^X^ Ul£, t J JaB
(3(T '119 : 5La) . J 5aJill jblLu jU
But we [they] did not forget to break off between whiles on Sundays to find
fresh air and relaxation outside Paris. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 361)
Here, the doublet j 5aj31i is replaced byfresh air and relaxation in the TT.
The translation of the ST doublet does not seem to be based on the denotative
meaning as such. For example, in Hans Wehr dictionary, one can hardly find fresh
air among the various senses of 5a jil!. However, consulting ^ oxtail will sort it
out: .. ijc. Sauo .. 5ajj jj ... ojj jl£-«; 5aj£]I (i.e. a place free from
mustiness), whereas is derived from (i.e., going to gardens,
meadows). A back-translation of the TT phrase will probably produce
j . Now, the question is: how has the TT equivalence been established? The
key factor here is the textual meaning retrieved from the context. The fact that the
author (narrator) is sightless has sanctioned the TT choice, since such a person
cannot enjoy 5a jtll in the sense of'walk', 'pleasure ride', or 'recreation', nor
to mean 'going to a garden'. Such a person can only smell (or get fresh air), feel (or
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enjoy relaxation), or hear things, not see them. These connotations are created by the
interaction of the ST doublet with the context at the macro-level.
(33) ljAL aA AH t$jij jj ijtja Ss jULalij jUiili I ilj
I ■» ^ l^a"\ ' i 1 ^ \\ \ A \. ^ 1 ^ d j i-\
1 g g >j i j t SJLQL^. S_LQIA L^iial c jkj ^ Alia fVi tilj
(lj '125 -124:Ji^'ek) _Uj.L-a liLajj
The youths and lads fled to their mother, but the sheikh had got to her first. She
was beside herself with grief and distraction, her tongue uttering disjointed
phrases and her voice broken with sobs...
But the mother, in the midst of her grief and distraction with her daughter in
front of her stiff and cold, wails, scratches her face, and beats her breast.
(Paxton, 1997[1932]: 73)
This is another instance of macro-level doublets that spreads in two occurrences
across a quite long stretch of text. Here the strategy is to render the two occurrences
of the doublet as more explicit than if they were translated literally, in which case the
second term of the ST doublet intensifies the first: 'anxiety and burning anxiety'.
Another point has to do with the recurrence of the doublet in a relatively long
stretch of text (the interval between the two occurrences is about eighty words).
While it is clear that the doublets are employed to contribute to text-building, this
chain reiteration has the function of cementing textual coherence through relaying an
image of heightened emotions prevailing in the world of discourse. This brings us
into the area of rhetorical repetition which will be explored later.
In the following passage, another instance of synonymous doublet occurs, but
this time it involves the notion of inclusiveness:
(34)
^paj^all Volt . „ oLa-S 0 jC. i ij^ aOJOi d aAl j
La *CaLal JjLlJ 4A TLaJ La 4 30; ,-t pljj! ^ a. ,j j a Ajli yauaS
(3^ '136 .ILjia 4ia jjijll a_ij*J y
There 1 [he] was obliged from time to time to go and visit him. The innkeeper where
he was staying might call for me [him] suddenly. 1 [he] would then hasten to him and
listen to his outpourings which filled me [him] with pain and apprehension. I [he]
could see no way out of all his problems. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 377)
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'pain, grief, anxiety, etc.' implies ujk. 'sadness', and the doublet is charged
with a high degree of emotiveness, especially in this context. This is matched by a
similar level of emotiveness in the TT. But how come that the synonymous distance
between the elements of the ST doublet gets wider in the TT, i.e. shifting from 'pain
and sadness' to pain and apprehension? Is the translation strategy employed merely
a matter of 'semantic distancing' to make the doublet sound more acceptable in the
TL environment (Dickins et al., 2002)? Are the cultural and linguistic constraints in
the TL behind this procedure? In other words, do translators have to domesticate
texts even if that results in a shift in meaning? Or is it not the case that 'semantic
distancing' has to do with the textual meaning of the doublet?
Let us scrutinize the above portion of text within the whole sub-text for any
clues. Ahead of the above passage, the writer has this to say (through the translator)
(pp. 377):
"My expectation was that, settled in Paris, I could dedicate my entire time to the thesis
and meet my professor at the beginning of the academic year, ready to discuss what 1 had
read and absorbed and to discover to what he wanted me to do further... But I had no sooner
arrived in Paris than those notions suffered a heavy blow and 1 was critically diveited from
my work for more than two whole months. The reason lay with a fellow student from
Egypt... [who] had developed some serious nervous disease and there was no one in Pains
who could look after him... I took him to doctor after doctor... 1 got him away from Paris to
a quiet place...".
For a sightless PhD student to take care of a sick person at the expense of his study
'for more than two whole months' must be a heavy burden to bear. It is likely that
the doublet implies sadness for his friend and apprehension or worry about his
personal life and study. This is further elaborated by the clausal expansion that
immediately follows the doublet: 'I could see no way out of all his problems'. The
writer expresses mixed feelings of sadness and uncertainty (apprehension) for what
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could happen in the future for both his friend and his career. These clues and others
are extremely important for establishing the meaning of the doublet.
(35)
(3<r ' 102 : Jjiia Ja jAiij A*jlj Aijo ^ jl£ JJ5 a*jj
1 was soon in a small pleasant room in one of the inns in the Latin Quarter.
(Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 344)
The passage includes the asyndetic, adjective doublet j . Apparently, the
doublet sounds synonymous, yet a closer look may prove otherwise. In word-order
terms, small stands for and pleasant for , but the denotative meaning of
both elements are not reflected by the TT pair. is 'beautiful', not 'small',
whereas means 'wonderful' or 'marvellous'. So, let us reverse the order of
words and say that pleasant stands for and small for j, and check their
sense possibilities, particularly the latter item. According to ^ , the word
is derived from the verb root whose derivations include: t>aAu,.A
A AC.1 -lata v I j ■ A^A (JQIA 'AjijQ * A_1AI ^}3AA AJ3 A^AJ ;AJLJQ jbj *
ajjaJi Ajjai Aia ;kjljj . What is interesting about these derivations is that they denote
concrete entities, e.g. buildings, lands, gardens etc. Thus, it may be claimed that
small is chosen to stand for j . But this interpretation does not say much about this
equivalence since small simply means . So, on what basis has the translator
made this choice?
It is likely that the information retrieved from the real world constitutes the
mam resource for determining the sense of . Here, the narrator, blind, describes
the room as if he could see it. He familiarises himself with the place through the
sense of touch. Therefore, for such a person to live in a small room, i.e. confined,
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delimited, or easily recognised, should be very comfortable, as this will give him the
sense of stability in the midst of his being lost.
Another resource ofmeaning is textual. Here, the translator has most probably
recovered the intended meaning of the ST doublet from somewhere else in the text.
The cohesive and coherent relations seem to have necessitated another interpretation
for the collocative relationships within and beyond the doublet. A poor foreign
student, arriving in Paris where he will stay one night in the Latin Quarter, is likely
to head to an inn where the rooms are both small and cheap. So, (lit. 'hotel') is
rendered as inn, i.e. 'a hostel' ( lM- ) (see sample (34) for ^ innkeeper) and
the 'beautiful wonderful room' as smallpleasant room, whose meaning is retrieved
from the context and the text world. All the resources help shape the complex
meaning.
Recourse to text for additional semantic input has often been neglected by
some Arab (and even Western) scholars. Quoted by Al-Mahmoud (1989: 264-5),
Barakis (1985) sees that in the example ?kilia juiij the use of
more than one adjective to qualify the noun is unnecessary and that the sentence
would look more effective and 'meaningful' without any three of them. This he puts
simply under 'padding'.
3.5.6 Metaphorical doublet
This type of doublet entails a metaphorical dimension that broadens the scope of
meaning. Three sub-categories may be identified with the metaphor manifested in: (i)
either member of the lexical doublet, (ii) both members, or (iii) either element of a
phrasal doublet. Three examples are discussed below:
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(36)
a.Uxil J] ^ i ^ kaajii i AS^uaJI oi& uJajt USjpj ; jlA& jjj ^jouc (Jl3
Aj^j J) U jlLli i Aliasl A_j^)jJa AjLaJJ. — ■ o j^il L-ljjJo Jji Aio Ufr! j LaS i JjLjLII Ajxi
Aj Ajjj SAaxJ! ^ic. LuaU t Uajc. j \}i rir- .Lil nnniii t a_uLa.^l il
(147 : o; "*bj ^ja-alajj ^4a.ij ^Aj t
Tsa ibn Hisharn said: At that, we left this fish as well to thrash around in the
net. We turned our attention to the 'Umda playing billiards. To our utter
consternation he hit the ball horizontally with his cue and shot it right into the
face of a foreigner who was sitting nearby. The man was absolutely furious
and got out of his seat, hell bent on attacking the 'Umda and doing him an
injury. He kept muttering and snarling... (Allen, 1992: 303-4)
The lexical doublet ybTTAj has the second member being metaphorical. fbVA
involves two connotations: 'swimming in the middle of the sea' and 'speaking with a
foreign accent' (). The former sense is metaphorical as it portrays how
angry and disturbed the man seems to be 'in a heaving sea'. As for the latter sense, it
merely identifies his accent as foreign. These two senses are not mentioned in Hans
Wehr except for the cognate word ; barbarous, barbaric, uneducated (esp.
speech, pronunciation). Indeed, the man who kept muttering and snarling is said to
be a foreigner in the fiction.
The cohesiveness of the ST doublet is more potent than that of the TT
replacement. This is the case particularly with the ST metaphoric element whose
cohesive potential may be considered as multifarious since it is integrated within a
network of connections in the text. It collocates with ^4 modifying it adverbially:
'muttering with a foreign accent' or 'muttering unintelligibly'. It also collocates with
the word foreigner in the co-text. Metaphorically, in the sense of 'foaming'
maintains a cohesive tie with A^udl 5 Msn 5 and kSoAll s as well as with , L^c.,
Ibyc. 5 Ua.U 3 and . The TT equivalent snarling, however, falls short of
cohering with the metaphoric items/w/z, thrash, and net but makes links with
furious, attacking, and injury. Simply, the translator has compromised the figurative
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dimension of the doublet, minimising as a result the level of cohesion and coherence
in the TT.
Another example of metaphor, repeated from above, is given below. This time,
both members of the doublet are metaphorical:
(37)
^ U )■* t si ... \ ^-uo& ^ i i.jr. Jla
. jj.le.jjjj jjJ.l$jjj i OJJ&JJJ CU&JHJ ' ' UJ)"^ 'A'J
(68
Tsa ibn Hisham said: ... We climbed the stairs and found them teeming with
people of various shapes and sizes, all exchanging insults and abuse, punching
and walloping one another, flashing and fulminating, and cursing and
swearing at each other. (Allen, 1992: 190)
In this passage, the doublet uj^Jij uA» is used metaphorically to describe a
situation whereby people are quarrelling and swearing at each other, i.e. 'people are
flashing and thundering'. In the TT, the corresponding phrase flashing and
fulminating seems rather halfway in its metaphoric extension, since only the first
term implies a metaphor. The ST doublet signals the figurative meaning 'flashing
and thundering', which could stand as a proper replacement. However, the translator
seems to have opted for watering down the metaphor, since English is allegedly less
given to metaphorical extension than Arabic in literary style (see Shamaa, 1979).
Moreover, the metaphorical doublet ufjf stands as a metaphorical
member in a still larger phrasal doublet whose second non-metaphorical member is
the doubletuj-^i^j uj-"^ . These two pairs occur in a chain of four doublets which
contribute to the creation of a heightened discourse. The metaphoric element adds a
powerful dimension ofmeaning.




Pasha: In olden times, I used to regard this str ucture as the crown of Egypt,
something of which other crowns could be proud; as a marvel of which other
territories and regions would boast... (Allen, 1992: 353)
The ST doublet u'-^j J-L&I has the denotative meaning of'countries and lands', or
'countries and countries', which is replaced in the TT by territories and regions.
The translation is probably dictated by the collocation the doublet makes with Ch-01
crowns. This latter item modifies the meaning of the doublet within a still larger
metaphorical doublet:
(ji-ilJ! j jiysjl is interpreted as with reference to jM , i.e. crowns. Overlooking this
important relation may lead to misreading the intended meaning of the doublet.
However, a back-translation of the TT territories and regions may produce <^1
3.6 Conclusion
Lexical doublets in Arabic have been classified into six categories: Reciprocal,
Modificationa!, Hyponymic, Semi-freeze, Macro-level, and Metaphorical. They have
in common a major feature of semantic overlap with various degrees: maximal,
medial, and minimal overlap. These values may be represented by the first three
categories, respectively. They are applied to the level of internal semantic interaction
between the constitutive elements of a doublet and are sensitive to the external
textual interaction of the doublets. It has been hypothesized that what is at issue is a
stereoscopic pattern that extends beyond the limits of a doublet. A number of
jUaSVt IgJ
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samples were discussed for verifying this argument and it has been found that there
is some evidence to support it.
As for the TT, some fluctuation has been registered in terms of semantic
interaction between the elements of doublets, which is likely to be motivated by the
textual preferences in the TL environment. So, whilst the relationship between the
constitutive terms of a doublet and some elements in the ST is often characterised as
implicit, it is shifted into explicit in the TT. For example, the metaphor in doublets
has been slightly diluted resulting in a shift of the cohesive network.
However, and in order that the global meaning can be attained, it seems
imperative that the task of translators should be initiated from a level lower than that
of the text. It is these relatively minimal linguistic units, i.e., words and phrases,
scrutinised within the framework of the text, that are significant. Expressed another
way, to the extent that global meaning bears on local meaning, it will be affected by
the slightest change in any meaningful unit. There is a direct correlation between the
two levels ofmeaning.
Thus far, one of the strategies employed by the translators in rendering Arabic
ST lexical doublets into English TT has been maintenance, i.e. facilitating the
transfer of the doublets into the TT. However, it will be shown in the next chapter
that this is not always the case, as other strategies are used by the translators to
render the doublets. As a result, shifts in doublets do take place in the TT. But, the
questions to be asked are: do translators adhere, in their decision-making, to a
specific system of norms and conventions? Is translating a matter of personal
judgement? This will be explored in the next chapter.
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Chapter Four
Strategies for Translating Lexical Doublets
4.0 Introduction
So far in this study, features of repetition in terms of lexical doublets have been
considered with reference to Arabic ST and English TT. A classification of Arabic
lexical doublets is suggested with various semantic categories. This is coupled with
an analysis of how they are translated in the TT. It is found that a strategy of
maintenance is adopted in rendering the doublets in the TT. One observation
about the doublets in the previous chapter concerns the context in which they
occur: a context whereby a highly literary style is used, i.e. an elevated language
characterized by emotive and, occasionally, rhetorical features.
In the present chapter, other examples of doublets are to be described with
reference to other translation strategies and procedures. It may be said, though, that
the strategy of compensation encompasses many translation procedures as translators
invariably resort to compensating whenever there is a translation loss. Hervey and
Higgins (1992: 35-40) identify four categories of compensation:
• Compensation in kind, where different linguistic devices are employed in the
TT to create a textual effect similar to that in the ST;
• Compensation in place, where the textual effect in the TT is at a different
location from that in the ST;
• Compensation by merging, where ST features are condensed in fne TT;
• Compensation by splitting, where ST meanings are expanded in the TT.
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Numerous translation strategies, procedures and methods have been proposed
by many scholars in an effort to categorize shifts in the translation process. One of
the best known such categories is provided by Vinay and Darbelnet (1995 [1958]).
They conducted a comparative stylistic study ofFrench and English texts focussing
on the differences between them and identifying a package of translation strategies
and procedures. Two general translation strategies are classified: direct translation
and oblique translation, which subsume a variety of translation procedures
(1995: 30-42). Direct translation is defined as 'literal' translation and includes the
procedures of borrowing, caique, and literal translation, whereas oblique translation
corresponds to free translation and involves the procedures of transposition,
modulation, equivalence, and adaptation.
Baker (1992) put forward another group of translation strategies with regard to
professional translation in a multi-lingual setting. These strategies include:
translation by a more general word (superordinate); translation by a more neutral/less
expressive word; translation by cultural substitution; translation using a loan word or
loan word plus explanation; translation by paraphrase using a related word;
translation by paraphrase using unrelated word; translation by omission; translation
by illustration.
While the above works, amongst others, are focussed on translating lexical
items or phrases, very few studies in fact touch upon the strategies of translating
lexical doublets. Dickins et al. (2002: 59-61) suggest, for translating Arabic doublets,
the strategies ofmerging by one word, grammatical transposition, semantic
distancing ana maintenance. Their treatment, still, is far from being comprehensive;
it is also incompatible with the importance of the topic.
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4.1 Translation strategies
In the remainder of this chapter, an exhaustive analysis of a host of samples
representative of ST lexical doublets and their English translations will be carried out
along with the translation strategies adopted by translators. These strategies which
largely reflect tendencies dominant in the TL environment, i.e. adhering to norms of
acceptability in Toury's (1995) terminology, may be put into six: (i) Grammatical
Transposition; (ii) Translation by displacement; (iii) Translation by addition; (iv)
Translation by paraphrase; (v) Idiomizing translation, and (vi) Reduction.
4.1.1 Grammatical Transposition
The strategy involves a shift in the coordinate grammatical construction of a ST
lexical doublet in the TT. This entails the replacement of a doublet with another
phrase having different parts of speech. It consists in the transposing of doublets into
a genitive phrase (inflected and periphrastic), premodified lexeme (premodification),
and intensified lexeme, which are discussed below:
4.1.1.1 Genitive phrase
Lexical doublets are shifted into a genitive construction in its two forms: (i) The
inflected genitive (the -s genitive) indicated in writing by apostrophe + 5 suffix or
apostrophe only, after the modifying noun: modifying noun phrase + 's + head noun-
phrase, e.g. the father's picture; (ii) The periphrastic genitive (the o/-genitive)
consisting of the modifying noun phrase in a prepositional phrase after the head noun
phrase: head noun phrase + of+ modifying noun phrase, e.g. the picture of the father.
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4.1.1.1.1 Periphrastic genitive
This is exemplified by a number of passages below:
(1)
(34;^j Jabjjl ^f- 4juL-al j 41 null
There's a pact of understanding between his fingers and the rosary, and a
firm connection between his forehead and the prayer-mat.
(Allen, 1992: 144)
At first sight, it seems difficult to establish the difference between the terms of the
doublet as they look almost synonymous. Yet, linking the doublet with its
co-text brings about another interpretation. This may be better explained by
scrutinizing the TT phrase a pact ofunderstanding. A back-translation of the phrase
will produce ^liu jliix which implies the exact connotative meaning of the doublet:
ci'Ar* has been rendered as pact while^ is relayed by understanding. The rendition
is highly motivated by the kind of collocation the doublet makes with^1—=>1j
'the rosary and his fingers', which invokes an image of an orchestrated rhythm in the
motion of 'his fingers' while counting rosary beads. A pact ofunderstanding is a pact
of rhythmic movements involving the fingers and the beads.
In both cases, li'V* and pact form the head, whereas and understanding
function as modifier.
(2)
(196 c*4l t>i ' <4mjdl ddji V) UjUj jlS U
Our only real forebears were noble Arabs, people who adhered to the true
faith of Islam. (Allen, 1992: 364)
The semantic relationship between the two items of the doublet is that of
modified-modifier. The second member restricts the meaning of the first as 'true
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faith' since Islam already implies the meaning of religion. It is also possible that the
doublet means 'monotheism and Islam'. Out of context, another semantic
relationship which may be suggested between the two elements of the doublet is
based on hyponymy, whereby is a hyponym of the superordinate (hyperonym)
uP. That is, the noble Arabs are those people who adhere to religion and in
particular Islam. The context makes this interpretation plausible. The translator
seems to have focussed on the emphatic nature of the doublet rather than on semantic
echoing or multiplicity.
Had the doublet come within a context where reference is general in that the
two items merely denote self-contained senses, then the rendering would have to
establish that lexico-grammatical relationship by conveying the forms of the items
into the target text: the religion and Islam, as if religion here has nothing to do with
Islam. But, in this context, religion and Islam are closely related. The strategy, then,
has to replace the doublet by one construction.
In the TT, the meaning of the genitive might be appositive, since the two nouns
are equated denotatively: the true faith of Islam ~ Islam is a true faith.
The following utterance is about a document of endowment:
(3)
(66 ijjgnia 1
The drafting process provided a story which is still famous because of the
munificence of the gifts which it has produced. (Allen, 1992: 187)
The modificational relationship inside the doublet j is implicit which is
shifted into explicit in the TT replacement the munificence ofthe gifts. It implies the
reading ^ This rendition manages to transfer the two-noun structure by
introducing two perfectly collocated items. They appear as in the TL phrase
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'munificent gifts'. (Notice the brevity in the ST as matched by the expansion in the
TT.)
(4)
But he was neither dismayed nor despairing, nor resigning to the difficulty of
the hurdle. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 359)
Another interesting decision is made by the translator. Although the doublet has an
explicitly indefinite generic reference, yet the context provides sufficient information
to make the doublet function anaphorically with its referent. Here, the sub-topic is
about how to pass the exam of Latin, i.e. the difficulty ofthe hurdle, whereby
difficulty refers back to the exam and hurdle to Latin. A back-translation will yield
a post-modified noun group with the item k2Ll modifying .
This interpretation of the semantic relationship between the items of the
doublet is challengeable by at least two other interpretations: (i) when the second
term may be said to qualify the first adjectivally. Therefore, we may get 'a difficult
hurdle', i.e. kik. ; (fi) when the doublet is considered to be referring to highly
abstract and generic concepts, which would lead to the rendition 'hurdle or
difficulty'. These two possibilities are only warranted by a non-textual
decontextualizing approach, hence, the significance of the context in establishing
the form and function of the doublet in both ST and TT.
(5)
(2^'130 : ji^^L)
... he put his other hand on the boy's shoulder and said in a quiet, affectionate
voice: "Work hard and God will bless you." These words of encouragement
sent the boy back home with a light heart. (Wayment, 1997[ 1943]: 194)
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Roughly, the doublet eiiljcoltj cjUi£]| may read 'words and good wishes' which refers
anaphorically to the direct speech "4^^ ^ A"'" > i-e- 'Work hard and God will
bless you'. A back-translation will produce which is not identical with
the ST doublet. The illocutionary force of the direct speech has been utilized in the
rendition of the doublet.
(6)
i>y jjj Vj t 4 j 4^>4i. j 4ja^j j 4iij^j y.(j-a'*UU. ,&Ua
(76: >it
Try to find anyone, for Heaven's sake, who can look at this mansion - with its
glittering decorations and its retinue of servants - without being overwhelmed
by a feeling ofjealousy at the people who live there...
(Allen, 1992: 199)
Here, a hyponymic relationship exists within the ST doublet whereby the second
element is the superordinate of the first element: subsumes servants )5
supporters and even relatives, according to . In the TT, the pattern of
modification has shifted as servants restricts the meaning of retinue.
Given the TL preference for a genitive construction, especially with this
example, the translation strategy, however, has had collateral translation damage in
the sense that it excluded other meanings of the second element.
(V)
(197 :^j-B) . JhAlj aliSfl J' ...
... to the stomachs ofworms in the shrouds of the grave. (Allen, 1992: 365)
The semantic relationship between the doublet's constitutive elements is that of
meronymy: 'a shroud' is part of ^ 'a grave'. Therefore, the genitive structure
is readily captured.
The meaning of the TT genitive is possessive: the grave has shrouds. 'Shrouds'
may also be used figuratively to mean 'a cover' analogous to such examples in the
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TL as 'a shroud of secrecy' and 'a shroud of smoke'. These are likely to facilitate the
TT collocative relation, though the meaning of the genitive in the latter cases is
different from the TT one.
(8)
f LaC-Vtj ^ ^ i" v~)5 J ' ^ t" \a\Wlj i ^ v"* ^
(26":^^11)
I found this too much to bear; the world darkened before my eyes. I would
certainly have joined my companion in a swoon of astonishment.
(Allen, 1992: 134)
Here, the TT does not seem to follow the ST in terms of the semantic relationship
between the two elements of the doublet. Whilst the ST phrase involves a cause-
effect logical pattern, i.e. astonishment that led to a swoon, the TT favours a
modificational, genitive construction.
4.1.1.1.2 Inflected genitive
Two instances have been found in the corpus of this study. They are as follows:
(9)
<jj4l a; •>It (JaS 4 Q In yl ^ ]") W. ji J ^ ji La
(96-95 :^^lt>4t) j a A*■>lb jbuuj t p-luauj
Now that you have given me this helpful advice, the only place I consider fit
for myself is among the elite who resign themselves to fate's decree and take
precautionary measures. (Allen, 1992:222)
In terms ofmodification, the doublet may be paraphrased in Arabic as 5 ^
js&\ 3 jAlt j j, 5 or possibly jAll jJ .
The translator has made explicit the intended meaning of j ^LcaSl) by
resorting to a genitive construction. A back translation will very likely yield one of
the above Arabic paraphrases. The TT solution may be taken as evidence that the
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doublet is not fully synonymous. In the following example, an inverted derivative
form of the doublet acquires almost the same replacement:
d°)
(104 Jt J Vj ' u jjJAaU ^JA V
There's no way to stop Fate's decrees, ... and no hope for a comfortable life.
(Allen, 1992: 242)
Here, the doublet j jjiLJi consists of two past participles having the roots
and , respectively.
4.1.1.2 Premodified lexeme
This procedure is aimed at rendering the implicit relationship ofmodification
between the two members of a doublet as explicit through transposing the doublet
into a single-headed phrase with a subordinate attribute in the TT. In other words, the
member that shows a tendency for modifying the other will be transposed. This
strategy may be described as predominant in the TT given the large number of
examples treated in that way. The strategy is applicable to doublets consisting of
nouns, adjectives, and adverbs and involves changing the class of either/both
elements of the doublet.
Likewise, this strategy has been preferred in translating doublets from one
language into another. Newmark (1988: 120) has dealt with the transposition of two
conjoint English synonyms into a premodified lexeme in other languages. He argues
that a phrase like 'worship and adore' is only used for emphasis and then has to be
transposed into an adverb and a verb, e.g. French TT 'adorer avec ferveur'. Yet, he
stresses that when such phrases are used by an 'innovative' writer, they should be
rendered by parallel phrases in the TT.
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Another study is Friedrich (1969: 46-50). He offers a number of examples
illustrating the English preference for 'hendiadys' which are rendered in the German
TT as single-headed phrases with subordinated attributes, e.g. beauty and magic
'zauberhafte Schonheif, individuality and charm 'eigener Reiz', laughter and
happiness 'gltickliches Lachen', passion and excitement 'leidenschaftliche
Erregung', care and attention 'sorgfaltige Beachtung'.
Now, the following discussion will focus on the grammatical transposition of
Arabic lexical doublets into the English TT. The point of departure will be the
direction ofmodification between the two items of the doublet.
4.1.1.2.1 Doublets where the second element functions as modifier
In this set of doublets, the modification moves from the second member to the first
member of the doublet:
(ID
.ajll jt-ii f-il 0 ^j a *'.a' " -^-c. -clo f js lli ^ l t4: /pi
(2<r_ '38 :
So he set to and ate everything. When it was finished he went back again to his
own comer and surrendered himself to listless inactivity.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 130)
The modification in the doublet moves from to , i.e. -^AJl but not
jSLuJl since the latter will sound tautological. The TT phrase has captured the
ST pattern ofmodification: he was inactive to the extent of being listless in the sense
of losing energy or enthusiasm. However, the item has been diluted in the TT,
possibly, to fit in the network of collocations.
In terms ofmarkedness, the metaphorical item is marked while <jis
unmarked. This is based on the assumption that the less predictable expression will
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be more informative and thus will acquire the marked case. Equally true is the
following example:
(12)
t <—iic.J a j3 ^a AjjJuSxuyi j 6 1^13 A J a] j A3
(2^ t44 :
... he had been bom and bred in Alexandria and had kept all the vehemence of
character and all the charming frankness for which Alexandrians are famous.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 134)
where <-*jk is unpredictable especially after three personal attributes 5A, , and
^
, and thus highly informative.
On the other hand, the semantic relationship between the elements of the
doublet can only be expressed by the second item modifying the first. So, one can
say , i.e. charmingfrankness, but can hardly say ^ , roughly
'frank charm'. The reason is that grammatical transposition is so much constrained
by the logical semantic relations between the two terms that there is no way of
making choices between this rendering or that, i.e. to transpose the first or the second
term.
The decision to transpose one of the elements may be motivated by the fact that
the two elements do not seem to stand on their own, but rather functioning in a
modificational manner to relay a complex meaning. In other words, the co¬
occurrence of the items in a coordinated phrase is meant to be interlocking and not
incidental. The TT has made this implicit relation explicit. However, the pattern of
modification would have remained implicit had the translator opted for a direct
(literal) translation: 'frankness and charm'. This solution could be facilitated by a
predilection in the TL for a list-of-three structure as in the following italicised
phrase:
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... and had kept all the vehemence ofcharacter, frankness and charm for which
Alexandrians are famous...
This may be considered as a translation strategy, which will merit further discussion
below. In the following passage, the Pasha is appreciating the significance of books
even for illiterate people:
(13)
t l^jLuab jiiaj Jjl ^ i lial Ig-La J iil
(101 0*
In fact, even ignorant people, the kind who wouldn't get any benefit from
books or understand any of their contents, were the very first to boast about
acquiring them. They looked on them as a kind of decorative ornament.
(Allen, 1992: 229)
The first term of the doublet is more concrete than the second term. This is made
explicit in the TT phrase when back-translated as kujll to denote an object,
i.e. a book, that is decorated.
The abstract (less concrete)/concrete semantic values seem to have a direct
bearing on identifying which item functions as a modifier and therefore is
transposed. In the above example, it is the less concrete item that plays the part of
modifier. This may be assumed as among the factors that determine the form of
doublets in the TT.
Here is another example whereby the modifying second item of the doublet is
a step higher in abstractness or less concrete than the first item:
(14)
aJj j JAj I jd: j- IA jj j<t
(3^ '162 : ji^ AL)
All this conceded to Egypt the semblance of independent status and some of its
realities, few as they were with more to follow. The Sa dists, however,
denounced and disowned the Declaration as evil and branded its acceptance as
an iniquitous crime. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 404)
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In the doubletm j denotes an action which is less abstract than $ . By
the same token, A) ? in the next example, assumes a lower degree of abstractness than
the second constitutive element of the doublet:
(15)
■uli t 4aj jc> ^ aA , i tj4l -lA j lie tjl jl t t ; Lai j
(196:- W® ^9
When you claim that ... our ancestors and forefathers are .. descendants of
these Pharaonic corpses, you're committing a heinous sin from which I ask
God's protection. (Allen, 1992: 364)
in the sense of 'disbelief is more abstract than A! 'sin'. It is transposed into
the pre-modifter adjective heinous, lit. 5^ . Thus, A! is replaced by a heinous
sin in the TT.
One final word must be said about the above pair of doublets. The constitutive
elements , A1 and readily make a lexical set with various semantic values
of abstractness. So, on a scale of 3-degree abstractness, if is assigned value (1),
A) will be given a higher value (2) and the highest (3). In the doublet AO ,
A! (2) is higher in abstractness than W>?- (1), while in the latter doublet A!, A!
(2) is lower than (3). The claim is that the more abstract the element seems to be
in a doublet, the more likely it is for it to be functioning as a modifier and
undergoing grammatical transposition.
(16)
(80 Jboili Aijill el ji> jl ; j 4 ifn Li jlij i 4ili ^Ic. 4L.Ha
He put the edge of his handkerchief over his nose, and spoke to us with a gruff
arrogance: 'The atmosphere in this room is foul and deathly.'
(Allen, 1992: 204)
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The doublet ^c.j , lit. 'arrogance and vehemence', is replaced by a gruff
arrogance. This replacement may back-translate as oM or whereby
the former adjective qualifies a voice and the latter describes a type of behaviour.
Still, the modifier element of the doublet does imply these connotations when
occurring in this context, although it is likely that the former connotation will lend
itself to the context. The doublet interacts at two levels: internally between the
members and externally by collocating with Jta 'said', thus, creating a stereoscopic,
complex meaning.
(17)
(21 ;0f Vp, 1,^*i^ J ft Cjjaj '"unjAil J V p 1 till! Vimol-i'il <JA
Is the noble Sharf'a extinct? Have the centres of judicial authority been
eradicated? (Allen, 1992: 128)
Here, the TT phrase may be back-translated as 0r possibly ?
although the latter has the equivalent 'judicial power'. Still, the modification is only
feasible by the second element and not the first: (authoritative
judiciary).
4.1.1.2.2 Doublets where the first element functions as a modifier
Another group of doublets have the first member functioning as a modifier. The
translation strategy, then, is to grammatically transpose the modifier element into an
adjective. Below are some examples:
(18)
i—udi 4jol«3 i J)* - _ nl -n JaLuull I jlA Jc. 4 lt-» ll .ikl i 1 ■ n >£ j
(1 fr '143 AJaj Aamjxjj AIUI^-O
How happy he was when he took his place among the circle on this carpet by
the side of a marble pillar. He touched the pillar and liked its glossy
smoothness... (Paxton, 1997[1932]: 83)
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At first glance, the doublet seems completely synonymous and there is no way of
saying otherwise. The TT, however, has opted for an adjective-noun solution with
the adjective glossy replacing either or . But how is it possible to
determine which element has been replaced? The researcher argues that glossy,
meaning 'smooth and shiny', replaces rather than in the TT. This is
supported by the fact that is partner to other words in the lexical entry
which denote light, bright and sight:
' Ixtai 1 ' j _ t. ' ^-LuuLdl
However, the second term of the doublet does not entail all of these
connotations. The assumption to be made here is that and denote the twin
surface properties of the marble pillar, viz. brightness and smoothness, respectively.
Moreover, the sense of brightness or shininess is implicit within the network of
collocations of this part of the text: , and together make up the
implication, which has been made explicit by the TT as glossy. In other words, the
doublet externalises extra implicit elements of meaning from its environment for the
sake of reinforcing its semantic interpretation and creating complex meaning. The
word plays a central part in initiating a stereoscopic pattern as it relates to the
other element in the doublet by synonymy and beyond the doublet to by
collocation.
To illustrate this point, let us consider the doublet in some other context, where
a man touches awoman:<-r^ , roughly, 'He touched her skin
and liked her smoothness and softness'. Here, the allusion is made to 'her skin' and it
may be argued that something other than 'glossy' should be drawn from the context,
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e.g. 'delicate' or 'perfect'. Therefore, the sentence will have to be re-formulated as:
'He touched her skin and liked her delicate smoothness'.
In the TT, the stereoscopic pattern is relayed by glossy collocating with
smoothness and marble.
(19)
sA Igjll j'iX. ^ji .Ikj ^ nVill ^Ic. -1 - ^ \c. Aj JaI ■ TA y Aji aJS Iaa jpSi j
(Jabj&lj JJaS AJIC. i jl d?-jll 1-^ *f'" olils 2)1^ b"!J ' ^L»IS AjjuiI Aiui Igie. ujlc.
(2<T 421 :OJ"AJa^ tl2 dui IA ;dly^ll li^
The hardest thing of all was that not a single friend from the village called to
ask after the young student, though he had been away for a whole academic
year. All that happened was that one or two people met him and greeted him in
lukewarm indifference: "Hallo! You here? ... (Wayment, 1997[ 1943]: 187)
Here, the doublet j0! j is replaced by the TT expression lukewarm
indifference. The latter phrase may be rendered back as o^jp-\ which explains
the pattern ofmodification in the doublet. However, the modification in the doublet
does not go in the opposite direction, e.g. jy* (?? indifferent tepidity), simply
because it does not sound meaningful.
(20)
(76 i^-f^di) ... (jtijyij y ' t- j
They will often be poor and bankrupt, and yet you'll see them risking lavish
expenditure. (Allen, 1992: 200)
The doublet ls^YIj jj^I may be translated literally as 'lavishness and expenditure'.
In the TT, the translator has transposed doublet construction into a pre-modifted
noun phrase. The pattern of modification is illustrated by the following back-
translation of the TT replacement: Jy* <j^! or ^yd* (jUjj.
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(21)
t A} Ale. (jpUi.1 Vnj^ c-miall ^jj^S ' k—miail Jj jSjjaa
(83 :ch4>J^) ...o^J*
At this point they take their complaints to the doctor. He is even quicker than
their own fanciful imaginations to trump up some disease...
(Allen, 1992: 207)
The semantic relation is expressed in the doublet ?*> j by the first term
qualifying the second as unreal. Thus, 'fancy (illusion) and imagination' is
transposed into fanciful imaginations, roughly^ J cM>- .
In the above pair of examples, the element having a negative value has been
transposed into an adjective modifying the element with a positive value: jA"
(lavishness) is negative, i.e. destructive, while j'Al (expenditure) is positive, i.e.
constructive; equally, (illusion) is negative and (imagination) positive. This
is possibly another factor in characterizing and translating doublets.
But the doublet externalises additional meaning by collocating with the set
(lit. 'fabricating') and (lit. 'inventing'). In fact, these two items imply the
connotative meaning of ^ j and J-A-, respectively. Therefore, the two sets contribute
to the creation of complex meaning. This is not the case in the TT as the sets are
shifted, and, so, a considerable amount of the ST message content is compromised.
(22)
p-Lluall 1 rftg *n \ LaJ tgJ J 4 AjLl^ j c £ jjoiJ
(171
He accused her of faithlessness and of betraying their intimate friendship,
reminding her of the pure bliss they had shared. (Allen, 1992: 333)
The two terms of the doublet are synonymous in that they both mean 'happiness' or
'bliss'. Yet, the first term may be assumed to function as modifier by dint of its
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denotative meaning 'purity'. Therefore, implicit modification is shifted into explicit
in the TT phrase pure bliss.
Grammatical transposition is also applicable to doublets consisting of
adjectives. In the next three examples, the doublets function adverbially. The TT has
retained the function by introducing a prepositional phrase.
Unlike noun doublets where the syndetic coordination is obligatory, adjective
doublets allow both syndetic and asyndetic construction. Below are examples of
asyndetic doublets:
Denotatively, means 'silent' or 'speechless' with the connotations 'dejected' or
'depressed'. is 'sad'. Within the unit of the doublet, the connotative meaning of
the first term overlaps with the denotative meaning of the second term. This
interpretation helps to explain the way the doublet is rendered. In the TT, the phrase
gloomy silence replaces the doublet: olp- is translated as gloomy while ^j is
shifted into silence.
In the following example, the doublet functions adverbially along with its TT
equivalence:
(23)
(2<t'181 : j4-L) Jdl J) ojji
The young man and his father walked back home in gloomy silence.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 230)
(24)
Jjlj bbL. It o 1 lAt_kJa3 d ^uV I t " 1 i Sj
(3^'71 : ^)
I spent long weary days in Cairo, in restless anxiety after the War had
intervened to halt all I had set my heart on. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 314)
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The past participle doublet k-jj* has the meaning of'terrified' and 'agonized'.
The TT, on the other hand, has relayed the intended meaning of the doublet in the
light of the whole network of collocations in the co-text. Back-translated, the TT
replacement in restless anxiety might yield something like ^ or 3
or paraphrasing it as 3 ■
<25)
(2jr'61 :jiju^^a) Jjjd *d»i J) .sic.
... he would go back home in a raging fury. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 145)
As for this example, the emotive nature of the doublet is reflected in the way
meaning is expressed: implies the meaning of 'boiling', whereas is
'erupting'. In the TT, however, the doublet is replaced with the prepositional phrase
in a ragingfury.
4.1.1.2.3 Transposition of parallelistic doublets
Grammatical transposition may also be motivated by the parallelism of two doublets
at a relatively short range in the co-text. In this case, a strategic decision has to be
made as to how to render them. One procedure is transposing them into two
adjective-noun constructions, maintaining at least the emphatic force relayed by the
parallelism. In that, parallelism may be deemed as a constraint in transposing parallel
doublets. Another alternative is to transpose one doublet, creating a triplet
construction.




...qah.tltj al \a\\j sjlxujl ^ya ajujj )*n> m lua ^-s^ulll ^j\s qlj
(27 :cr4L>-»)
In the past, nobility may indeed have derived its splendour from forceful
authority and used brute strength ... (Allen, 1992: 136)
In the ST, the parallelism goes beyond the doublets to the level of clause:
AjuaDj ftjhi lit! ^yaAijj 'i <umj
having the structure [V + S + prep. + N + V + conn. + N], Yet, the TT has disrupted
the doublets shifting them into adjective-noun phrases while keeping the parallelism
between them .forceful authority ... brute strength. The members of the doublets all
have in common the meaning of'strength'. Indeed, they make a lexical set with
various shades ofmeaning as illustrated in Hans Wehr:
authority, pride, power, strength;
power, force, vigour, strength;
o»^ strength, courage, power, might;
uAA strength, power, violence, ruthless action, oppression, tyranny.
The highlighted words approach the exact meaning of the doublets, i.e. 'authority
and force', 'strength and ruthless action'. The decision to grammatically transpose
one item in each doublet rests to a great deal on the kind of modification within the
doublets. According to the above listing of senses for each member, it becomes clear
that it is the second member in each doublet that has been shifted to a modifying
adjective.
A back-translation of the TT phrases may supply the following: A:A and
a4^j ® j5 . However, capturing the correct network of collocations in the text is
normally conducive to selecting the right equivalents.
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(27)
(3j '3!J," J J .^11 -ia^>juj jiilt (jij _
... and that poverty was, in fact, the proper condition of earnest effort and
diligent achievement. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 245)
Here is another lexical set which is divided into two doublets, given the TT
replacements. As can be seen from the above utterance, the two doublets are replaced
by two adjective-noun parallelistic phrases in the TT. The first doublet -Afj ^=21 ? lit.
'earnestness and toil', is rendered as earnest effort. The second doublet
Ju^Villj. roughly 'diligence and achievement', is replaced by diligent achievement.
(28)
(90;0-dj... fitt
What's the use of careful precautions against predestined fate?
(Allen, 1992: 215)
The two doublets may be classified as synonymous, yet, the strategy of grammatical
transposition has exhibited some semantic variation between the members in each
doublet. j Ajlijll is replaced by careful precautions and efiiaSlI by
predestinedfate.
In the first doublet, jAdi has been shifted to the modifier-adjective careful,
whereas is rendered as plural in the TT to imply the meaning of 'measures',
i.e. 'precautionary measures', condensed into precautions.
As for the second doublet, it is likely that is transposed into the
modifier-adjective predestined. This is justifiable when scrutinizing the sense
possibilities of the two members. J attributes the sense of
'predestination', i.e. ^, to and not to j-^ll. For '£=» Hans Wehr gives the
meanings 'imposition', 'final decision', and 'determination', and for
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'inevitable', 'predestined' and 'ordained' among others. Accordingly, the TT phrase
may be back-translated as jjSII ,?jiili, jisll, jp£JI, or even
Unlike the TT genitive solution in Examples (9) and (10), i.e. Fate's decree,
where the sense of predestination is kept implicit, the adjective-noun alternative
predestinedfate makes that sense explicit, i.e. 'fate which is already decided'. The
proposition is that careful precautions will be useless when fate is already sealed,
hence the significance of the word predestined against precautions.
Here is another example of transposing two nearly synonymous doublets:
(29)
a ' 'ii JbAit ^1£ 4 3 j; ■ g '■ a".-v\ ^ j ; nj LiLtll AjSj .i CjjIj Uj-o _ ■ ^ r i
(59 jjju
I was amazed at the subdued calmness and patient resignation I had noticed
in the Pasha. It was only a short time before that he had been cantankerous and
quick-tempered... (Allen, 1992: 179)
In the first doublet, the semantic relationship may be described as implicational in
that calmness includes ? roughly 'silence' with the connotation of 'not
speaking'. In the TT, the connotative meaning of the noun is relayed as the
adjective subdued, i.e. unusually quiet, for two reasons: firstly, because the context is
emotive, and secondly, there is a relation of antonymous juxtaposition between
and cantankerous (bad-tempered). In other words, the relayed meaning of
is greatly facilitated by the opposition with .
This line of argument is also applicable to the second doublet.
may roughly be translated as 'resignation and patience'. Both imply the sense of
facing difficult or annoying situations without complaining. But 'resignation'
involves a tone ofwillingness, whereas 'patience' entails a tone of ability. Here too,
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the doublet strikes an opposition with 'quick-tempered' by means of
'patience'. This cohesive link between the two items consolidates the meaning
of the whole co-text.
As for the modification in the doublet, the TT seems to have favoured making
it explicit by converting the noun into the modifier-adjective patient. Finally,
the two doublets have been transferred into two adjective-noun phrases with their
second members being grammatically transposed.
(30)
(39 ' >uiSj
By using as pleasant a manner as possible in making my request, 1 got the
lawyer to agree to a deferment of payment till the Pasha's circumstances
changed from crippling poverty to wealthy affluence. (Allen, 1992: 150)
This excerpt includes two synonymous doublets standing in antonymous
juxtaposition: j>Jl is opposite to . They may be translated as
'destitution and difficulty' and 'affluence and wealth', respectively.
Taking into account TL collocational preferences, the translator has introduced
other variants in rendering the first doublet, i.e. cripplingpoverty whereby poverty
corresponds tojj*^ and crippling to . This brings in the notion ofmodification
and how it is expressed between the members in each doublet. In both cases, the
modification seems to be moving from the second member to the first. This is
expressed by transposing the implicitly modifying noun into an explicitly modifying
adjective.
Parallelistic doublets may also be shifted into a triplet construction whereby
one doublet is replaced by an adjective-noun phrase. This is motivated perhaps by a
tendency in the TL towards favouring the triplets. The use of triplets in English
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political discourse has been examined by Atkinson (1984). The 'lists of three', as he
calls them, are extensively used by politicians in order to strengthen their delivered
messages and thereby eliciting a favourable response from their audiences in the
form of applause.
According to Atkinson (1984 . 60), triplets are of two types: (i) identical, where
the three items of the triplet are the same, e.g. 'We shall fight, fight andfight again to
save the party we love; (ii) non-identical, in that the three items are similar in
meaning, particularly the first two, e.g 'In speeches, conversations and most other
forms ofcommunication ...'. In this latter example, the italicised words make a
semantic triplet which includes a lexical doublet in the first two words.
Two extracts are to be examined below for instances of doublets and how they
were rendered in the TT:
(31)
1 ^^J t j VI Laj a px-al o jC- y j jikjLal J"*a ^VjV : -A
(188 :^jh4I)
No one can boast about things like this; no mighty person can claim any kudos
from it. It's just oppression, tyranny, and misguided ignorance.
(Allen, 1992: 354)
This text contains two doublets, viz. and Wj . They were put in
the TT into a structure of three elements as highlighted. To start with the first
doublet, one can say that the TT equivalents oppression, tyranny would be readily
acceptable for two reasons. Firstly, they relay essentially the overall meaning of the
ST doublet in terms of denotative and connotative meaning. Secondly, they are
already used in the TL environment as a lexical doublet, e.g. victims of oppression
and tyranny (Oxford Dictionary).
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The other doublet, however, is replaced by an adjective premodifying a noun:
LkA1 j (JAbJl vs. misguided ignorance. This translation looks problematic as regards
the notion of modification. For, how can ignorance be misguided? Is it possible for
misguidance to qualify ignorance? And, why this transposition in the first place?
The doublet appears in a context where 'ignorant', i.e. J41A, kings thought they
could benefit from building the pyramids, and where 'cunning', i.e. , priests who
painted the idea in their heads expected to gain some profit. Anaphorically, the
doublet makes two cohesive ties with these two items: one by root repetition (JgA1 -
J4-A ) and the other by synonymous repetition ). in other words,
'ignorance' and 'misguidance' are not merely abstract concepts, rather they are
attributed to specific referents, namely 'ignorant kings' and 'cunning priests'.
Indeed, reactions of native speakers of English, when informally surveyed,
indicate that the transposition has distorted the meaning of the doublet and rendered
the ST rather odd. These speakers also suggest that the literal translation of the
doublet would have been tolerable, as it displays two distinct concepts, i.e.
misguidance and ignorance. Put another way, the TT could have taken the following
format: It is just oppression, tyranny, misguidance and ignorance.
(32)
(2j'66 kiUVt i ^ j Juuu jb Joi <uic-
But their scholarship, their intelligence, their lucid clarity of mind - these
things, alas, it was never vouchsafed him to share.
(Wayment, 1997[ 1943]: 149)
The doublets^ j <2*1! and J , occurring in close proximity are replaced
by a three-element asyndetic construction as highlighted above. The second doublet
is swapped for a complex noun phrase in the TT with pre- and post-modification:
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clarity is premodified by lucid and post-modified by ofmind. The whole expression
conveys the intended meaning of the doublet. It may be back-translated as f
ji jAialt ji) f jll . The first member of the doublet j$ transposed into the
adjective lucid premodifying the second member ^ clarity. The genitive 'of
mind' is added to relay the connotative meaning of the phrase.
To conclude, the penchant for a triplet or three-element list in the TL
environment seems to have had a bearing on the rendering of doublets in the TT.
This involves the grammatical transposition of one of two neighbouring doublets to
create a list of three.
4.1.1.3 Intensified lexeme
Grammatical transposition can also involve replacing one member of a doublet with
an adjective intensifying the other member. The majority of the doublets below occur
in an emotive context, which may be the reason why the translators wanted to relay
the emotiveness of the ST by introducing this adjustment. The feature of cadence, in
terms of rhyming for example, is also important as it adds emphatic force to the
doublet.




(3£'70 ; ijj""* J 1 _ llVn lillj ^.Lj V j
But almost at once my [his] delight was turned into pain and my [his]
happiness into sharp distress. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 313)
The doublet j ^ may translate as 'pain and distress'. Demonstrating a
stereoscopic pattern, it collocates with the co-text, and in particular the item oj=-
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(sadness). Yet, the translation strategy has been to break down the doublet by
replacing its first member with the amplifier sharp. This translation loss seems to
have been compensated for by introducing the word pain to stand for <j . This
compensation may be warranted on the grounds that pain (and even distress) entails
'sadness'. The doublet, then, is rendered as an intensifying adjective-noun phrase
while part of its semantic components are shifted away.
In the following example, a similar case of compensation in place is employed:
(34)
_ __ >
•Vkiij Jc. ' ^Ull liuJa j SUaJ] Ljaij j Cut J Ca& 1 n-C . n > iTdl OA* iCaJj
They filled my [our friend's] heart with acute distress and a feeling of
revulsion from life. The presence of other people oppressed me [him], as if a
thick veil lay across my [his] spirit as well as my [his] face, a veil of deep
gloom which my [his] friends could not apprehend. (Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 339)
While the doublet is undoubtedly synonymous, this synonymity gives rise to an
element of amplification. This is expressed in the TT by the adjective 'acute'
replacing one of the terms of the doublet. The researcher suggests that the term
replaced be ^ rather than ^ This assumption is based on the fact that one of the
senses of^ is 'veil', and that the word veil is replicated in the co-text to stand for
only one occurrence of ST item . The translation loss seems to have been
compensated for by repeating veil, one as an equivalent for , and another to
make up for the loss in the doublet translation.
In other words, the translation loss afflicted by failing to relay the semantic
repetition in the doublet ^ j ^ is compensated for by the repetition of veil in the
TT. That is, compensation in place triggers lexical item repetition.
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(35)
(2(T t 130 ! (jj"'"* ^3a) .^ > *">j £jtf^Sj (■ flKt \\ o ^LaJ j ( j ^USl A^Loj 1 ^_3 "J''lJls
He said it in a voice full of annoyance and disgust, yet rich with a
genuine sympathy. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 194]
Whilst the first doublet j=^l j is relayed intact, j Uikdl has been
transposed into sympathy pre-modified by the emphasizer genuine. The shift is likely
to be motivated by the doublet being construed as synonymous. However, the
translator seems to have been aware of the loss, so she resorted to a compensation in
place through the item rich. This word, replacing »3^ (full of), has more than the
denotative meaning of the ST item. Given that it is used to qualify sounds (and
voices), among others, the word rich normally conveys, especially in this context,
positive connotations like 'beautiful', 'pleasing', 'deep', etc.: '...a voice rich with
(pleasingly full of) genuine sympathy.' On the other hand, 'full' falls short of
relaying similar connotations.
Therefore, part of the meaning of the lexical doublet is redistributed in the TT.
(36)
(80 '^f^all) AjCi\a tin L-mlall dili Ujjtiil
One day he [the Pasha] was sitting with the doctor. He thanked him for his
tremendous skill. (Allen, 1992: 204)
The doublet ^ jij is synonymous, with a sense of intensification. The translator
has relayed the emphatic aspect by replacing one member of the doublet with the




AaAS. ^3 ujl jjltj <j-a aAi*J 4ll La PLLLS ij^\ Tilill 33*Jl |3A Li-La (Jjai Li
(59 :^kj^)
I accept this paltry sum from you now, desiring that great reward which God
reserves for His servants who act in the service of Muslims.
(Allen, 1992: 178)
Given that the TT phrase great reward is generally back-translated in this context as
, it becomes obvious that the item which is replaced must be .
The notion of complete synonymity between j=d and vVT has been questioned
by al-Munajjid (1997: 160-63). He claims that while the former word has both
religious and non-religious connotations, the latter is used specifically with reference
to God, i.e. a reward given by God. Quoting Qur'anic verses, he further suggests that
is used in the context of rewarding good deeds, whilst ~yYy could be introduced
for both good deeds and good words.
The claim put forward by the present researcher, however, is that great has a
connotative meaning that goes beyond merely modifying reward in terms of size.
The translator might have had in mind the religious connotation the doublet has by
virtue of y^Yy in particular, so he compensated in kind for the translation loss by
introducing the amplifier great as an alternative for the noun <-Jy to qualify reward
in divine terms. By extension, great refers to the Great Lord and great reward is only
given by Him the Great.
(38)
(43
His forehead looked like an old papyrus sheet, showing signs of dreadful
hardship that time had inscribed on it. (Allen, 1992: 156)
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The doublet jappears in a context whereby an old man is portrayed as
miserable and poor, ^4 , lit. 'signs of hardship and poverty', is rendered
in a way that highlights the heightening aspect: signs of dreadful hardship.
(39)
(2£'107 Iijj42a) 1 ntS U*Cai f\ jji-all j jliLl£ ^
So they would depart, and the cousin would go back, bitterly disappointed, to
his mother. (Wayment, 1997J1943]: 177)
The doublet Ujjp^ consists of two synonyms functioning as past participle and
adjective, respectively. It is replaced by bitterly disappointed in the TT. However,
the adverbial function of the doublet is relayed in the TT.
4.1.2 Translation by displacement
This strategy is used to redistribute the semantic load carried by the doublet so as to
avoid redundancy. It is aimed at minimizing a translation loss by rendering at least
the members of the doublet intact. It consists in splitting the unit of doublet in a way
that its constituents are displaced in the TT. Generally, ST features are being spread
over a longer stretch of the TT. A few examples are analysed below.
(40)
a ijts La j l Ullb La jib I jl J t iJi^a .ilii fic- jiaJ ^1 AjSlj
(2^' 122 : 4-1=) ^ Jjbb j
At last he could stand no more of it. He broke away in disgust from his old
habits of submissiveness and rebelled against those whom he had been used to
show obedience. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 187)
Here, the doublet is disrupted and replaced in the TT by
submissiveness and obedience. This entails a restructuring of the ST sentence in the
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TT: 9jAi j .... ? t>> q\Z, U ^iii ja 12] j _ By this,
the synonymous repetition is re-adjusted in line with the TL preference for long-
range repetition rather than short-range.
(41)
(3£'136 : ^L) tj^ali v_rUaijl j
The long summer went sluggishly by. (Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 376)
The sentence contains the adverbial doublet 5b£ . in the TT, it is displaced by
sluggishly and long, respectively. Thus, the adjective long modifies summer while
sluggishly, a process adjunct, modifies the verb phrase went by.
The division, then, has incorporated a class shift of the item from adjective
to adverb sluggishly.
(42)
' -J4 O* 4 Hjir 1 elib 4jS j_5 JJ i 1a j"; - 4j Ivji liili -LajlxJ Jc- JjSi
(3^'26 4-^a) . ^ AJS ^JJj
I [he] joyfully accepted the teaching appointment, greeting it gladly as a healing
ofmy [his] deep grievance with the Azhar, not to say also a chance of doing
some good. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 270)
In this example, the doublet consists of adjective and participle being part of two
adverbial constructions: U.ja and <d . The translator has relocated them, using
the TT replacements joyfully and gladly.
In the following passage, another adjustment has been devised to render the
adverbial doublet in the TT, namely, punctuation:
(43)
^>75 *ek) iiblStldla4<iS-..nll ^ I»AIJ
... so that he used to learn it and go to the Law Courts sluggishly, dawdling as
he went. (Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 45)
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This strategy of displacement by a comma has necessitated the replication of the ST
verb go into a new clause: '... go to the Law Courts sluggishly, dawdling as he
went', which may be back-translated as: j* j CLUi* 4 6tilji* a^ n\\ jl uaoj The
new clause may be translated naturally as ^ LLUix (literally, 'sluggish in his
walk'). This gives rise to an instance of ellipsis whereby the ST sentence may be
viewed as involving the elliptical element ^ as in^ tiLlii* Stalin*
. The ellipsis, presumably, would reduce the load of redundancy and render the
utterance more cohesive.
4.1.3 Translation by addition
This strategy involves the addition of some details, i.e. word/words, to the doublet in
the TT. It ensures the transfer of the conjoining structure of the doublet intact; yet,
grammatical transposition of either or both members of the doublet is likely to take
place. In the following examples, the additions are underlined:
(44)
He is entrusted with legal decisions and litigation. (Allen, 1992: 126)
The ST doublet j is replaced with legal decisions and litigation in the
TT. Roughly, the doublet may read 'the decision and litigation'. The addition of
legal to render as legal decisions is intended to specify the context of the word
decisions. In the ST, however, introducing the word or (legal) may be
optional, as the meaning could be drawn from the immediate context, i.e. 5
. The TT conjoint phrase may be back-translated as C,. J. sJij Chilli .
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(45)
J tVfl Ju 2jc. c (JiJpc.^1j 3l ^j-a 4J3 L& La ^1 3^*J ^jl ^jl 23 -VuiLali -" ■ ia
(118 i^L^all)
I said to the Pasha: 'Now it's time for us to have some privacy again as we did
earlier. That way, we can avoid contact with people and all their banalities.
(Allen, 1992: 266)
Here, the verbal noun doublet JibVl j 3ALLLv3 has been rendered as contact with
people and all their banalities, with the additions underlined above. These details are
retrieved from the ST context, making the TT explicit.
(46)
^ ^ ' jj]1j \\\ 1 ' ^ jyfl I ^LlaJ ^ i o ' ' j Ta J t a ' ' j 4-al 3
(21 :^rs4i^)
They are still one people with a single government, the organization ofwhich
makes this system necessary in judicial and legal matters.
(Allen, 1992: 128)
In the noun doublet j , the item modifies by restricting its
meaning as within legal matters. The doublet refers to the concept of tackling
judicial and legal matters. Apparently, ebLaSll and 3^ are transposed into the
adjectives judicial and legal, respectively. The addition ofmatters has made the ST
doublet sound concrete.
(47)
(75 il jj Vj (3^! (jaiLsftfl ijLii AjjILL
I have made my demands, but he has explained that he is bankrupt and
unable to pay. There is no alternative but to impose distraint on the property.
(Allen, 1992: 198)
The noun doublet j is shifted to the adjective phrase bankrupt and unable
followed by the addition to pay. Back translated, the TT expression reads: 3^ j j^La




(172 :4jra4>4l) jtfrkt ^3 Jlii
He would go to huge lengths to show how pleased he was and how sociable
he could be. (Allen, 1992: 335)
The doublet jrAVT consists of two verbal nouns. They denote personal
feelings and behaviour, i.e. rejoicing and sociability. The translator seems to focus
rather on the intended meaning by transposing the doublet into two adjectives in
measure phrases: how pleased he was and how sociable he could be. The translation
procedure has required amendments by adding how twice, he was, and he could be.
These are dictated by the TL grammatical system.
4.1.4 Translation by paraphrase
This strategy has as its goal the stretching of the doublet by using more words in the
TT in order to relay the meaning. The implication of this technique is that the
structure of the doublet collapses. Two types of TT expression are identified: one
containing both elements of the doublet, and another including either element.
4.1.4.1 TT paraphrase with both elements of the doublet
Examples:
(49)
' Tm I Jiolll Aiilail iJA! ^3 -Laxla (jl bf. jjjdii V
(18:. JUSI!j .Jj&jJI Mit£ j , Jti^yIj jiill ££* ^Ull J
Decency forbids me to let you fall into the hands of some low-class lawyers
who regularly use deceitful and crafty methods and make false promises that
raise all kinds of hopes, and all that merely to rob people of their money.
(Allen, 1992: 125)
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Literally meaning 'promises and hopes', the doublet JAHj Jj&jll is matched by a
complex noun phrase postmodified by a relative clause: promises that raise all kinds
ofhopes. The underlined items are added in the TT to express a subject-object
relation between the members of the doublet, i.e. promises raise hopes.
(50)
(73 fUajVtj (jJJJLill |j-a Jtu! La (_slc. j
We in turn offered our own praises since this delay had slowed them down.
(Allen, 1992: 195)
The doublet lM-A1 consists of two verbal nouns. In the TT, a noun - verb
structure is used instead, functioning as Subject - Finite Verb. A back-translation of
since this delay had slowed them down could be ,»aU=J js ijjjAl lift fl 1
In the following pair of examples, the same translator paraphrases with a Finite
Verb - Object structure:
(51)
(152 : J j V J i La La j t UjLdtj t ^ ill ILa La
That's daylight robbery! Why have we wasted such an excessive amount of
money? (Allen, 1992: 311)
Here, the noun doublet is replaced with a number of words including its members.
is shifted to the adjective excessive, and AA to the verb wasted. This is
warrantable on the grounds that whereas both ST elements share in the sense of
'waste', only the first denotes the meaning of 'extravagance' or 'excess'. Put another
way, i-iljui'jfl implies the concept of increase, while jAA entails a decrease. Other
added words are shown in the back-translation of the sentence Why have we wasted
such an excessive amount ofmoney?'. ?JLdl AA jA1 'A L ^ . That is,
such and amount ofmoney are additions.
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(52)
kij^. jl Ac-li-a Aim All jjLuuj (J&l ( "J - - I jjjSj jl ^»£j (^jVl ijlS j
(42 (jSj!«Sll ^r?
It would be more appropriate if you were to behave like other people by
earning a living. Everyone has a particular machine or trade which enables him
to earn a living wage. (Allen, 1992: 154)
Here again, the members of the doublet are verbal nouns which are rendered in the
TT as -to infinitive - object, is replaced with to earn a living and lj'J5jV! with
wage: to earn a living wage replaces . A back-translation will produce
. Equally, the following doublet, consisting of similar derivations, is
rendered by a similar phrase in the TT:
(53)
(138 .t>=>jVl Citmuil <_ji ^3 <*u nj jJy
Their means of earning a living wage are limited to soil cultivation.
(Allen, 1992: 293)
The two members are conversely matched by the phrase earning a living wage with
the elements -ing participle - object: earning a living stands for and wage for
r^1JJ •
(54)
(65 .Jj'nil Itj Jjjlailt lix J) Uj AaAa.^
There's no need to go to such lengths in your explanation. (Allen, 1992: 186)
The doublet j consists of two verbal nouns with the same
morphological pattern it is replaced by lengths in your explanation, whereby
lengths stands for and explanation for . The TT replacement involves
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the prepositional phrase in your explanation post-modifying lengths. The semantic
relation inside the doublet may read: J* , lit. 'lengthening in detailing'.
The doublet relates anaphorically to a stretch of text, over a hundred words,
uttered by one of the characters, the clerk. His detailed account of the records in the
office of the SharT'a court involves twenty-two recurrences of the item , i.e. a
record, along with other related root repetitions, i.e. morphological derivations.
The paratactic nature of the text flow suggests that the repetitions are put in a
format of vertical listing, e.g. the record of the military division ..., the record of
accounts..., etc. On the other hand, each record may be seen as characterized
horizontally. The idea of vertical-horizontal irresistibly applies to with
the implications of lengthening (e.g. lengthy list) and detailing (e.g. wider details).
(55)
(174 <*ui"n h"ij ^ ai j
The woman stayed where she was, screaming for help. (Allen, 1992: 337)
The verb doublet functions here adverbially. It implies general-specific
meanings, in that the first member denotes the general concept 'shouting'
whereas the second alludes to the specific concept 'call for help'. It may be
translated roughly as 'shouting and calling for help'. However, this rendering shows
that 'calling' is redundant since 'shouting' already implies the sense of'calling', i.e.
'shouting for help' will be straightforward. Yet, 'shouting' does not readily collocate
with 'help' in a situation motivated by alarm or danger. Screaming does lend itself to
such a situation, as in the TT expression screamingfor help. The doublet is rendered
an adverbial clause including the present participle screaming and prepositional
phrase/or help. A back-translation may read: .
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4.1.4.2 TT paraphrase with either element of the doublet
Another procedure in translating doublets is to transfer either item to the TT. The
genitive -o/construction seems to be equally favourable for paraphrase, since the
majority of the examples below are rendered accordingly:
(56)
S j&lill L*-a U>aj (jl Jc. IjaIhj .sis lil£ j j Lil jii I <<< I jlji U> 1 j
(2^'l 07 ^4=) . J* jVl ^ lu flxl\ UilaJ J
They had many a time toyed with dreams for the future and had made a
compact to go up to Cairo and study together at the Azhar.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 177)
Unlike the previous example CnVWij £4^ where the two elements are relayed by
screaming, for help, the doublet j yA^T1 is rendered dreams for thefuture with
the second member being transferred. yA^Vi 'wishes' entails prospects, e.g. 'a plan
for the future', whilst fx=A0 'dreams' does not necessarily qualify to that
characterization, as it may merely denote general wishes or fancies. Therefore, the
connotation of future implied in 'wishes' is relayed in the TT: dreamsfor the future.
(57)
(172 A1-^ 3 *• jtdall Ad hi A
... like a champion during the cut and thrust of warfare or someone who has
just won the spoils of battle... (Allen, 1992: 3 3 5)
Here, the members of the doublet A'^1 are synonymous as both denote
'spoils'. In the TT, the overlapping meaning is relayed by spoils which is
postmodified by the collocative item battle. In back-translation, the TT choice the
spoils ofbattle will read: kS
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As the above example shows, one member of the doublet is rendered as the head
noun of a genitive phrase in the TT. Similarly, there are cases where a member of a
doublet is part of the postmodification:
(58)
(202:2)* -cuUs...
... and so he goes in with a sense of shame ... (Allen, 1992: 372)
The excerpt is about people who risk their reputation in a Moslem community by
going to taverns. It includes the noun doublet j which has the overlapping
meaning of'shame'. This sense is relayed by the TT phrase a sense ofshame. Back-
translated, the phrase may read: . In the next passage, the paraphrase
acquires more elements:
(59)
(188 j"^) .<j!■ "j UkjAUij t j jllalyi 1$J
a marvel ofwhich other territories and regions would boast and as evidence of
her civilized way of life. (Allen, 1992: 353)
In this context, f j does not seem to denote an abstract concept, viz.
'civilization', but rather a manner. The translator replaces the doublet with civilized
way oflife, focusing on the dynamic aspect. The denotative meaning of the noun
doublet is relayed by the past participle civilized which modifies the inserted phrase
way oflife. The TT paraphrase back-translatesas.
(6°)
/Caalil viih JL5 JjC. j oi^i i 4 '1 iij nJcaC-^oli Ljj> d'-j Lai£ ." nS j
(91 I)
But every time 1 offered him more of this sensible kind of advice, I
felt in him a certain reluctance to show any gratitude for the boon of
good health. (Allen, 1992: 217)
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The doublet j a^>c.jAI could be literally rendered as 'advice and wisdom', yet
the TT has preferred the phrase sensible kind ofadvice. The meaning of the two
elements of the doublet seems to be relayed by sensible and advice, whereby the
former word stands for (wisdom). In other words, the relation ofmodification
between the members of the doublet may be realized in the TT by 'sensible advice',
i.e. aAc-j* or a!i&jx . Still, the translator goes for a genitive with the




Suddenly there came a hideous shriek, drawn out in agony, then cries ofjoy
that almost danced around it, songs of rejoicing like a descant to that savage
cry of pain. The young man had taken his bride.
Wayment, 1997[1943]: 162)
In this highly emotive stretch of text, there are two noun doublets as highlighted. The
first doublet has its members both having the senses of 'rejoicing', 'joy',
'gladness', and 'wedding' (the latter standing for ^ , particularly in Egyptian
culture). In the TT, however, the doublet is replaced by rejoicing modifying songs
which is retrieved from the context and collocates with other items in the passage.
Equally true, the second doublet cJidj has the meanings 'pain', 'torment',
'agony' and 'torture'. But, the shared sense is 'pain' which is relayed by the TT
phrase savage cry ofpain. The added phrase savage cry collocates with a hideous
shriek. The translator inserts savage cry to convey part of the ST message whereby
the text world relates to a bride who loses her virginity. However, this is too strong a
phrase, especially savage, which does not correspond to a certain ST expression. By
this paraphrase, the translator has compromised the ST meaning.
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The juxtaposition of the two doublets in the passage is perhaps intended to
show two contrasting images that surround the wedding. In general, the repetition is
used rhetorically to shed light on the plight of a typical Arab bride when losing her
virginity.
4.1.5 Idiomizing translation
Idiomizing translation is 'a relatively free translation which respects the ST message
content, but typically uses TL idioms or phonic and rhythmic patterns to give an easy




." (j'l qa i !Si t i ^ja jjai Jlaj ^ jij ji Jjlil etiii j . Ji tajlj jtS
Sf ta.jl iLoj j > * ijitt jUaSI dulS dujliaJl dyjic.
(lc'7 :Ly"a-4-la)
... he knew full well ifhe uncovered his face in the course of the night or
exposed any of the extremities of his body, they would be at the mercy of one
of the numerous evil sprites which inhabited every part of the house, filling
every nook and cranny. (Paxton, 1997(1932]: 11)
The doublet denotes the concept of 'everywhere', with the first member eW-J
meaning 'interior walls', and y meaning 'sides', 'directions', among others. The
two members may be viewed to denote 'position' and 'direction', respectively. In the




... he took himself severely to task. (Wayment, 1997(1943]: 144)
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is classified as a modificational doublet whereby the second element
intensifies the first, e.g. , in the sense of 31 (roughly, 'vehement
severity'). Still, both elements have the senses of'vehemence' and 'severity'. The
TT choice of the idiom severely to task relays the intended meaning of the doublet.
In the following passage, the author is critical of the course regulations at the
Azhar institute for being so flexible:
(64)
(2^'72 ^ijtyj nSlt qa j i jji jAz^.1
They were better calculated to divide the sheep from the goats.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 152)
There are two noun doublets in this utterance, as highlighted above, being part of two
phrases put in contrastive juxtaposition: ^ and =1.
Apart from the recurrence of s the first doublet is antonymous with the second
doublet: those who show 'earnestness and diligence', i.e. hard work, and those who
show 'laziness and playfulness'.
The strategy for translating this utterance is to resort to an idiom, involving the
metaphorical element of sheep and goats to denote the diligent and lazy students,
respectively. In terms of adequacy and acceptability, this choice seems oriented
towards the TT norms, and thus acceptable.
(65)
Jj JJ txul J 4 \ g \\ "4 4 ft(? I I'ji=4. J 0 Cjjjdl .414 jlj jj VJ
(2^'69 *eL) W"
They never boasted about the fine houses they went to, or the distinguished
families they visited, but took it all as a matter of course.
(Wayment 1997[ 1943]: 150)
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Here, the doublet ^sounds synonymous in that the two elements have in
common the meaning 'usual'. Yet in this context, they denote two distinct concepts:
means 'natural', 'normal' or even 'expected'; means 'familiar'.
A scrutiny of the doublet within the whole sentence may show that the doublet
is not completely synonymous, and that it has a function that goes beyond its
boundary. This may be done through dissecting the ST and TT in this way:
(i) They never boasted about the fine houses they went to. but took it as something
normal,
(ii) They never boasted about the distinguished families they visited, but took it as
something ^ familiar.
That is, 'going to fine houses is normal', in the sense of 'usual', whereas 'visiting
(ST ^ ) distinguished families is familiar', implying the sense of familiarity or
intimacy. Accordingly, has to be interpreted in relation to the underlined
expression in (i), and with reference to the underlined sequence in (ii). Such
interpretation can hardly be captured in the TT, even if the doublet is rendered
literally. So, the TT has opted for the idiom as a matter ofcourse prioritising TL
naturalness over faithfulness to the ST details.
One final example of this type of translation strategy is given below:
(66)
(29 ? fiiullj jLjjll jc. (jijJJJ jjsjj ji liii^ ai jti
So how can you deem it proper to hold yourself aloof by refusing to submit a
grievance petition? (Allen, 1992: 139)
Both members of the verb doublet jAA have the senses of 'haughtiness' and
'arrogance', except that implies the sense of 'disdain' as 'refusing to do
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something because you think that you are too important to do it'. Thus, the TT choice
seems to reflect this meaning through the expression to holdyourselfaloofby
refusing, which includes the idiom to holdyourselfaloof. The TT phrase may be
translated roughly as , which implies the possibility . In other
words, the ST connective j (i.e. and) is replaced in the TT by the preposition 'by'
which involves a conjunctive function.
4.1.6 Translation by reduction
Reduction is a translation strategy whereby a ST lexical doublet is reduced to one
lexical item in the TT. It involves the procedures of omission and substitution
which still include a variety of sub-procedures whose application will be discussed
below through examples.
It must be emphasized, though, that various kinds of compensation are
expected to overlap with these procedures, since compensation is considered a broad
strategy that may subsume many procedures. For example, two kinds of substitution
are identified below: substitution of a general word and substitution of a condensed
word. These two sub-procedures do involve compensation by merging, but they are
considered here as kinds of reduction since what they really do is reduce the ST
utterance.
4.1.6.1 Omission of the less general element
This procedure is used in cases whereby the two members of the doublet stand in an
implicational relationship based on inclusiveness or presupposition, i.e. one element
presupposes the existence of the other. The including element is general and the
included element is less general. The translators have removed the less general
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element, therefore disrupting the structure of the doublet. In the following passages, a
number of examples will be examined:
(67>
l fA jtjSj P-Lolxll jUi^i J* lilli jl lAA l_sic. Afitj4tj p l£.llU eUj Jia. j Jya. Jjj jlS
J - ji J^IidL J - J>a Jl^llj evi j j7 txic- LgjIa ^ > > ; jlS 4i£lj
[2^ '131 ' j'■ d ~~) j -' °' 4*A^.1 ^* 4
It is true that now and again a good word was said for the intelligence of one
of the sheikhs, either junior or senior. But innumerable were the reproaches
poured upon old and young alike for every kind of failing in character, morals,
and even competence. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 195)
In the TT, the noun doublet^ j4l j is reduced to intelligence, as the translator
opts for the first element while leaving out the second (roughly, 'skill'). This
procedure may be justified on both local and global levels. Locally, the two members
are in a relationship of inclusiveness, i.e. 'intelligence' presupposes or includes
'skill', hence the omission. Globally, the omission may be viewed as a result of
compensation in place. This is possible had the underlined word competence been
interpreted to stand not only for^ but for^ jJl as well.
(68)
^ic. Ail ^ij ili JjjcLlb jl yjaiuil 4j "fx. 4sl f* Lu " ; (Jj^ 4jc- JJjJ J)l£
(2^'139 : >4iL ij ji jts ULi jc. lii y j liui
If rumour is true, he used to say about himself: "One of the powers which God
has vouchsafed me is the faculty of talking for a couple of hours on end
without a soul understanding what I say, not even myself." He considered this
a matter for pride. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 200)
Here is another example of compensation in place. The word which means in
this context 'privilege' has been dropped in the TT being compensated for by
introducing the word vouchsafed which stands for the underlined word t> besides
implying the sense of kj> . The omission, however, is most likely to be initiated by
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the interpretation that includes the sense of , i.e. 'pride' is more general
than 'privilege'.
(69)
Lo Ig-Lo ( A 3 nS ^ AlLoii lAA J
(2jr'l 1 :Oi^ <^)
Then on each side of the street were different kinds of shops, in many of which
was prepared the meagre diet of the poor. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 111)
The doublet Hjaill may translate as 'the poor and the wretches' or possibly
'the poor and the miserable'. Yet, the translator has erased , probably on the
basis that its meaning is included in H . It is also possible that by avoiding a
literal rendition of the doublet the translator has escaped the risk of qualifying the
author's point of view as being partial or sympathetic, which is not necessarily the
case.
The reduction of the doublet in the TT appears to be compensated for by the
insertion of the underlined item meagre, which modifies diet and collocates with the
poor. It is as if has been taken off its place and modifying function in the
doublet and parachuted into the premodification of diet. The phrase the meagre diet
ofthe poor back-translates as H <43=- against the ST expression <9 jiiall
jjj. ii j
(70)
(2^'181 :*da) JjIJJ L»1*L 4ji.l
[He]... carrying provisions for his elder brother.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 231).
This is a straightforward case of implicational doublet, whereby the second element
implies the meaning of the first. fWL means 'food' and means 'provisions' or
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'supplies'. The translation strategy employed is to opt for the general element and
omit the less general one, since the meaning of the latter is already implied in the
general item. Therefore, is rendered provisions in the TT by relaying the
meaning of the second item 4j.
(71)
I jiiiali t -T 3 'JJ ' y? 4_Lizx J\ 3 ^ AxulS i \ pi 3 \ jlt"l 'j
(132 :(#=4tj-»)
... no one moved, so they [the waiters] resorted to another trick to get people
to leave: they switched off the lights. (Allen, 1992: 286)
Here, the highlighted clausal doublet includes two verbs J&y (i.e. move away) and
(move). The meaning of the first verb is already implied in the second, the
general. The TT includes the general word and excludes the less general. Still, the
negation serves to highlight the proposition in this way: 'neither did they move
away, nor did they even move', that is, they did not budge.
However, it will be shown in the next section that opting for the general item in
the TT is not mandatory, since other factors, e.g. collocation, could override this
principle.
4.1.6.2 Omission of the less collocative element
Another procedure involves the omission of the less collocative element of the
doublet and retaining the more collocative, i.e. the strong element which is directly
related to the context. A number of passages are to be investigated below for
examples of this kind of reduction:
(72)
(48:^a4i_?4l) AjaJl in t Jl Jpo L-ia-i»*)"| j (_]£
All the while the woman was flitting from one circle to another like a
slinky viper. (Allen, 1992: 162)
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Although the relationship between the elements in the doublet is that of
superordinate (general) and hyponym (less general), i.e. Ap- (snake) is a
superordinate and viper is a hyponym, the TT favours the textual dimension of
collocation over the generality principle. That is, another strategy has been adopted
here.
By choosing the hyponymic element and discarding the general, the translator
has focused on the cohesive relationships in terms of collocation with other items in
the text in order to relay the intended meaning of the doublet. viper is a kind of
snake which is poisonous, and figuratively, it means 'a person who harms other
people', the meaning intended by the item in this context while it denotes a
prostitute. Moreover, viper has been premodified by the adjective slinky as
compensation in kind and place for the verbal noun <■. Am' to relay the nuances of the
sexual movements of the woman.
Just as the above translation choice seems to have been motivated by the
necessity to specify the negative qualities of the woman, i.e. being a viper, in the
following example, the same strategy is adopted focussing, this time, on the positive
qualities:
(73)
1a jxjjj QA t^jauuii lii J L-daJjI)j ufllaauJlj jp CiilS, dil ^jc. y j
(186
I'm well aware of the affectionate glances she threw in my direction while 1
was pulling her by the hair. (Allen, 1992: 352)
The verbal noun doublet udddlj <■ may be translated roughly as 'affection and
courteousness . The translator reduces the doublet by omitting the less collocative
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element and retaining that better collocates with the text. This entails
shifting the word to the adjective affectionate and placing it in the position of
modification before glances ( ejl jktll).
(74)
(101
Sometimes I [he] liked him to sing it pronouncing 'ArabT in the way the French
girls did. But there in the train I [he] did not feel like singing anyway and my
[his] friend desisted, leaving me [him] the silence that I [he] sought.
(Cragg, 1997[1976]: 343)
The noun doublet jjUl implies a general element ) which occurs with
a variety of senses: calm, tranquillity, silence, amongst others. Yet the TT facilitates
the less general item silence which readily lends itself to the network of
collocation in the text.
In contrast with the rendition of <jj^ as 'subdued calmness' in Sample
(29), u does not imply the sense of being subdued, as the doublet alludes
to a person who often sought silence in his murky life. On the other hand, the
premodified noun rendition in (29) is warrantable because the Pasha is not used to
being silent, hence the need for modification.
This synonymous doublet may translate literally as 'panic and fear', with yA\
implying an element of surprising or a sudden feeling of great fear, and cW
assuming the general meaning. Accordingly, the translator relays the intended
meaning in the ST by rendering the first member and omitting the second.
(75)
(63 uijaJl >4




He appealed, asking the Appeal Court judges for clemency.
(Allen, 1992: 138)
The members of the doublet may be described in terms of their senses as follows:
is compassion, commiseration and pity; is mercy, compassion and pity,
and in Arabic it means ^ . In the TT, however, it is the second member that is
expressed since it collocates with almost all the items in the co-text. Clemency is the
equivalent for the ST element which also relays the same meaning, e.g. asking for
clemency, a plea for clemency. The translator could have used 'mercy' as it also
involves the same connotation, e.g. a plea for mercy, though in a slightly
general sense.
In the following last example, an adverbial doublet is reduced to a premodifing
Whilst the second member of the doublet ^ means 'tender' or 'juicy', the
first member has the meaning of'ripe' or 'mellow', implying the sense that it is
ready to pick. Thus, the translator relays the latter meaning by rendering to gather




... and we sat down with them to gather the mellow fruit of their conversation.
(Allen, 1992: 267)
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4.1.6.3 Omission of either element
This procedure is used when the members of the doublet behave in a way that makes
them appear synonymous. Therefore, either member will be omitted in the TT. A
number of passages are to be examined below for instances of such doublets and how
they have been dealt with in the TT:
(78)
(2^'163:J nltl dijl£
They longed to break out and be free, and when Sheikh Marsafy taught them
their chains seemed to vanish into thin air. (Wayment, 1997[ 1943]: 217)
Both elements of the doublet j sjpi have the meanings 'chains', 'shackles',
and 'fetters'. In this context, however, they are used metaphorically to mean .
The TT has captured this meaning by the item chains which relays the same
meaning, particularly in formal or literary texts, where it refers to anything that
restricts somebody's freedom or ability to do something.
However, the members of the doublet may have different connotations;
seems to be 'the chains around the wrists or ankles, whereas could be
associated with 'the chains around the necks', e.g. .
(79)
The idea behind the third grouping is to keep oneself amused at other people's
expense. In that way, one can fend off boredom. (Allen, 1992: 255)
Here again, the members of the doublet almost mean the same: 'weariness' and
'boredom', amongst other senses. The translation procedure is to omit one member
and relay the same meaning 'boredom'.
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In the following passage, two synonymous doublets are reduced in the TT:
(80)
jUilji j c j sjjjII ,1Vit i JjliiVI ^_yzjx\\ tilj
(131 ...lS.>»•' s-^ '
If, on the other hand, he wants to spread the renown of his great wealth
through such lavish expenditure and increase his own reputation for
generosity, there are many other ways... (Allen, 1992: 285)
Each element of the doublet j # has 'wealth' as its denotative meaning
which is relayed in the TT, yet they differ in some nuances, e.g. the second term has
the sense 'riches'. Equally, the items of the second doublet have the same
meaning which is expressed in the TT word generosity.
The omission of either synonym is also applicable to verb doublets:
(8D
J t '»■ - ^3 ^ 33xll eLilaVI j ViS ^3 L-UuJt
(81-80:^=djj^l) IfrSjhVnV y>, j SijJl lgjjj3
The reason why the other doctors were wrong is that the vast majority of them
practise their profession in a regulated fashion and a limited sphere which
operates within the confines of their own practice among themselves. They
never go beyond it. (Allen, 1992: 204-5)
The verbs and have the meanings of'exceed', 'transcend', or 'go
beyond', among others. Yet, each may be interpreted according to its morphological
and lexical considerations. <^=4; may be translated as 'to overstep' since the ST
word is derived from the same root of the words 'a step' or 'a footstep'. The
other verb ls^ could be rendered as 'to leave behind', since this is indeed its
meaning particularly in the above context.
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A plausible reading of the doublet would classify it as a phrase involving a process of
movement: 'They never step over it nor do they leave it behind' against the TT
rendering 'They never go beyond it'. But, this rendering may be too literal to be
appropriate in the above passage.




Sometimes one or two of them would come to the sheikh's gatherings outside
the house and ask to be introduced to this eccentric son of his.
(Wayment, 1997 [1943]: 191)
Here, the asyndetic adjective doublet has the roughly literal meaning
'odd, strange' which is captured by the TT item eccentric. A back-translation will
probably yield either element of the ST doublet: ^
4.1.6.4 Substitution of a general word
Another kind of translation reduction is substitution of a general word. This
procedure entails the replacement of the whole doublet by a general word in the TT.
The substitute is general in the sense that it is less specific in meaning than either
item of the doublet. To illustrate how this strategy is employed, a number of
examples will be discussed below:
(83)
'. '"'Sil oiA l_yil£j Cilaa-Ui jl CuJaj alt, ^g Jc. (jjfSj ^g'lSlj
(2^'175 : '^3) ^gJUS ^ jjiaJ ILa i_aL*jJai
But whether the family liked it or not, they continued to devour such books
and derived twice as much pleasure from them as from their Azharite text¬
books. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 227)
The doublet may be translated roughly as 'enjoyment and rapture' or 'enjoyment and
bliss'. However, the TT has diluted the doublet by seeking a general word that
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subsumes both members of the doublet. The word pleasure, which refers to the state
of feeling happy or satisfied, is more general in its meaning than either member of
the doublet, and thus replaces the doublet in the TT.
Still, the translator seems to have struck a compromise by making up for the
translation loss. This consists in replacing (to occupy oneselfwith) with the
underlined word devour that implies the sense of joy or rapture, and thus it perfectly
collocates with the meaning of the doublet. This is compensation in place, whereby
the semantic charge of the doublet has been partly dispersed through the TT in
devour.
(84)
(76 ;0f ...°^ L&j iift til j i '■
We went on talking like this for quite a while. 1 was delighted to notice...
(Allen, 1992: 200)
Here, the doublet is charged with highly emotional meaning: has the
possibilities 'jubilant', 'rejoicing', 'exultant', 'beaming' among others; means
'happy', 'cheerful', etc. The translator, however, seems to have preferred the general
word delighted as a substitute for the doublet.
From a different perspective, the TT choice may be seen as an attempt at
toning down the doublet. This interpretation is applicable to the next example.
(85)
(1^'82 dnj ^ OH sAjAJu 4ni^V.btlt Cill£j
Between him and the young Azharite there was great rivalry.
(Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 48)
Aigc. Sogui is an asyndetic doublet consisting of two amplifying adjectives. It may be
translated literally as 'intense, vehement'. The translation procedure has been to
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replace the doublet by one amplifying adjective great, which is somewhat lower in
degree on the scale of amplification than the elements of the doublet. In other words,
the TT substitute could be viewed as more general than either element. Had this not
been the case, the TT would have opted for 'fierce' which involves a more
heightened effect than great does, and collocates with rivalry.
4.1.6.5. Substitution of a condensed word
Unlike the previous strategy which involves the substitution of a general word, this
one replaces the constitutive elements of the doublet by one condensed and specified
equivalent, giving rise to their underlying common meaning. This involves the
redistribution of the semantic components of the lexical doublet into one lexical item
in the TT. This is demonstrated in the following examples:
(86)
La jij j i A 11]41\ 1 . J ' J ' AjoiSJ 1 '^-0 . ^ j»LaSn adb ^3
j ^jLuuIt 4j .33 j j»jJ Cjli j_gij j <1 jI j3 ^ (_gLSl til jc-l j 4jl±aj
(3^'71 J J4 jV' ^La ^^Ic. ilua.
I [our friend] hated myself [himself] those days and, bored with life, went back
to studying Abu-l-'Ala' in a mood of self-rejection and disgust at life,
drowning myself [himself] in a dark and total pessimism. One day, despair
overtook me [him] at what had happened to turn me [him] from the Azhar and
its sheikhs. (Cragg, 1997 [ 1976]: 314)
In the above passage, the noun doublet ^ jLSSlI functions in a way that
recapitulates the emotive content of the preceding co-text. The doublet may translate
as 'pessimism and depression'. This translation no doubt reveals that 'despair' is the
shared and condensed meaning of the two items. 'Pessimism' concerns a feeling that
bad things will happen in the future, whereas 'depression' is the state of feeling very
sad and without hope. Thus, both imply an element of despair which is condensed in
the TT.
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This rendering, however, may be constrained by the TL norms whereby lexical
item repetition is not preferable when it occurs at a short range in the text unless it is
used for rhetorical purposes, i.e. the repetition of^. But, this seems to be
overridden by the translation procedure of condensing since the translator could have
resorted to variation instead of repetition as another alternative. Indeed, variation is
used by another translator in Example (88).
(87)
(2^'49 j > Xlj lBISb eLiii j
All this while they were laughing at the old man's buffooneries.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 137)
Here, buffooneries condenses the semantic components of the doublet killsj .
The TT replacement is not only 'jest and joke' (lit. kAllsj ajI^-j) in the general sense,
but it is 'silly jesting and joking' or 'silly but amusing things'. To condense, the
translator is concerned with the negative connotation associated with the members of
the doublet.
(88)
. jSjuJI j ( jS I ill ji Lajl i tAxCu uj*J V j ^11-^ ^0 tiul ^
(2^'37 :
Of all this he knew nothing, and there was no way of learning it, only this
waiting, this eternal immobility. (Wayment, 1997[ 1943]: 129)
The adjectival doublet ? meaning 'continual, long' is condensed in the
TT with the word eternal which means ^^4 . This condensing item relays the gist of
the doublet.
(89)
(3j'99 ^da) .1 Ia^uui Luuji sic. j
1 [he] returned to France, elated ... (Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 342)
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This is another example of how this strategy works. The TT equivalent elatedmay be
described as inclusive in that it means both 'very happy' and 'excited'. Put simply,
this rendering condenses the ST doublet into one TT word that relays the two senses
of the doublet, viz. 'happy' and 'joyful'. A similar example comes next.
(90)
(2^'161 1 h ni a 1 i ii
The boy returned home in an ecstasy... (Wayment, 1997[ 1943]: 216)
1 bfo« may be literally translated as 'happy, delighted'. The translator replaces
the doublet with ecstasy. This condensing element denotes a feeling or state of very
great happiness.
Another technique of condensing in the TT is by applying the semantic
category of gradability of adjectives. This is illustrated with the following final
example:
(91)
i. aj it \) ^ t nl "ill j A (jl j
(2^'132 :j
... but the Mufti refused to hear a word and dismissed them with the harshest
of reproaches. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 195)
The asyndetic, adjective doublet Uun*ji ^ISII may translate as 'harsh, vehement'. In
the TT, the translator condenses the heightened connnotations of the doublet by using
the superlative adjective harshest which involves the highest degree of intensity.
A back-translation of harshest would be
? . .(^l jtl) Vs. the
ST^-fAd! . This suggests that the degree of intensity merely corresponds to the
word 1 °j'--. To conclude, the doublet is cast in the mould of one TT item.
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4.2 Discussion and conclusion
A variety of translation strategies are employed by the translators in rendering the
Arabic ST lexical doublets into the English TT. Generally, the strategies suggest that
there is a tendency towards the shifting of the ST doublets, but they do not indicate
whether there is any variation in the approaches of the translators. Therefore, a
statistical assessment of the translations of lexical doublets in three samples is
conducted. The samples (of consecutive pages, about 2500 words each) are randomly
selected from the three parts of Taha Hussein's autobiography along with their
translations. Each part is translated by one translator. A comparison of the
translations of the three samples shows some variations (see Appendix 1): (i) Sample
1 from Part 1 includes 38 lexical doublets; 29 (76%) are rendered in the TT and 9
(24%) shifted, while 3 TT lexical doublets replace single ST items; (ii) Sample 2
from Part 2 contains 23 doublets; 8 (35%) are rendered in the TT, 15 (65%) shifted
(2 omitted); one TT lexical doublet replaces a single ST item; (iii) Sample 3 from
Part 3 includes 25 doublets; 11 (44%) are maintained in the TT and 14 (56%) shifted;
one TT lexical doublet replaces a single ST item.
The figures suggest that the translator of Part 1 adopts a ST-oriented strategy
versus a shifting strategy preferred by the other two. This could be a useful indicator
ot the direction of the translations, towards either adequacy or acceptability.
To conclude, six translation strategies are employed in dealing with lexical
doublets in the STs.
Lexical doublets are grammatically transposed into: (i) a genitive construction,
with its two forms, the inflected (the —s genitive) and the periphrastic (the of-
genitive); (ii) a premodified lexeme, where either element undergoes a class shift to
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function as modifier; and (iii) an intensified lexeme, where either element is replaced
by an intensifying adjective. The translation exhibits two other types of transposition,
viz. parallelistic transposition and transposition in a triplet. The parallelism and the
list-of- three (triplet) structure facilitate the transposition.
Lexical doublets are also displaced in the TT. This strategy of displacement is
used to redistribute the semantic load carried by the doublet so as to avoid
redundancy. It consists in splitting the unit of the doublet in a way that its
constituents are spread over a longer stretch of the TT.
Another strategy is translation by addition, which involves the addition of
some details, i.e. word/words, to the doublet in the TT. It transfers the conjoining
structure of the doublet; yet, in some cases, grammatical transposition takes place.
Translation by paraphrase concerns the stretching of the doublet by using
more words in the TT in order to relay the meaning. This entails the breakdown of
the structure of the doublet. Two types of TT expression are identified: one with both
members of the doublet, and another with either member.
A fifth strategy is idiomizing translation. It implies the replacement of
either/both elements of the doublet by idioms in the TT, taking account of the content
of the ST message.
The sixth strategy, translation by reduction, reduces the lexical doublet to one
lexical item in the TT. It involves omission and substitution as procedures subsuming
a variety of sub-procedures: (a) omission of the less general element; (b) omission of
the less collocative element; (c) omission of either element; (d) substitution of a
general word; (e) substitution of a condensed word.
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The overall conclusion from this chapter is that the strategies are mostly
motivated by the operational textual norms of the TL which determine the






So far, this study has been focused on the investigation of patterns of repetition in
Arabic at the semantic level. Samples of lexical doublets are analysed and
categorised along with their English translation equivalents. It has been found that
the translators have employed a variety of strategies in rendering the doublets and
that translation loss was an inevitable outcome.
In this chapter, the research will take a step forward in exploring the notion of
repetition. Manifestations of repetition in terms of sound patterns and the role they
play in affecting the Arabic ST message content will be explored. A mapping of the
English TT onto the Arabic ST will be conducted to see how the patterns are
rendered.
When addressing the question of sound repetition in a corpus of written data, it
is always imperative to maintain that there is a phonological potential behind the
written text. That is, speech sounds/phonemes are cued by scripts/letters whereby the
written text is merely an orthographic format that implies the possibility of being
read aloud. Therefore, the study will look at the ST from two angles: the graphic
(Arabic letters) and the phonic (speech sounds). But since there is some sort of
isomorphism between the letters and the phonemes in Arabic, the phonic and graphic
levels will not infrequently be treated as one level.
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The study of repetition at the phonic/graphic level is the study of sequences of
phonemes/graphemes which show a tendency to establish patterns across a stretch of
utterance and which may have expressive or thematic functions. Conventionally,
such patterns take the fonns of alliteration, assonance, consonance, etc., and are
mainly found in poetic texts including fiction.
Although the phonic/graphic level is the lowest in the hierarchy of language
and that meaning can only be studied at higher levels, it is still of significance to
tackle the phonological aspects of ST in any attempt of translation even if that proves
to be otherwise. Therefore, a set of samples extracted from the Arabic corpus will be
consulted for instances of sound repetition along with their English translations.
Aspects of similarities and differences will be scrutinized within the framework of a
contrastive analysis of the ST and the TT.
5.1 Basic Definitions
In the literature on English poetic language, and poetry in particular, phonological
repetition is generally classified into the two major categories of alliteration and
assonance. Other taxonomies with more detailed categories are not hard to come by.
To take one example, Leech (1969) suggests six sound patternings to be established
within the syllable. This is demonstrated in the following classification whereby the
constant parts are in bold characters, C stands for a consonant cluster including a
zero consonant and V is for a vowel (Leech, 1969: 89):
c vc great/grow send/sit (alliteration)
c vc great/fail send/bell (assonance)
c vc great/meat send/hand (consonance)
c vc great/grazed send/sell (reverse rhyme)
c vc great/grout send/sound (pararhyme)
c vc great/bait send/end (rhyme)
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As is illustrated above, each device involves a recurrence of some kind, i.e. repetition
of a consonant or a vowel, in initial, medial, or final position. For instance, while
alliteration may be defined as the recurrence of C at the beginning of two or more
words in close proximity, consonance does not require C to be repeated initially.
Likewise, there is a juxtaposition between rhyme and reverse rhyme in that the
former has the make-up of word-final VC in at least two words, when the latter has a
word-initial CV pattern. Pararhyme is the identification of the first and final sound
elements in a number ofwords, and assonance is the recurrence of V in words being
in close proximity.
In Arabic, however, some of the features mentioned above were the subject of
treatises by Arab medieval grammarians. Al-khatTb al-QazwInl (d. 739 h.: 336), for
example, discusses what is termed in Arabic as jinas, roughly paronomasia. Amongst
its various types, he identifies two kinds: complete anagram and partial anagram.
Complete anagram is definable as the opposite arrangement of the letters of a word
into another word, i.e. a complete mirror image, e.g. <-£»», <- ? a
possibly 'phonic chiasmus' where the highlighted pair of words have their
consonants/letters put in a reverse order: /f.t.h/ vs. /h.t.f/. An example from English is
'teach'/'cheat'. Partial anagram, on the other hand, involves the inversion of a
number of letters in a word into another word, i.e. a partial mirror image, e.g. ^
ox L» j' ^£2 ]f.j*I ? where the first two consonants/letters in
(literally, his two jaws) are reversed as in^ (his two hands).
Jinas and other phonic devices are subsumed under the category ofal-
muhassinat al-lafziyah, roughly 'phonic embellishments', to be distinguished from
al-muhassinat al-ma'nawiyah, 'semantic embellishments'. Both are types of verbal
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embellishments. Al-QazwTnT, and many other Arab medieval rhetoricians, considered
this device as instrumental to the realization ofmeaning. It is an extra veneer layered
over the text. Al-JurjanT (d. 471 h.), however, stresses that such cosmetics must not
be artificially superimposed on the meaning of utterances, rather they should follow
the meaning and sound unaffected so as to consolidate it.
In this respect, Jakobson has this to say (1987: 86): 'In a sequence in which
similarity is superimposed on contiguity, two similar phonemic sequences near to
each other are prone to assume a paronomastic function. Words similar in sound are
drawn together in meaning'. This takes the current overview a bit further into an area
of investigation that is concerned with potentials of meaning the repetition of sound
may assume in the text.
5.2 Sound-Symbolism
The study of sound-symbolism, or onomatopoeia, has traditionally been based on the
assumption that there is a direct evocative connection between a particular sound and
a particular reference in the real world, e.g. between the /s/ sound and the sighing of
the wind or between a word whose phonic form imitates a sound, like 'bang',
'cuckoo' etc. Yet, onomatopoeia can go beyond being a mere reflexion of a natural
phenomenon to cover also interactive relationships among phonological elements in
combination with meaning. In this sense, it will be better appreciated since
onomatopoeic components are seen interacting with each other at both the
phonological and semantic level.
The above two types of sound-symbol ism correspond to what Ullmann (1964)
calls primary onomatopoeia and secondary onomatopoeia, respectively. Investigating
onomatopoeia in the poetics ofmany languages, he underlines that it is the second
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type that is more interesting and more 'delicate' because 'the connexion between
sound and sense is less evident than in the previous one' (1964: 69-70). One
example, he gives from various languages, suggests some sort of association between
a sequence of the /l/ consonant and the impression of 'softness'. This is shown as in
Keats's lines (ibid.):
Wi/d thyme and va//ey-/i/ies whiter sti//
Than Leda's /ove, and cresses from the riII
or from French as in Victor Hugo's famous line:
Les souffles de /a nuit f/ottaient sur Ga/ga/a
(i.e., 'The breezes of the night floated over Galgala.), pair of lines from German by
Goethe:
Dir in /iedern, /eichten, schne//en,
Wa//et ktih/e F/uth
(i.e, 'For you the cool waves lap in songs light and nimble').
Despite its subjective nature, the judgement on whether such onomatopoeic effects
are explainable in terms of such two extremes as 'hardness'/'softness' or 'thinness'/
'sonority' has been advocated by Leech who categorizes English consonants
'impressionistically on a scale of increasing hardness' (1969: 98):
a. liquids and nasals: /l/, /r/, /n/, /m/, /rj/.
b. fricatives and aspirates: /v/, /6I, /f/, /s/, etc.
c. affricates: /IIf/, /CI3/.
d. plosives: fb/, /d/, /g/, /p/, /tJ, !VJ.
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As an illustration of the above notion, he points out that in the opening of
Tennyson's poem CEnone there is a sound patterning which contributes to the
emerging of an image of a peaceful atmosphere and a beautiful landscape (ibid.):
There lies a vale in Ida, lovelier
Than all the valleys of Inoian hills.
In tenns of softness/hardness, he notes that all the consonants of the lines, except the
/d/ in Ida, belong to the soft end of the scale. In terms of voicing, they belong to the
voiced category which, he suggests, constitutes another factor in yielding softness.
Summing up, what seems interesting in the current account is the role the
phonic/graphic repetition plays in linking up various lexical items and the allusions
created by bringing together the connotations of those items. This is one of the
notions that will be explored in some detail in the ST in this chapter.
5.3 Sound Patterns
A number of examples will be analysed below to see how repetitive sound patterns
occurring in the Arabic ST are rendered into the English TT. One salient feature of
the Arabic ST under investigation consists in the frequent co-occurrence ofvarious
types of sound patterns in a short passage, which makes it difficult to work out a
clear-cut classification of the patterns. Thus, a stretch of utterance is expected to
include, for instance, rhyming, reverse rhyming and consonance. However, an
attempt has been made to discuss the examples systematically and as part of distinct
categories.
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In the Arabic ST, repetitive sound patterns will be described as they occur in
multi-syllabic words. To take one example, the pararhyme will be seen to include not
only the consonant elements in a syllabic word, but also neighbouring vowels in a
multi-syllable word. So, in the phrase JWj (majesty and beauty), there exist a
reverse rhyme £ and a rhyme <J : CV..VC - CV..VC. These two features, when
appearing together in a word, will be considered as a case of pararhyme.
Throughout the examples, there will be cadences in terms of the case endings -
un (nominative), -an (accusative) and -in (genitive), which are marked by doubling
the vowel script /u/, /a/ and /i/, respectively. These will not be taken as instances of
rhyming since their pronunciation largely depends on rhythmic and stylistic
considerations. In addition, the definite article will not be considered as part of the
lexeme when accounting for the sound patterns. Finally, the examples of sound
patterns in the ST along with their translation will be highlighted.
5.3.1 Reverse rhyme
As illustrated above, two or more words are reverse rhymed when they are identical
in at least their initial two sounds, i.e. Consonant and Vowel. Concerning the
rendering of the reverse rhyme into the TT, there are various strategies employed by
the translators which reflect ambivalent tendencies towards the norms of the ST and
culture and the TL and culture. In some cases, some translators have exhibited a
certain degree of faithfulness to the ST norms by relaying the sound pattern intact




t ] ]4 ; A-^) .4" v LolS 4_L-O1ia djj2k AjUa. ■ ~ v ^
Whenever I [he] was alone with myself [himself], life was this perpetual
perplexity. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 356)
Here, the words and »j**- are reverse rhymed by " /hay/. The translation
strategy is to transfer the sound pattern into the TT but in a location different from
that in the original, i.e. perpetual perplexity which corresponds to the ST phrase
. Thus, the ST reverse rhyme " /hay/ has been compensated for in place by
/pop/ in the TT.
As with the significance of the ST pattern, it may be argued here that the
reverse rhyme is intended to emphasize formally the strong semantic association
between the topic of the sentence 4%*- 'his life' and the comment 'perplexity'.
Literally, the ST reads 'His life was a perpetual perplexity...' which focuses on the
identification of the author's life with perplexity. In the TT, the phonic emphasis is
shifted from the ST topic-comment (subject-predicate) elements to the comment
(predication) element, i.e. adjective-noun phrase.
Furthermore, the sequence s ajL*. ]s strengthened by another phonic
relationship, viz. the consonance of^ N in the three items. This pattern may be
matched in the TT by the consonance of IV in the equivalents life, perplexity and
perpetual.
Reverse rhyme is also used in lexical doublets giving the semantic relationship
between the constitutive elements a phonic dimension. This is illustrated in the
following pair of examples:
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(2)
t—IkJajJl 4j Cj jtj j (_ljllfa£ll J Ljlxual ; <1LL t 1^U faille Laj
(48
No sooner had his colleague heard him call him by those two epithets
than he flew into a terrible rage and leapt up. (Allen, 1992: 162)
The lexical doublet j has the denotative meaning of roughly being
'burned' and 'disturbed', which implies metaphorical connotations. The verb
is derived from the root and has the senses: "to catch fire", "be on fire", "burn",
"flare", "blaze", "break out" etc. The subsequent utterance ^ has
similar denotative and connotative meanings. The translator's choice of leapt up
seems to convey the image ofmotion implied in the ST. In fact, the ST triplet
'ajy *-? cjjkj fa fa-jjW.1 j consists of three verb phrases which reflect the notion
of progressive motion through the semantic accumulation which leads in a gradual
manner to the climax '°jy» ^ . The metaphor here is probably intended to
project an image of an active volcano on the verge of erupting.
At the phonic (and graphic) level, the passage is rich in sound patterns whose
function is to reinforce the implied semantic associations. Within the doublet, the
reverse rhyme " " /idtara/ binds together the two members, incorporating into
the relationship another component of affinity. And within the triplet, there are the
consonances of <>= IdJ in ? ^ ? and of j /r/ in ? , sj ? and
(lit., 'vehemence' or 'force'). These phonic threads may help in projecting a
highly emotional and metaphorical image by interlinking the items in question.
In the TT, the translation strategy is to replace the ST patterns by the
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consonances /r/ and /p/ in a terrible rage and leapt up'. The TT equivalent is a
common stock phrase which also involves a rather strong 'blazing' metaphor to relay
the ST emphasis.
(3)
(2<r '46 "CL) ."j4il jSju 1 jSl4J3jc.
... when he came out of his room praising the Lord in no uncertain tones.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 135)
Here is a modificational doublet whereby the first member intensifies the second
member: modifies in the sense 'shouting vociferously'. This semantic
repetition is reinforced by the repetition of the reverse rhyme ^ /sa:/. Within the
sentence, the asyndetic doublet functions adverbially as it modifies the verb £ . In
the TT, the translator's attention may have been drawn to the function of the doublet
and thus the prepositional phrase in no uncertain tones has been chosen as an
equivalent functioning adverbially.
Phonically, the reverse rhyme has been dropped in the TT and a pattern of
consonance seems to have been placed instead. The recurrence of /n/ throughout the
idiom may be intended to relay echoings parallel to those in the ST. In the following
example, the same strategy is adopted by the same translator:
(4)
(2<r c41 ; 4Js>) 1 ftj ifr ajiJ LjA j
... but his brother was in a tearing hurry. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 132)
The doublet liic. is modificational where the first element modifies the second,
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i.e. lit. 'violently hurried'. The translator, however, has managed to relay the same
pattern ofmodification in the TT by seeking an idiom to resolve the problem of
equivalence: %*=• has been rendered as in a tearing hurry.
At the phonic level, the reverse rhyme £ /'a/ is compensated for by the consonance of
Ixl in tearing hurry.
In the following example, the reverse rhyme is highly functional in that the
meaning of the sentence rests to a great deal on the variation in the sound pattern of
the items carrying the reverse rhyme rather than on their denotative meaning:
i siUa Ciii ji C_ni j\ Ciji J> <jpt2a Coil IjJ <Jla
(4^ ^144:Qjl" lailli ^j
He heard the sheikh saying, 'If he says to her, "You are divorced, or you are
bivorced, or you are debauched, or you are dehorsed, the divorce holds good,
no matter how distorted the pronunciation is".' (Paxton, 1997[1932]: 83)
The words and are reverse rhymed by^ /tala:/. The word is
closely linked to them via two types of recurrence: phonic repetition of /ala:/ and
pattern repetition of . The three reverse-rhymed items make a minimal lexical set
that involves a phonemic variation in the word-final speech sounds /q/, /17 and !M.
This is better viewed from the whole-sentence perspective whereby the clauses
starting with CjII make an identical series different only in one sound, a case of
grammatical foregrounding whereby the clausal identification foregrounds the
phonemic variation. In other words, patterns of similarity are used as a means of
foregrounding patterns of dissimilarity.
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Except for iptA divorce, the reverse-rhyming words are not intended to have
denotative meaning since it is the phonic variation that is important. In other words,
it may be assumed here that the reverse rhyme represents the key clue of meaning
potential.
In the TT, however, the pattern of equivalence is mapped onto the original
wordplay. Accordingly, a strategy is employed to match the ST neologisms with
corresponding ones: divorced, bivorced, debauched and dehorsed are introduced in
the TT. The ST reverse rhyme is compensated for by the pararhyme /di-t/ in the TT.
The ST pattern repetition has been matched by another kind of pattern repetition.
Although the phonic aspect has apparently attracted more attention in the
translation of the above passage, this seems to be at the expense of the ST message as
the TT involves connotations which are not necessarily intended in the ST. A case of
translation loss afflicted by the translator's intervention is the word debauchedwhose
meaning, 'depraved' or 'dissolute', can hardly be come by in the ST.
One final word concerns the TT rendering divorced / bivorced which stand in
order for . The translator's choice of variation between the initial /d/ and
initial Pol in this pair of items is likely to be motivated by the graphic similarity
between the initial letters A and A in the ST words. The English letter 'b' is a mirror
image of the letter'd'.
(6)
4jc. i_iut J I 4_uAj 4ie LjlaJt J i 4ic. Ci^<11in
(3<r '102 : *cL)
I [he] had no sooner heard the voice of one than all ray [his] sorrows flea. My
[his] anxieties were over, my [his] melancholy dispelled.
(Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 344)
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In the ST, the reverse rhyme if /in/ in " ... ... " functions as a phonic
means interlinking the clauses introduced by these words. This is strengthened by the
consonances of /n/ and /h/ throughout the whole passage. The effect of the reverse
rhyme is apparently stronger than that of the lexical item repetition, e.g. <&■. This is
only appreciable if the sound pattern is diluted in the ST, i.e. other non-rhyming
words are used instead, e.g. lKj , . In this case, the weight of emphasis will
be shifted to the repetition of the lexical item
In the TT, however, the translator seems to have resorted to lexical item
repetition in order to make up for the loss of the ST reverse rhyme in translation.
Here, the introduction of the possessive pronoun my in clause-initial position may be
intended to emulate the ST clause-initial reverse rhyme: my sorrow.... My
anxieties..., my melancholy....
Other devices the translator has employed are the assonance of /ai/ in 'my
anxieties', alliteration of /m/ in 'my melancholy' and consonance of /l/ in
'melancholy dispelled'. There is also an attempt to graphically rhyme the two
sentences by '-led' as in the words fled and dispelled, which are also parallel
phonically in their last three phonemes /l.e.d/ in fled vs. /e.l.d/ in dispelled.
In terms of sound-symbolism, a sort of correspondence between the ST /n/'s
and the TT /m/'s (and other nasal sounds in both texts) may have been intended by
the translator to signal his reading of the ST as conveying a 'soft' or 'tender'
atmosphere.
5.3.2 Rhyme
Traditionally, rhyme is a term used in poetry to refer to the recurrence of the same
sounds at word-final position, especially at the ends of lines. The term is also
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applicable to English prose, whereas in Arabic the term saj' is sometimes used to
denote the concept of 'rhymed prose'.
In rendering rhyme into English, Dickins et al. (2002: 84) have this to say:
"There can be no hard and fast rule regarding rhyme in translation. Each TT requires
its own strategy. Often, producing a rhyming TT means an unacceptable sacrifice of
denotative and connotative meaning." That is, translators are likely to find
themselves inclined to use alternative devices in the TT in order to minimize the
damage resulting from relaying the message of the ST. Some examples will illustrate
this point:
<7)
(3C '118;j 4ijl t nit jtli J JjUa j JjLa.
He tried time and again insistently, persistently. (Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 359)
The ST utterance includes two lexical doublets as highlighted above. The first
(roughly, tried and persisted) has the second member <JjtL functioning adverbially. It
has the rhyme /a:wala/ which reinforces the semantic relationship between the
members of the doublet. And the second doublet (roughly, trial and persistence) has
the pararhyme /mu-a:wala/, which also rhymes with the first doublet (if the final It/
(s) is not pronounced). At the grammatical level, the two pairs involve a root
repetition (to be discussed in the next chapter): ^and JjU= - 33jUa*.
In the TT, the translation strategy employed is to replace the rhyme in the first
doublet by the alliteration of ItJ and assonance of /ai/ in tried time. As with the
second doublet, the pararhyme is matched by the rhyming '-sistently' in insistently,
persistently. Moreover, the consonance of It/ in tried time... insistently, persistently
produces a sound echoing that ties the words together. It may be intended to match
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the consonance of /h/ ( £ ) in the ST words ^ and . The alliteration
and rhyme in the TT may be viewed as standing in juxtaposition to flank the
sentence, i.e. Xy, Xy.... yZ, yZ, whereby 'X' stands for the ItJ, 'Z' for '-sistently'
and 'y' for the remainder of phonemes/graphemes as in: tried time ... insistently,
persistently.
In the following passage, the author describes the Sharl'a Court:
(8)
Aid! 4 4_iL»Vt j o jl ^ i-ill ^.hjjij i j jS yl j '■ ■ ^ ^ ^ 4 j ysu1 4" J
(67!0 j Ac-Unl! 4 j *4''sj 4 '■ j
It is also regarded as the residence of all awe and majesty, the font of piety and
perfection, the seat of purity and fidelity, the source of decency and
respectability, die focal point of all devoutness and humility, and the place
where obedience and submission are to be found. (Allen, 1992: 189)
In the TT, the pattern of rhyme /iti/ has been opted for to replace the patterns of
rhyme in the ST pairs: ? Cui _ ; and . In addition, the
recurrence of /s/, throughout, stocks the passage with further dimension of emphasis
and balanced echoing.
It happens that reproducing the ST sound patterns in the TT may not be
motivated by an intent on the part of the translator to manipulate the phonological
aspect, since on many occasions the translation strategy adopted in rendering the
whole text has always been focussed on the content of the message. Put another way,
semantic, but not phonological, translation was the method adopted in rendering the
text. Rhyme patterns are merely dictated by lexical choices which relay the
denotative and connotative meaning of the ST. One example may help to highlight




(110 Cjtalc. j (jjkll jNki
The TT reads:
'Isa ibn Hisham said: Next we went to visit a meeting of governors.
They are people endowed with considerable intelligence who have
broad administrative authority. They have absolute power, and can
make people either miserable or content. Being brought up in the
cradle of learning and possessing extraordinary talents in all categories
of expression and concept, they are characterized by subtle insight and
far-reaching resolve. They can fully comprehend the ethics ofman and
peoples' customs. (Allen, 1992: 249)
In the above ST passage, the highlighted words are characterized by a set of rhymes,
However, the translator has ignored the rhyming choosing to relay the message
content.
He had thought out a fantastic scheme. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 144)
Here, the asyndetic lexical doublet kLji. (roughly, 'witty odd') consists of two
adjectives rhyming in /ari:fa/. This phonic resemblance combined with close
proximity may contribute to the projection of semantic affinity between the two
members. A possible translation of the doublet would be '... a witty, odd trick (or
scheme)'. Unlike the TT rendering which is focussed on the connotative meaning
('fantastic' in the sense of the impossibility of putting something into practice ), this
alternative translation would relay the denotative meaning of the original. It will also




make up for the loss of the rhyme by introducing the consonance of Itl in 'witty...
trick'.
However, the TT renderingfantastic scheme does compensate for the phonic
loss by incorporating the consonances of /s/ and fk/ across the two words.
Another technique of rendering the rhyme in the TT is lexical item repetition.
This is shown as in the following:
(11)
afi j Vj Ajlui >—ijxj i a ju iif. a jauu j #>« #j^ i_WjW^ CjjIS
(3j'103 <L=>)
Life in Paris was a bitter-sweet business, hard-going and good-going,
together. It is true there was no ease of substance, nor ease ofmind.
(Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 345)
The ST includes three antonymous phrases, each ofwhich has its own rhyme: Sjk
/at/; Sjjxac. ajj^ /asi:rat/; and /a'at/. The word-final accusative case
marker " /an/ may be seen as a phonic thread that links the given items together and
embellishes them with cadences. While the rhyme in the first phrase may be called
short, in the other two phrases it sounds long, in that the two members in each phrase
are phonemically identical except for the first phoneme. Apart from its aesthetic
value, the rhyme has expressive and emphatic purposes as it intertwines the members
in each set to project a sense of congruity. This is strengthened by the asyndetic
structure of the first two phrases.
The peculiar richness of sound texture in the passage comes out of the
interlacing of several kinds of phonological repetition. The like-sounding couplings
accentuate the dominant dimensions of the narrator's experience: vicissitudes of life,
confusion and deprivation.
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Although it is a matter of subjective appreciation, the role of sound-symbolism
in linking various items in the co-text to evoke different connotations is detectable.
The adjectives '* refer back to the noun , yet they may be seen to be
cataphorically alluding to ^... . The consonances across the two phrases call for
such a potential: the recurrence of /s/ in and^ evokes the connotation
that 'besides life, ease of substance was also hard-going and good-going'. This
repetition brings in the word to add a spatial dimension. It also exceeds the
context to evoke the word kJjj 'study', the reason why the author was in Paris, i.e.
the theme cWjW • And in and the consonance of /'/ £
extends the meaning to include the last item^ . Throughout the passage, the
repetition of the word-final phoneme » /t/ makes a thread that brings the nouns^,
***> and kc-i together with the adjectives ° ? oja 5 and and may confer
ambivalent connotations on either item.
In the TT, the recurrence interlocks the opposites at two levels: lexically and
phonically. At the lexical level, the repetitions ofgoing and ease in hard-going,
good-going, ease ofsubstance and ease ofmind compensate in kind and place for the
failure to relay the ST rhyming patterns in ® and^. These
translation choices manage to impart a sense of affinity between the opposites.
Phonically, the alliteration of Igl in '... going, good-going...' and the
consonance of /s/ in '... ease of substance, nor ease...' (at least graphically with ease)
further cement their lexical cohesion by linking up the items in question. The
consonance of /s/ is extended to include bitter-sweet business. This latter phrase
contains the reverse rhyme /bi/, a compensation in kind and place for the rhyme in
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o'Ja Sjk. The suggestion that sound-symbolism be employed in the ST may also
apply to the TT. Whilst the consonance of /s/ in the ST evokes the word^
throughout the theme ^ , by the same token the /s/ in the TT calls for
'study'. The translator may have perceived this symbolism and thus tried to relay it.
A shift in the TT from phonological to grammatical repetition is not confined
to the translation of rhyme, as this strategy is also employed in rendering pararhyme
patterns as will be seen below.
5.3.3 Pararhyme
Pararhyme involves the recurrence of the first and final sound elements in a number
of words. Again, a rank shift has been observed in the TT whereby pararhyming is
replaced by grammatical repetition. This is shown in the following examples:
(12)
.
.Aiijl J i A ijVs (jaJ-S t 1 ^ ihlt <i J jliSuj t I g J) Ailiil jpj
(98
Beneath him you would see the camel relishing its own domain and yearning
for a resting place. How it yearns, how it groans! (Allen, 1992: 224)
The ST contains two cases of pararhyme, j*- and i>^- dp as well as one
example of rhyme <4^ -^ . Other sound echoings that help interlink the bits and
pieces of the stretch are the alliteration of /t/ (<4j) in lsJ1- s-1
lP , and the consonance of /n/ (j) in kaU _ - A-bis. _
The impression of 'softness' throughout the utterance is purportedly enforced by the
repetition of /n/.
In the TT, however, the translator overlooked almost all of the ST sound
patterns focusing only on the last two clauses which involve two examples of root
repetitionand u2 with and 'J being the roots, respectively. The
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clauses are extremely similar in terms of their phonemic configuration and syntactic
structure. The translator's decision to utilize lexical item repetition besides
consonance is most likely motivated by the fact that root repetition is not highly
functional in the TL. The choice 'How it yearns, how it groans!' introduces the
recurrence 'how it' as a formula in order to relay the ST syntactic parallelism into
the TT. The consonance /ns/ seems to be intended to make up for the ST rhyming
pattern.
The lexical item repetition is also likely to be compensation in kind and place:
it is compensation in kind since the ST pattern is root repetition, and a compensation
in place as the ST repetition occurs within two clauses, whereas in the TT the
repetition functions as a cohesive tie across the two clauses.
Finally, while sound patterns in u? j 6^ reinforce effectively the
textual cohesive interlink between the two clauses, it is by dint of lexical repetition
that the cohesion of the two clauses is maintained in the TT.
Another technique for rendering ST phonic recurrence into the TT is root
repetition. This is demonstrated in the following examples:
(13)
(20 ' j hA \\ Lajiliaj 11a La ;LLLiIl
Pasha: 'What is this utter confusion? How utterly ridiculous!
(Allen, 1992: 128)
There is compensation in kind and place in the TT. The ST nouns and are
replaced in the TT by utter confusion and utterly ridiculous, respectively. The
pararhyme in the ST items is compensated for in the TT by the repetition of the
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inserted root 'utter' as in the intensifying adjective and adverb 'utter ... utterly'. The
TT choice is possibly intended to highlight the semantic affinity between the two ST
words. Furthermore, the sound pattern of the ST pair may be seen as lexicalised in
the modification of the TT phrase utter confusion and utterly ridiculous.
In the following example, the same strategy is adopted in the TT:
(5.14)
(171 ; h _ d JfeLJ ^p- Cl jlj t 6 SXJ ^ya 1^1 i. ^ n t-lj V A] ." Vu.Al j
She swore to him that life apart from him would be unbearable and that she
would rather suffer death than be parted from him. (Allen, 1992: 333)
Here, the ST items (lit. 'after') and (lit. 'remoteness') are rendered as apart
and parted, respectively, having the same root 'part'. Unlike the ST phonological
pattern in which accentuates to a certain extent the semantic connection
between the two concepts of'after-ness' and remoteness, the TT choice does not
seem to achieve that effect. The reason may lie in the fact that the ST pararhyme
occurs in items occupying a clause-final position, i.e. end focus, whereas in the TT,
the repetition may be described as internal.
In the corpus of this study, there are other examples of pararhyme which have
been toned down in the TT by the use of alternative sound effects, e.g. rhyme:
05)
(2^r '17:j lc-^Aa *uli ...
His heart was all modesty and humility. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 116)
In this example, the translator resorts to rhyming in order to match the ST
pararhyme. In the lexical doublet U j U 3 the phonemic structure of the two
members is almost identical with the variation between <jS Is/ and IdJ. This
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phonic similarity may be viewed as an additional component that reinforces the
semantic affinity between the items. In the TT, the element of phonic reinforcement
is relayed by the rhyme /ti:/ in the lexical doublet modesty and humility whose
constitutive items are nearly synonymous.
According to Hans Wehr's dictionary, £means 'submissiveness',
'submission', or 'humility', and£has the senses 'submission', 'obedience',
'humility' and 'subjection', yet, neither of them includes the sense 'modesty'. The
translation strategy is probably focussed on relaying the phonemic configuration of
the ST lexical doublet taking into account the degree of synonymity between its
members. In other words, the phonic repetition in the ST may have motivated the TT
choice.
Gauged on a scale of synonymity, the TT doublet is arguably more
synonymous than the original, as the semantic distance between the items is
minimized.
The use of rhyme in the TT may involve some sort of compensation as in the
following passage:
(16)
(3jr t90 : V Jl rtWVI j Ac.1 ull jjij ? (jjij ? j> (jji
Where's your patience? Where are your manners? What's happened to
your courage and forbearance? (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 333)
In this example, the words <_W! and Jwwi pararhyme in /'i-a:l/. In the TT, they are
rendered as manners and forbearance, respectively, while the pararhyme is
compensated for in kind and place by the rhyme /sns/ in patience andforbearance.




"! jjJja b CLiSjuj! i rilA b CjSLujI " ; Sjla. ^ A.I Jjb C5^ ^^ ^ jjS (jti
(2^ '139 ^L) .(v)^^ vj>i xllj ji <CaB " ^j-saSi ^jl eliJl Qj j
If you pressed the question he would turn on you in a fury: "Silence, you
scamp, you scallywag!" And as he said it he hissed out the s's and c's in either
word with all the force his tongue could put into them.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 201)
The pararhyme /kh-r/ in and j> is replaced in the TT by the reverse rhyme
/skae/ in scamp and scallywag. Whilst the ST items have the denotative meanings of
'loser' and 'pig', respectively, the translation is focussed on their connotative
meanings: scamp means 'a child who enjoys playing tricks and causing trouble' and
scallywag denoting 'a child who behaves badly, but not in a serious way'. The claim
made here is that phonological considerations have been essential in determining the
translation choice. That is, the translator noticed the significance of the ST sound
pattern in relaying the ST message, so she resorted to connotative meaning in order
to establish the equivalence at the phonic level.
The alliteration of Is/ in "Silence... scamp... scallywag" is another sound
effect that replaces the ST consonance Isl as shown by the underlined letters W
cAJi i jJlL (roughly, 'Silence, you loser, silence').
The role of repetitive sound patterns in determining the shape of the TT choice
is also shown in the following example:
(18)
:AjV- 3d3! A jlS La AjjXall jc. 1 ]| .dii CjLai upixmiil iBISJ
(3jr ig5 a■™J J a■ -Aj j ' ' 1 L-ilaanil idlj
... as if, that spring day, it were the veiy sun rising, dispelling from the
city the iouring clouds that reared above it in thundery gloom and
storm. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 328)
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The verb lexical doublet ^ j - may be literally construed as 'to thunder and
storm'. The TT alternative noun phrase thundery gloom and storm involves the
addition of the item gloom, apart from the grammatical transposition of the ST verbs
into adjective and noun, respectively. The lexical addition is arguably motivated by a
translation strategy aimed at respecting the ST message as conveyed by various
means, including the phonic, and attempting to relay as much of that message as
possible into the TT.
The addition also signals the weight imparted to the phonic variable by the
translator when setting out the translation process. The word gloom interlinks with
storm by means of the consonance /m/ and perhaps by the similarity between the
back vowels /u:/ in gloom and /o:/ in storm hinting at some sort of rhyming. Further,
the two words have the same phonemic configuration CCV:C, i.e. Consonant cluster,
long Towel and (identical) Consonant, possibly an attempt on the part of the
translator to reproduce the ST pattern repetition in j > .
The above discussion on replacing ST sound patterns with other repetitive
patterns in the TT, alongside collateral modifications, is to be finalised below with
the examination of a few examples of consonance in the ST and their rendering into
the TT.
5.3.4 Consonance
Consonance is simply the recurrence of a consonant in a sequence of words where it
recurs in non-initial position. In the ST, consonance has been noticed to be utilized
along with other repetitive devices in a way that would strengthen the texture of the
text and achieve a multifarious textual organisation. In the following pair of
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examples, the consonance of /k/ ) is spread out across the utterance like a thread
that combines various items in order to make different allusions:
£>lLui 3 jj» Aliii (li 8 Ajy ' 3 jLuy1^ AjSJ ^ ^JL j
(1^ '6 -da)
But although he felt the pain he did not complain or cry because he did not
want to be a whimperer and a whiner like his little sister.
(Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 10)
The two items of the asyndetic doublet rhyme by /akka:'an/ and, together
with the highlighted words, are linked up by the consonance of /k/. In terms of
sound-symbolism, it may be said that the recurrence of /k/ across the passage is
instrumental in interrelating certain words at the connotative level. Any word may
confer its connotation on some other word(s) making the impression that they are
semantically connected. For example, the preposition -£ /ka/, meaning Tike', closely
links with TiSoi VISj ; yet at the phonic/graphic level, it puts emphasis on this
relationship by bringing the items more closely.
The translation strategy is apparently centred on relaying the denotative and
connotative meaning of the ST as well as reproducing its sound effects. The TT
includes the alliteration fk! in "complain or cry" and the pararhyme Av-o/ in "a
whimperer and a whiner' as compensation for the sound patterns in and
V&j
, respectively. The interlinking potential of the /k/ in 3 4ikl£
may be matched by the word-final schwa hi (and graphic "-er") as in the TT
equivalent "a whimperer and a whiner like his little sister".
The notion of a sound thread that anticipates a lexical doublet may also be
exemplified by the following sentence:
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(20)
(2jr '43 : jj"1"* *^a) ^n > ^ i4vb tijlj 1 iSI <» 4JIS^ ^ dti 4-iSJj
... but [he] stayed where he was, quietly chuckling to himself.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 133)
Whilst in the previous example the recurrence of the plosive consonant fkJ in the ST
has arguably created the impression of 'hardness', in this instance the impact may be
said to be almost diluted by the overriding co-occurrence of the 'soft' nasal sounds
/m/ and /n/. Certainly, such sound effects are only ancillary to the expression of the
message mainly made by the denotative and connotative meaning of an utterance.
Thus, the consonance of /k/ across the highlighted words adds up to a sense of
interrelatedness between them: u^1, , -'A.;-,; and denote, among
others, the concepts of tranquillity and quietness. Literally, the ST reads: 'But he
remained in his place motionless, firm and being immersed in suppressed, concealed
laughing'. It is clear that the two lexical doublets k&U and ^have the
same semantic field. The suggestion to be made here is that the consonance of fkl,
however, is intended to shed light on their close textual interrelationship by
furnishing it with a phonic link at the very surface.
In the TT, a translation strategy of reduction is employed whereby the form of
the doublets is broken down and a TL idiomatic expression used instead. The sound
effects of the ST have been compensated for, perhaps, by the consonance of /V in
"quietly chuckling to himself'.
Another instance of consonance wherein sound symbolism is probably
incorporated is in the following utterance which is characterized by a set of sound
patterns intertwined in an appealing way:
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(21)
(3jT 495 p\Ami 1|j 4^^ulaJ1 0 jll < ill) (jJJ (jtiflll) nflrt '"';^
... I [i.e. our friend] was radiantly happy and yet also deeply oppressed, in a
double minded sort ofway.
(Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 337)
In this passage, there are a number of paronomastic patterns interconnecting two
confronted images into one organic whole: and . This is realized mainly
by the lexical item (lit. divided) which plays a key part in imparting a sense of
unity to the whole. The item participates in two consonances: (i) the /s/ (o*) in the
string , and (ii) the /q/ (ij) in - elLS. Another
contrastive image reinforced by is through the alliteration of the /m/ (f) in
- kajZL- it is the present researcher's conviction that the consonances and
alliteration are utilized symbolically to evoke the notion of 'dividedness' by
interlinking with various antonyms.
Moreover, the denotative meaning of is partly mirrored through its
phonemic associations with the subsequent phrases kij^t and fhkdl in
each case, three of the four consonants /m.q.s.m/ are equally replicated in each
phrase: sjbcJi /s.m.q/; /q.m.m/. A pararhyme flanks the predicate
phrase ... ", perhaps, to indicate that the conflicting meanings are
parenthesized to make a coherent unity.
In the TT, the translator has replaced the ST patterns with a different set of
connections. The contrastive image of the ST ^1*^1 and is emphasized in the
TT by both the consonance of /p/ in 'happy.. deeply oppressed...' and the
consonance and alliteration of the /p/ and /d/ in 'deeply oppressed, in a double
minded'. The /dJ and /p/ in 'deeply' are syllabically reversed in 'oppressed': CVCV
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~ VCVC , where C stands for a consonant or consonant cluster. This is tenable at
least on the graphic level since the grapheme 'd' in 'oppressed' is pronounced as It/.
Another sound association has to do with the words 'deeply' and 'double'
which correspond to and , respectively. The translator seems to have noticed
the phonemic resemblance between the ST items and so tried to relay a similar
pattern. The TT items are extremely comparable in their consonantal formation:
/d.p.l/ in 'deeply' and /d.b.l/ in 'double', the variation being in the distinctive feature
of voiced/voiceless between lb/ and /p/.
In the following example, the same translator tries to keep pace with the ST by
reproducing the frequency of sound effects in a variety of devices:
(22)
Lkitj \ j Uaj j uala bLoj i ^ tjtSj
(3jr i98 ;Ij^ui j1J fjO** J 1 L-jUSil
It was, surely, a letter worthy to rejoice my [his] heart and fill it with
gratification and gratitude to 'Aiwa Pasha.... Indeed, it was a letter well
calculated to kindle a glad gratitude within me [him],
(Cragg, 1997[1976]: 340)
The ST includes the noun triplets j L_bj j and 1 j&> j j ; which
are identical except in their second members j and ! jA;. The translator has taken
into consideration the importance of sound patterns in the textual composition of the
ST and thus decided to relay the intended message even at the phonic level.
The first triplet is rendered by displacing its first item jjj■"> after transposing it
into the verb rejoice. The other two members are replaced by the lexical doublet
gratification and gratitude having the reverse rhyme /graeti/. The second triplet,
however, is characterized by relatively more sound effects in terms of the
consonance and rhyme of Irl. The translator seems to have noticed this higher sound
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activity and therefore tried to follow suit. The triplet is translated as "to kint/le a glad
gratituc/e" involving major modification to its syntactic form: three nouns being
transposed sequentially into verb, adjective and noun. The ST phonic association is
reshaped in the TT as in the consonance of /d/ and the pararhyme of /g-d/.
Furthermore, other cadences in terms of the accusative case ending l-anl are likely to
have been compensated for by the consonance of /l/ through the sequence "... a letter
well calculated to kindle a glad".
The two occurrences of the ST item are given two different equivalents:
worthy and well calculated. In the second case, the choice well calculated fits well in
the creation of the repetitive pattern of /l/ so that it matches the ST pattern in degree.
In terms of sound-symbolism, the recurrence of l\l may be meant to emphasize the
sense of softness entailed by the context.
Consonance may also involve partial anagram as illustrated in the following
example:
(23)
(3^ '6 4-^a) Ji > d: j tiiaj j
... and a glad anticipation fillet/ me [him] with happy satisfaction.
(Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 247)
An instance of partial anagram is d°bh bL. (fit., hope filled) which has the consonant
structure (without the definite article J ) Im.V.l (*.df) and/'.m.l./ (dp.* ),
respectively. In the TT, the translation strategy is to apply a double consonance by
resorting to compensation in kind and place: the word glad is displaced from its
normal position in the predicate to function as premodifier to anticipation and thus
placed closer to filled. The words glad and filled are phonically associated by the IV
and /d/ as their consonant structures show: /g.l.d/ and /f.I d/.
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The word-final cadence /an/ occurring throughout the triplet -Anhj is
replaced by the rhyming suffix '-tion' in anticipation and satisfaction.
To recap, it has been shown that consonance is a stylistic device effectively
utilized to yield evocative meaning by linking various lexical items within a web of
sound symbolism.
5.4 Onomatopoeia
In this section, another kind of onomatopoeia will be discussed, i.e. primary
onomatopoeia and some examples will be analysed as to how they are dealt with in
the TT. One may also put, under this heading, portmanteau words which are formed
by the blending of two or more words to produce one word, e.g. 5 klijp..
As mentioned earlier, primary onomatopoeia concerns the similarity between a
linguistic noise and a (non-linguistic) physical noise, i.e. the sound of a word and the
sound emanating from an object, process, etc. Given that it is a universal linguistic
phenomenon, onomatopoeic expressions are not uncommon in Standard Arabic.
Indeed, the most obvious cases are doubled and reduplicative verbs. Examples of
doubled verbs are: To sound, ring (bell); to hum, buzz (insects)'; To murmur,
bubble, gurgle, purl (or running water); to snore'. Reduplicative verbs are
quadrihteral verbs in which the first and the second radicals are replicated in the third
and the fourth radicals, for iterated action, as in the pattern C1C2C1C2. Examples of
the reduplicative verbs are: 'to ring, sound, peal; to hum, buzz, drone (insect);
to clang, boom, roar, rumble; jEA- To snore';^ To burst into laughter'; AEj 'to
laugh boisterously, guffaw' (all English equivalents are from Hans Wehr).
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One area in which Arabic and English are different is onomatopoeia and the
way onomatopoeic words mimic the sounds of objects. As far as Arabic-English
translation is concerned, a word which is considered onomatopoeic in either
language may not be so in the other. This is partly shown in the above examples
where, for instance, kU , being onomatopoeic, does not have an onomatopoeic
equivalent in English. This is also true with where the English equivalent 'to
snore' is not onomatopoeic. Other examples from the corpus of this study are to be
dissected below:
The word [s onomatopoeic in that its phonetic configuration reflects an
intermittent rhythm of repeated sounds, e.g. /lajlaja/. Although it is translated as
stammered, a possible alternative is the synonym 'stuttered' which involves a
corresponding pattern of phonic repetition, i.e. the recurrence of /t/. Justice (1987:
106) suggests 'stutter' for and 'stammer' for .
Sometimes, onomatopoeic words having the same semantic field show a
tendency to co-occur in lexical doublets, giving rise to a possibly new category, i.e.
onomatopoeic lexical doublet. Two examples are discussed below:
(24)
(3^ '7 dL>) ^Ixld jc. dljoi ^alll j
I [i.e. the boy] stammered when the shaikh questioned me [him] on a point.
(Cragg, 1997 [1976]: 249)
(25)
(2^ '46 : 'da)
... all the way to the Mosque of Sayyidna Hussein. There he read a
litany for daybreak and joined in the dawn service. He came back
muttering and murmuring his prayers and playing a tattoo on the
ground with his stick. (Wayment, 1997[ 1943]: 135)
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The passage includes the onomatopoeic doublet whose items are derived
from a-*i»j]I
, which is defined as: ^Vi <£>=>- J] Aids J j! 4 ^Ij ^lil J] jj
and -W^Ji being:
Cy ^ jjujll ' Wjjj-aj (Jildl si 1 ^itsll ( all (^pi_^oii]l f Given
this multiplicity of senses, the items may overlap in one common meaning, i.e.
speaking quietly and unintelligibly. As with their orthographic/consonantal format,
the two items may be seen as cases of anagram, being readable both ways:
/m.t.m.t.m/ and /m.h.m.h.m/.
The mapping of the TT equivalent on the ST phrase unveils the kind of
translation strategy employed. Although the rendering muttering andmurmuring is
fairly acceptable as it relays the bulk of the contextual meaning of the ST doublet, it
fails to establish the same ST onomatopoeic pattern. A closer glance at the TT choice
will disclose that whilst there is an attempt to imitate the phonic pattern of the ST
phrase, particularly as muttering, only murmuring could be considered as
onomatopoeic.
The ST doublet is, in actual fact, part of an active participle triplet 1 a La-LcHa
Ijc-I^ characterized by a number of repetitive patterns. Phonically, there are cadences
of reverse rhyme and case ending. The translator has presumably noticed these
features, but opted for reproducing them by other sound effects: the pararhyme in the
TT doublet and the alliteration of /p/ in 'prayers and playing'. Despite that the
addition of the wordprayers is mainly dictated by the exigencies of contextual
meaning, it may be assumed that the decision is also motivated to some extent by the
need to compensate for the loss of ST phonic details by replacing them with other
sound patterns in order to achieve comparable effects.
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In the following passage, the onomatopoeic appears as a member in a
lexical doublet where the other member is non-onomatopoeic:
(26)
atiii Iili i Igijl Jlc. CaUa J OLaKj ;-»$ n$~ j CjUaaJ ijii JS ^3 ^_sSj
(1^ ' 83 :ui^ "da) <-jtJ ^jj L>
Then she proceeded to go round the house from room to room and to stay in
each room some minutes, murmuring incantations the while. This she did
until her son came home and then she met him from behind the door breathing
forth incense and incantations. (Paxton, 1997[1932]: 49)
The word »in the active participle verb doublet 5 does not sound
onomatopoeic; it has the denotative meaning of 'perfuming with incense'. in
this context implies the connotative meaning of'murmuring incantations', the
equivalent which is already chosen for (lit. 'murmuring words') in the
passage. Yet, when occurring in the doublet, the item 'W-^has not undergone the
same rendering.
The strategy in the TT is to paraphrase the doublet by using one participle verb
breathing, the preposition of directionforth and the complements incense and
incantations. The TT word breathing (together withforth) has two senses: 'to blow
something out' and 'to say something quietly'. This is partly the implied meaning of
the ST doublet whose members are inextricably locked up in that the acts of
'perfuming' and 'murmuring' co-occur. Put another way, breathing may be intended
to relay the notion of simultaneity in the ST doublet while part of the doublet's
meaning is reproduced by the TT complements.
There are other sound effects which have been dealt with in the TT. For
instance, the reverse rhyme /mu/ in the ST doublet has been compensated for in the
TT by the reverse rhyme /in/ as in 'incense and incantations'.
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5.5 Portmanteau words
A portmanteau word, or a blend, is a kind of neologism that results from the blending
of two (or more) words (Newmark, 1988). It is characterized by a composite
phonetic format whose traits are derived from parts of words and put together into
one amalgam. Examples from English are: 'motel' from 'motor hotel'; 'forex' from
'foreign exchange'. In Arabic, this phenomenon is particularly found in phrases of
religious connotations. Examples are: the nouns for uttering the formula ^
(^jll "in the name ofGod" (the Beneficent, the Merciful), for ^
"Praise be to God!" and for <9l> V) Zj&j dj=A? "There is no power and no strength
save in God"; and the verb forms lH to say ^^ and d^=- to say ^ .
As with the strategy adopted in the translation of blends, it may be said that
there is a general trend to decipher the ST expressions by relaying their
communicative meaning in the TT, e.g. by using an utterance that sounds natural or
acceptable in the TT.
A few cases have been detected in the corpus of this study, some being
authorial neologisms, others occurring in a lexical doublet as illustrated below:
(27)
(72 3^9 . JSjsuj 'J/' n-> 1J 4 Jjj&fj
We were sauntering along behind them at a reasonable pace, but then hurried
along in quiet resignation. (Allen, 1992: 195)
The highlighted phrase dFj^j df^=d consists of two verb blends: to say
roughly "to reckon upon God" and to say V] dj^V, giving rise to what
may be termed as portmanteau lexical doublet. It is obvious that the blends allude to
religious concepts in the ST culture. In the TT, the translation strategy has failed to
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relay the ST denotative meaning with all its associative cultural connotations,
focussing instead on finding an alternative equivalent that would have a
communicative value in the TL. The TT choice in quiet resignation does not convey
the religious aspects of the ST phrase.
A considerable degree of loss in meaning is caused by the rendering of the





All he did was to learn a passage here and there when occasion offered, before
switching back to more conventional studies.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 214)
(29)
(2£ '160 : -»\ J! jac.
He found them ill-equipped for literary studies, which call for taste rather than
dialectical skill. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 215)
It has been argued that the word^ (and its plural JUa) js a plain neologism created
by the author Taha Hussein in his autobiography al- 'Ayyam. Shivtiel suggests that
the item has as its original components the following (1995: 318): dJS JulS jli or cJj?
, i.e. 'should you claim, we will then say' or 'should one say, we will then say'.
Further, he claims that the was one of the dialectical practices which were
current among some scholars from al-Azhar. He draws on Taha Hussein's
differences with some Azharis to conclude that what Hussein actually means by
those words is 'trifles' and 'quibbling' which imply his opposition to part of al-
Azhar's line of reasoning and methodology. Therefore, Shivtiel insists that and
J3U2 should be translated as 'quibbling' and 'trifles', respectively.
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Given the above interpretation, the translator seems to have favoured using
communicative equivalents in order to relay the ST items, and so she falls short of
capturing the meaning incorporated by the complete components of the blend. While
conventional studies can stand as an appropriate equivalent for JSUs as it implies the
meaning of 'trifles', dialectical skill does not sound a good rendering of as it
does not include the connotative meaning of 'quibbling'. In fact, it sounds more
neutral and general in its connotations than the ST may have suggested.
(30)
_ ^A\iLjaxJ tJtaxJ ULulS C^Uji VI A_LQ VJ ...
V J Vj ^U^VI V 0)>(j^J "
(2^ <21 !Aia) AIa^II "Aj3UdtJl "
... [he] found nothing to criticise in his lesson except the cascade of names
which he poured forth on his listeners in giving the source and authorities for
each tradition. It was always "so-and-so tells us" or "according to so-and-so."
The boy could not see the point of these endless chains of names, or this
tedious tracing of sources. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 118)
Being composed of the reduplicated preposition u&, the blend <j*j& denotes the
concept of'according-to-ness' in terms of tracing a series of sources. In the TT, a
communicative strategy is employed focussing on the connotative meaning of the
expression as this entails minimal translation loss in terms of the ST message
content. The ST item is rendered as tracing ofsources.
The translation of various types of neologisms has been dealt with by
Newmark (1988: 140-50). He calls for the re-creation of neologisms in the TT
especially when they appear in literary or authoritative texts (1988: 149): '... in a
literary text, it is his [the translator's] duty to re-create any neologism he meets on
the basis of the SL neologism; in other authoritative texts, he should normally do so.'
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However, the strategies employed in rendering the neologisms in the above samples
run counter to this statement by demolishing the ST neologisms.
5.6 Discussion and conclusion
This chapter has examined sound repetition in the Arabic corpus of this study. Four
devices are identified, viz. reverse rhyme, rhyme, pararhyme and consonance. These
are not to be understood in the traditional sense of the terms, since they also cover
paronomastic expressions and are not confined to the boundaries of the syllable.
Another point has to do with the extraordinary pattern certain devices produce when
bringing together a number of words. Consonance is a case in point. It has been
noticed that, whilst the text unfolds, consonance exhibits some sort of pattern that
keeps pace like a thread of recurring sound permeating a set of lexical items and
culminating in a lexical doublet.
It has also been shown that ST repetitive sound patterns underwent some
modifications in the TT. The measures taken in addressing the translating vary from
one translator to another and depend largely on how sensitive the translators were
towards the ST phonic aspect. Some translators truly took account of the necessity to
relay the ST phonic effects and affiliations into the TT either by comparable means
or by alternative ones. For that purpose, they employed compensation in kind and in
place whenever and wherever that was felt to be required.
One of the strategies developed for dealing with the rendering of ST
phonological repetition into the TT is to replace it with morphological repetition and
lexical repetition. This higher-level recurrence seems to be one of the means of
achieving parallel effects in the TT. To take but one example, the resort to lexical
repetition in the TT in (5.6) may be intended to match the reverse rhyme in the ST.
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However, consonance has frequently been used in the TT as one solution for the
problem of equivalence.
The notion of sound symbolism has also been examined throughout the ST and
two types are identified, primary onomatopoeia and secondary onomatopoeia. More
interesting is the latter type since, unlike in the former, the relation between sound
and meaning is covert. An attempt has been made to verify the expressive and
thematic implications of sound symbolism in the ST. In some cases, the concept has
apparently been proven applicable and the claims made in this regard are plausible.
In the area of translating patterns of sound symbolism including primary
onomatopoeia, or onomatopoeia for short, it has been found that the ST and the TT
diverge when it comes to how onomatopoeic elements evoke meaning.
One final point concerns translation loss. It is axiomatic that in any attempt of
translation a certain degree of loss will be expected in terms of the failure to relay the
ST message content intact. But there is another kind of damage which is inflicted by
the impossibility of rendering the ST letters into the TT. The significance of the
Arabic letter to the readers of Arabic will definitely be compromised in the TT, since
the letter implies culturally broader connotations and associations with the Islamic
heritage and in particular the formal text of the Qur'an. The graphological input to
the message in the Arabic text will hardly be relayed into the TT Roman script.
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Chapter Six
Arabic Morphological and Lexical Repetition
in English Translation
6.0 Introduction
It has been observed in Chapter 5 that features of repetition at the phonic/graphic
level trigger effects over and above the denotative meaning of utterances. One of the
areas where repetition is effective is sound symbolism. This is manifested in the way
configurations of sounds are patterned in terms of alliteration, rhyme, etc., to
interlink lexical items and channel shades ofmeaning between them. In the TT's,
however, shifts in the sound patterns take place and alternative sound associations
are called for by the translators. In this chapter, the study of Arabic repetition in
English translation will move forward to explore another territory of linguistic
inquiry, i.e. the grammatical level. Specifically, there will be a discussion of various
types of morphological repetition and lexical repetition as well as the strategies
adopted by the translators in dealing with their manifestations.
6.1 Morphological repetition
Morphological repetition is concerned with the recurrence of the same pattern or root
at the surface of a text. This involves both morphological parallelism between two or
more lexical items having the same formal properties in terms of patterning, and
morphological reiteration of derivations of the same word stem. Apart from the
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repetition of suffixes at the end of a set of words, pattern repetition and root
repetition could be considered the most important kinds of morphological repetition
that need to be scrutinised and classified properly.
Like other Semitic languages, Arabic is characterised by its dynamic
morphological system that allows for a large number of possibilities in terms of
augmented derivations based on certain templates or patterns.' That is, roots and
patterns are utilised in the language to generate lexis which involves both semantic
and syntactic import. The basic root in Arabic is a semantic abstraction consisting of
three consonants (from right to left): <J - £ - from which words are derived by the
application of certain patterns. In this case, one or more vowels have to be
pronounced between, before, or after the root consonants. Some patterns call for the
gemination of one or more of the constitutive root consonants, or the addition of
other consonants. For example, u* - j -J has to do with studying from which a
number of words can be derived. This is shown in Table 6-1 which lists some forms
derived from the root <j«- j- J 'to study'. Usually, the patterns are associated with a
set of grammatical functions and meanings. Verb patterns can make verbs transitive,
passive, reciprocal, reflexive, intensive, estimative, and so on. Noun patterns make
nouns of place, time, instrument, profession and so on. The only words which are
excluded from the root and pattern system are particles (prepositions and function
words) and pronouns.
1 A more complete discussion of Arabic roots can be found in Wright (1967), Volume 1.
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Pattern Form with root (j* - j - ^ English gloss
Form I perfect
Form I perfect, passive










Jj»I« Form I, passive participle
Noun of place (fem. kLl*)
Form II, active participle
Form VI perfect
Table 6-1: Some derivational patterns with the root <_>* - J -J 'to study'
6.1.1 Pattern repetition
Pattern repetition is simply the reiteration of the same morphological pattern in two
or more words in close-proximity or even across a relatively short stretch of text.
When occurring in close-proximity, the pattern repetition is mainly used to impart a
sense of emphasis to meaning, i.e. emphatic pattern repetition. However, it is likely
to serve a cohesive function when its elements are spread out in the text, i.e.
separated by other words.
Normally, morphologically parallel items in Arabic presuppose phonological
repetition. When rendered into the TT, they happen to be subject to the pressure of
some strategies to relay equivalent sound patterns. This may also involve the
replacement of the ST repetition of morphological pattern with corresponding
repetition of metrical pattern in the TT. Therefore, some translators who adhere to
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the (adequacy) norms of the ST have relayed not only the semantic aspect of the ST
morphologically parallel lexical items into the TT but also managed to reproduce
corresponding formal features. A variation in the way different translators appreciate
the ST pattern repetition reflects the extent to which they are sensitive to the ST
morphological properties and the need to relay them into the TT.
6.1.1.1 Emphatic function of pattern repetition
This type of pattern repetition is mainly used to reinforce the semantic relationship
between two or more neighbouring lexical items. Generally, pattern repetition has
been found to be occurring in lexical doublets as is illustrated in the examples to be
examined in this section. In rendering this kind of repetition, the translators have
applied a number of strategies that entailed some modifications in the TT. In the next
four excerpts, one translator has deemed it necessary to reproduce the ST
morphological recurrence via the introduction of some parallel, phonological
structure. This involves the swapping of ST pattern repetition with a syllabic
configuration in the TT.
(1)
(3^ '71 <da)
[... ] while awaiting appointment as a Shar'i judge - a position he had strived
and strained to reach. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 314)
In this passage, there is repetition of the pattern in the lexical doublet jV
which consists of two verbs Form I, in the perfect tense. V means: 'strive',
'endeavour', 'take pains', 'make every effort', among others, whereas includes
the possibilities: 'work hard', 'exert oneself, 'toil', etc. (Hans Wehr). From the
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variety of options, the two items sound almost synonymous as they overlap through
various senses.
The translator seems to have taken notice of the degree of similarity between
the two members of the doublet not only at the semantic level but also at the
phonological and morphological level. Presumably, the rendition ofV as strived did
not constitute a problem per se for the translator, for he felt free to select among the
several equivalents at hand. The point is how to find an equivalent for ^ that would
maintain the same linguistic patternings of the ST in the TT, including the
morphological parallelism of the doublet. It may be said that the translator had taken
pains before settling on 'strained' since it manages to establish, in conjunction with
strived, a relationship parallel to that of the ST doublet at the semantic, phonological
and morphological levels.
Metrically, the two TT items strived and strained are identical in the number of
syllables as each consists of one syllable: CCCVCC : CCCVCC (where V also stands
for diphthong). This involves a kind of symmetrical composition consisting in the
structure CCCVCC which is reinforced by the phonological pattern of pararhyme
/str-d/.
(2)
jjjJJ jgAjij J ^3 t j ulli QM < tji nil jji cAg! .As j
(3^ '119 : [...] j»i j jjjjj
The first signs of summer appeal ed and 1 [the boy] began to prepare for the
exam itself. When in June it was upon me [him], 1 [he] did not hesitate or
vacillate [...] (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 361)
Here, the doublet's synonymous members and arc imperfect Form V verbs
of the pattern . By replacing them with hesitate and vacillate, respectively, the
translator adopts the same strategy by resorting to metrical phonology in order to
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establish the equivalence. The ST quadrisyllabic pattern is matched by a trisyllabic
one: /yataraddad/ and /yatalakka'/ vs. /heziteit/ and /vaesoleit/. Moreover, the rhyme
and assonance in the TT items make them sound similar so as to match the degree of
phonic similarity in the ST doublet.
It may be claimed that the translator's sensitive response to the ST structure
has warranted the devising of such procedures to establish the choices in the TT.
The decision to opt for vacillate rather than some other synonym like 'to be
tardy', 'dawdle', 'tarry', 'loiter', 'loaf, etc. (these are cited in Hans Wehr,
with the exception of 'vacillate') is explainable on the grounds of the translator's
preoccupation with both the semantic and morphological repetition.
The next example, reproduced from Chapter 5, involves a metaphorical lexical
doublet whose members have the same pattern:
(3)
\ g j Sk La (jc. >" iH'i JSL [...]
(3^r i85 i. j L a.nij a ■ •»_> ~ 2 1
[...] as if, that spring day, it were the very sun rising, dispelling from the city
the louring clouds that reared above it in thundery gloom and storm.
(Cragg, 1997[1976]: 328)
The manipulation of the ST is more conspicuous in this excerpt. By activating the
strategies of compensation in kind and addition, the translator works to achieve the
equivalence in the TT. The metaphorical doublet 1 J v Q - h has two participles of
the pattern Form I. The semantic repetition, here, is multiplied by both the
repetition of the pattern and the repetition of the pararhyme /ya-sif/. Syllabically,
each item consists of two syllables.
On the other hand, the TT has introduced the prepositional phrase in thundery
gloom and storm to replace the ST doublet. The morphological parallelism between
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the ST verbal disyllables is matched by the phonological parallelism between the TT
nominal monosyllables gloom and storm, each having the configuration CCVC. That
is, the repetition of pattern is compensated for by the repetition of phonological
structure.
The asyndetic doublet involves two types of repetition: semantic and
morphological (pattern), with the latter reinforcing the former. It comprises two
Form I present participles having the pattern dp-la. The translator's attempt to relay
the ST recurrence into the TT has entailed the introduction of some amendments.
Apart from their synonymous association, the TT equivalents confused and bemused
are also interlinked at the phonological level in two ways: the rhyming /ju:zd/ and
syllabic balancing as the two items being disyllabic. These devices are utilized to
compensate in kind for the loss of ST pattern repetition.
The procedure of syllabic balancing is also used by another translator as a
solution for the problem of converting the ST pattern repetition into the TT:
(4)
()A|j CJSJII ^ jA j i y ijiil JSJJ j i Ajjoii JSJJ j [...]
(3<r ^65 _ a! Uua j Lijs JSSJ
How at odds with myself I [himself the boy] felt, at odds, too, with luxury
unknown to me [him], confused and bemused, wondering what would pass
between the Khedive and me [him]. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 308)
(5)
(lj '8 "da)
[... ] and again others sounded like the breaking of wood or the cracking of
stems. (Paxton, 1997 [1932]: 11)
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Here, the two morphologically parallel elements and pbVn are present
participles Form VII of the pattern . Occurring within syntactically parallel
phrases, their role is to contribute to the overall balancing on three levels:
phonological, morphological, and syntactic. In the TT, they are replaced by breaking
and cracking as a result of two translation strategies: (i) grammatical transposition
into verbal noun, or gerund; (ii) syllabic balancing. The latter consists in the selection
of the disyllables 'breaking' and 'cracking' to match the ST pattern repetition.
As the examples above show, the translation strategy has always been aimed at
keeping pace with the ST norms by employing a number of procedures so as to
reproduce both the semantic and morphological aspects of the lexical doublets.
However, a rank shift from the morphological to phonological has taken place in the
TT and, hence, the pattern repetition is replaced by phonological repetition.
Sometimes, repetition of pattern is toned down in the TT, perhaps, due to lack
of appropriate equivalents that can relay ST parallel forms. In this case, translators
may have recourse to other means to make up for the loss. In the following example,
the translator employs the device of alliteration, among others, to compensate for the
absence of pattern repetition in the TT:
(6)
1 U ; j .Ajji j J ' A3 I J [...]
(1^ '92 4L)
Forthwith the sheikh got excited and boiled and foamed and frothed, crying at
the top of his voice, 'You sons of bitches [...] (Paxton, 1997[1932]: 55)
In the above passage, there are two metaphorical verb doublets: j p consisting of
verbs of the pattern Form 1, and AjjPJ having the pattern cM Form IV. The
pattern repetitions, along with the sound iterations, add another emphatic dimension
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to the synonymous relationship within the two sets. The translator has employed the
consonance of /d/ across the pairs (at least graphically, as the letter'd' is pronounced
ItJ infrothed) and the alliteration of lit in the second doublet. The items boiled,
foamed andfrothed make monosyllables.
In the next example, the repetition of pattern went unheeded by the same
translator:
(7)
_IA .V j j j ijfy '[...] O-0 *9^ I Lalj
(1^ '125 -9=)
But the mother, in the midst of her grief and distraction [...], wails, scratches
her face, and beats her breast. (Paxton, 1997[1932]: 73)
Although it is considered one of the ST stylistic features, the pattern repetition in the
noun doublet ^ j is ignored by the translator. It may be the case that he thought
the semantic aspect of the ST message to be more important and relevant to the
overall topic of the text than the morphological recurrence. The items, being of the
pattern which is derived from Form I verb, are rendered as griefand distraction.
In the following excerpt, something similar is produced by a third translator:
(8)
(2^ i99 4.L) [...] iJIH'SIo1 ^ 'j* * jlS i" \ Idlji «~lll I-JJJC- \Ott jlS J
Apart from this he had a most extraordinary voice, at once tremulous and
jerky. (Wayment, 1997[ 1943]: 170)
The asyndetic lexical doublet is composed of Form V active participles
(pattern ). As the TT shows, the translator has substituted the phrase with
tremulous andjerky paying no attention whatsoever to the morphological
parallelism.
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The fact that one lexical choice can fit in a specific context does not mean that
other alternatives, which may equally fill in the gap, must be ruled out. Thus, whilst
tremulous readily collocates with voice, the translator could have used the word
'shaky' which can also serve the purpose. More than that, it would have given rise to
syllabic balancing by conjoining with jerky, i.e. 'shaky and jerky', both ofwhich
being disyllabic and rhymed. In other words, compensation in kind could have been
employed through the replacement of the ST pattern repetition with phonological
repetition in the TT.
(9)
(2^ '60 : J.?"1'' ^la) AjLjla Ajjjla Alia, Ajuiiil jjA A3
He had thought out a fantastic scheme. (Wayment, 1997 [1943]: 144)
This example has been discussed in Chapter 5 with reference to rhyming. It has been
suggested that a higher degree of rhyming plus the asyndetic nature of some doublets
could make the two constitutive members look similar. Now, the repetition of the
pattern reinforces this isomorphous relation of the two members to the extent
that they sound synonymous. This may be one of the motives behind the translator's
decision to inadvertently replace the doublet with one item in the TT.
The proposition that pattern repetition is ostensibly used for emphatic purposes
could have serious ramifications for the way the text is construed and rendered. In
other words, this kind of repetition, when coupled with semantic repetition, can be




(1^ 1126 :J***- ^)
[... ] she never smiled during a Feast, nor did she greet a day of pleasure except
with reluctance. (Paxton, 1997[1932]: 74)
The ST contains the reciprocal lexical doublet JS.; whose members are Form
I active participles with feminine singular inflection (pattern ). Taking the
pattern repetition as a matter ofmere emphasis may result in far more translation loss
than one may imagine. A case in point is the above example. Here is an instance of
stereoscopic lexical doublet wherein the two elements share in the sense of
reluctance, while at least one element makes a collocative cohesive link with the co-
text by means of another sense. The second term is dropped in the TT being
misinterpreted locally as a synonym for . Taking the doublet from the vantage
point of the text would yield another reading, i.e. another semantic relation. The
lexical item j collocates with both , by synonymy, and 'pleasure' by
antonymy as it implies the sense ofbeing 'displeased'.
In short, apart from the overlapping notion of 'unwillingness' or 'reluctance',
the lexical doublet seems to make two collocative links with the immediate co-text:
(i.e. 'reluctant') is interlinked with 'smile' and^c-lj (i.e. 'displeased')
with 'pleasure'. By way of de-conflating the elements, the following emerges:
j V) ,-iud y (she never smiled during a Feast except that she was
reluctant);
^ j V) jjj*> Jj3s«u y (she never greeted a da)' of pleasure except that she was
displeased).
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Any translation decision that does not take into account such textual feedbacks will,
no doubt, sacrifice not only the ST pattern repetition, but also a significant part of the
content of the ST message.
Having investigated the role of pattern repetition in strengthening the meaning
of an utterance, it is time now to see how this type of repetition is exploited in text
cohesion.
6.1.1.2 Cohesive function of pattern repetition
The role of pattern repetition in building a text has not been thoroughly investigated
to date. As far as the present researcher's knowledge is concerned, the only work that
can be referred to here is Johnstone (1991: 55-62) which tackles argumentative
political discourse. In translation, the enquiries, if any, are confined to the study of
pattern repetition within the lexical-doublet construction (Dickins et al., 2002: 100-
103).
The text-building function of pattern repetition is exemplified in the following
excerpt where the pattern recurs in a series of lexical items to denote process or
action:
(ID
t Jj") i lull j J j jjJ&ill j pJJiilt j JjAaall j i Ajjlx-d! j ■ o■ H y&jll
(180:^^)
TJmda : That would be satisfactory, provided circumstances afforded us
enough time to fulfil all the requirements for proceedings in securities; the
inquiry, supervision, definition of time limit, valuation, assessment,
recording, registration, documentation, and so on. (Allen, 1992: 345)
The ST highlighted words are verbal nouns of Form II verbs. They make a lexical set
belonging to the semantic field of legal subject. Still, they may be sub-divided into
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two sub-sets of lexical items: the first sub-set denotes the concept
of initial examination while the second alluding to
authentication. Now, the two sub-sets of lexical items are interlinked by a
recurring morphological pattern, a paradigm showing how morphology can
contribute to the building of text.
In the TT, however, the translation strategy has not accounted for the ST
repetition of pattern focussing merely on the semantic aspect of the lexical items.
Given that the tenor of the co-text is legal, it is not unexpected that the translator will
be more concerned with relaying the content, rather than the form, of the ST
message.
The corpus of this study abounds with examples where pattern repetition serves
a cohesive function. More often than not, the morphologically parallel items occur in
syntactically parallel contexts. This is the case particularly in HadTth ha Ibn Hisham
which has features of the genre maqamah. Three are examples (12), (13) and (14).
(12)
1 \ l j jjdl oli j callij _ d& _ <■" u'un a] ; ljjult
(201 ;^m,'j-a) '! , r.l . j\ . ^v j laj ( ljjaxjj
Pasha: I found these dances and scenes utterly boring. They're all exactly alike
and, in spite of their different situations, manage to include reference to eveiy
conceivable kind of vice! (Allen, 1992: 370)
The passage contains two lexical doublets as highlighted. Derivative nouns of place
j and abstract nouns j have the same grammatical form
of broken plural with the patterns and , respectively. The collocative
relationship between the two sets, in terms of identifying j (dances
and scenes) with the negative connotative values of j , (roughly 'defects
and vices') is explicitly reinforced by the recurrence of an almost similar template.
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However, this function is neutralised in the TT as there seems no way of reproducing
the pattern repetition or compensating for it.
In the following example, the morphologically parallel items appear in
syntactically parallel phrases:
(13)
AajlLal iji ^->1 4 SjpSj ' (tg mtiV jjLcaj (jAll j [...]
(84 [...] f'lj-iV) jnjSiTi' 4
They bring their perspicacity and wide experience to bear, making of them an
instrument ready for them to use to fight disease and diagnose illnesses
correctly. (Allen, 1992: 209)
Here are two cases of pattern repetition. The first concerns the pattern in "
... " and the second relates to as in ... These
lexical choices are justifiable on the grounds that they make cohesive ties by pattern
repetition and thus contribute to the building of text. To take the second instance, one
would assume that the author could have gone for some synonym other than <4 jitf! ,
e.g. <JM . The motivation behind his decision is simple, i.e. to establish cohesion by
pattern repetition. Nevertheless, this does not mean that other alternatives would not
realize cohesion at all. The assertion made here is that it is the repetition of pattern
that is foregrounding the semantic relationship between the two synonyms. Again,
the translation strategy abandons the ST pattern repetition opting for an average level
of textual cohesiveness created by semantic associations, hence the equivalents
perspicacity!experience for the first set and disease!illnesses for the second.




[...] JAjIi ^Vir.i 1$j3 JAjj j jVi nil -l4ji lg_lo i IIJ (jl£ ^^jll [•••]
(3^r HI Ataj
[...] the 'Alim's degree which I [he] had so heartily despised and so firmly
abandoned. (Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 314)
There are two instances of pattern repetition jkly / and Jkid' / 4ajll. The first
set consists of two Form I verbs (pattern ), while the second is nominal (pattern
). At the sentential level, the pattern recurrence seems to cohesively reinforce the
relationship between the two clauses:
jilull .luii l$i« jS. tin
rnr.i
The clauses are in complete parallelism where pattern repetition extends to other
items in the syntactic pattern: [verb + pronominally suffixed preposition + elative +
noun]. This type of repetition is also coupled with root repetition, i.e. of the kind of
cognate accusative, within each clause: the repetition of the roots in /
Jkidl and j - -a - j in aa jj / 4a jll. Thus, pattern repetition may be looked at from the
perspective where the grammatical structure of cognate accusative is replicated in
conjoined clauses. This point will be dealt with in the next section.
In the TT, the translator replaces the pattern repetition with other lexical and
grammatical constructions. This involves a kind of compensation where lexical item
repetition takes over via the recurrence of the intensifier so followed by premodified
past participles: so heartily despised and so firmly abandoned. It is also characterised
by rhyme and consonance.
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6.1.2 Root repetition
One of the major features of Arabic consists in its rich morphology which allows for
drawing as many words as possible from one root. In terms of function, two types
may be identified: non-cohesive root repetition (at the clause level) and cohesive
root repetition (i.e. at the textual level).
6.1.2.1 Non-cohesive root repetition
This kind of root repetition occurs within the boundaries of one clause and may be
divided into three sub-categories:
a) System-motivated: This simply reflects the fact that the grammar of the Arabic
language is generated in such a way that words which share in certain morphological
properties happen to occur in close proximity. Thus, the phrase 'He asked
her a question' involves repetition of the root <J - * - o* (i.e. consonantal format). This
kind of repetition is generally avoided in English, although it is not difficult to find
similar forms as in 'He sang a song' which readily translates into ^ ■ In the
following example, the ST root repetition is dropped in the TT:
(15)
(1^ 434 : _ " jlluj U " 4 l-tj./l j [.. .J
[...] and uttering the customary cry 'Ya Sattar' (O Veiler).
(Paxton, 1997[1932]: 24)
The construction Y—=■ involves the repetition of the root c -1/ -1>°. In the TT,
it is replaced by the equivalent uttering the .. cry whereby the meaning of the ST root
is relayed only via the object cry. This translation loss, emanating from the failure or
desire not to account for the ST root recurrence, seems to be compensated for by the
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use of sound effects in terms of the alliteration ofDd and graphic 'rhyme' of '-ry' in
'customary cry' as well as the consonance of /r/ across the whole utterance,
b) Cognate accusative: The cognate accusative construction consists of two cognate
parts, i.e. a governing verb and a verbal noun in the accusative case which is
sometimes modified. Apart from its emphatic and stylistic nature, the cognate
accusative is generally used to serve a syntactic function similar to that which
adverbs have in Arabic. Where there is a choice between the cognate accusative
structure and other means to fulfil the adverbial function, there is apparently a
general tendency in Arabic discourse towards favouring the cognate accusative
structure.
A number of strategies have been employed to render the cognate accusative
into the TT, one of which is literal translation:
(16)
(1 ^ '23 :tjj*"''' *Cac. aJ/i ^ji ^ j
This caused him to hate his uncle with a deadly hatred.
(Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 18)
In this extract, the words and t* have the same root - j - ^. The translator
implements a strategy ofmaintenance by relaying the ST construction into the TT:
... hate... hatred. It may be pointed out here that the cognate accusative poses no
serious translation problem since there is another translation choice that can be
consulted, e.g. '... to feel a deadly hatred for his uncle'.
Another strategy is to replace the ST construction with an effected object
preceded by a common verb of general meaning. In this case, only the accusative is
relayed into the TT, as in examples (17) and (18):
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(17)
(1^ '17 : Ala) _ LaSak ^111 Ql ^ Aji ^^allj [---]
[... ] nor is he now able to form a correct judgment about it.
(Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 15)
The meaning of the root f - ^ - £ in the phrase .. is reflected in judgment
while the verb element is replaced by form. Sometimes, the accusative is not
modified in which case it still serves an evaluative function by emphasising the
meaning of the governing verb. This is shown in the next example:
(18)
(1^ '34 : jiuia.'Oa) [...] iaij i_iLll ' 'f. *2J C_mil 1 ytg I 21
At last they reached the house and 'Our Master' gave the door a push [...]
(Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 24)
Here, the phrase^ .. £" is replaced by gave .. a push in the TT, whereby the
accusative 1*" is rendered as the indefinite noun a push while £" js shifted into the
common verb gave.
The focus on relaying the accusative rather than the verb element in the TT
may be exemplified by means of existential sentences. These are principally
introduced by the unstressed, empty slot-filler there followed by a fonn of the verb
he to express the notion of existence (Quirk et a/., 1972). An existential clause has
the structure [there + be +- (notional subject) predication], A pair of examples may be
helpful to illustrate this point:
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(19)
(2j ' 179 '.Co***- ^-L) . jo® J4* j_?2 'AJ^ j
In the tenement at Cairo there were many changes.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 229)
The phrase ... (lit. 'changed an extreme changing') is rendered as
there were many changes, where the accusative structure is replaced by a pre¬
determined plural noun occurring in an existential clause.
(2°)
(3^'102 [...] iijL (jjkj j
There was a friendly knock at the door [... ]
(Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 344)
Literally, the ST sentence reads 'The door was knocked a friendly knocking...'.
Again, the accusative object is translated as the singular noun a knock whereas
the verb is dropped in the TT.
It is also possible to focus on the adverbial function of the cognate accusative
giving rise to an adverb-verb structure in the TT. In this case, it is the verb element
that is relayed intact into the TT, while the accusative (together with its modification)
is replaced by an intensifying adverb:
(21)
(3^ '24 -.C&x* 4-k) [...] [...]
1...1 they literally dragged me [himl to the table [...]
(Cragg, 1997[1976]: 269)
The phrase O*- is rendered as ... literally dragged [him]... where the emphatic
function of the accusative element 0^ is reproduced by the equivalent literally. This
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is an intensifying emphasizer used to relay a heightening effect comparable to that of
the ST.
(22)
(2j '166: 4-k) . t bLlJj J]jj j [ ]
[... ] and thoroughly spoiling his daughter.
(Wayment, 1997[ 1943]: 220)
Here, the accusative together with its modification 1 are replaced by
thoroughly. The strategy is to focus on the amplifying effect of the ST expression by
using an amplifying maximizer that denotes the upper extreme of the intensity scale.
In the following example, the adverb 'bitterly' replaces -3^ (roughly, 'a
deep sadness' or 'a deep regret') while the verb regretted captures the meaning of the
ST reiterated root u-j-C-
(23)
(2^r c9 1 Ala) _ j Vu ,-i'i
The boy bitterly regretted this chest. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 166)
The ST sentence translates 'the boy regretted this chest with a deep regret'
demonstrating the repetition of the root in 'regretted' and Wp- 'a regret'. The
TT choice bitterly is classified as amplifying booster denoting a high point on the
intensity scale.




(2^ '112 \di<k) [...] 1*. ^ L»l£iS 4JU^iL [. ]
They eagerly swallowed these and drank down the juice [ ...
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 181)
The utterance reads roughly 'they swallow it a swallowing'. However, it
is replaced by eagerly swallowed, a verb pre-modified by an amplifying booster
adverb. The above passage also includes an instance of what Talmy (1985) calls a
'path satellite' construction emphasizing the direction ofmovement. In this case, the
cognate accusative structure ... j'4*? is replaced by the verb phrase drank down
which consists of a verb followed by a prepositional adverb. This point may be
illustrated by another example:
(25)
(1^ '68 ^Ja) I jtiSj ^ jjdiil t I—<j£j jj'i
Did not his father drink in his words and repeat them to people with pride and
joy? (Paxton, 1997[1932]: 42)
Here, the metaphorical aspect of the cognate accusative phrase ... is
matched in the TT by the metaphorical, idiomatic expression drink in. The emphatic
aspect of the ST expression is relayed by the prepositional adverb in showing the
point of direction.
c) Stylistic root-repetition: The characterization of root repetition as stylistic is
meant to highlight the habitual tendencies of some writers to put their ideas in certain
linguistic forms that would define the traits of their styles. The distinctive feature of
this kind of repetition is that the root recurs in neighbouring lexical items in a way
that would entail a stylistic and emphatic dimension. Applications of stylistic root-
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repetition occur in an unlimited range of grammatical structures. The following are a
few examples: (i) verb + subject, as in 'He became frantic'; (ii) verb +
object, as in »jU 'He assumed an attitude of utmost determination';
(iii) conjoined nouns, as in j sUadl 'life and living people'; (iv) noun +
adjective, as in Asl^-all 'true friendship'; (v) adjective + adjective, as in J—^
'misguided and deceptive'; and (vi) genitives, as in <jje>4=idl 'the
supplication of the supplicants'. A number of examples are briefly discussed below.
In the next pair of passages, the phrase a^=\\ is bound to have two
different interpretations due to contextual factors:
The repetition of the root p- d--k in (lit. 'the dark darkness') is intended
to impart a sense of emphasis to the whole phrase. The relation between the adjective
and noun is one of intensification. This is captured in the TT by the
adjective murky which implies the meaning of intense darkness, as in murky
darkness. Thus, the translator has relayed the denotative meaning of the phrase. In
the next passage, however, he highlights the connotative meaning:
(26)
(3^ '96 ^) A A .IfaH j -V'.qT'. ^21 villi [ J
[...] those lids that opened only to a murky darkness.
(Cragg, 1997 [1976]: 338)
(27)
4 nlh nil A nihil villi J) oijp jjl oil jl jjc. jje j jjJj jac. UktSli 4-alSll oiA lSJ^I vj"° J
(3jr '110: 4ja)
Who knows, perhaps that one word I [he] had uttered unguardedly and
unintentionally would throw me [him] back into the dark gloom from which I
[he] thought I [he] had emerged. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 352)
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Here, both items imply the connotations of hopelessness and sadness that are
triggered by the collocative network of the context. In the TT, the phrase is replaced
by 'the dark gloom' that virtually relays the connotative meaning intended by the ST.
In both cases, however, the phonological reiteration entailed by the root
repetition is reproduced in the TT by other phonic devices, e.g. the consonance /rk/ in
murky darkness in the first translation, and rhyme in the second rendering: dark
rhyming with the preceding item back and gloom with the succeeding wordfrom.
This involves compensation in kind and in place.
Another translation strategy is to replace the root repetition with lexical item
repetition in the TT. This entails some sort of structural distancing as highlighted in
the next two excerpts:
(28)
jjc. qhA j An; 42jLualt 4jj| 1in'1 Igil ^ oA \jCt q! [ J
(3^ 1112 <d=.)
Ifyou don't have any invitation by the end of the summer, you must
understand that our friendship is just that, a friendship and nothing more.
(Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 353)
is a noun + adjective phrase which involves repetition of the root
ii - - o=. Although the phrase translates roughly as 'true friendship', the translator
works to mimic the ST pattern by resorting to replicating the lexical item via
the equivalent friendship. By this, he secures repetition of the meaning of the root.
The strategy of structural distancing necessitates the restructuring of a repetitive
pattern by distancing its elements so as to avoid a higher level of information density
emanating from the elements as they appear in close proximity. This may be
regarded as one way ofminimizing translation loss. In the following passage, an
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asyndetic construction comprising two adjectives has an apparently metaphoric
equivalent:
(29)
Cld La j i Vnlc- IjlA LSjLuu V J Lu3 4ll
(2<r 479 :dJ> » *cla) _ ^auJalt AjLJall
Fear the wrath ofGod, and cease to plague us at this lecture. Go back where
you came from, to your mid-moming husk, where the blind mislead the
blind. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 158)
Here, the translator has attempted to reproduce the striking nature of 4lL_bll
(lit. 'the misguiding misguided') by using a novel English "metaphorical" expression
'the blind mislead the blind', which echoes the existing English idiom 'the blind
leading the blind'. This rendition is also intended to copy the connotative meaning of
the ST phrase as it refers to a blind person.
The translation of root-repetition elements occurring in a genitive construction
can be straightforward, with some minor modifications:
(30)
(l£ il09 : <ck) (jj£. J.Fi'm'I j 4 j [ ]
Also he heard the prayers of those who prayed, and the supplication of the
supplicants. (Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 64)
The excerpt includes two genitive phrases involving two cases of root repetition:
j - £ - J in and £ - j - <>= in . Whilst the rendering of the
latter phrase maintains both the original root repetition and the genitive structure as
in 'the supplication of the supplicants', the former phrase has undergone some
manipulation. Literally, the utterance reads 'the prayer of the prayers' revealing the
root repetition and genitive structure, in the TT, the original genitive construction is
replaced by another genitive with a relative clause 'the prayers of those who prayed'
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which also involves partial recurrence of the root 'pray' as in prayers and prayed. At
the semantic level, the two ST phrases may be considered as nearly synonymous,
except that the denotative meaning of the second-phrase elements implies the sense
of humility. The translator has managed to reproduce this variation by opting for
appropriate equivalents.
One final example of root repetition shows how some translators try to balance
their choices with the requirements of adhering to the ST norms and those of the TT.
In the following passage, the root repetition takes place in conjoined nouns or a
lexical doublet within a triplet:
(31)
OLiaJl J 4 - ;' 1 <JJ. ^ La Luiajl g■ ^ ^ ^3 j j ^3 j ^aa jujfl 3i]3|
(3^ '114 : "*4=i) ijLiuiS?! j j
She banished, with her graciousness and steady enterprise, those curtains and
veils that had secreted me [him] from life, from living people and from real
things. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 356)
The phrase j involves at least two kinds of repetition: root
repetition and pattern repetition. The first and second elements share in the root
j - if - c whereas the second and third elements imply repetition of the pattern J-*ii.
The translation strategy is to reproduce these by parallel choices. Therefore,
frUa-Vl is replaced by the items life and livingpeople, which involve partial recurrence
of the stem 'live' as in life and living. The rendering of j incorporates
the addition of the item real as in the pre-modified noun phrases livingpeople and
real things. This insertion may have been seen by the translator as a necessary
element to strike a compromise between the ST morphological parallelism (pattern
repetition) and the TT syntactic parallelism (Adj. + N parallelistic constructions).
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6.1.2.2 Cohesive root repetition
Root repetition can also serve a text-building function whereby lexical items derived
from the same root establish a cohesive link across the text. Most of the examples
drawn from the corpus of this study are representative of root repetition that
incorporates lexical doublets. In this case, a certain pattern of lexical chain is set up
across the text whereby cohesion is cemented rather by two root-repetition ties. As to
the strategies employed to render the root repetition and create alternative cohesive
relations in the TT, it is found that translators tend to use a variety of devices
including recurrence and substitution. To illustrate this, a few examples will be
analysed below:
(32)
(jja. UjJI i ljc- J 4_uiaj ^
4S$\ a
^ u; ■ j ^' • mil j _ 1 Liul ^ —A JjtS j
■" 'S ■ - ALjia 4Wn^-i 4!j->'I ^j]| a
(l£ '132 :J***- 4-L.)
At last the young man threw himself down on the bed and was unable to
move. He just uttered groans which occasionally died down, and the sounds
{0} gradually died away.
The lad will forget all else before he forgets the last groan which the young
man uttered, a thin, weak, long drawn-out groan. Then he was silent.
(Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 77)
The passage contains a cohesive chain set by the repetition of the root j - u -1 in the
words lA; - Ad - . aA/I Here, the translator employs a set of techniques in
order to reproduce the cohesive network in the TT. One procedure is to replace the
root repetition by lexical item repetition: groans - groan - groan. This involves a
case of omission marked by {0} and addition by the last occurrence of the item. The
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decision to use recurrence rather than variation, e.g. 'moan', explains the motivation
behind the translator's choices, i.e. to produce a close translation.
(33)
(3^'33 : j AiiLi Aiauu j
All this learning was truly amazing in my [his] ears and even more so the
realisation that I [he] could understand and absorb it without difficulty or
effort. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 278-79)
The ST includes two doublets: adjectival and nominal^j . They
involve repetition of the roots u* - - j and d - -* - 3 linking the two clauses of the
sentence. By rendering the doublets as truly amazing and so, the translator has
replaced the ST recurrence pattern with another one established by the cohesive
device of substitution. This involves the use of the pro-form so as a substitute for the
omitted phrase Truly amazing' in the second clause.
(34)
(1 ^ '26 :li.!1""' [.-■] 'T"'h j ^^6<T1 ^11 sUaJl *->1 eL-ti 3 ^ j
He became pious and ascetic when life drove him to it [...]
(Paxton, 1997[1932]: 20)
Here again, the translator replaces the root repetition with substitution so as to
establish cohesion in the TT. The substitute pronoun it is opted for to make an
anaphoric reference with the antecedents pious and ascetic. As highlighted above, the
translation choices replace the verb doublet 3 and noun doublet j
which are linked across the two clauses by the repetition of the roots £ - J -
and -o»- u. It may be said, however, that the ST can also establish a cohesive link
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by substitution. In this case, the sentence may read: j Ss <jl£ j
^j!, whereby the highlighted word is a pro-fonn for the verb doublet. Indeed,
this is roughly a back-translation of the TT.
Besides substitution, literal translation is another technique introduced by the
translator as shown in the next excerpt:
(35)
a 31 ji (jjj J A.jjj (Jiui j VB'j V j ^ La j Ala. j I ija'i-tj jlS 4j£! j
(1 £ '66 : ji V) t$l& 4-uJl
But he bore it all with patience and endurance. Why should he not be
patient and endure it when his departure from all this environment was only a
month or less away? (Paxton, 1997[1932]: 41)
There are two lexical doublets in the above passage: the noun doublet ^ j and
the negated verb doublet v? j T Occurring in two sentences, they make two
parallel cohesive ties (i.e. a dual cohesive tie) by repetition of the roots j - s->- j-3 and
- cJ - £ . In the TT, the translator has attempted to reproduce the ST pattern by the
use of identical equivalents. Thus, patience and endurance makes a dual cohesive tie
with be patient and endure by partial recurrence.
6.2 Lexical repetition
In Arabic discourse, lexical repetition is used to achieve two major cohesive
functions: textual and rhetorical. As regards the textual function, the device is
utilized in connecting various parts of a text through the unmarked recurrence of
certain elements at the very surface of the text. In this, lexical repetition assumes the
role of organizing and rendering the text cohesive in much the same way as
connectives do. Rhetorically, repetition has to do with the expressive meaning that a
marked repetitive pattern evokes via a foregrounded, rhetorical image. However, it
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must be emphasised that the two functions occasionally shade into one another to the
extent that it becomes almost difficult to determine which function is at work.
The fact that lexical repetition caters for the organization of the text by
integrating various items into a cohesive network will necessarily entail the
deployment of words that refer to closely related ideas or entities into repetitive
patterns. This suggests that repetition may have considerable stylistic implications
whereby the style of an author is involved in the process of constructing the text and,
consequently, repetition is bound to acquire some authorial, stylistic make-up. In
other words, the textual and rhetorical functions of repetition may be said to overlap
with some other 'stylistic' function.
In the following account, attention will be paid firstly to the textual function of
repetition and then to the rhetorical through discussing a number of examples in
conjunction with the strategies adopted in translating them into English. With the
textual function in mind, lexical repetition will be examined in terms of three types:
lexical-item repetition, lexical-doublet repetition and phrase repetition.
One of the major strategies of rendering Arabic lexical repetition into English is
variation, i.e. to avoid identical repetition. This is likely to be motivated by the TL
systemic prerequisites and the general, stylistic norms prevalent in the TL
environment that inform such tendencies as the subscription to fluency, idiomaticity,
or eloquence. In achieving lexical cohesion, English TL nonns call for the use of
'elegant variation' as an alternative to repetition when the latter serves no expressive
function (Leech & Short, 1981: 247). The device of variation can take a set of forms
(synonymy, co-reference, etc.) depending on the types of shift that the translators
effect in the TT. However, this does not mean that literal translation is not used as a
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strategy to approximate to the ST norms. The decision to apply a certain solution to
some ST problem is largely dependent on how sensitive the translators are towards
the ST message and the necessity to relay textual features and forms into the TT.
6.2.1 Lexical-item repetition
This type refers to the recurrence of one word across a stretch of text, i.e. clauses or
sentences. The examples to be analysed below will be approached from the
perspective of the translation strategies employed by various translators.
6.2.1.1 Translation strategies
Six strategies are used by the translators for rendering the Arabic ST into the English
TT. They are discussed below.
6.2.1.1.1 Literal translation
This strategy is meant to be as close to the ST form as possible but still grammatical.
Example:
(36)
junidl O-0 ilA3 4 AXola ijji n i-il IjsA i <ji jSjLJ _ (JjlaI a\ j S. A^ J*
LajlS Ljjpio _ u^ (j! A"9 J . ^ JJ A) Jl 4aic-
^1*J V *■A"4 A) Sloj A^ ^ jlA < u A A^ J . <A (1)'
(lj[ '4 :A"1"4 I^a) oA A° Uj^ll j±.\ A) Ayy ilA j
He remembers the fence as though he saw it only yesterday. He remembers
that the stalks ofwhich this fence was composed were taller than he was, and it
was difficult for him to get to the other side of it.
He also recalls that the stalks of this fence were close together, as it were
stuck together, so that he could not squeeze between them. He recollects too
that the stalks of this fence stretched from his left to an ending he could not
conjecture; and it stretched from his right to the end of the world in that
direction. (Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 9)
This passage is extracted from the very beginning of Taha Hussein's autobiography.
It shows a small portion of a repetitive pattern set by the verb that occurs no
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fewer than fourteen times in the first three pages of the ST. The lexical item runs
almost like a theme through the pages setting the scene for the topic of the whole
text, i.e. remembering. The function of this item repetition may be seen as twofold:
stylistic and text-building. In the TT, the equivalent item remember is used twelve
times, while for the other two occurrences variation is opted for, e.g. recall and
recollect. That is, the chain of lexical-item repetition is disrupted in the middle by
two synonyms in the TT. However, these choices are apparently motivated by the
exigencies of the contextual meaning whereby the connotation of 'remembering
something/someone by making an effort' lends itself to the context.
More than that, the lexical chain is stretched out in the TT when the translator
introduces remember as a substitute for the word (lit. 'to memorise') which
occurs in the fourth page. This manipulation may be viewed from the perspective of
translation norms where the choice is an outcome of a subliminal translation
processing of the ST. In other words, the translator has presumably been aware of the
unusual recurrence of the item and its significance to the overall theme of the first
chapter, which is centred on the notion of 'remembering'. Therefore, the expansion
of the chain may be informed by two factors: the excessive reiteration of the item and
the theme of the first chapter.
6.2.1.1.2 Translation by synonymy




jl ji!l JaAAi j i AjV • 4 * ' ■"'''' j »' ^ "■_; ^1 jl j ISnTi 1 mi ^*i ' ■ <-\ ^joll 1 Sla
(1j '37 : ji44^ A^a) . *4" jSiU^^ul j$i
From the day our small friend was a sheikh, although he was barely nine
years old, because he had learnt the Qur'an by heart; for who memorises the
Qur'an is a sheikh whatever age he be.
(Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 25)
The translator replaces the two occurrences of the ST term with the two
synonymous phrases learn by heart and memorise.
(38)
^ic. >^->» J 4 <lujJa Ai;pu 3 Ujj s" u jj-saij
\ g k \ (Jxaj j t qa fjil) k iui^. ^Ijla 4£, ^k \ g J J 4 JUSI
( j T 18 | 4_la^ _ ,i ; i Jjc. ji ,•». ^1^ 'J ' ur-4,
[...] sounds which proceeded softly from the comers of the room. Some of
them were like the hissing of a kettle boiling on the fire, others resembled the
movement of light articles being moved from place to place, and again others
sounded like the breaking ofwood or the cracking of stems.
(Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 11)
Here, the verb is repeated no fewer that three times as highlighted. The translator
opts for the corresponding items were like, resembled and sounded like. The
recurrence of each of these could qualify as a possible alternative in the TT, although
the choices are somehow constrained by the collocation preferences in the context in
which they occur. To take one example, the word resemble is often used with
reference to visual appearances or properties. In terms of cohesive ties, the ST
favours identical repetition for linking the three clauses starting with Jks. The item
creates a cohesive chain coupled by another one which is formed by the
neighbouring word . In the TT, however, the strategy is to establish
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different cohesive ties by linking the last choice sounded like with the other
preceding items in two ways: by repetition in like/like, and by synonymy in sounded
like/resembled. That is, while the ST sets the repetitive pattern in a way so as to
stretch out like a thread across the passage, the translation strategy cuts it in the
middle (by resembled) and replaces it with two links interfaced by sounded like.
Another point has to do with the notion of textual continuity in terms of the
average distance between one occurrence and another of the same item. The above
example displays a variation between the ST and TT systems of norms in the sense
that the tendency to set a cohesive linkage by short-range repetition in the ST is
contrasted with a TT tendency for long-range repetition. It has been suggested that
Arabic and English differ in the level of tolerance towards lexical repetition (Baker,
1992: 210). Normally, Arabic tolerates higher degree of lexical repetition than
English. However, this is only partially true, given the fact that the frequency of
recurrence is ultimately constrained by the parameter of textual distance, i.e. the
average range of distance between one occurrence and another of the same item at
the surface of the text. Thus, while Arabic allows recurrence to take place at a variety
of ranges, including the short-range, English mainly prefers recurrence at a long
distance but employs co-reference or pronominalization in short-range linking. This
norm operates in the next example.
6.2.1.1.3 Translation by hyponymy





_ yaSLi Vjyi jl£ lAtubj ^jSLl j t ^ ^»! Clul£ j
^j-o v. AISJLUjj LadS j 4J^*]1 JL^IJ ^ uj^jaaJt A] ^yajxJjji L«u3 j t^-ii (J^-
lajj j t lj& 1 gj\r> j£ <lul j cjij lal£ klijl£ j t <lul«jl ^j-a j
(3j '70 : ^ ® j"Vl ^ >*'iVi"-l
My mother [the mother of the boy], too, was pleased with her son's
measure of success. But her satisfaction was clouded with heavy
apprehensions, thinking ofmy [his] blind state and all the vicissitudes awaiting
me [him] in a strange land, the exertions necessary and the hardships I [he]
would undergo. These thoughts would come weighing on her at every sight of
my [his] happy anticipation and my [his] father's satisfaction. Oftentimes she
checked her tears in order not to mar the family joy.
(Cragg, 1997[1976]: 312)
In the ST passage, there are two kinds of lexical repetition: root repetition as in j
- j and repetition of the lexical item . Whilst the lexical set with root
repetition is rendered synonymous in the TT, i.e. pleased and satisfaction, the second
set involving lexical-item repetition undergoes another strategy. The three
occurrences of are replaced with anticipation, satisfaction and joy. These items
constitute a lexical set belonging to the semantic field of emotion, but they are
assigned different values on the scale of generality. Specifically, satisfaction denotes
the feeling one gets after achieving something or when a wish is fulfilled;
anticipation is a feeling of excitement (which collocates with the added word happy)-,
and joy is a feeling of great happiness, delight (Oxford Dictionary). This shows that
anticipation and joy are more specific in their meaning than satisfaction and that they
stand as synonyms or near-synonyms for . Satisfaction, on the other hand,
cannot qualify as a (near) synonym for . In fact, it is more general in its
meaning which denotes the sense of . Similarly, a relationship of hyponymy
exists between satisfaction as a superordinate and anticipation and joy as co-
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hyponyms. This intervention on the part of the translator may only be explicable on
the grounds of a number of constraints.
It may be argued that the shift from repetition to variation conforms to the
norms operative in the TL environment that call for the avoidance of recurrence at
short distance, unless it is used for rhetorical purposes. The use of 'satisfaction'
could be seen as a corollary to this strategy in the sense that long-distance lexical-
item repetition is employed instead, i.e. the two occurrences of the item in the TT.
This goes contrary to the ST which establishes two short repetition ties and one long
tie based on hyponymy ^j - jrWM ). The ST hyponymic relationship attributes the
superordinate element to the 'mother' and the hyponym to the rest of the
family including the 'father' and 'son'. What the translator does is deconstruct this
equation by shifting the semantic pattern to cover both parents on the one hand and
the rest of the family on the other, i.e. assigning 'satisfaction' to the parents,
'anticipation' to the son and 'joy' to other family members. Put another way, the
superordinate linguistic element is allocated to superordinate family members, while
hyponyms relate to lower family members. This semantic interpretation of the ST
can hardly be justified given the fact that the values attributed to the feelings of each
individual in the ST are conspicuous.
6.2.1.1.4 Translation by conflation
Sometimes, the replacement of ST lexical-item repetition with synonymous
repetition in the TT involves conflation. This is the case when the repeated items
occur in close proximity, e.g. in adjacent clauses. Example:
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(40)
(2<r 43 ; AJa) J ] LiCajl 'djjt tSlluu djj& tiu J&3
Both the house he lived in and the path that led to it were strange and
unfamiliar. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 105)
The repeated item is replaced in the TT by the synonymous phrase strange and
unfamiliar.
6.2.1.1.5 Translation by compression
This is a change in the distribution of semantic components over fewer items.
Example:
(41)
LAJJ J _ QjS* T AW! J jA j 4_it jb<nV! lui! 0_u tjuii wjfrrVi ■^ 'i o jlA 3S C_ulS
u^wa Aj£j j 4 ^ r y y-*=ixl\ o^lwa jc. A: wjw <JaaJ 1 'ir. ^ j ■ ^
(2^ '36 'da) . j£jS
All these memories kept crowding in on the boy's brain as he lay there in
utter immobility. His dreams were cut short for a moment by the call of the
muezzin to afternoon prayer from the Mosque of Baibars. The man's voice was
utterly hateful to the boy. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 128-9)
The repetition of the lexical item incorporates root repetition of other lexemes as
highlighted above. Having the highest degree of intensification and flanked by root
recurrence, the item is seen as cohesive throughout the passage. In the TT, the word
is replaced by zero occurrence, utter, and utterly. In the case of zero occurrence, the
translator condenses the semantic load of the ST phrase into a compressed one as in
crowding in.
In the first two clauses, the phrases >*u=vi! aAi ... <_iand ^
are linked by two devices: lexical-item repetition and antonymy. The translation
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strategy, however, is to tone down the level of cohesion by untying the repetition
while preserving the antonymous tie. This translation solution misses one important
function of the repetition across the passage, viz. the linking up of diverse concepts
or meanings that would seem otherwise unrelated. The repeated item ^ interweaves
the elements M u and underlining a preoccupation on the part of the
writer with the whole situation. By conferring on the senses of the three lexemes, the
repetition projects an implicit image wherein the writer hates not only the man's
voice but also the crowding in and immobility. This is hardly captured in the TT.
The patterning of root-echoing extended along a stretch of text may be
considered an effective device in linking up various parts into a whole unit. In
addition to its adverbial function, the cognate accusative structure can be exploited in
text-building by creating a cohesive chain.
6.2.1.1.6 Translation by homonymy
This strategy replaces the ST repetitive pattern with another one based on phonetic
identity. Example:
(42)
(1^ '89 ;^Ja) CP- j ' Uiiil J) Ajj'I j-o [...]
[...] he was nearer to worldly things than his father and farther removed from
the things of religion.
(Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 53)
Here, the element is repeated twice. The translator has attempted to reproduce the
phonic aspect of the ST pattern by employing the device of homonymy. Thus, father
and farther, though different in meaning, are still similar in phonic structure in that
both are homonyms according to their (RP) received pronunciation /fa:So/.
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6.2.2 Lexical-doublet Repetition
This type refers to the recurrence of lexical doublets across the text that would
achieve a cohesive function. A doublet is usually repeated twice and occasionally
three times setting a pattern of lexical-doublet chain that interconnects various parts
of the text. Given that it is a unit of two constitutive elements, the doublet could be
seen as creating more than one tie, by dint of its elements, or what might be called a
'compound' cohesive tie. Put another way, the cohesive relation between two (or
more) occurrences of a doublet may be described as twofold, i.e. involving two ties.




Figure 6.1. A compound cohesive tie by repetition
where A stands for the first member of the lexical doublet and B for the second
member; similarly, A1 and B1 symbolise the repetition of the two members while Rt
is a repetition tie (the letter't' being used to be differentiated from 'T' text). A
number of examples are discussed below to see how such repetitive patterns are
rendered in the TT.
6.2.2.1 Translation strategies
Generally, translation strategies tackle either the first or second occurrence of a




One example, cited below, demonstrates how this strategy operates on lexical-
doublet repetition:
J ' liSj j LaaJ Ajji ^JA Jl2hJ <jl£ j t A^iJ j A-aAbJ Aal <j>l jjl£
Aii j aaa.y\ o^a i ■)')! J) jco jl£ Aj£] j _ Aj t a j AjI) .ttfT'iV' jalila.yi Jja
1AA .
_ '"'1 ^ 'i%\ JS j _ ^ jid IjUai AJaIaII j t ULlT! JUgA^! ^ja Uajoi Aal . _',V. ^ JJA
di3j di3j (P>j jl J ' L-iajl (JLaAVI 1 Jjjjj Aui jll j
(1^ '17 <1=)
He experienced much tenderness and consideration from his mother, and
from his father lenience and kindness, and his brothers he felt were somewhat
reserved in their conversation and dealings with him. But he found side by side
with this tenderness and consideration on the part of his mother a certain
amount of negligence sometimes, and at others even harshness. And side by
side with the lenience of his father he found a certain amount of negligence
also, and even severity from time to time.
(Paxton, 1997[1932]: 15)
It is clear that the ST texture is carefully planned as it is characterised by repetitive
patterns of various kinds. At large, there is syntactic parallelism between the clauses
and sentences of the text that take the form of highly symmetrical patterns. Included
are two sets of lexical doublets that are reiterated in the ST: Ail j a^JI and j u#
64T1 (besides their indefinite forms). The translation strategy is to preserve the
cohesive ties in the TT by rendering the lexical doublets literally, at least with the
first doublet. Thus, Ail j a^jII is replaced by tenderness and consideration in both
occurrences, whereas j jilt is rendered as lenience and kindness in the first
instance and lenience in the second. With this latter case, a strategy of compression is
activated where the translation choice is condensed.
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6.2.2.1.2 Translation by Transposition
Normally, this strategy involves grammatical changes of word-class, e.g. from noun
to verb, adjective to adverb. In the following example, the strategy affects the second
occurrence of the lexical doublet .
As highlighted in the text, the lexical doublet j is rendered literally as
despair and dismay whereas in the second instance it is transposed into verb class as
dismayed ... despairing. Apparently, there is a shift from ST identical recurrence to
TT partial recurrence, i.e. from repetition of items to repetition of roots. The strategy
drops the ST pattern opting for partial recurrence by using the base forms of the
doublets, i.e. the roots 'despair' and 'dismay' in the TT. The transposition also
involves modulation where the terms of the doublet are reversed in the TT.
6.2.2.1.3 Translation by synonymy
This strategy covers either or both terms of the lexical doublet. An example where
one item is rendered synonymous is given below:
(44)
(3^ '118 :oi^) [__] UajjS V j hjb
He would go out laughing, quoting some old Latin verse about despair and
dismay. But he was neither dismayed nor despairing [...]
(Cragg, 1997[1976]: 359)
(45)
(3^ '85 <L) [ 1 J) 4 j\ aSik.jit
1 [he] no longer felt lonely and desolate when night fell and I [he] was by
myself [himself]. How could feelings of desolation and isolation find a way to
my [his] soul then [...] (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 327)
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The repetition chain consisting in the recurring noun doublet ... is
replaced by another pattern in the TT based on repetition (desolate - desolation) and
synonymy (lonely - isolation). This, of course, incorporates transposing the members
to adjectives in the first instance and reversing the word order in the second. By this
deliberate choice, the translator has opted for what might be termed 'partial
variation' whereby part of the doublet undergoes the change. This is demonstrated in
Figure 6.2 which represents the pattern in the non-reversed order. The pattern is





Figure 6.2. A compound cohesive tie by repetition and synonymy
From the perspective of sound effects, the translation choices may also be seen
as an attempt to reproduce the pararhyme in the ST doublet. There is an assortment
of patterns that make up for the loss of the original, e.g. rhyming in desolation and
isolation, reverse rhyme in longer... lonely and other alliterations as in felt... fell...
feelings... find. A symbolic investment might be suggested by the recurrence of the
'soft' phonemes IV and /n/ in I no longerfelt lonely and desolate. It is argued in
Chapter 5 that 'soft' sounds can help evoke a picturesque atmosphere ofpeacefulness
when recurring in close proximity.




' d d I jli ! eLdl 4_llc. i Ii nj f4-j\ tjj n"TA j j QjS MI IIj ^J) ^iajli
(1^ '90 '. Ajs,^ _ 4£.^a. £r jtTill c 0^ '. '0''V (»&) Qj ftn-TAj J nj
Then see how the people vie with one another and quarrel as to who shall
pour the water on him! And when that is done see how they race and quarrel
to get a drink of the water of his ablutions!
(Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 53-54)
Here, lexical cohesion is sustained in the ST by repetition of j . The
translation strategy has changed the repetition tie between the two occurrences of
jjLSuu int0 a synonymy tie, i.e. vie and race.
Sometimes, the two ST repetition ties are transformed into synonymous ties in
the TT:
(47)
a-i 0.riVi Uj t ji*it cjjiij ^ jjSj u» jjp.\jj jjiiij [...]
(jjLUi (Jl ■"»*'>"! Cy liiA tjj^} Laj J J jjbJaJl j Ajxj-aVi <—J i CihUJl j ALil!
j5Ull JaI V t<i1 '■ "-.Ij i jjUll JAU yJ\ (jjljV L" . jLaJl jxjlsyi
(84 ;^ f jC'i i JLXJII a jfj y dl ^ja
[... ] When they practise medicine, they take the different conditions of illness
into consideration, along with the requirements of the country's regulations and
customs, and the variations in nature and temperament [...] In a similar way,
they only use medicaments which suit the inhabitants of hot countries, not
those which suit people in cold climates. They carefully avoid medicines
prepared to suit the disposition ofWestern peoples which don't suit the
constitution of Oriental races. (Allen, 1992: 208-9)
Here, the translator adopts a strategy of pervasive variation that affects not only the
lexical doublets but also other repetitive patterns. Firstly, the repetition chain of the
noun doublet j 1 is changed into a synonymous one in the TT, i.e. nature
and temperament and disposition ... constitution. That is, the two cohesive ties
created by repetition of5^and are replaced by another pair established by






Figure 6.3. A compound cohesive tie by synonymy
Other types of repetition include lexical-item repetition, phrase repetition and
syntactic parallelism. To take one example, the item <J*i is repeated four times in the
passage but replaced by inhabitants, people, peoples and races. This variation is
definitely constrained by the pressure of the context to relay accurate collocations.
The norm to establish cohesion by repetition in the ST is overridden by a
corresponding norm in the TL discourse that favours synonymy as a way of cohesion
in the TT.
6.2.2.1.4 Translation by meronymy
This strategy shifts a ST repetitive pattern into a meronymic one in the TT.
Specifically, a part-whole semantic relationship is realised wherein one item is a
meronym of another. Example:
(48)
i * j i -11 — * jp. y \ p-ti $ [•■■]
tSL J_5 jli ■" 3^-* t-0 f.A d d ^ d^ —"3
(103 (JiLa-all j ■> nil
But please don't imagine that I'm telling you categorically that there are no
scientific circles or literary parties in this era. I was speaking in general terms.
Now it's time for me to respond to your request. I'll take you to visit some
meetings and parties. (Allen, 1992:230-1)
To start with the ST, the lexical doublet JaU-* j ... is repeated once.
Denotatively, the plural nouns of the doublet sound synonymous as they involve the
meaning of 'gathering', yet they imply slightly different connotations: is
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derived from the verb (to sit) while from (to celebrate), both
indicating activity. In terms of collocation, is used with (lit. 'science')
referring to a static situation (i.e. mere sittings), whereas relates to ^ (lit.
'literature') triggering a dynamic situation (i.e. celebrations).
With reference to the TT, it seems that collocation relationships are not
compromised as the translator opts for the equivalents circles and parties which also
reflect the notions of static and dynamic, respectively. In terms of cohesion, the ST
tie by repetition of is shifted into a meronymy tie (Mt) whereby meetings is a
meronym of circles: 'circle' is 'a group of people who are connected because they
have the same interests, jobs, etc'; while 'meeting' is 'an occasion when people come
together to discuss something' (Oxford Dictionary). In other words, meetings are
activities done by the entity circles and, therefore, they are part of the entity circles.






Figure 6.4. A compound cohesive tie by repetition and meronymy
The device ofmeronymy can also be utilized in connection with metaphor as in the
next example.
6.2.2.1.5 Translation by metaphor




jiail (jndl ... t-ijj-aJJ i_aj£ J I J ASjuilL xju <-ij liLo J i Aijtldlj ,* ' • nj I iLa J J
? j'liil jl Aj jS . .1 A-ixlj V USLuj UjlA AjtLa ^2 ." n'n J ^5 <j£
ULuJ V J ^l^kj V t > r-lj'i i iSl <|II ijjlA AjltLa d^3 J
(3£ 168 : J^a. Aja)
What should I [he] do with the spoon, the fork, the knife? How ought I [he] to
handle them? Would it not be altogether better just to sit where I [he] was
without lifting a finger or saying a word, so not exposing myself [himself]
either to ridicule or sympathy? So I [he] remained that way, still and quiet,
without moving hands or lips. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 310-11)
The first instance of the adjectival doublet 1AU is rendered metaphoric as without
lifting a finger or saying a word whilst the second occurrence has the lexical
equivalent still and quiet. This shift in the kind of cohesive relation from lexical
repetition to metaphorical one is reinforced by another relation in the TT, viz.
meronymy between the metaphorical phrase and the utterance without moving hands
or lips. In other words, finger is part of hand while word relates to lips or specifically
to moving lips which denotes speech.
6.2.2.1.6 Translation by compression with hyponymy
This strategy shifts the ST lexical-doublet chain into a cohesive relation based on
hyponymy. Incidentally, this involves compression as shown in the following
example:
(50)
j M\ Ajl i—il Ai j [...] ! Uttiil
ffrAJAt, j
o jlSal jjj jc- JlaJl oiA AjSj5 Ul Q! LaiLil Jc. V intS j ; ^ jjli
(96 [-••] A! u' 8<Ca^aA jaAJ
Pasha: [...] There is no point in combining our own worries with any feeling
for other people's problems.
'Tsa ibn Hisham said: 1 was afraid that, if I left the Pasha deep in reflection and
a prisoner of his own anxieties, he might have a lapse [...]
(Allen, 1992: 222)
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The ST contains three occurrences of the noun doublet j with the last
occurrence being reversed. This chain of doublets undergoes both compression and
variation resulting in the translation choices worries, problems and anxieties. The
item problems is at a higher level of generality than worries or anxieties and may be
considered as superordinate for two co-hyponyms, since these are kinds ofproblems,
and not the other way round. No doubt, the translation choices are partly motivated
by the collocation resources of the ST, e.g. the choice problems is likely to be
determined by the collocative relation with other people, a phrase having a general
reference.
6.2.2.1.7 Translation by an elliptical element
This strategy utilises the device of ellipsis to create cohesion in the TT. The second
occurrence of a lexical doublet becomes elliptical, shifting the ST repetition pattern
into an elliptical one. Example:
(5l)
(3^; '106 ji jts US y j I j b V [...]
1 [he] was not absorbing and grasping them as I [he] should {0}.
(Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 348)
There is a repetition tie between the active verb doublet 7 and passive
verb doublet j^. The translator has deleted the second instance by opting for
an elliptical element and thus reducing the level of redundancy. In the subordinate
clause, it is the main verb that is elliptical (0), not the auxiliary.
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6.2.3 Phrase repetition
Lexical cohesion is also sustainable by means of repetition of the same phrase across
a stretch of text. This takes the form of explicit recurrence of a phrase, or even a
clause, that has the function of connecting a number of sentences. It is also possible
to find larger chunks of text being interlinked by this kind of repetition. Generally,
the translators have employed a translation strategy whereby the ST cohesion by
phrase repetition is shifted into a pattern of cohesion based on variation. Two
examples will serve to illustrate this point.
He was convinced that the world ended to the right ofhim with the canal, which was
only a few paces away from where he stood ... and why not? For he could not
appreciate the width of this canal, nor could he reckon that this expanse was so
narrow that any active youth could jump from one bank to the other. Nor could he
imagine that there was human, animal and vegetable life on the other side of the canal
just as much as there was on his side; nor could he calculate that a grown man could
wade across this canal in flood without the water reaching up to his armpits; nor did
he conjecture that from time to time there was no water in it [... ]
None of these things did he ponder [...]
The ST includes the anaphoric repetition of the phrase Cfii P at the beginning of
successive sentences. This instance of repetition is not only intended to serve a cross-
referencing function between a series of sentences, but also to build up textual
(52)
1 AILM SUAII 0 JA y-x-r. tji (ji jAAj
[...] ' OUAIS ojlA eLall
[...] Iaa JJAJ(1 £ '12 : *cL)
(Paxton, 1997[ 1932]: 12-3)
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cohesion at inter-paragraph level. Moreover, the tendency for creating cohesion by
phrase repetition in the ST is countered by a predilection for variation in terms of
synonymy in the TT. Therefore, the phrase is replaced by synonyms or near-
synonyms all the way through: nor could he reckon, Nor could he imagine, nor could
he calculate, nor did he conjecture, and None ofthese things did he ponder.
It is conspicuous that the pressure of the context for realising appropriate
collocative relationships has constituted another factor in determining the lexical
choices in the TT. To take one example, the translation item reckon means 'to
calculate or determine by reference to a fixed point or basis', i.e. it has to do with
dimensions. This sense is retrieved from the very context of the text as in the
underlined phrase: J '... nor could he reckon that this
expanse was so narrow'.
The excerpt is the opening paragraph of the second chapter of Taha Hussein's
autobiography (Part 1). By introducing the repetition, the author may have had the
intention of harking back to the repetition of the item in the first chapter, as if he
wanted to emphasise that he remembers but could not reckon things properly (see
Example 36). It may be argued here that these two instances of repetition (opening
Chapters 1 and 2) are associated by collocation and thus serve an inter-chapter
cohesive function.
The role of phrase repetition in organising the text at the inter-paragraph level
is displayed in the next example:
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(53)
4-obi ^ Jc- AJJOIISB 4alaljAll ej^Uallj SJljLuiSH ^.L} ^.Uaili t^-iS ^j£Li ^1 [ _]
i (JJI J 4AAuLalt c UjA J ' ^J-o> j
^jjJllI l>_sic' tjC-Uaduit ^Lo jl Sj&LuiVlj
. W6- 1 jfc*i cj tfijfla^ CjaAjl^ ji IjxJ >_si<,
s^^jAxii Ai^lt ^°-<i p^1' fl* tb^ ^ * II Lua ^abp jjis
(2jr '71 ■ ff'~> ril j»Uaillj
[... ] There was no rigid timetable to enforce attendance daily and hourly
without fail. Everything was flexible and easy. The rector would fix the
official date of return, but lecturers were free to begin when it suited them, and
students might come to lectures as soon as they wished or found it convenient.
At that time the regulations were pleasantly elastic. They relied much more
on people's goodwill and enthusiasm than on rigid discipline or compulsory
rules. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 152)
In this passage, the phrase repetition involves the recurrence of a whole clause that
includes a lexical doublet: the clause jl£ is repeated twice serving the
function of combining two paragraphs. It also contains the asyndetic, adjectival
doublet Us* . The translator has employed the device of synonymy as a strategy
to establish cohesion at the inter-paragraph level: Everything was flexible and easy
and the regulations were pleasantly elastic. The lexical doublet is also rendered
differently as it preserves its form in the first instance flexible and easy but later
shifted into the premodifled phrase (adverb-adjective)pleasantly elastic.
6.3 Rhetorical Repetition
The rhetorical function of repetition is concerned with the meaning that formal
repetition invokes in the mind of the reader. By the recurrence of certain lexical
items in a small piece of text, a foregrounded image is projected on the surface of the
text signalling a semantic weight that goes beyond the mere senses of the repeated
utterances. Thus, rhetorical repetition can be considered as an extra structure, an
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extra layer or extra regularity aimed at triggering extra meanings as well as
organizing the overall composition of discourse.
Although rhetorical repetition in literature has been extensively studied, little
attention has been paid to this phenomenon in literary translation studies (Hatim &
Mason, 1997; Abdulla, 2001). In general, translation theorists consider repetition as a
motivated feature that should be retained in the TT:
"[Reiteration of text items is always motivated. This form of passive intertextuality
has to be considered by the translator in terms of its overall function within the text.
Opting for a synonym or a paraphrase when what is required is verbatim reiteration
can mar the communicative effect intended." (Hatim & Mason, 1990: 124)
As regards instances of rhetorical repetition in this study, it is found that
repetition has been approached by a number of translation strategies ranging between
literal translation, variation and reduction. This is manifested in tendencies by the
translators to favour one technique over another. For instance, Wayment seems to
completely ignore repetition opting instead for variation and thus compromising the
rhetorical function of the ST. Only the complete transfer of the repetition into the TT
could relay the rhetorical message of the ST. Other translators, in general, have
shown a preference for keeping the repetition device in the TT.
In the following examples, heed will be paid to rhetorical repetition as a
foregrounding device and its ramifications for literary translation. More specifically,
the focus will be on the relationship of a single rhetorical form in the ST to its
meaning and how that meaning is mediated through the process of translation.
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(54)
t (jt ^ (j'l I t ^ IVuhj oiA ^ liA 4j£lj J J
[. • • ] (J"J^ >•> n'.fi Ja3 fl jit, j i djji «->\l ^jU <jj *-Ajxj V J
JjjS ■ A j t ■ A Lajl i ' -; ■' Cui k—a^)*J ^1) lW"1 VJ fc^lB 1 n >T y
A?Lsu 4j^Cia k qKJ! Ql I ^IbU L _ ^Jj^iall jj1 .VlA
(2£ '37-36 :u*"a' *ds>) . " cjf"®® ls^ d.^ IiA jl£j
But here in this room the boy loathed hearing the call to prayer, for he could
not join in it and did not even know where it came from. He had never once
been in the Mosque of Baibars [...]
Of all this he knew nothing, and there was no way of learning it, only this
waiting, this eternal immobility. Ah, what agonies one can be condemned to
by a passion for learning!
This interminable blankness was nothing ifnot exhausting.
(Wayment, 1997(1943]: 128-29)
There are two instances of repetition in the extract: the first is the repetition of the
word uj^d! and the second is the repetition of the phrase (or some variety of it) V
A?" . As far as the first recurrence is concerned, the translator opts for variation,
e.g. waiting, immobility and blankness, replacing the ST general term with near
synonyms. This is quite oblivious to the fact that the author intends the notion of
nothingness (or blankness) which is potently relayed by this repetition and the
context wherein it occurs. The key word for the theme of nothingness is repeated
three times. Another set of terms that reinforces the rhetorical meaning in the passage
is: V - ^ J <Ji JV . In the TT, the following items refer to the
same notion: did not even know - knew nothing - no way oflearning, while the word
nothing is repeated twice. In short, the meaning is lexicalised in both the ST and TT.
In the next excerpt, rhetorical repetition serves a complex and multifaceted
purpose that would relate a variety of things into one unity:
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(55)
^ j 4 eUiuli dil ; 4 "■^V1 AT <alrx>a oAk C-ul£j
j 4 eLdl ^jjj ^waj plluail Cl^uZ j i (_Jii j Ja^j (JlSi^l ilil_}*<at j i (_ji jjjAajj j > a'lr-
■ /' ^ >nil lAA (JjCu J J 4 1 j\ JJJ Cjt^a j 4 *Uai^)3 jl «U*J j! o jLaa. ^4.yl
(2^ '4 :u>»a. <Ja) . jjnjS (JjgJ-o ji jUa jjgi ^jl^aVl ^>4
There was in fact a remarkable variety of sounds. Voices ofwomen raised
in dispute, {0} ofmen shouting in anger or peaceably talking together; the
noise of loads being set down or picked up; the song of the water-carrier
crying his wares; the curse of a carter to his horse or mule or donkey; the
grating sound of cart-wheels; and from time to time this confused whirl of
sounds was torn by the braying of a donkey or the whinnying of a horse.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 106)
The passage is a picture of a street scene where the foregrounded paradigm is the
vocabulary for ? i.e. 'sounds' in its neutral sense. The item and its
singular form cjj^ are repeated no fewer than eight times in this short utterance.
Apparently, the author uses the term to interrelate an assortment of things into a text
world wherein various agents or objects participate: f(women), (men),
JISSM (loads), (the water-carrier),^(a carter), (the cart), (a
donkey), and o^J- (a horse). The translator has simply split the ST paradigm into two:
one representing a repetitive lexical set as in sounds, sound, and sounds and another
denoting the hyponymic set sound, voices, and noise, where sound is a superordinate
for the other two co-hyponyms. This intervention has resulted in watering down the
ST rhetorical aspect and the author's point of view.
Wayment's bias for variation is well illustrated in the above translation.
However, it may be argued that such variations in terms of near synonyms or other
sub-categories are not merely substitutes in their own right, but are rather intended to
mime explicitly the way the ST pattern functions. The pattern is set in a way so as to
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draw attention now to this and then to that aspect of meaning and so build up a multi-
sided picture of the whole situation. Thus, the sounds are seen at one point in relation
to human beings (voices, song, curse), at another in relation to inanimate objects
(noise, (the grating) sound), and still at another in relation to animals (sounds (torn
by the braying ... and whinnying)). These perspectives are rather complementary
and, by specificity, the relation between them is shifted into an explicit one in the
TT. In the ST, though, the notion of 'multi-sidedness' is expressed by formal
repetition and thus remains implicit as to evaluation, which underlies the author's
aversion for explicit meaning and his interest (as a sightless person) in sounds in
general.
In the next passage, a strategy of pervasive variation leads to the obliterating of
the recurrence and detracting from equivalence of text focus:
(56)
t AjIaI je (—ukj j . 1 g jlr. >41! g"i j a ill) ^ t _ vnIk-i Jj 3 a! > _ i->11
C'P.Vij j tillAll! ClilS j _ 1 <; 411 aL «'■ • • LoS nA-.il IA& j.)' ' ; j
51 j > AillA T' j 5CS. I Ai Aj!a1 jAIj _ Llaj! diiui q! 4-ojI j _ A_lH q! ! g 'ir»
[...] ^ ^jujaI! <Col*la I a) 4j!a1 j^Aa j _ 45-. . «aj
(2^ '57 : *da)
He was a sensualist, a man passionately addicted to pleasure. He loved talking
about his orgies and derived as much if not more enjoyment from a detailed
description of them than he did from the experiences themselves. The
pleasures he thought and talked about so much might be considered vicious or
venial according to the way you looked at them. He used to describe his
intimate relations with his wife, with a wealth of unpleasant details, which he
punctured from time to time with that incredible laugh. Or he would recall the
delights of the rich greasy food he ate in the country [... ]
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 142)
In the ST, the term (pleasure) (and its plural form ) recurs seven times. The
complexity of the repetition foregrounds the device, which signals the
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reader/translator to be alert for implied significance. Pleasure assumes great
prominence in the life of the character and this is why the repetitive device carries a
marked rhetorical weight. The translator opts for variation with the result that the
element of pleasure becomes insignificant and the rhetorical momentum of the ST is
seriously damaged. What happens is that the neutral, general term »'■£ is rendered by a
set of replacements in the TT that turn the ST implicit associations into explicit ones:
sensualist, pleasure, orgies, experiences, pleasures, intimate relations, and delights.
Whilst sensualist is lowest on the scale of generality, experiences assumes a highest
point.
One may also speculate that the author's stylistic choices could be justified on
the grounds of his reluctance to use explicitly 'pejorative' or offensive expressions.
That is, for a man of letters like him assuming a prestigious status in a conservative
society, it must be inappropriate to articulate meticulous details concerning intimate
relations among people. This line of reasoning is well supported by the observation
that the author does not take up sensitive subjects in any explicit detail in his
autobiography. In terms of the norms of the ST culture, the writer never violates the
rules of decency in his community and therein the ST is seen to appeal to the
expectations of the ST native readers at a certain period of time.
(57)
J . ill j jjjj Lul o-la.j jjjj v jtSj 4 JJj Vj jjjj jnSidl Ijl£j
olui Jill JaUji jjjj Lu! j jjjj V J 4 (JJll Jjl ^ V j jlfill jjjj V
(2£ '94
This individual paid visits but never received any. He never came alone, but
always {0} with some other visitor. He never appeared in the daytime or in
the first part of the night or {0} in the early morning. He came only in the
dead of night, at the time of the deepest sleep.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 167)
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Here, the theme of'visiting' is highlighted by the heavy use of repetition. The active
verb jjJw 'to visit' (and passive form J ji) is repeated seven times, apparently
underlying the author's intention to emphasise his ironic stance towards a specific
situation. The translation strategy, however, has been to dismantle the repetition
chain and establish cross-reference by variation and ellipsis, as illustrated in the
above translation. This led to the demolishing of the rhetorical building block of the
ST and depriving the TT readership from access to both the message and content of
the ST. A possible rendering that will maintain the form and meaning of the ST
should be something like the following:
This individual paid visits but never received any visitor. He never visited
alone, but always visited accompanied by some other visitor. He never visited
in the daytime or in the first part of the night; he never visited in the early
morning, but visited only in the dead of night, at the time of the deepest sleep.
By using the base form of the verb 'visit' along with the derived form 'visitor', such
a translation is likely to convey the rhetorical meaning implied by the ST.
Another translator has employed a strategy of reduction whereby repetition is
diluted at some cohesive links. This is illustrated as in the following example:
(58)
jl A*j Aa^jaII fjjijA ; jAll j»Lxll Iajj Ala AJAa, IgAS Asa V ula oAj^a-o
A*aj t ^V. ?i\\ AxJ J ' .juauil (jl A*J ^jajA j t jaaII 0T.
_ j a A jjI Axj Llaji ^2 QjtjA j t Hjlr- ^l*ia LujI ^aaII ~ ^
(3^ '3 : ^4=)
It was a life of unrelieved repetition, with never a new thing, from the time the
study year began until it was over. After the dawn prayer came the study of
TauhTd, the doctrine of the divine unity; then {0} fiqh, or jurisprudence, after
sunrise; then the study of Arabic grammar during the forenoon, following a
dull meal; then {0} more grammar in the wake of the noon prayer.
(Cragg, 1997[1976]: 245)
The ST involves the recurrence of the item A four times in a relatively short
stretch. Rhetorically, the author introduces the device of repetition to foreground the
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notion ofmonotony or repetitiveness. Indeed, the idea is overtly lexicalised in the ST
to the extent that it becomes the theme of the passage: V?- SLp.
It was a life ofunrelieved repetition, with never a new thing. It may be claimed that
the monotonous tempo of repetition sounds repugnant even to the hypersensitive ear
of the author of the ST. In the TT, however, the translator introduces the word
repetition, but falls short of preserving the association between the rhetorical
function of the device and the whole notion of the passage by opting for ellipsis as an
alternative cohesive device.
An attempt to make up for the toning down of the ST repetition may have been
made in the TT. The translator may have realised the role of repetition in the ST and
the pressuring demands of the TL for reduction, so he employs a strategy of
compensation in place. The application of ellipsis instead of repetition in two
instances is mitigated by the use of study in the phrase the studyyear standing for
jjll fUJl. The translator could have chosen 'the academic year' which is,
nonetheless, a possible equivalent.
In short, the omission of the device of repetition in the above examples
compromises the rhetorical function of the text and renders it rather loose. Having
said that, there are other translators who have adopted highly sensitive approaches in
dealing with rhetorical repetition. This has culminated in a strategy distinguished by
meticulous observance of the ST repetitive patterns and thus retaining the rhetorical
function of repetition intact. The strategy also entails accessibility and recoverability
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of both the meaning and content of the ST. A couple of examples will be helpful to
illustrate this point.
(59)
l 1\ A! jA AjSl Laj a A] jA Aj^lu La A_l3 ll J;' 0 " L ; SAaxJI
oAl.ir .■ Jlullj a liioB U^ui pS. q . QoajJjjl a (j-a-J; jW > d\ .
(160 ;^"*»t^ajlj ^j-aail ^11 £AaV Ac.j ( OJj2uj IjLa ,ALil
Umda : Bring me a detailed bill listing exactly what his Highness the Prince
had to drink and eat, how much the drinks cost for the Prince's companions,
how much we drank with the Prince, and how much the Prince drank before
we arrived. Ask the deputy governor what he will have to drink and then come
back so that I can pay you the entire amount required.
(Allen, 1992: 320)
The passage, elicited from Al-Muwaylihl's text, is a statement by one of the fiction's
characters, the 'Umda, who praises the prince in absentia. By repeating the items
(the prince) and (to drink), he is portrayed as showing high esteem for the
prince so as to give the impression to his audience that he enjoys a close relation with
the prince. The use of the English loan-word 'prince' rather than the Arabic word
in the ST is also significant. The author may utilise the repetitions to signal irony as
his style is full of satirical allusions over stereotypical images of social behaviour.
On the other hand, the translator appears to have been aware of the importance of the
repetitive patterns to the shaping of the rhetorical aspect of the ST, and so decided to
keep the patterns in the TT almost intact. The equivalents he uses are prince and
drink, the latter being as a verb and noun.
Repetition can also be an effective means whereby strong feelings or emotions
are conveyed. In the next example, the use of repetition in emotive context strikes the
reader/listener as it has a deliberate rhetorical effect:
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(60)
She was going about her work, when the little girl began to utter horrible cries.
Her mother at once left everything and hastened to her. The cries continued
and increased, so that the child's sisters also left everything and hastened to
her. The crying continued louder than ever, and the child twisted and turned
in her mother's arms. The sheikh, too, left his friends and hastened to her. The
cries continued louder than ever, and the little girl quivered horribly [...]
The excerpt describes a situation whereby the gradual build-up of strong emotions
goes hand in hand with the cumulative patterns of repetition. In actual fact, the
emotive meaning is heightened by a variety of repetitive, lexical sets. These may be
compared with their TT equivalents as follows:
As the table shows, the translator has adopted a strategy of literal translation through
selecting corresponding equivalents and preserving the same frequency of
occurrences of the items repeated. Given this, the translation has most likely
managed to reproduce the parallel effect of maintaining the dynamic aspect of the ST
by observing its unexpectedness.
To conclude, there is a variation between the translations of the three parts of
Taha Hussein's autobiography. Particularly, the translator ofPart Two, Wayment,
adopts a consistent strategy of replacing rhetorical repetition with other means of
cross-reference. No doubt, her persistent approach compromises the rhetorical






£ : 3 occurrences
; 2 occurrences
: 2 occurrences
cries: 3 occurrences; crying: 1 occurrence
continued: 3 occurrences
louder than ever: 2 occurrences
left: 3 occurrences
hastened: 3 occurrences
horrible: 1 occurrence; horribly: 1 occurrence
everything: 2 occurrences
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meaning of the ST. More damaging is the possibility that her translation could yield
the whole ST uneven and demolish the image of the author.
6.4 Conclusion
It has been found that Arabic repetition utilises resources of morphology, i.e. roots
and patterns, and lexis to produce language and create discourse. In terms of
morphological repetition, Arabic discourse employs pattern repetition and root
repetition to achieve both emphatic and cohesive ends. In the TT's, however, a
number of strategies are adopted to reproduce the original structures. These reflect
the translators' individual attitudes towards the ST's nonns and their adherence to
the linguistic and cultural norms prevalent in the TL environment. By and large,
there has been a variation in the degree of bias towards the norms of either pole, the
ST or the TL.
Lexical repetition has been classified into three types: lexical-item repetition,
lexical-doublet repetition and phrase repetition. As to its significance in discourse,
lexical repetition can serve two major functions, i.e. textual and rhetorical. The
textual function concerns the potential of repetition for organising the text and
rendering it cohesive. The rhetorical function has to do with the use of recurrence for
rhetorical purposes, e.g. foregrounding a mental image, invoking emotions in
emotive language. Generally, the translation strategies vary the ST by using different
patterns of reference. The rhetorical repetition is compromised by at least one
translator, Wayment, who replaces it with variation. Taking the translation of
rhetorical repetition as a point of departure, it is suggested that the variation in the
approaches of the three translators of the three parts of Taha Hussein's
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autobiography has the impact of representing the original text (and perhaps the
author) as rather uneven.
Finally, it may be safe to say that the general trend of translational norms seems
to lean towards the acceptability pole more than the adequacy pole.
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Chapter Seven
Patterns of Repetition at the Discourse Level:
Paraphrase, Parallelism and Chiasmus
7.0 Introduction
In this chapter, I end my study of repetition with a relatively short account of some
other types of repetition, viz. paraphrase (repetition of content), parallelism
(repetition of form), and chiasmus (repetition of items in verse order). These devices
will be examined from the perspective of the wider textual meaning in terms of
parallel propositions and structures at the clause (and occasionally sentence) level. At
this level, clauses are joined within the 'clause complex' which defines the kinds of
relationship between the constitutive clauses (Halliday, 1994). On the other hand,
there will be a scrutiny of instances of these discoursal patterns in the English
translations and the strategies that motivated certain translation choices. I will then
conclude the chapter with a brief review of the findings.
7.1 Paraphrase
Etymologically, the term 'paraphrase' has its roots in the Greek language and is
commonly identified with the idea of restating the sense of an utterance by using a
different expression. It has also been associated with translation theory and the way a
poetic text is rendered into another language (Robinson, 2001: 166-67). In the field
ofEnglish linguistic studies, the concept of paraphrase may be viewed as embedded
in the theory of functional grammar and fne relationships between the propositions
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implied by a set of clauses, i.e. it is part of a general phenomenon called 'expansion',
and specifically of'elaboration' (Halliday, 1994: 225):
"In ELABORATION, one clause elaborates on the meaning of another by further
specifying or describing. The secondary clause does not introduce a new element into
the picture but rather provides a further characterization of one that is already there,
restating it, clarifying it, refining it, or adding a descriptive attribute or comment. The
thing that is elaborated may be the primary clause as a whole, or it may be just some
part of it - one or more of its constituents "
In paratactic elaboration, Halliday classifies three types of clause relation
(1994: 226; the examples cited below are his):
(i) Exposition, an in-other-words relationship whereby the second clause
'restates the thesis of the primary clause in different words, to present it
from another point of view, or perhaps just to reinforce the message', e.g.
That clock doesn't go - it's not working;
(ii) Exemplification, where the secondary clause 'develops the thesis of the
primary clause by becoming more specific about it', e.g. We used to have
races - we used to have relays;
(iii) Clarification, here the secondary clause 'clarifies the thesis of the primary
clause, backing it up with some form of explanation', e.g. I wasn't
surprised - it was what I had expected.
Paraphrase has also been examined by de Beaugrande and Dressier, among
others, who cite the following example from a contemporary text (1981: 58):
When God became conscious of his omniscience, he suddenly felt terribly bored,
because, whatever happened, he knew the outcome. There was no more any surprise;
there was nothing that was not known beforehand.
The first italicised clause is paraphrased by the other subsequent clauses which
expand the proposition of the first by viewing its content from an opposite angle, i.e.
introducing an element of negation.
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Johnstone (1991) investigates the role of paraphrase in Arabic argumentative
discourse. She alleges that Arabic speakers/writers utilise paraphrase to support their
arguments by merely presenting them in paraphrastic utterances. One type of
paraphrastic relationship, she identifies, is 'reverse paraphrase' which denotes the
way of looking at a situation from the opposite direction, i.e. paraphrasing a 'positive
claim with a negative one' (1991: 80). However, reverse paraphrase may be claimed
to be a universal, rhetorical device that entails modulation, e.g. positive - negative,
general - specific, abstract - concrete, etc. de Beaugrande and Dressler's example,
cited above, demonstrates that reverse paraphrase is also operative in English.
Moreover, it will be shown later that reverse paraphrase is, in fact, a strategy
employed by some translators to reproduce a ST non-reverse paraphrase in the TT.
This I will call antonymous paraphrase.
7.1.1 Translation of Paraphrase
In rendering the Arabic paraphrastic phrases into English, the translators have
adopted a set of strategies apparently motivated by an assortment of constraints
pertinent to both the ST and TL norms. One major translation strategy is
'compression' which is applied to cases whereby synonymous expressions in the ST
parallel clauses are replaced by fewer elements in the TT. Being regarded as the
opposite of expansion, it entails the redistribution of semantic components on fewer
words and thus rendering the ST utterance more compact. Generally, the strategy
affects the parallel lexical items that show a higher degree of synonymity than others.
For example, when the verb elements sound more synonymous than the nominal
elements, they undergo compression and an alternative choice is made in the TT.
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Three sub-classes of this strategy may be distinguished: (a) compression of the
verb elements; (b) compression of the noun elements; and (c) compression of the
whole structure. These and other strategies, as applied to the ST, are elaborated
below.
7.1.1.1 Compression of the verb elements
The following item consists of two coordinated clauses standing in a paraphrastic
relation of synonymy:
(78 £bis j eHla Ai
Your thoughts and hopes are all in vain. (Allen, 1992: 201)
Being introduced by the emphatic particle ^, the sentence consists of two
synonymous clauses each having the structure [V + N + attached m., sg., poss.
pronoun dl] . In the TT, the two clauses are conflated into one with two conjoined
nouns thoughts and hopes, one verbal element are and the complement all in vain.
The ST finite verbs sjU. (failed) and (vanished) are replaced by the condensed
predicate are .. in vain. In the next example, the parallel clauses occur in a
conditional sentence:
(2)
•OUi jjla ijl V J#3 ' VJ)h% 11 (j*4 J 1 .'bit nit flui ni _ i~>K <-i J U2Lu j
(254 J ^
Even ifwe concede that the person who holds an important position is free
from harm and danger, he still spends the rest ofhis life straining and
worrying. (Allen, 1992: 254)
1 The particle is a variant of^ generally denoting actions "which occurred in the past but whose
consequences are of pragmatic relevance to the current discourse topic" (Holes, 1995: 190).
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Here, the sentence starts with a hypothetical clause whose predicate consists of two
embedded paraphrastic clauses, as highlighted. They are both similar in meaning as
well as identical in structure, i.e. having the constituent elements [V + Prep. + N pi.].
The translation strategy is to condense the verbal elements (and prepositions) into [V
+ COMP + prep.], while replacing the nouns '.'bUJi and with the lexical
doublet harm and danger. In consequence, the two clauses are replaced by one
In this excerpt, there are two paraphrastic utterances, as highlighted. They represent
two subordinate circumstantial clauses with non-finite verbs. The translator
compresses the clauses by replacing the two verbal elements and jj with
the ed- participle accompanied occupying here the V slot of a subject-less clause.
Further, and are tied up into the lexical doublet sorrow and grief.
7.1.1.2 Compression of the noun elements
The strategy of compression also works on the nominal elements of a pair of




[They] left accompanied only by their own sorrow and grief.
(Allen, 1992: 337)
(4)
a_l5Uail (jtS La y f ^ t a ji! ,2.1 ^lai LajlS [...]
(2^ '95
He seemed to lie in ambush in a comer at the top of the stairs, paying
no attention to the students while they were reading or preparing
their lessons. (Wayment, 1997[ 1943]: 168)
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The two coordinated clauses ^1> Ajjuijjj and i> J*i are paraphrastic in
that the second clause expands the content of the first by specifying new items, e.g.
(books). However, the translator compresses the nouns^ (meaning 'science'
or 'knowledge') and opting instead for lessons as object for the verbs reading
and preparing.
Item (5) contains two paraphrastic phrases with exclamation constructions
having the form <_M t* :
(5)
La Cui
By God, that was a splendid and clear explanation! (Allen, 1992: 256)
The two highlighted clauses are marked by the initial particle ^ which makes the
exclamations with cs^1 and , e.g. [^]j... " (lit. how splendid ... and
how clear). The translation strategy is to compress the nouns Ckt (elucidation) and
iP'ji (proof) into explanation. The end result, therefore, is one clause with a
predicate having a nominal element pre-modified by two adjectives, i.e. a splendid
and clear explanation.
7.1.1.3 Compression of the whole structure
This strategy is used to compress parallel utterances that involve aspects of
synonymy or near synonymy. A pair of examples are discussed below:
(6)
aA In iij t t-a (lltjVJ i ^ 'i * ^*1J La o jia. ^3 j$3
(130
There he stands, utterly bewildered and lost in the middle of this standing
market with its enormous crowd. He's no idea ofwhat he's doing.
(Allen, 1992: 283)
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The two highlighted clauses are completely synonymous:^(know);
(do). What the translator did was compress the ST parallel clauses into the
italicised expression as shown in the TT.
<?)
(2<r '184 <UjjuV Ic-lia j ail all 414?- ^ LJUaj [ J
[who] found in your gaiety as in your seriousness unparalleled delight.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 233)
Here again, the two highlighted phrases exhibit aspects of similarity at both the
semantic and the syntactic level. To take the semantic aspect, the phrases show a
great deal of synonymity between the lexemes ^ (pleasure) and (enjoyment),
which is reinforced by the recurrence of across the phrases. The translator
has taken account of these features and thus decided to replace the ST utterances
with the denser expression unparalleled delight.
In addition, there are cases where paraphrastic clauses involve a synonymous
pair of lexical doublets. The translation strategy, again, is to condense the ST
meaning as in (8) and (9) below:
(8)
(126 :ss^J^') • t-Lufch j ^ jSt*.
I still feel aggravated and resentful. (Allen, 1992. 278)
With two noun doublets consisting of four synonyms and one verb doublet, the two
clauses can safely be regarded as synonymous: (agitate/overwhelm); ^
j (anxiety and affliction); and ujM j (sorrow and sadness). Apparently, the
translator has sifted out the synonyms to avoid redundancy and render the TT
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compact. Thus, he goes for the abbreviated phrase fell aggravated and resentful
which implies the essential semantic components of the ST expression.
(9)
(2(T ' 111 ; 4_la) LajLua 1 ng 4 j (jt£»
[He] was a stern and resolute man. (Wayment, 1997[1943]: 223)
This example includes two synonymous doublets: (vehement, resolute) and
(awesome, stern). The semantic relationship between the elements in each
doublet is based on modification that moves from the first element to the second, i.e.
the first term modifying the second term. This could be construed through these
adjustments: Ju-ii (vehemently resolute) and ^ (awesomely stern),
but not the other way round. In the TT, however, manipulation of this linguistic
material has brought about a denser portion of text in terms of semantic and
grammatical output, i.e. fewer words and clauses. The translator introduces stern and
resolute forming a lexical doublet in the TT.
7.1.1.4 Literal translation
So far, it has been found that some translators tend to compress ST expressions
that exhibit a high degree of synonymity. Nevertheless, there are cases where the ST
utterances are less synonymous so that compression becomes inappropriate as it can
lead to translation loss. For that reason, literal translation is activated as a
straightforward strategy to ensure that ST semantic components are transferred into
the TT One example is given below:
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(10)
CjUS^o yliUaij jac- <jl y_jl t .-i^in jlij UjSj i ££• OJ.uE1 Ij-^tS <ji J!
(72
Eventually they were almost out of sight. We might well have lost track of
them altogether, if one of them had not tripped over the tram lines and lost his
turban and shoes. (Allen, 1992: 195)
Here, the two highlighted clauses are paraphrastic in that the second clause "
JiVl " clarifies the thesis of the primary clause ... ' " by adding some
explanation, i.e. elaboration by clarification. Further, the second clause constitutes a
pre-posed answering clause for the conditional clause starting with "... Vjl The
paraphrastic and syntactic relationships between the clauses are explicitly defined by
punctuation in the TT. The paraphrasing clause "we might... altogether" is separated
from the primary clause "Eventually..." by a full stop and then related to the
conditional clause "if one ..." The strategy of literal translation has necessitated
such modifications.
7.1.1.5 Translation by antonymous paraphrase
This strategy modulates the ST pattern of paraphrase by bringing in a component of
antonymy, i.e. the relationship between the paraphrastic clauses is shifted in such a
way that one clause reinforces the thesis of the other(s) by looking at it from an
opposite angle. Examples involving clausal doubling and clausal trebling are (11)
and (12), respectively:
(11)
ajjuja, La (ja lAjAiat ojaJSUa^ Lu (iV utt iiili Jut-1 j»laja, [ ]
(40
Afterwards, you didn't permit yourselves to enjoy what you had collected,
but took away from yourselves everything you'd amassed.
(Allen, 1992: 151)
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The highlighted clausal doubling is matched in the TT by the italicised utterance.
The instance of antonymous paraphrase consists in the rendering of the synonymous
items (Cp- and fj*- (derivations of ? - j - as didn 7 permit and took away,
respectively. Here, the translator has decided to relay the meaning of the former item
by incorporating an element of negation, disregarding the possible equivalent
"forbade". His strategy, therefore, is to produce a construction of antonymous
paraphrase whereby the second portion of the text is a restatement in affirmative
terms ofwhat has been said negatively in the first part. The semantic implication of
the coordination between the two clauses is shifted from a relation of addition in the
ST into a relation of contrast in the TT. This is externally marked by replacing 'and'
with 'but'.
(12)
(j- (jUi-b t £ jail j jcdl j* (jli i £l1$1Ij jc. JjtAj [ ]
(93 (jJjui'jll
As a result, they are totally unaffected by fear and panic and are shielded
from any misgivings or anxieties. They feel quite at ease.
(Allen, 1992: 219)
The ST utterance comprises three coordinated, paraphrastic clauses, each adding
force and semantic ingredients to the whole stretch. Apart from the third clause
which implies some distinctive nuances, the first two clauses are closely related in
terms of synonymy. Literally, the ST excerpt translates as: "they are separated from
fear and panic and safe from alarm and fright and safeguarded from misgivings and
anxieties". The procedure that the translator seems to have adopted involves two
stages: modulation and textual restructuring. First, he modulates the content of one of
the two synonymous clauses by introducing antonymous elements, i.e. antonymous
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paraphrase. Further, he reverses the order of the clauses by placing the antonymous
paraphrase at the end of the passage as an independent sentence: They feel quite at
ease which means roughly ^ J! Ajjjuyu <j . In terms of coherence, the
antonymous paraphrase culminates the progressive, semantic build-up developed in
the previous phrases by considering the situation from a different perspective.
Herein, it has the implicature of "in other words" or "to put it another way".
The example also shows how textual restructuring can be used as a strategy to
organise discourse in the TT. This is illustrated below.
7.1.1.6 Textual restructuring
This refers to the kind of change the translators incorporate in the TT to achieve
textual coherence. Specifically, it concerns the re-organisation of linguistic material
in the TT in a way that is constrained by the TL norms, i.e. the concepts become
logically structured from the TL perspective (Dickins et a/., 2002: 137). Arabic and
English differ in the ways they manage the order of concepts in text and how
coherence is attained. To see how textual restructuring works as a strategy and what
collateral damages, if any, are afflicted by the translators, it will be helpful to
consider the following examples:
(13)
' j ' frtLiiVt o* iS i °Je. La [...]
(2£ '9 . (jaitUl ^ jjuS Jjaij
What he learnt then obliged him to overhaul his standards of judgment, and
to revise his valuation both of people and of things.
(Wayment, 1997[1943]: 109)
Here, the manipulation of the ST has gone through two stages: restructuring and
compression. The three highlighted phrases are rearranged in the TT so that the
second phrase will stand in its own right while the first and the third are compressed
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due to the semantic similarity between ^ and . This division subsumes two
kinds of reference, i.e. abstract reference of the genitive judgment in standards of
judgment and concrete reference of the genitive people and things in valuation of
people and things.
(14)
V j i ij-oS < eUi <us Ja.L V j ' el!3 V 1 ^ h'a ^ j 11 a \ \ ^ J J J
(3^ '110 : j l^ajli
[...] and look out for another abode, where I [he] could not meet her, nor
have the sound of her voice and so forfeit all the pleasure and the solace
they gave me [him], (Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 352)
The ST includes three clauses arranged in a way that the idea of 'not hearing her
voice' comes first, followed by 'not meeting her', and finally 'the forfeiting of all the
pleasure and the solace'. Right away, the mode of ordering the concepts in the ST
looks somehow unusual: ^3 (that sound), »»H ^3 (that person) and ... jj*-"
(the feelings of...). Yet, the significance of the sound can only be appreciated in the
light of the fact that the author is sightless and so it plays a central role in his
survival. In the TT, this order is partially reversed in respect of the first two clauses,
e.g. where I [he] could not meet her, nor have the sound ofher voice. This is a
problematic rendering since the strategy flouts the priorities of the author. As far as
he is concerned, it is the sound, or voice, that is important. The sound is not merely a
medium for communicating with the invisible, but rather the medium and the only
reality that precedes existence and emotions. So when he puts the sequence of
concepts in that order, he only did the normal thing.
Rv relegating 'sound' to the second position, the translation has arguably
contributed to the projection of an image of an author who could see, i.e. the
translator has made a sightless writer sighted.
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To sum up, Arabic ST's and English TT's differ in the ways they build up
propositions in terms of paraphrastic constructions. There have been a number of
strategies that the translators employ in dealing with Arabic paraphrastic utterances.
The various types of shifts in the translation process signal a predominant tendency
to appeal to the TL norms. In addition to the repetition of content, the repetition of
structure, or parallelism, has been observed in many cases above. The role of
parallelism in holding the overall make-up of text will be explored in the next
section.
7.2 Parallelism
Parallelism is 'repeating a structure but filling it with new elements' (de Beaugrande
& Dressier, 1981: 49). In poetic language, though, parallelism assumes a significant
role as it contributes to the artistic formation of text, and can itself be of
portentousness when coupled with the foregrounding of contrastive meanings. In
terms of Jakobson's theory of poetics, the medium becomes as important as the
meaning. He states (1987: 173): 'Any form of parallelism is an apportionment of
invariants and variables. The stricter the distribution of the former, the greater the
discernibility and effectiveness of the variations.' That is, the extra formal
symmetries of the text draw attention to the lexical paradigms that are displayed in
the passage, and call for interpreting the relationships between members of these
paradigms, to produce dense compounds ofmeaning.
The first kind of parallelism which will be exemplified here is that which
involves anaphora, i.e. initial repetition. Two examples are discussed:
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05)
<jjili!l SUa. jA 4j]i tJj^ajLa jl j_5 JJ jl£ j i tuUjS IjJjC jt£ J '
(3^r 11 14 ; jj"'"* -da) _ Ujil <jc. ^1£JV ^1^ia V)
I [he] was a stranger in my [his] homeland and I [he| was a stranger in
France. The life of the people around me [him] left me [him] isolated in mere
externalities which hardly mattered or profited. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 355)
There is syntactic equivalence between the two highlighted portions of the sentence
and identity of the three first words: ^ . The parallelism encourages the
reader to look for any association between the matched but different items, (his
homeland), viz. Egypt, and (France). This is not incidental since a pessimistic
view of life is expressed by the author not only through the propositions in the text,
but also by the formal arrangement of the words which places (his homeland)
and (France) in parallel positions to imply their semantic equivalence. This
foregrounded juxtaposition is neatly captured in the TT as the translator reproduces
the ST parallelism as shown in the italicised utterance.
Parallelism with anaphora is also foregrounded in the next example wherein
two elements assuming negative values are put on a par:
06)
<ULuS jfr flOaj jl t jjjjJxJl U;K' (jiajxjj£ 4 nnj jft jl Ajll eLai^l i_iji.l j!4j
(1^ '14 : jj»"> *da) .M t_>-j|jS" AjI Ij 11 *»" jAl Ija
[...] he had the greatest dread of going to the right and encountering the two
dogs of the Aduites, or of going to the left and encountering the evil of Said
and his wife, Kawabis [...] (Paxton, 1997[1932]: 14)
The two phrases beginning with ... Cf- f&i involve syntagmatic equivalence between
the two items and j "4^" . This juxtaposition calls for the
need to seek some paradigmatic equivalence. Indeed, the parallelism combines
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contrast with similarity as it tries to link between the two dogs and specifically Said
and his wife. The two elements have opposed semantic values, the former denoting
'animal' and the latter 'human'. The author uses parallelism to suggest that the two
elements are compatible at the connotative level ofmeaning: whichever direction he
takes, he encounters dread. In the TT, the translator has literally rendered the ST
utterance, keeping constant the pattern of parallelism and the foregrounding of the
two contrastive elements.
Another kind of parallelism is that which involves synonymy. Here again, there
are parallel constants and variables, but the constants are synonymous rather than
identical. The variables, on the other hand, are foregrounded to express the notion of
'similarity by contrast'. Example:
(I7)
oj£o (jl£ j _ A t W i <-ij 4JSJ j i. AjjJjj j IjjAji ' ■ <j t-iy u ^_sj (jlS j
( ] '49 : . 4A j ' * j lipc. Ia jS
Now the 'Arifbitterly detested 'Our Master', and despised him, although he
used to flatter him. At the same time 'Our Master' disliked the 'Arif intensely
and despised him, but used to flatter him also to his face.
(Paxton, 1997[1932]: 31)
The passage consists of two parallel sentences with three clauses in each of them. In
the first sentence, the first two clauses are joined by the connective j , e.g.
NuAks.. whereas the adversative subordinates the third clause .
Likewise, the other set of clauses are connected by j as in .. j\S and
by ij^j subordinating AiLii. Each sentence has the structure: [<j^ 'used to' + N
(cjjjadl / liiiui) + pr.part. + N + N + adj. + conn. + pr.part. + adversative
+ pr.part.]. There is a great deal of syntactic and semantic similarity among the
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elements of the two sentences. The variables the 'Arifax\& Our Master are juxtaposed
in a way so as to highlight the concept of reciprocity: both dislike one another. Put
another way, the principle of foregrounding parallelism reinforces the implicit
similarity between the two variables.
The translator, however, has maintained the parallelism in the TT but shifted
the type of equivalence from synonymous into repetitive, as with
despise - despise and 6^ flatter -flatter. This lexical shift seems to
support the notion of reciprocity, i.e. similarity.
Generally, manipulation of the ST parallels reveals the extent to which the
translators have complied with the norms of the ST or the TL. In the next example,
one translator replaces the ST complete parallelism with partial parallelism in the
TT:
(18)
JL»IU ujjjaJl J ujp jlj [...]
(3<r '3 : on**-
To be rich in heart and spirit, rich in knowledge, was better and more useful
than to have hands and pockets filled with material means.
(Cragg, 1997[ 1976]: 245)
The parallels are the two highlighted phrases. A closer glance will show that there is
an identity of surface syntactic structure in word order, number of words, and
grammatical construction. Although the two phrases are structurally the same, as
well as referring to the same concept of affluence, they are still dissimilar in terms of
reference. That is, there is a contrast between the abstractness of reference of the first
phrase (lit. 'enriching the hearts and spirits with knowledge') and the concreteness of
reference of the second phrase (lit. 'filling the pockets and hands with money'). The
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tension between 'the moral' and 'the material' in the ST is foregrounded by an
elegant pattern of parallelism. The grammatical structure consists of a genitive
construction followed by a prepositional phrase: [(Verbal) N + N pi. + conn.j + N pi.
+ prep, -? + N sg.].
This is hardly captured in the TT as the translator seems to adopt a strategy
applicable to the TL norms that calls for idiomaticity or naturalness. However, this
does not mean that he was unaware of the ST feature and the function it serves. In
fact, he strikes a compromise between the ST parallelism and the TL preference for
an apparently less defined pattern of parallelism. So, instead of the following literal
translation of the ST parallels
enriching the hearts and spirits with knowledge
filling the pockets and hands with money
he suggests
to be rich in heart and spirit, rich in knowledge,
to have hands and pockets filled with material means,
[to + V N + and + N + adj + prep. + N(P) ]
The parallelism is clearly incomplete due to the recurrence of the adjective 'rich'
which is modified in both occurrences by a prepositional phrase. However, it must be
acknowledged that the translator's solution has managed to reproduce the ST
content.
One point has to be emphasised here. Since parallelism is considered to be a
textual feature that brings about extra regularities in the text, the implication would
be that it has some cohesive ends. This is rather manifested in the examples that have
been discussed in this section. Further, parallelism is utilisable in intertwining a
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series of utterances that involve certain patterns of transitivity. This is shown in
Examples (19) and (20):
(19)
wj,ui j Cuiajj j ii j ■ "rta j Jiaa i ji 3"""Csi
(1^ '45 <t=)
You certainly deserve to be called sheikh today, for yesterday you raised up
my head, caused my face to shine and honoured my beard.
(Paxton, 1997[1932]: 29)
As highlighted, the excerpt includes three clauses coordinated by j and having
identical structural formats: [ V + attached pron. 2j(S) + N (O) + poss. pron. suff.].
The parallels display a transitivity structure whereby the main character Ej ,
contracted form of (you), is an actor ofmental processes , <-0" raised
up, caused... to shine, honoured, affecting material objects cAj, head,
face, beard. Paraphrastically, the parallel clauses assume a metaphorical build-up in
which the situation is gradually specified by physical entities. Put another way, the
items 0*1j , assume a whole-part or top-bottom hierarchy: head subsumes
face and face includes beard, i.e. beard is part of face andface is part of head, a
compound structure ofmeronymy; similarly, head is higher than face and face is
higher than beard.
As for the translation strategy, it appears that the metaphorical image
foregrounded by both semantic and syntactic repetition in the ST is maintained in the
TT, though minor amendments motivated by the TL norms are reinstated. For
instance, the pronoun you is elliptical in the second and third instances; the first
instance of the TT conjunction and is replaced by a comma; and the structure of the
second clause is modified as [Elliptical S + V + O + Co] the latter element being the
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Object Complement to shine.
In the next passage, there are four parallel construct phrases that express object
relationships:
(20)
;1 ^ jji (jlAjlj i L^-iLaJ | j l 'yaj c 4 IgjLacM (Jjjaauj t ^j j ^ A\ . .r,a
jl t 1 tjAt^ c*1L - ajS n' jUijc.1j t lafil ■ - Lojl 0 jiA eUj ^2
( 1 88 ;0"aij^alt) c^lt-a <u ajtllal t jsla tl)a^ ljac.
Egyptians were enslaved to put up this great pile of rocks. Their normal work
was disrupted, their bodies were torn apart, their blood was shed, and
their spirit was shattered. All this because of the idiotic and fatuous beliefs
of an ignorant king who imagined that he would get some benefit from it; or
the activities of a cunning priest who expected to make a profit.
(Allen, 1992: 354)
The text begins with a cleft sentence in which five parallel phrases occupy the first
part of the cleft. Apart from the first phrase that exhibits less structural parallelism,
i.e. Cam (the enslavement of the Egyptian nation), the four highlighted
phrases look more symmetrical as they show various degrees of phonological,
morphological, syntactic and semantic similarity. Phonologically, they have identity
of rhyme, i.e. the suffix . Morphologically, the first two phrases have the same
pattern whereas the other pair are partially similar, e.g. IfrM <jUi] and cMj
IfrlUil ? respectively. On the other hand, there is identity of the surface syntactic
structure in word order, number of words and genitive construction, e.g.
[ verbal N + Npl. + attached f. sg. poss. pron. ]. Functionally, the four phrases
represent a recurrent pattern of transitivity in which the verbal noun acts as process
affecting object (lit. disrupting their works and tearing their bodies and shedding
their bloods and shattering their spirits).
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The continuity of the text suggests a semantic accumulation that manifests
itself in the gradual characterisation of the context until the climax is arrived at, i.e.
'the shattering of their spirits'. To be exact, the parallels project a metaphorical
image of slow death, and the device of parallelism facilitates the enhancement of this
image by framing it with a structural format replicated in a series of utterances. The
advancement from the general to the specific is externally signalled by the
introductory phrase that sets the scene for the succeeding
propositions. It is also marked by the initial particle -s which functions here as a
discourse marker switching the discourse towards further identification.2
In the TT, the translator reproduces the ST parallelism after introducing some
restructuring changes. The introductory phrase of the cleft is related to the
prepositional phrase ending the first part of the cleft, while the four parallel phrases
are coordinated in an independent sentence. The functional nature of the ST
transitivity pattern is made explicit in the TT by the use of a passive voice
construction instead of the ST genitive, i.e. 'their spirit was shattered' vs. 'the
shattering of their spirits'.
I conclude this account on parallelism with an example from al-MuwaylihT's
text (parentheses added):
2 On the uses of this particle, see Al-Batal (1990: 239). This discourse switcher marks the boundary
between the assertions made in the previous sentences and the pieces of evidence which are adduced




Ajulllullt jij t 4jy _jll j ^S-dl Ju j\ Q'E * 3 j'^jj Jl U^LUJ * ^LkxA ^_UUC- <JU
; l» jS*Jlj <—a jula]I ' ^ ^ 2.:''"' '■'■'< j i ^ la *i* 11~j AoV i c- -i— J ' laj^c-j j I d-*- ^ )0^>q
^ic- jjialjll j ; ft all11 _jtj _5 ^'i-n ill alii j j4 j djt~h.oll ■ " il'v.'! ^jjjulillj
<—ftT-lll ' V' j 4 4-l^.tjl! l-Jjl-i-A WIALic. j] ■■ jj- ^'' - OtlS l"'. j 4 (A^V I CLjl^lc-J
(110 :>^=4i^l) .(*4*VI i—ijliill kaj'l
'Tsa ibn Hisham said: Next we went to visit a meeting of governors. They are
people endowed with considerable intelligence who have broad administrative
authority. They have absolute power, and can make people either miserable or
content. Being brought up in the cradle of learning and possessing
extraordinary talents in all categories of expression and concept, they are
characterized by subtle insight and far-reaching resolve. They can fully
comprehend the ethics ofman and peoples' customs. With their enlightened
views, they are able to dispel the gloom caused by terrible disasters and to
guide reluctant people along the right path through their far-seeing policies.
(Allen, 1992: 249)
The extract is the opening sentence of the episode titled <-iuUijll vWJ (Civil Servants).
It is part of a direct speech by the protagonist of the fiction 'Tsa ibn Hisham who
commences almost every episode in the fiction with a statement running over one
page or two to set the scene where the action is to take place. It is often written in
rhyming prose (sajr) which involves various kinds of repetition. As for the above
passage, it is palpably clear that parallelism is a prominent feature that intertwines
sets of utterances into patterns of balancing. Each pair is put between brackets, for
ease of reference. The first two parallels ( ... <_iUj ) are two construct phrases
having the structure [Npl. + N gen. + conn. + N gen.]. They embrace two lexical
doublets that are also semantically similar. The second pair of parallels
( ... ) are clauses with the structure [prep. + N + attached pron. + N gen.
+ conn. + N + attached pron.]. Equally, identity of the syntactic structure covers the
rest of the parallels in the passage.
On the other hand, the translator has chosen to produce a TT lacking any
manifestations of parallel structures. The strategic decision as to whether to avoid
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parallelism or generate a parallelistic TT seems to depend largely on the kind of
purpose the TT is set to serve. Here, the translator has come to the conclusion that
since the ST is not of the genre, considerations of the expression, i.e. the surface
syntactic structure, should not override those of the content. Therefore, he employs a
strategy of semantic translation focusing mainly on relaying the content of the ST
message. At first sight, the procedure has necessitated the division of the one-
sentence ST into six sentences. Thus, it may be argued that the translator has leaned
more towards the TL norms than the ST.
Finally, there are cases whereby the parallel elements are arranged in a reverse
order on the surface of the text. This is traditionally called chiasmus, or what might
be termed as reverse parallelism, the subject of the next section.
7.3 Chiasmus
In the field ofwestern traditional rhetoric, chiasmus is described as a "grammatical
figure in which the order ofwords in one of two parallel clauses is inverted in the
other" (Freeborn, 1996: 69). It is known by this name after the shape of the Greek
letter chi (X) to denote the concept of contrast in a crossed patterning, i.e. the two
halves of, say, a sentence are constructed in two opposite ways: [ S - V || V - S ].
The device of chiasmus can be utilized to achieve at least two textual purposes:
(i) text-building, by the juxtaposition of two items in the text in order to show a
contrast or a relationship between them; and (ii) rhetorical, where the juxtaposition is
intended to relay a meaning that goes beyond the denotative and connotative
meaning of the chiasmic items.
The translation of chiasmic constructions has embraced a number of strategies
that are warranted by the kind of role the chiasmus plays in the overall meaning of
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the utterance. Where the chiasmic utterance has no clear rhetorical function, the
translators tended to water it down by avoiding lexical recurrence. This is carried out
through a set of procedures, including lexicalising the chiasmic construction, opting
for synonymy, paraphrasing, etc. Otherwise, the chiasmus is preserved in the TT. In
the following account, a number of passages will be analysed for instances of
chiasmus. This will be conducted from the perspective of the strategies adopted by
the translators.
In the next two examples, a strategy of literal translation is employed. The
translators introduce this strategy perhaps because they reckon that the chiasmus
triggers some meaning in the ST utterance so that expression and content look
inextricably interwoven.
(22)
A) jjjl La AfcUj Uli.JS 4 Aiiixil <■ a-v'll jlA 1 nflTl a iaajj Ujjji Lul
ya ClLalij y& CAaUj 4 '"''' CjjpAjlj [...] Jyj bll ^5!) ptiajl Cuaall
tijLafc i_il jxaill j 4 U jLoill j a 'Ac.j 4 djlal jtajSfj ' Blajl jIjc-SH VnWii j
(194 [ ] 1$]aI IfS,y US 4 IgKu' 4 ijUfr Ljljitl j
Next we walked towards the centre of the park and reached the museum of
antiquities. We went in to look at the artefacts that had been hidden for ages
and then brought to light by detailed research [...] Cities had been destroyed
and others created, countries had perished and others started. Caves had been
changed into uplands, seas into mountains; buildings had become ruins,
floods mirages, mirages floods, and ruins buildings. Yet all these things had
their fonn preserved just as people had left them. (Allen, 1992: 362)
Here, there is a pattern of chiasmus which may be termed as compound chiasmus. It
consists in the embedding of the metaphorical chiasmic phrase v1 jDW j jUill
I jUi. in the outer chiasmic (jAc- s-i! j=d! j CI> jLudl. The construction has the pattern
AB CD DC BA which gives the passage an elegance, symmetry and variety which
are lacking in some other alternative construction. Most important is the role that the
pattern plays in creating meaning in the text. Interestingly, the way the chiasmus is
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structured reflects the temporal evolution of events in the real world; the
crisscrossing facilitates the projection of an image whereby things are transforming
in a circle of life, i.e. -» , or metaphoricallyj^1 -» ->
jUili. This is also appreciated in the TT as the translator was alert to the function of
the device in foregrounding this meaning. So, the circle of life is maintained in the
TT: buildings —> ruins —> buildings vs. the metaphoric floods —» mirages —» floods.
This is displayed in the literal translation of the ST pattern: buildings had become ruins,
floods mirages, mirages floods, and ruins buildings.
(23)
? i—laJl jJb ji j j'T jj)t iiifl IAt Jla <ji j jjtuill t Joa3 ^1 <Ui j°j"' ■ ^ Jaj
(3^ : 109 :oi^'da) ji j
I [He] told myself [himself] that for sure I [he| was not meant for such
things. Nor were they such as could really be mine [his]. What had /[he] to
do with love, or love with me [him]? (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 351)
This example exhibits two instances of chiasmus, as highlighted. As for the second
chiasmic instance, the translator has preserved the ST pattern, e.g. " ... A" X
"A ... " ~ I [he]... love X love ... me [him]. The significance of the pattern can
only be appreciated in the light of the protagonist's attitude towards love. Here, the
whole utterance formulated in a rhetorical question implies that there is an
ambivalence between him and love. But, the chiasmus paradoxically reinforces a
kind of interlacement between his fate and love. This is likely to be behind the
translator's decision to relay the chiasmus in the TT.
The other chiasmic construction has been rendered slightly differently as the
translator adopts a strategy of variation. This strategy reproduces the ST chiasmic
structure by bringing some paraphrastic or synonymous element in the second half of
the chiasmus. An example on paraphrasing is the first chiasmus in (23) above, where
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the translator paraphrases the second part of the chiasmus: I [he] was not meantfor
such things, nor were they such as could really he mine [his]. The structure also
involves the use of the anaphoric they, i.e. I [he] ... such thingsX they ... mine[his].
Alternatively, the translators may opt for synonymy in the TT as shown in the
following:
(24)
(3jT :34 Aja) ■ A1*^ j Uli. i_jj.li.ftl) ^<■ —j j j
So I turned the tables on him: the defeated emerged victor and the victor was
subdued. (Cragg, 1997[1976]: 279)
The translator has replicated victor 4-^ but replaced the recurrent item with
the synonyms defeated and subdued. By choosing the item subdued rather than
repeating defeated, the translator has neutralised the expectedness of the pattern and
possibly foregrounded the chiasmus in the TT by bringing in an element of
unexpectedness, i.e. deviation.
Another strategy is lexicalisation ofchiasmus. The translators may lexicalise
the ST chiasmic structure by replacing the reverse part of the chiasmus with the
adverb 'vice versa'. Examples are (25) and (26):
(25)
(38 [...] cwV j ' Cy 'r&l lA' [...]
[...] the dirham is more valuable to a father than his own son and vice
versa [...] (Allen, 1992: 150)
The chiasmic relationship betweenfather and son is expressed by vice versa. In the
next excerpt, the same procedure is adopted, still with two instances of chiasmus:
(26)
t 4 r-ljt' AjaJail)j 1 Aiui Aft Jul) j i A£.4j AX-.!]) jj jj Jladl f I f [ ]
(22 :hjd)) [•••] ^Tri8! a jil)j
So they reached the stage of considering sunna as heresy and vice versa,
virtue as a failing and vice versa. (Allen, 1992: 130)
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Here again, the translator seems to have reached the conclusion that it is futile to
produce chiasmic constructions equivalent to the ST ones. So, he diluted the patterns
through lexicalisation.
7.4 Conclusion
Repetitive devices of paraphrase, parallelism and chiasmus are utilised in Arabic
prose to perform two chief complementary functions: textual, by organising the
relationships between higher linguistic units in terms of the propositions implied and
identity of expressions; rhetorical, through invoking meaning that goes beyond the
lexical meaning ofwords. Under the translation process, a variety of strategies signal
shifts in the ST patterns which underline a general tendency on the part of the





In this thesis, several different aspects of repetition in written Arabic literary
discourse and their English translation parallels have been examined: Chapter 3
focused primarily on the form and function of the lexical doublets found in the
Arabic corpus, while Chapter 4 investigated the structural shifts of these doublets in
the English TT. In Chapter 5, patterns of phonological repetition in the Arabic ST
were identified and a mapping of the TT onto the ST was made to see how these
patterns were rendered. Chapter 6 explored the patterns ofmorphological and lexical
repetition in the ST along with the strategies for rendering them in the TT, and
finally, paraphrase, parallelism and chiasmus in the ST constituted the object of
inquiry in Chapter 7, where variations in the translation of these features in different
examples were spotted. The investigation of these aspects is but a facet of a more
general concern of this study, namely to attempt to shed light on the norms that
govern the English translation of repetition in Arabic literary discourse.
In order to present an integrated analysis of the results of the thesis, I will start
by briefly reviewing the main findings from the various chapters. From these I will
then try to elucidate some patterns which reflect aspects of translational behaviour.
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8.2 Overall summary
In this section, I will summarise the main findings from each chapter of the thesis.
Lexical doublets:
The first aim of this thesis (set out in Section 1.2 and addressed in Chapter 3) was to
identify the kinds of semantic relations between the members of a lexical doublet and
to examine its textual function as it appears in the corpus. Six categories of lexical
doublets were elucidated, namely Reciprocal, Modificational, Hyponymic, Semi-
freeze, Macro-level, and Metaphorical.
Reciprocal doublets consisted of two constitutive members influencing one
another in a reciprocal manner. The interactive relation between the members was
characterised by mutual presupposition or inclusiveness. Modificational doublets
involved a relationship whereby one member modifies the meaning of the other: the
modification moves either from the first member to the second or the other way
round. Hyponymic doublets had the two members as hyponyms underlying a general
element of referential meaning, i.e. an implied superordinate. The fourth category,
semi-freeze doublets, had the two terms often recalling each other in a way that
qualified them for the status of semi-freezes. Macro-level doublets had the meaning
of the constitutive members closely related to the general theme of the whole text, or
co-text. The final category, metaphorical doublets, entailed a metaphorical
dimension that broadened the scope ofmeaning. Three sub-categories emerged with
the metaphor manifested in: (i) either member of the lexical doublet, (ii) both
members, or (iii) either element of a phrasal doublet.
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The key observation made in this chapter is that, contrary to the findings of
previous studies, the interactive relationship between the members of lexical doublets
showed various degrees of semantic overlap: maximal (e.g. reciprocal doublets),
medial (e.g. modificational doublets), and minimal (e.g. hyponymic doublets). These
values were applicable to the internal semantic interaction, as well as sensitive to the
external textual interaction of the doublet. It was assumed that what was at issue was
a stereoscopic pattern of lexical doublet that involved complex meaning extending
beyond the limits of the doublet.
Finally, one of the strategies adopted by the translators for rendering Arabic ST
lexical doublets into the English TT was maintenance (literal translation). However,
a shift in the stereoscopic pattern was registered in the TT due to the influence of the
English TL norms.
Strategiesfor translating lexical doublets
The second aim of the thesis (expressed in Section 1.2 and addressed in Chapter 4)
was to investigate the strategies used in the translation of lexical doublets. In addition
to maintenance, six other strategies were employed.
One of the frequently used strategies was grammatical transposition. Lexical
doublets were grammatically transposed into: (i) a genitive construction, with its two
forms, the inflected (the -s genitive) and the periphrastic (the o/-genitive); (ii) a
premodified lexeme, where either element undergoes a class shift to function as
modifier; (iii) an intensified lexeme, where either element is replaced by an
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intensifying adjective. The translation exhibited two other types of transposition,
namely parallelistic transposition and transposition in a triplet. The parallelism and
the list-of- three (triplet) structure facilitated the transposition. The second strategy
was translation by displacement. It displaced the members of a doublet when they
appeared synonymous. Translation by addition was the strategy that involved the
addition of a word/words to the doublet in the TT.
Translation by paraphrase stretched the doublet by using more words in the
TT in order to relay the meaning. This entailed the breakdown of the doublet
structure. The fifth strategy, idiomizing translation, replaced either/both members of
the doublet by an idiom in the TT, while the sixth strategy, translation by reduction,
reduced the lexical doublet to one lexical item in the TT. Reduction involved the
following procedures: (a) omission of the less general element; (b) omission of the
less collocative element; (c) omission of either element; (d) substitution of a general
word; (e) substitution of a condensed word.
As to the strategies used by the three translators of Taha Hussein's
autobiography, a comparison of the translations of three ST samples (of consecutive
pages, approximately 2500 word each) from the three parts of the ST showed some
variations: (i) Sample 1 from Part 1 included 38 lexical doublets; 29 (76%) were
rendered in the TT and 9 (24%) shifted, while 3 TT lexical doublets replaced single
ST items; (ii) Sample 2 from Part 2 had 23 doublets; 8 (35%) were rendered in the
TT, 15 (65%) shifted (2 omitted); one TT lexical doublet replaced a single ST item;
(iii) Sample 3 from Part 3 included 25 doublets; 11 (44%) were maintained in the TT
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and 14 (56%) shifted; one TT lexical doublet replaced a single ST item.
The results show that the translator ofPart 1 adopted a ST-oriented strategy in
contrast to a shifting strategy preferred by the other two translators.
The overall conclusion from this chapter is that the strategies are mostly
motivated by the operational textual norms of the TL which determine the
translation's acceptability in the target language and culture.
Phonological repetition
The third aim of this thesis (expressed in Section 1.2 and addressed in Chapter 5)
was to probe the Arabic ST for features of sound repetition and to examine the
relationship between these features and their replacements in the English TT. Four
devices were isolated, namely reverse rhyme, rhyme, pararhyme and consonance.
These were perceived as functioning in poetic prose and not confined to syllable
boundaries.
Analysis of parallel samples from ST and TT indicated that the translators
varied in their appreciation of the ST sound effects which was reflected in their
strategic decisions. Some translators took account of the necessity to relay the ST
phonic effects and affiliations into the TT either by comparable means or by
alternative ones. For that purpose, they employed compensation in kind and in place
whenever and wherever that was felt to be required. This included replacing ST
phonological repetition with morphological and lexical repetition in the TT.
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Sound symbolism was scrutinised in the ST and two types were identified,
namely primary onomatopoeia and secondary onomatopoeia. The latter proved more
interesting as it suggested a tacit association between sound and meaning. An attempt
to look into the expressive and thematic implications of sound symbolism in the ST
showed that the concept is germane to the ST. As regards the translating of sound-
symbolism patterns, and primary onomatopoeia, it was found that the ST and TT
diverge when it comes to how onomatopoeic elements evoke meaning.
The overall conclusion from this chapter is that the use of repetitive sound
patterns in Arabic literary discourse seems to be one way of signalling meaning,
which is primarily part of the overall intended meaning of a text.
Morphological and lexical repetition
The fourth aim of the thesis (expressed in Section 1.2 and addressed in Chapter 6)
was to examine aspects ofmorphological and lexical repetition in the Arabic ST
along with their parallels in the English TT.
Arabic repetition utilises morphological resources of patterns and roots to
achieve both emphatic and cohesive functions. Two types ofmorphological
repetition were identified, namely pattern repetition, and root repetition. The
strategies for translating morphological repetition highlighted the translators'
individual attitudes towards the ST's norms and their adherence to the linguistic and
cultural norms prevalent in the TL environment. On the whole, there was a variation
in the degree of bias towards the norms of either SL or TL.
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Lexical repetition was classified into three types: lexical-item repetition,
lexical-doublet repetition and phrase repetition. Lexical repetition served two major
functions, namely textual and rhetorical. The textual function concerned the
potential of repetition for organising the text and rendering it cohesive. The rhetorical
function had to do with the use of recurrence for rhetorical purposes, foregrounding a
mental image or invoking emotions in emotive language. On the other hand, the
translation strategies varied the ST by using different patterns of reference.
Rhetorical repetition was neutralised by at least one translator, Wayment, who
replaced it with variation.
The overall conclusion from this chapter is that various translators adopt
different strategies for translating morphological and lexical repetition. Generally,
the TL norms seem to dominate in the TT.
Paraphrase, parallelism and chiasmus
The fifth and final general aim of the thesis (expressed in Section 1.2 and tackled in
Chapter 7) was to investigate the repetitive devices ofparaphrase, parallelism and
chiasmus in the Arabic ST and to see how they were dealt with in the English TT.
As regards paraphrase (repetition of content), Arabic ST and English TT were
different in the way their propositions were built in terms of paraphrastic
constructions. A number of translation strategies signalled a predominant tendency to
appeal to the TL norms. One major strategy was compression applied to cases
whereby synonymous expressions in the ST parallel clauses were replaced by fewer
elements in the TT. Three sub-classes of this strategy were distinguished: (i)
compression ofthe verb elements', (ii) compression of the noun elements', and (iii)
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compression ofthe whole structure. They entailed the redistribution of semantic
components on fewer words and thus rendering the ST utterance more compact.
Translation hy antonymous paraphrase was another strategy which was used to
modulate the ST pattern of paraphrase by bringing in a component of antonymy. It
entailed the shifting of the relation between the paraphrastic clauses in such a way
that one clause reinforced the thesis of the other(s) by looking at it from an opposite
angle. Textual restructuring was used by the translators to achieve textual coherence
in the TT. Specifically, it concerned the re-organisation of linguistic material in the
TT in a way that is constrained by the TL norms.
Parallelism (repetition of structure) included two kinds, namely parallelism
with anaphora and parallelism with synonymy. The analysis showed that the device
was exploited for both cohesive and rhetorical purposes. It was used in intertwining a
series of utterances that involved certain patterns of transitivity. The strategic
decision as to whether to avoid parallelism or produce a parallelistic TT seemed to
depend largely on the kind of function the parallelism served in the ST as well as the
purpose the TT is set to serve. Where the parallelism exhibited some rhetorical
function, the translation strategy was often to reproduce the ST pattern by using a
comparable pattern.
Finally, the use of chiasmus (repetition of items in verse order) in the Arabic
ST was defined by the role the device played in the overall textual and rhetorical
meaning. Besides the simple pattern of chiasmus, there existed another type which
was termed compound chiasmus. It consisted in the embedding of a chiasmic phrase
within another chiasmic forming the pattern AB CD DC BA. It was found that the
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way this chiasmus was structured reflected the temporal evolution of events in the
real world.
The translation of chiasmic constructions embraced a number of strategies.
Where the chiasmic construction had no clear rhetorical function, the translators
tended to dilute it by avoiding lexical recurrence. This was carried out using one of
the following strategies: (i) lexicalisation ofthe chiasmus', or (ii) translation by
variation by introducing a synonymous or paraphrasing element in the second half of
the chiasmus.
8.3 Concluding remarks
One of the major goals of this work has been to show that the empirical study of
repetition based on a relatively large data corpus (four texts consisting of about
150,000 words) can provide some insight into the mechanisms and norms that govern
the use of repetition in Arabic literary discourse. It has been found that Arabic
literary writers utilise an assortment of repetitive devices in their pre-planning of the
texture of text in order to achieve both cohesive and rhetorical functions. Repetition,
thus, is intended to signal meaning.
The examination of two Arabic literary texts (one being a three-part
autobiography) and their English translation parallels was conducted within the
framework of contrastive analysis. This was meant to point out the differences and
similarities with a focus on the former which is, in my view, the bottom-line of any
translation study. More specifically, the analysis was intended to establish an
inventory of fne strategies used by the translators.
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The strategies employed for translating Taha Hussein's three-part
autobiography suggest that there is a discrepancy among the three translators as to
the way of dealing with the patterns of repetition. Taking the translation of rhetorical
repetition as a case in point, it is argued here that the variation in the approaches of
the three translators could have the impact of misrepresenting the original text (and
perhaps the author) as rather uneven. I assume that Hilary Wayment (the translator of
the second part) must have been conscious of acting contrary to the textual norms of
the ST and in preference for the TL norms, otherwise she would not have felt the
need to justify her translation in a preface:
Taha Hussein's style has become a byword for charm and grace, and it is indeed rash to
attempt to render its qualities in English. I have tried to avoid literal translation, which
only results in a sort of spurious local colour such as hinders genuine comprehension.
The graceful assonances and repetitions of the original have also disappeared, though I
can only hope that some of its charm remains.
[italics mine] (Wayment, 1992[ 1943]: 102-03)
By avoiding literal translation, the translator makes her initial decision, in the light of
the initial norm, as to how the translation should look like. And by ignoring
repetition, she produces a target text that can hardly convey the whole message of the
original text. Indeed, the translation of the second part of the autobiography is
characterised mainly by the absence of lexical repetition, contrary to the translations
of the first and third parts. Thus, we end up with a translated autobiography that
misrepresents the original author as passing through three stages of stylistic
development whereby he uses repetition in the first stage, averts it in the second, and
re-uses it in the third. This gives rise to the question of how to come to translate a
text that consists of several parts by several translators. An interesting area of inquiry
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will be not only to compare different translations for one text but also different
translations for different parts of a text to look into patterns of (in)consistency in the
translating behaviours. On the whole, the translational norms seem to lean towards
the acceptability pole more than the adequacy pole.
As to the strategies involved in the translation of HadTth isa Ibn Hisham , it is
clearly evident that the translator has adopted literal translation. Right from the start,
the translator worked with the intent of relaying the ST message content at the
expense of the ST sound effects. By claiming that the text has nothing to do with the
maqdmah genre (cf. 1.3 in the introduction), he has made up his mind about the kind
of strategy he would adopt.
Finally, it is my conviction that this study will contribute to the literature of
translation in three ways: 1) it provides a principled linguistic framework for
explaining repetition in Arabic, and thus it can benefit the translators who translate
from/into Arabic; 2) it provides a practical approach to the translation of repetition
into English; 3) it highlights one aspect of cross-cultural differences that has not been
adequately tackled yet and concerns the cultural norms that govern the use of
repetition. This also entails the need for the integration of a set of strategies for the
teaching of translation in general and the teaching of repetition translation in
particular, by drawing on stylistics, text linguistics as well as cultural studies. In the
area of teaching language and translation, the study will be useful to: a) foreign
learners of Arabic who will have at their disposal a textual approach to the analysis
of repetition fnat will enable them to learn how it is used in literary Arabic; b) Arab
learners ofEnglish who will be aware of the norms and conventions that govern the
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use of repetition in English; c) translation teachers who can utilise the findings of the
study as an additional resource in the teaching of translating repetition; and lastly, d)
professional translators who can acquire practical tools that prove indispensable for
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B. Arabic-language references
1 Ja ( j 998) u^^ A 3:^ Ak. jlJjbi . 4^1-^.^iJl
. CJIJIjcaII jb ; a^jAlill . (AlDbll f.1 j^H) . . 4-1= ' UJ"1*^
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Appendix 1. Translation of lexical doublets
Table 1. A statistic of lexical doublets and their translations in app. 2500-
word sample (Chapter 18) from Taha Hussein's Autobiography (Part 1)
Source Text (ST) Target Text(TT) ST-
oriented
Shifted
c i ^ l-> if- anger and annoyance X
AS jS patience and fortitude X
grief and distraction X
grief and distraction X
pleasure and rejoicing X
U>- grief and pain X
Ji games or conversation X
conversation and games X
dlJC. j games and play X
due. J playing and amusing X
C "* \ ><**-- ^ 1^1-V 1 Hi laughing and playing X
prayer and supplication X
L_j|Jjl J L—il -S t, friends and contemporaries X
0 JLol^k. 0.1<GIA stiff and cold X
j dark, silent X
\ j stunned and speechless X
A-l.UjJa <ll2kj thin, weak X
^ XMXA (_J t, 1 incessant and increasing X
alarming and terrifying X
*LQjxw a O_LGLA S^pli indisposed, languid and feverish X
^ JJ* HUJ bjU calm and serene,.. frightened X
i - mS ^2kJ j silent, downcast, bewildered X
pain and afflict X
continued and increased X
i L-n 3-> \ twisted and turned X
t-J cried and tossed X
(Jryj lJ)Ai get over and recover X
lightly and playfully X
^jLndsal J p. ^3 quietly and calmly X
L_LjutjSjl j Jpojl village schools and town schools X
J. ■-'jV j neither prayed nor made supplication X
Jj jjjili languid and out of sorts X
Jd L .1 ^ continued to get worse X
' L '. ' ^ continued with increasing volume X
^ i \ , ^ \ \ continued with increasing force X
continued louder than ever X
jLboLlj i continued louder than ever X
<CaC-l j with reluctance X
Number of lexical doublets in ST sample: 38
ST-oriented lexical doublets: 29 (76%)
Shifted: 9 (24%)
NB.: 3 TT doublets replaced single ST items
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Table 2. A statistic of lexical doublets and their translations in app. 2500-
word sample (Chapters 1-2) from Taha Hussein's Autobiography (Part 2)
Source Text (ST) Target Text (TT) ST-
oriented
Shifted
A j bitterness and resentment X
S <i A-ujt- strange, elusive X
A 9 \ A A 1 1 "V- pleasant and rewarding X
jkll ^1*11 pleasant, peaceful X
weak, hollow X
HAL Ija. freely and easily X
1 V Vl» A easily and with confidence X
uj^LuJaJ jl crowded or twisty X
j hard work X
A-iJaJxJ AJJJIA moderately unpleasant X
A Q i SJLJAJJJ
•• »• utterly intolerable X
j <Qalc.j morose and misanthropic X
-LauaUJj genial and good-natured X
(jjailJ JC.il) anxiety and distress X
AlLoL-sa A AjjlA quiet, unhurried X
^JJIJ j-jall joy X
jj nnUll j ^1 jSall the poor X
tjSi* <JJJS abominable X
quiet X
4 4 Utl-C a medley X
4x- jai j 4itii to his horror X
j i—fljla [Omitted] X
<—aiaijj A3J [Omitted] X
Number of lexical doublets in ST sample: 23
ST-oriented lexical doublets: 8 (35%)
Shifted: 15 (65%) [2 omitted]
NB.: 1 TT doublet replaced 1 single ST item
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Table 3. A statistic of lexical doublets and their translations in app. 2500-
word sample (Chapters 1-2) from Taha Hussein's Autobiography (Part 3)
Source Text (ST) Target Text (TT) ST-
oriented
Shifted
jjjllj JjttJl houses and dwellings X
0 Jill guidance and propagation X
heart and spirit X
J lore and learning X
l*.ad)j moderation and deliberation X
harm and evil X
<Jl£]| ^Lutui heavy piling X
J JLujl keener and sharper X
better and more useful X
CijAjJ praise and adoration X
^ 4 T t 111! J wealth and comfort and ample living X
j JLSI unrestrained exaggeration X
(jljilj inward comprehension X
«Uc-j strenuous effort X
JSIIJ a=Jl earnest effort X
diligent achievement X
o>Jl real pain X
j j L-i^xJl reverent love and affection X
A -y g jj happy satisfaction X
CJJJ he low ... to get some respite X
weighing it well and taking careful thought X
U^J%J the pot boiling with perpetual words X
in good spirits X
SLUIJ^LQ 1 J J'.» A apologising X
\ jy UJU Soundly X
Number of lexical doublets in ST sample: 25
ST-oriented lexical doublets: 11 (44%)
Shifted: 14 (56%)
NB.: 1 TT doublet replaced 1 ST item
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